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pi er Acc 
During th« UM ë it© 10 yMrt, many problems roUttag to (à© móchame* oí tro- 

»ou ground ha©« b©«n investigai ©d ia the Uhoratoráe* oí the U. 8. 8. C.. and a 
broad scientific-technological field investigation ©Í permafrost has been mad©. Both 
types of investigations were closely connected with large-scale construction in th* 
permafrost region and ware conducted toy two groups of research workers; on* group 
was connected with the Komissiie po isucheniiu vechnoi msrsloty Akademii Nauk 
888R (Commission for the Study of Permafrost, Academy of Sciences, U. 8. 8. B. ), 
and the other was connected with the Ubcratory of the Leningradskyi Institut soo rus- 
henil (Leningrad Institute of Construction) and the Leningradskyi Institut iaahonerov 
kommunal'nogo stroitel'stva (Leningrad Institute of Communal Construction engineers). 
The second group worked as closely as possible with the Academy group. 

As a result of this research, a considerable amount of data was accumulated 
which characterises frosen ground and, particularly, permafrost from the construction 
point of view. This information is collected, correlated, and considerably developed 
in this book and is supplemented by material of other organisations, as well as by 
data from Soviet and, in part, foreign literature. 

W* have used comparatively little, and only the most important, nata from foreign 
literature, as much foreign investigation, especially that dealing with permafrost, is 
only of a descriptive character. 

It can be definitely stated that the U. S. S. R. is ahead of other countries in the 
study of the mechanics of frosen ground. This is especially true in the past fsw years, 
when the tremendous construction in permafrost areas has required scisnc* to solve 
a number of basic problems pertaining to characteristics of frosen ground. 

Because of the comparative youth of the science of fresen ground, our Principle« 
of mechanics of frosen ground can serve only as a foundation for the development of 
this celen,'« Therefore, ÍÍ is quits understandable that th* reader will find answers 
only to basic questions in this book. Some questions are unanswered because they 
have not been investigated in these studies. Other questions, on which work has just 
been begun, are only partially answered. 

Knowing the shortcomings of our work, w# have nov* 'hr.?.'» decided to publish 
it, since the theoretical and practical demands of cons.rucu .n in the permafrost 
regions are so gieat and insistent that, even with these shot tcoming», we feel that 
this work will be of value to our country. We are convinced that engineers and 
technicians will profit by oar data and use them, sometimes completely and sometimes 
as suggestions. 

In addition, we believe that the investigators of ft oxen ground will find new 
problems stated which have been investigated little or not at all and require further 
work. In most cases a suggested approach has been indicated. W* fesl that the 
mers statement of such problems end suggestions for investigation will be of some 
value to future investigators. 

As our work on frosen ground is th* first and has no predecessors either in our 
own or in foreign literature, ws were obliged to start from th# vary beginning - 
specifically, with systematisation of the material and terminology, and end with 
conclusions and generalisations, many of which are given for the first time and 
constitute completely new material. 

The frosen state of the ground, as indicated by th* title, occupies a dominant 
position in our book. Although the processes of transition of the ground from th* 
frosen to the thawed state and vice *'«rsa are discussed in detail, they have only an 
auxiliary importance. 

Our work stands on tbs border of two periods in the study of rosen ground. 
During the firet, the science of frosen ground, hosed on the work of former investi¬ 
gators — Middendorf, ¡achevskii, and others, concentrated primarily on th# study 
of permanently frosen ground. In the second, th* phenomenon of seasonal froeuing 



evCn in aom« portion* oí thia work. . , 

Ch.*«.». »V. V. V». 
wer« written by N. A. Teytowich. »w* Chejtjr«J*. Chapt#r |X# "Oeo- 
the problem* of geophyeic*. w*^* Pr"p^ preperod by both author*. I» ord*r to 
wctaicl lnv.«ig«.on. o'P*'~f/',‘'hooT ¿chtto«.’ .. it ... pr.p.r«l «• correl.t. th. ..p.r.t. portion, of th. booh. Men cn.pr.r, 
discusaed by both author*. 
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in the work and auggeat changea and addit ona.» 
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PAñT l. »«»«KHigitTATIOlt AMO TttÉOñf 

CHAPTER I. PROPER TUES OP COMPONENTS OF PROIE* OROVHD 

OMmiiho» of tlx Com:Fr—a —4 Uafro»««. 

!t it w«U known that, with Um *4v*nt of (all, Um uppar layara ol *ka ground in <ka 
araaa north and aouth of a cartaln latituéa bacoma coolad and fraaaa. TMa rraaaing 
ia dua to thafactthat moi ature contaiaad in the porea of tha gronnd ia ch&Ag0« in o a 
aolid atata — lea, at a temperature below OC. Ground which ia cementa® by tea ia 
rafarrad to aa froaen to diatinguiah it from uafreaen ground with a poaitf^a *#n*PtT*tur** 
In tha andlaae variety of coaditiona, however, there ara caaaa where ii0®11® "*■ 
ao little moiatura that it remaina uncemented even at a very low negative temperature, 
Thie occura in ground which doea not contain email aoil particlaa, auch *• c,i " 
sand, rock fragmenta, and other depoeite with single’grain atructura, I® t"* Tar Ea»t, 
M. I. Sumgin found deposits of gravel which was covered by frost during the winter, 
but tha deposits were easily worked because tha gravel waa not cemented by the 
For construction purposes, tha transition from the unfrosen aiate to the froaen state 
(cementad by ice}, and tha r varae process, are of enormous significance. For a 
number of types of construction, however, the moat important characteristic is not 
the cementing of the ground by ice at a negative tempwrature, but the vary Pre**nce 
of this negative temperature. In a water supply system, tha water ia in equal danger 
of being froaen in the pipes whether the surrounding ground is cemented by ice or not, 
if the ground hae a negative temperature. This also applies to drainag* pip**> oil 
pipes, and many other types. 

Thus, for a certain type of construction, it is necessary to*know, fir,t» w*1?tt^er 
the ground has a.positive or negative temperature, and then, within th« Umita oí this 
negative temperature, whether the ground is cemented by ice or not. 

Consequently, ground can be divided into two classes: (1) ground with a positive 
temperature and ( 2 ) ground with a negative temperature. 

Later on we will deal only with ground of the second class: ground «.f class 1 
will be dealt with only on very rare occasions. 

The ground of clase 2 is divided according to water content: (1) ground containing 
water in the solid phase — ice, and (2) ground containing no ice, although it has a 
negative temperature. 

These two categories of ground with negative temperatures may be subdivided 
into several types as follows:' 

Ground with a negative temperature 
À. Ground with ice crystals — froaen ground 

1. Ground ia not cemented by ice, although it contains s«p*r*te *c® crystals. 
2. Only parts of the ground are cemented by ice. 
3. Ground is completely cemented by ics. 

Note: The ground may aixnultaneously contain both water in the liquid state and ice. 

B. Ground without ice crystals 
1. Ground contains no water. 
2. Ground contains only hygroscopic or film water in liquid state. 
3. Ground contains water in supercooled state. 
4. Ground contains salt solutions in supercooled ateta or a » temperature 

above the freesing point of the solution. 

Ws shall use the term " froaen ground" tor ground which contain* Ie** ^* 
often consider ic«i as one of the components of th# ground. In thie a*n#e even pure ice 

T7 Th# classification suggested Hère for ground with a negative temp*r*tur* ** 
factory for our practical purposes*, for thaorstical purposes, it needs further Ualinaation. 



he ¿rosen ground has a lower temperature than the temperature 
njmk por the sake of simplicity, we have not introduced in our 
ll WUDC 

i ««mcfFLit or MKCNAMCt or rmor«K okouhd 
will, under certain condition*, he considerei a* grcund 

With a rise in temperature Í rose a ground reaches a state whea the ice contained 
in it begins to thaw, absorbing the so-called Intent bant o< thawing. During the thawing 
process, the ground cf • ins both tee end water. 

With a lowering ui »«mperature, urirosen ground reaches a state odien the water 
begins to crystsllis* emitting the latent heat of irsesing. During the process oí 
freesing, both water « - ice coexist in the ground. 

Consequently, ground containing ice crystals may be: <1) in a frozen sute. (2) in 
the process oí thawing, or (3) in the process of freesing. Ground containing tee crysuls 
can be in a froaen state only when the emanation of the latent heat of freesing has 
terminated or when the absorption of the latent heat of thawing has not yet begun. 

The processes of freesing and thawing of ground take place at a given negative 
temperature, usually somewhat below OC but in some cases, as indicated later, consider« 
ably below OC. 

Consequently, the 

cUssifTcafion specUl^TOidivisions for the sutes of freesing and thawing Out have consid¬ 
ered these as transition stages. 

These are the simplest considerations which form the basis of our definition of the 
concepts: froten, unfrosen, freesing. and thawing. Under natural conditions, the 
situation is much more complex than is presented here. In practice, water contained 
in the ground is always some sort of solution, although it may be an extremely wea 
one. Likewise, absolutely dry ground does not exist, and the processes of fl[*e*,n8 
thawing may take place intermittently, with an alternation of supercooling and crysUlli- 
aation. 

Frosen Grou/nrt,s a Four-Phase System 

Generally speaking, froaen ground can be considered as a system of contiguous 
substances. Every substance which may be separated from the system by purely 
mechanical means is called a phase. For example, water with floating ice is a two- 
phase system, and, if one considers the vapor over the water, a three-phase system. 
A freesing saturated salt solution forms a four-phase system consisting of salt, ice, 
water, and vapor.1 

Frosen ground is one of the most complex substances because, generally, it 
consists of solid mineral particles, ice particles, water, and air with.a certain amount 
o! water vapor. Therefore, frosen ground can be considered as a four-phase systam: 
sund mineral particles, a binding substance (ice), water, »ndair. The mechanics of 
frosen ground then, is the mechanics of a four-phase system. The basic components of 
frosen ground will be the solid mineral particles and the ice which cements them. 

MineilteF on we'will consider the processes which take place during the reesing and 
thawing of porous ground, as well as the properties of the porous ground in the frosen 
state; bedrock will be considered only on specific occasions. 

The mineral particles which form the skeleton of the froasn ground may have a 
variety of sises and forms. They may be divided into groups and subgroups as shown 
in Table 1, 

The basic properties of the sai ’ and gravel particles are the hardness of the grain, 
the absence of cohesion, and a considerable resistance to friction. In a °/ 
cases, silt particles are round, which facilitates their mobility. The work of Professore 
Atterberg. Teraaghi. and others has established that clay particles have a clearly 
defined flaky, scals-like shape. They are clastic, plastic in the mass, highly 
compressible, and characterimed by considerable cohesiveness. 

Tom 3. V fl. fl. Khvol'ton Kure FRlki (Textbook of physicgl. 



CSPSAfMSKT/.nON ANO TMBOftY I 

TabJ* 1. CU*»iiicftt¿oa of ima«r«l p«rtirU» form 1^4 of fro««n 
frouaë 

No. Type of particles D»am of particles (mm) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Gravai 

coarse 
Sand: medium 

fine 

Silt: coarse 
fine (inorganic) 

Clay: coarse I 
fine 

>2 

2-1 
1-3.25 
0.25-0.05 

0.05-0.01 
0.01-0.005 

0.005-0.001 
<0.001 

The properties of the soil depend, to a considerable degree, upon the percentage 
of clay in the soil. Consequently, at the present time, the percentage of clay sises in 
the soil forms the Lasts for classification of grounds which are heterogeneous in their 
grain sise composition. Table 2 shows the classification according to grain size which 
is used in construction. The more detailed classification of V- V. Okhotin is used in 
road building, i 

Table 2. Classification of soil according to grain-sise composition^ 

No. Type 
Weight of particles {%}___ 

Clay 
<0.005 mm 

Silt 
0. 005-0.05 mm 

Sand 
0.05-2 mm 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

7 
8 
9 

10 

Fat clay 
Lean clay 
Clayey sand 
Silty sand 
Sand 
Silty clay 

Clayey silt 
Sandy silt 
Silty sand 
Silt 

>60 
60-30, 
30-107 
10- 3 

< 3 
>30 

30-10, 
10- 37 

< 3 
< 3 

<20 
More silt than 
either clay or 
sand separately. 
More silt than 
sand. 

20-50 
>50 

<3 
More sand 
than silt 

>5G 

* [ As the Russian classification does not correspond completely t° any standard 
American classification, the soil terms cannot be translated precisely. Transla¬ 
tions given in Table 2 are followed throughout the text. } 

If the ground also contains gravel particles exceeding 10% of the total weight, the 
word "gravelly" is added to the specific classifying term of the ground. 

The above classification, or one similar to it, is used to place frozen ground in 
a soil category. Actually, other properties, such as amount of ice and the temperature, 
are very often more significant for frosen ground th*n the grain sise. A special 
classification of frosen ground taking physical-mechanical proparties into consideration 

1. V. V. Oschotm (19331 OranuJomeiricheskaia hlassifikatsiia gruntov na osnove ikh 
fislcheskikh i mekhanichssfcifck svoistv (Orain-sise classification oi soil on the basis of 
physical and mechanical proparties). Leningrad: TslAT. 
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PftffCClFLSS or UKCUAHK* OW FBOISN OaOC«0 

_k. ^or, corr*ct. U«lorta^l*ly. U»*r# »• •*»« **%* t*' • 

cloaoificAtton 41 pr«**«»- ,_ 
~ ... .4^ mmy ê*r*i omly (or • *r«l»«nu*4ry «yprMMl of fro»«» 

mmétíliíà ground Thu., ««d *"d 

“i- <■-• ‘•«»'i, •“■ -111 “•uy b*co,nc **" {^. hyíf.0»inuc taUnc* oí th* W4*«r *• d »turbud. 

^ «... «r ruvov uoil will d«p«nd *lmo»t ontiroly on th* »mount of »c« in it. 
Tkn proportt»» oí cUy Y ... .«tramnlv low w»t«r pormonbility, will 

Froron cUy or cUyoy ••««*. «lowly »ft#r tbawing (ovor » poriod oí ye»r» 
lo», i»» w»t»r cont.nt »nd con.olid.to Yury »lowly *«»ru»« t c ^ ,oil Wlll 

or d»c»d»»). Th»roíor», ic*~*M ur* * »ftor thawing »nd will bo oxtruded irom 

irr^uni-rr^ z*. 

“"»TÂ"? (T«.» Æ.o.&..i.n ,. o, continu. .. th. »m. r.to .n.i to. 
indoanit.ly long time (the proco», oí pUotic How). 

• • « t- - _ 

Sand »nd »ilty »»nd in tno íro»«u -ill tc —c; 
than clavev »oil. 

2Nâna »na y ••• -— 
T*t* inf.u.nc of ^ .^.... 000,^.,,^ “un.,. 

r ¿ä “o.:. iÂooV.»‘.»r*in 5:..0...4,» a.»,, b.,».. 

Ic h. rro.t imporuoit f.Cor d.t.rntin.n, ,h. 0,.0,-0,0.1 proper,i.. of fren ground 

i» ice content. ... i.- h 

1, . m.y b. <0,0,4 ‘V'rr^rA^Ii^rrûrV^S^n'l'/rfVhouT.nt 
und«r p«rm»iro»t condition» m»y between »eparate mineral grain». (4) 
oí cubic mater») in volume, (3) thi ic. ;n {roaen around i» more or 

rÍm- etCl* ^oTe7m i^TvaViouV^in.^ r;rely: in the form 
LíVrirí on .omí ocía.ioní. the ice i. a thin film covering th. .oil grain». 

structure of ic«- At the pre.ent time, it »wro^VnVthe 
triple molecule» ol water (tnhydrol). ccor ^g^ ^ more correctly molecule, oí 
moment of íreeaing contain* ice vapor »tato ha» »ingle molecule» (hydrol); 
ice. According to thi» theory, ^V/^h^rLn and in the .olid .tato, triple molocule. 
in the liquid »Ute. incr.a.., forming 

KLi the wate*rTt lOOC. a«id 37% at OC. At the pre.ent time pre.ence of trihy roi 

molecule, in ice i» coneidered proved. 
, rnntaine ice {trUivdrol) much in the eame way a» a »olution 

conuín0: i.*n, of -1.., .-, b. loox.4 upon .. ,bn, ,.mp.r.,ur. 

at which the »olution of ice become» »aturated. 

u »n 

eecoSdary axi. and ineignificant along the mam axi». 

m ^rÄ«y.,.U,n. ,c. uÄ.. aÄ 
»nd mo»t often correipond» ^* • t f th# ic# cov#r (where icc 

.„4^e.“i:r,n“c'u"r.* »< «»-• «»• 
uining air bubble» and aom»ti*ne» forming »ave.-al Uyer». 

1 n"lia^H e^eri^L^LntrVal. Canada: fcenouf Publl.hing 

Company] 



CXFUUMlKTATtOk ATO FF BOA T 

(<l ft<*r«r«4 iwrm« «# « r«»ul> ot th* ••ni.ng o/ »«p«rAl« Uy*r« of ««i «nu» 
or by ««inorol« loyer« of o«t*r lr«««m« on« oí a l»m«. 

Id) Novi |or gr»nutor ic«) lorn»« «vhrn ênow fr««««« mio ««porAl« gr«tn« in lh* 
form oí opoqu« IC• «ph«r««. ««voral m.Ilimrlvr« in diAmefer. Cu hign mountom« 
neV* form« «Kol« field« which often 'rover glAcierr and mow with them 

I«) Small aggregate« of ic« are du« to the alternation of fr««stng and mixing. 
they have many varieti«« often tak« irregular form, and arc usually observed in the 
upper part of the ice of large water basins. Thi;, are formed curing the initial frseatng 
of the basin, when the wind breaks up the ice cover. 

(f) Porous-flaky ice occurs in the freshly deposited snow ccver and also when water 
frees*« aa it r;ondcnsrs from vapor. The ice cryitals may assume very diverse forms. 

It must be pointed out that, under great pressure, ice may change from one form of 
( rystallme ice into another (ice I, II, and III). f 

Thu*, according to Tammann’s experimenta, a lowering of ice temperature and an 
increase of pressure up to ¿¿00 atm (or kg/cm2), will transform ordinary crystalline 
ice 1 inte crystalline ice II, which not only differs from the ordinary type in structure 
but also is heavier than water. Ice I may also be transformed into ice III, which 
according to Tammann1 . is formed at a pressure of ¿235 atm and at -34C and -64C. 

figure i snows the transition ot ice i 
into ice II and ice III, and the changes of the 
thawing points with an increase in pressure. 

The change of ice I into ice II and ill is 
accompanied by sharp changes of volume and 
the consumption of enormous quantities oi 
heat. 

Water and air 
Water and air occur in the frozen ground 

only under special conditions. 

Wate r in the supercooled state, i.e. be¬ 
low OC, may be found in frozen ground. The 
conditions of water freezing in thin capillaries 
and films are conducive to supercooling. 
According to Bouyoucos*, the freezing temp¬ 
erature of gravitational water in the ground 
often reaches -1. 5C. while water in very thin 
capillaries, especially hygroscopic water, 
i. e. , water v.hich is held by molecular 
attraction, may r.^t freeze at a temperature 
as low as -78C. Sumgin's experiments have 
shown that a film of water 1.4 microns thick 
placed between two sheets of glass did not 
freeze during 2 hours at a temperature of 
-17C. Apparently the presence of supercooled 
water in the frozen ground tends to decrease 
the general shearing strength of frozen ground. 

Under permafrost conditions, after the 
long continuous influence of negative tempera¬ 
tures (for several milsr.nic.ms) the presence 
of water in a supercooled state is much less 
probable than in the frozen ground of the active 
and thawing. 

P, PRESSURE 

Figure 1. Transition of ice 1 
into ice II and ice III, depend¬ 
ing on pressure and temperature. 

layer, i.e., the layer of annual freezing 

The temperature of water freezing depends not only on the forces of molecular 
interaction in the thin capillaries of the ground, but also to a great degree on the 

1. Cited from B. P. Veinberg (1908-1910) Obshchii kurs fisihi (General physics). 

* {No reference given. ] 
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• - To itla*tr«tc. ub th* low#niij 

Är:;"“ “i »<.« * -- - -- -’*• *r* 
given in T*ble !• 

T*bU 3. Relation of ireeaing point oí water to ealt (NaCl) content. 

O.OOOC 

0.0000 

0.1208 

-0.0736 

1.479 

-0.8615 

10. 77 

-6. 32 

22.90 

-14.77 

30.40 

-21. 12 

i — 

VAPOR 

Amount oí anhydrous NaCl 
(g/100 cc of waier} 

Freezing point (C) 

shîp^nay be r«pre»«nted by a "pha«« diagram" (Ft« 2). 
figure 2 .ho«. >h. curve, oí equilibrium of v.riou. .«... o. w.t.r. 

At the preaaure and temperature 
shown by the coordinates of point A, solid 

- i v> V» a a » of water, and vapor n.w> --1-r- , 
Will be found in equilibrium and may re¬ 
main in that state for an indefinitely ’ong 
period without changing from one phase 
to another. Point A is the well-known 
triple point showing the conditions under ^ 
which a substance can exist simultaneously 
in three phases: solid. liquid, vapor. For 
water, this point correspóndete 0.0074C, 
and a pressure of 4. 583 mm mercury, 

The three cfcrve* of equilibrium are 
the border lines for the three fields of 
stable conditions: vapor, liquid, and ice 
crystals. On each curve the two condi¬ 
tions separated by the curve occur in 
equilibrium. 

Air in frozen ground is: ( l)free air, 
i.e. , air connected with the atmosphere, 
or (2) enclosed air. Under natural condi¬ 
tions, the first type will occur pnman.y 
in around which contains little ice, 
although it can occur in otner types of 
ground where it can penetrate through the 
frost cracks. Its influence on the 
mechanical properties of frozen gr°^d is 
so insignificant that it can be disregarded. 

The second type, enclosed air, occurs 
in the pores of the ground, and, beca“** 
it has an absolute elasticity, it may maten 

ally influence the elastic properties of frozen ground. 
M^rhanical Properties of Minsral Particle»_andjce 

Strength of , llt, of various rocks which form part of the composition 

Then* 
tens and hundrsds of kilograms per square centimeter. 

r. V. a. rr.J.Tih. .mi a. irTirhnyHm*)tUiki u— 
general physics). Leningrad. 

« 

►vaVW 

Cvvv’« 
îsteîOÎ 

CwTv 

p, PRESSURE 

Figure 2. Phase diagram of 
water, vapor and ice. 
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Table 4 ahowa *!.• average ultimate* compreaeive, tensile, bending, and shear 
strengths oí natural stone materials, according to the experiments of Bach, Bauschmger. 
Feppel, and Gamsh.1 

Type oí rock 

Granite 
Sandstone 
Limestone 

Table 4. Ultimate strength ol rock. 

Ultimate strength (kg/cm2) 

Compression 

450 -2, 000 
200-2,0C0 
200-1,800 

Tension Bending Shear 

40-80 
40-80 
10-30 

100-230 
100-175 
40-200 

70-100 
13-36 
30-47 

Average 
Young's modulus, 

(kg/cm2) 

3 X 10* 
7 X 104 

It may be expected that the resistance of separate particles (granite, quart*, etc.) 
will be considerably larger than the values given in Table 4, which pertain to the 
cemented aggregates of these particles. Thus, for example, the ultimate tensile strength 
of a quarts crystal is 1100 kg/cm2 when the force is directed parallel to the axis of the 
crystal, and 830 kg/cm2 when the force is directed perpendicular to its axis. 

'ru» »».»»»-»»i,, i » » nr» iiitimnat* rnmnrrxsiv» «trenffth of rock which, on the average, 
»... ..... --/ “ 

measures 1000 kg/cm¿, should also bo noted. 

Thus, under the usual stresses in natural conditions, disruption of the stability 
of frozen ground cannot be due to the mechanical properties of its mineral particles. 

It is the properties of ice whicn are extremely important in the study of the 
mechanical properties of frozen ground. Ice fills the space between the separate 
rrioeial grains of the ground completely or partially and acts as a bond. Thu strength 
oi the fro* .n ground, therefore, will depend on the strength of the ice bond. 

Strengt?» c. ice 
TKë'strength of ice under stress depends on the structure of the ice, its tempera¬ 

ture, and «.ho conditions of the test. The mechanical properties of ice, which are so 
important fthe solution of a number of engineering problems, have been studied for 
a long time. 

As early aa 1871, H. Moseley tested the elastic properties of ice by the bending 
method. Later, in 1902, H. Hess made a series of tests to determine its compressive 
strength, tensile strength, and modulus of elasticity. We must also note the thorough 
investigations of ice properties by B. P. Veinberg (1900-1913), the experiments of 
G. G. Bell (1914), the systematic tests of ice strength by V. N. Pinegin (1922), the 
experiments by H. Barnes (1914-1928), N. Finlayson (1927), and others. 

According to these studies, the compressive strength depends on the direction of 
the outside force, i. ¢. , whether the force is applied parallel or perpendicular to the 
axis of the ice crystals, and also on the negative temperature, the ice structure, and 
the duration of the load. 

1. This table is conrvvlsU from data in: S. R. Brilling (1928) Kamennye konstruktsii. 
spravochnik dlia insb. -stroit.(Stone construction, a handbook for civa enginaers), 
tom 1. bioacow^ 

* ( Used throughout as ultimate strength for relatively brief loading (Russian term: 
"Vremennyi")). 
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Som« value* ni the ultimate compretctv« «trenRlh of ic* are givan in Table S. • 
An analyaia it the data lead* u* to the following concluatona. 

1 The ultimate rompreaaive atrangth of ice varjea conaidarably with ice texture, 
even at the **me temperature. According to the data, the ci mpreaaive atrength at 
temperature! between 0 and -2C vanee from 17.5 to 127 kg/cm ; md, the atrength 
value* diffet lor the upper, middle, and lower portion? of the river ice. The data ehow 
that the texture of the ice play* an important part in its atrength. 

2. Compreaaive atrength oí ice dependa on the direction of preaaure in relation to 
♦he axi* of tnj cryatal. It ia greater when preaaure ifc applied parallel to the axia of 
the cryetals (which, for the ice cover of water baaina, will be perpendicular to the 
water’s surface) than when preaaure is applied perpendicular to the axia of the crystal*. 

3. Ultimate compreaaive atrength of ice depends on the negative temperature and 
inv e «e* with lower temperature. 

4 Ultimate compreaaive atrength of ice, as determined experimentally by 
cruaiu.i* ice samples, depends on the rate of application of the compreaaing load (Brown • 
experiments). Apparently, moat investigator a have paid little attention to thia fact, 
which explain* the difference* in their reaulta. Aa haa been ahown by recent mveatigationa, 
the rate of atreaa increase ia *o important that it cannot be disregarded under any 
circumstance*. Inveatigationa conducted by the aoil laboratoriea of the L. l.I.K. b. 
(Leningrad Inatitute of C mmunal Conatruction Engineers) ahow that the ultimate com¬ 
pressive strength of ice ia 60 kg/cm* at a atreaa increase of 20 kg/cm per minute. 
37 kg/cm^ at an increase of 36 kg/cm2 - min, and 24 kg/cm at 50 kg/cm - nrv.n. 

The reí ore, the ultimate compreaaive atrength oí ice dependa on a number of factor», 
the mont iKoortant of which are ita texture, temperature, and the rate of load increase. 

The tenaile and shear strength* of ice are also important factor*. The reaulta of 
experiment* by various inveatigators are given in Table 6,1 

The data ahown in Table 6 indicate that the ultimate tenaile and shear strength* of 
ice depend on the aame factor* as the compreaaive atrength (Table 5). However, the 
influence of these factor* ia different, the influence of temperature on shear atrength is 
moat evident at temperature* cloae to 0C. 

In solving cerUin problems of the mechanics of frozen ground (for example, the 
problem of surface icing, etc.), the bending strength of ice is also important. 

Average values of the ultimate bending strength of ice are given in Table 7 on the 
basis of data of vanouc investigators. 

1. Table 5 was compiled from the following sources: 
H. Barnes, qp. cit. . , . , .. ,,,, 
V N Pin^abT Í Ï924) Prwdvaritel'noe soobshchenie ob isaledovanu prochnosti 1 da 

V sviazi » ten peraturnvmi iameneniiami ( Preliminary communication* on investigations _ 
of ice atrength relative to temperature), Soobahcheniia o nauchno-tekhmcheakikh rabotakh 

^A^N.^KomaroVSkn (1932) Struktura i fizicheakie »voiatva ledianogo pokrova preanykh 
(Structure and physical properties of ice cover cf fresh water»), Goaenergizdat, vod 

Moa cow. 
B. N. Sergeev (1929) Uatroiatvo zimnei perepravy vagonov po I'du > rab°ta-j|*f^-4^ 

deistviem naaruzTolguilding a winter ice croaaing for railway cars and behayjo or 
alma poo aeiaiviem n«xru*».. - --- -- -■-- 
3Tan ice Uver under load). IliH Compendium of the Department 
NRPSTMoacc ; 

2. Table 6 was compiled from the same aourcea aa Table 5. 

* [No reference given. ) 

of Engineering Research, 
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No. 

Z 

3 

4 

5 
6 
r 

10 
11 
12 
13 

14 
13 

16 
17 
ia 
19 
zo 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

21 
29 
30 
31 
?2 
33 

34 

SS 
36 

37 

TakH 3. Ultimate corner 

Uivaatigatj. 

• trmfltW tct 

H. Haas (1902) 

Ball (1914) 

Bafnea and Mackay 
(1914) 

Brown (1926) 

B. P. Vaaanko (1897), 

N. Finiayaon (1927) 

V. N. Pinagin (1924) 

B. N. Sargaav (1929) 

A. N. Komar ora kii 
(1932) 

Typ# of ica 

Glac ial 

Rivar 

Rivar. 
vary clear 

Rivar 

Artificial, 
from 
river water 

River, very 
uniform 
texture 

Rivar, 
upper part 

River, 
middle part 

River, 
lower part 

Direction of 
preaeura in 

relation to axi* 
of ice -»yn la 

Parallel 

Normal 

Parallel 

'/oiga Rivar, 
upper part 
middle part 
lower part 

River, 
(recommended 
to ba ueed aa 
ave raga) 

Parallel 
Nor. ial 

Parallel 
Parallel 
Parallel 
Normal 
Normal 

Paracel 

Normal 

Parallel 

Normal 

Tamp 
(C> 

mar 0 

near 0 

-2.2 
-10.0 
-16.7 

-V. 3 iw -V 

-4. 5 to -6 

-10 
-12.5 
-17.5 
-18.8 

-1.6 
-1.6 

0 to -2 
-8 to -10 
20 to -23 

0 to -2 
.8 to -10 

-20 to -23 
0 to -2 

• 8 to -10 
• 20 to -23 

0 to -2 
•8 to -10 

-20 to -23 

0 to -2 
-8 to -10 

-20 to -23 
0 to -2 

- 8 to -10 
-20 to -23 

near 0 
near 0 
naar 0 

0 to -2 

Ultimate 
compreeatva 
atraae (kg/cm*) 

25 

41.5 

25.9 

24.9 

21.0 
48. 5 
56.8 

i . -, iu 
65 to 1 9 

26.8 
28.6 
29. 7 
40. 5 

127 
74 

20.7 
26.0 
38.4 
18.4 
25.2 
28.2 
35.8 
32.8 
76.0 
28.2 
33. 5 
69.2 

17.5 
20.4 
37.6 
12.0 
18.2 
32.1 

22.4 
34.7 
23. 3 

30 

Remarke 

Avg of 6 teata 

At rate of 
26b kg/eec 

Avg of 9 teata 
Avg of 4 teata 

Avg of 3 teata 

Avg of 3 teata 

>jivg of 3 teata 

Avg of 8 teata 
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7ski* 4. Uttirnaw »•«•»I« ol X«. 

No. 

2 
* 

4 
5 
6 
T 
S 
» 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

15 

16 
17 
IS 
19 
20 
21 

22 
23 

24 

25 
26 
27 
21 
29 

lnv*(t!g*lor 

H. H#m 

B. P. V«»«nko 

V. N. Ptnagtn 

N. FlnUyton 

M. L. Sh«ikoV and 
N. Teytovich 

Typ* oi ic« 

OUricr 

Artificial 

River, 
upper part 

Direction of 
praaauro in 

ralatioo to aaia 
oficaerja 

T«mp 
(C) 

River, 
middle part 

River, 
lower part 

River 

Artificial 

Parallel 
Parallel 
Parallel 
Normal 
Normal 
Normal 

Parallel 
Parallel 
Parallel 
Normal 
Normal 
Normal 

Parallel 
Parallel 
Parallel 
Normal 
Normal 
Normal 

Parallel 
Normal 

(uaually) 

- 5 
-15 

0 to -2 
-8 to -10 

-20 to -23 
0 to -2 

-• to -10 
■ 20 to -23 

0 to -2 
-S to -10 

■ 20 to -2 3 
0 to -2 

-8 to -10 
-¿Û io -23 

0 to -2 
-8 to -10 

>20 to -23 
0 to -2 

-8 to -10 
20 to -23 

-1.1 
-23. 3 

0.0 
-0.4 
-2.9 
-4.4 
-6.1 

•10.1 

Ultimate 
tena tie 

Strength. 
(fcg/> m*) 

Ultimate 
Shear 

strength. 
(ka/cm*» 

7 t* • 

12- 3 (a~g) 
17. 6 (avg) 

15.2 
17.2 
6.8 
7.6 

10.8 

11.4 
15.5 
18. 1 
10.3 
12. 6 

10. 5 
11.4 
12.7 

5. 4 
7. 1 
8.2 

4.8 to 24.8 

6.2 
6.8 
9.2 
6. 1 
7. Î 

12.8 

6.5 
8.7 

12.5 
6. 5 

10. 4 
11 7 

6.0 

9. 1 
6.9 
8.8 
9. 5 

6.9 
8. 1 

9.9 
11.0 
27.4 
32. 5 
38. 5 
56.2 

It is inter esting to note that the bending strength of ice. more than any other type 
of Btrength, depend» to a great degree upon the ice texture. Under similar experimental 
conditions, B. P. Veinberg obtained values which varied from 4 to 29. 6 kg/cm for 

different parts of the same river ice. 

The cementing action of ice in forming frozen ground masses is primarily a result 
of the ho -called forces of adfreezing. i.e., the forces of adhesion of ice crystals and 
the mineral particles of the ground. The adfreezing strength of the ice is the adhesive 
strength of the frozen ground. 

Several values of the adfieezing strength of ice with concrete and wood are given in 
Table 8. From the data we conclude that the adfreezing strength of ice with concrete and 
wood increases considerably with lower ice temperature. 

Deformation of ice .,. m .• , f__ 
-Like any olFief physical body, ice is deformed by outside forces. Plastic deforma¬ 
tion is especially important for ice. This deformation consists of the sliding of certain 
layers of ice m relation to others, and occurs when the shearing stresses under load 
reach a critical va’ue. 

Under the simplest stress condition, plastic deformation will be in direct proportion 
to the quantity and duration of load, and in inverse proportion to the coefficient of 

viscosity. 
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T*h*# * ISItiMMI« Wn4>a( (Irvogik o' 

r 
No. Iitfoslifalor 

1 
2 
J 
4 
$ 
6 
7 

• 

9 

10 

n 

12 

13 

14 

15 

V*a«it*o (1*47) 
• « M 

Krayg*- (1921) 
M •• 

Plncgin (1922) 
II It 

V«inb«rg (1912) 

Il «I 

Il II 

Veinberg (1923) 

H II 

Il II 

Sergeev (1929) 

•I M 

II »I 

Ttry* oi tee 

r.iver 
Artificial 
Lake 
Lake 
River 
River 
River, 
upper layer 

River. 
middle layer 

River, 
lower layer 

River, 
upper layer 

River, 
middle layer 

River, 
lower layer 

Rivor 
upper layer 

River, 
middle layer 

River, 
low£r layer 

Temp el ice 
iC) 

* 1*. 7 
• 1*. 7 

-0.2 
-4.0 

-3 lo -5 
-4 to -11 

about 0 

about 0 

Deeding 

elrrngth, 
(kg/cm 

Remark* 

32. ! 
)4.4 
16 
34 
1* 
3) 
I. 3 

13. 0 

12. 7 

12. 1 

11. 2 

15.2 

10. 4 

7.9 

14. 4 

Avg of 5 trete 

Avg of 4 trete 

Avg 
II 

Avg 

Value* differ 
considerably from 
the average. 
(Value* for No. 10 
ranged from 
4-17 kg/cm*) 

Table 8. Adfreeaing strength of pure ice with concrete and wood. 

No. Investigator 

Bell (1911)* 

Teytovich (1930)" 

Material and type of 
ad/reesing surface 

Plastered concrete, 
not iron-elated 

Wood (pine) with a 
smooth surface, ait' 
dried before it was 
placed in water. 

Smooth concrete 

Temp of ict 
(C) 

0 
-1. 1 

-1 
-5 
-7 

-10 
-20 
-5 tc - 10 

>5 to -10 

Adfreeaing 
strength of 

ice (kg/cro*) 

9.6 
14.9 

5.2 
6.2 

11.6 
13.7 
22.0 
11.5 

9.8 

No. of test* 
for 

average 

2 
2 

3 
3 
3 
7 
3 

13 

13 

* H. Barnes, op. cit. 

** N. A. Teytovich (1932) Nekotorye opyty po oprsdelenilu sil smersaniit, (Some experiments to 
determine adfreeaing forces). Biulleten’ Leningradskogo Institute cooruahenii, No. 25. 

The coefficient of vi*co*ity (or coefficient of internal friction) i* defined as the 
total resistance at a fixed rate of motion per unit of surface area of the 
shearing layer per unit of angular rate of shear. * 

An extensive and carefully conducted investigation of the coefficient of viscosity of 
ire was carried out by B. P. Veinberg. According to his investigations, the coefficient 
of viscosity depends to a great degree upon the temperature of the ice and rnay be 
expressed by the following formula: 

t| * (1.244 - 0.502t 4 0.0355t1) x 1011 g/cm-aec (1) 

where t is the absolute value of the negative temperature, in C. The numerical values 
1.244,-¾. 502, and 0,0355 were found by the experimental method. 

1. B. P. Veinberg (1906) O vnutrennem trenii 1'da (Viacosity of ice). ZhRFKhO, 
tom 38, vyp. 3 and 4. 
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lar*. 
Ihr d*l* »how» th»t thr >r»lern*l ir.ction 

0f ice (v¡»co»i*y). which dormir»«» it* 
re«ut*nce to deformation, mere*#®« with a 
lowering oí the temperature However, at a 
t.mper.tur« o! OC. ih. »..co.«y oí .«.•»»< 
tqitAl to x«ro but i» r.pr...nt«d bv « deiinite 
.2d ..gniftent value (1.244 . 1015 g/cnt-.ec). 
When tee melt., it. vt.co.it» decre.... r.p.dl» 
reaching an inaigmficant value oí 0.0179 
rm..íc. *t 0C. But .ce differ, from water 

not only in the enormou» value of it. coeffi¬ 
cient of internal friction, but alao in the fact 
that this coefficient depend» upon the rate ol 
deformation, as wa» »hown by the obaerva- 
tion» of B. P. Veinberg on the twisting of ice 

rod.. 
Ice deformation and the effects of temp¬ 

erature and amount of load ha» been »tudied 
by many investigator»: Pfaff O»35); . 
.: ~ . .11 ,..,4 vi,M nHftRl. B. P. Veinberg 
(1906), N. Royen (1921). V. N. Pinegir. (1922), 
and other«. According to experiments, the 
deformation of ice i» almo.t directlv propor¬ 
tional to the »tre»» and i« related to negative 
temperature , decreasing with lower tempe, 

ture». 

/ 
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Figure 3. Relationship between coef¬ 
ficient of viscosity of ice and tempera¬ 

ture. 
Some experimental value» of relative 

deformation of ice under compre.e.on and ten.ion .re g.ven in Table 9. 

compre.aion increaeee with increa.e in duration of load. 

Table 9. 
Relative deformation of ice under ten.ion and compreaaion. 

ho. 

1 
2 
I 
4 
5 
b 
7 
8 
9 

10 
II 
12 

l_ 4 

tnveitigator Type f-'f ice 

Pfaff (1879) 
McConnell (1388)1 

M (Granulär («now) 

?.} 

Royer (1921) 

Sea (water) 

Granular 

Sea 

rmrAinc* to the trank. 

Temp (C) 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

-2 
-1 
-2 

2 

Type of «tree* 

7 enelon 

Compre ee ion 

Street 
(k«/cm2) 

1 
2 
2 
2.75 
2.75 
2. 8 
3.2 
3.2 
4. 3 
4. 3 
7.9 
7.9 

Duration 

of teeti. 
(hr) 

168 
0. 17 

72 
6 

16 
48 

120 
72 

5 
30 

5 
30 

Average 
anil »train 

per hr 

1. 31 X 10 
1. Bo X 10 
1.3 
3.4 
1 
7 
3.3 
1.1 
4.8 
5.» 
1.4 
1.7 

X 10' 
X 10' 
X 10- 
X 10- 
X 10' 
X ¡0' 
X 10 
X 10 
X 10 
X 10 

4 
2 
5 
4 
4 
6 
4 
5 

.4* 
-4* 
4* 
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f'tgirr 4 •N »* v.vrv«t ul 
rr a ivr it# ú*/orm«ii> n und#r 

cum|*r#«#uan in rcl#(<t>n iu .t # 
irmpvrat art* *nd d <r*Uan of load. 
Ih#*# carvr» char#« ter.*# the 
pla*t tr tty o( ice. 

According to Royen relative 
plastic deformation :• directly 
proportional tc the compressive 
load and depends on (a) duration 
of load, increasing with duration, 
and (b) the negative temperature 
of ice, decreasing with lower 
temperature. ' 

The following data on the 
rate of plastic flow of ice from 
openings, are of interest. 

Experiments by Tammann 
established that the plasticity of 
ice increases very rapidly at a 
temperature near the melting 
point. The results of Tammann's 
r«pcrir::er.:r zrc ~:vcr. 1:1 T’blt Io * 
An an .lysis of Table 10 shows 
that ice can flow even at compara¬ 
tively low temperatures under 
sufficiently high pressure. 
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Such great pressures can 
arise in frozen ground only under 
specific conditions at the points 
of contact between the mineral particles and the ice. 

TEMPERATURE (C) 

Figure 4. Relative deformation of ice under 
r jmpression in relation to temperature ant? 

duration of load , 

Table 10. 

Temp (C) 

Pressurs at which 
more rapid flow 

takas place, 
(kg/cm4) 

Maximum pressure at 
which eteady flow 

take* place, (kg/cm4) 

Preeeure producing 
thawing, 
(kg/cm') 

-3.7 
-10.7 
-15.7 
-21.7 
-27.6 

0b5 
1, no 
1,724 
2, 100 
2,240 

642 
1, 116 
1,611 
2. 000 
2, 220 

678 
1,225 
1, 681 
2, 070 

Stresses at points of contact of mineral particles and . e. In frozen ground, the 
stresses at the points of contact may reach a considerable value even if the load acting 
on the top layer of the frozen ground is only a few kilograms per square centimeter. 

We can apply Herz's formula from the theory of elasticity!1 to determine the stresses 
at the contact point of mineral particles and ice. 

1. A. N. Komarovskii, oj>. cit. 

2. H. Barnes, oj^. cit. 

* [S. P. Timoshenko (1934) Theory of elasticity. New York: McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc. p. 343 J 
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Durtug th« cwmpr*««iCM* **t twv «UêlíC tF»t- th* lh* 
ênriãce of «uiiUc* *¡H b« 

r ..rüBSäJiSi 
TTÍritr 

and for a tphere prraiiAg into a flat aurfaca 

(2) 

r = >/ÿp(MMRi (2) 

^h«*re P ia the outaide compreaaing force and R| and R2 *re the radii of the apheree. 

k* = ^ and k* = 

where u. and u, are the valuea of Poiaaon'a ratio for the materiale in contact with 
.1 #-% ___**?*   al. » for tH tf» MATDC ITIât C T iâl ® • 

Wn err LI k OIIU U * •a«? aai%- T«aava^*w V*. - - , . 

each other. *nd E, and Ea are the moduli of elaaticity for the aame materiale. 

The greateat precaure Pmax ior 150111 caeee will be: 

= 3 P 
Pinax I irr* ' 

(3) 

2 
For example, aaauming that a layer of froaen ground ha* a load of <r * 2kg/cm , 

let ua determine the maximum preaaure at the contact pointa of the mineral grama with 
ice, aaauming that the apherical graina have a radiua of 1 mm and that the aurface ot 
the ice interlayer ia flat. 

The number of contact pointe of the mineral grain* with ice per aquare centimeter 
of area under load will be approximately: 

4Rr ~ 4 0.1 
t = 25. 

1 170 kg/cm*. 

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of conUct between the 
particlea. 

[Radiua of top aphere to right ahould be labelled "R*" 
(aee eq 2). ] 
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!t >• th*t. un4«r natur«i ccnrftl on«, thia prcasur* can iaal only a va'y 
abort «irna bacauaa plaattc flow of tea anil lake pla«.# immadtately, the area of 
contact will be rapidly mcreaaed. and tha praaaura will be dimtniahed. Moreover, at 
aoch conaiderabla preaauraa. tea at the point of contact may malt aven at a negative 
temperatura of Uta /rosan ground According to B. P. Veinberg.l the temperature 
of malting varies with tha outaida praaaura aa ahown tn Table 11. 

Tab!» It Melting point, rpecilic volai.*«, «nd Inlnnt b««t ol ica «t vnriou* pr«««ur«« 

1- 
I (*tm) Melting point (C) 

_ 

Specific rolam« 

Latent heat (cal) 
1c« Wat. 

i 
100 
2 SO 
M0 

1,000 

0.0 
-0.7 
• 1.9 
-4.0 
-S.6 

1.090 1.000 
(1.088) (0.986) 
(1.085) (0.98k) 
(1.08t) (0.978) 
(1.072) (0.956) 

80.0 
(79.5) 
(78. 6) 
(77.1) 
(7Î.6) 

Aa the temper?,tu*e riaea to the melting point, the eiaatic limit of ice reachea zero 
irregularly; consequently, the above-cited relationships to determine the pressure 
should not be applied. 

But despite the general treatment, the resultant pressure values demonstra* , 
that considerable pressures are possible at the contact between mineral particles and 
ice. Even where the temperature of the frozen ground is low, these pressures are 
quite capable of causing plastic extrusion of the ice from the spaces between the mineral 
particles. This will undoubtedly have its effect upon the structure of the frozen ground. 

Elastic deformation. In addition to plastic deformation, ice may also undergo 
elastic deformation. Because of the plasticity, elastic deformation of ice should be 
niedeu~-d immediately ¿fter application of the load. Elastic deformation of ice depends 
on its texture, temperature, and origin. 

The elasticity of any solid body is completely characterized by its modulus of 
elasticity (Young's modulus) and Poisson's ratio. 

A considerable number of experiments have been made to determine the modulus 
of elasticity of ice, but, owing to the factors mentioned above, the values obtained show 
considerable deviation from the average. 

For instance, according to data collected by A. N. Komarovskii, Young's modulus 
for ice varies from 92,700 to 4300 kg/cm¿, averaging about 30,000 kg/cm^T 

The temperatura dependence of Young's modulus for ice, according to Krayaer 
may be expressed in the form of a linear function; a 

E « (5 4 0. It) * 104kg/cm1 (4) 

where E is the modulus of elasticity (kg/cm2) and t is the absolute value of the negative 
temperature (C). ~ B 

On the basis of experimental data, V. N. Pinsgin established that the modulus of 
elasticity of ice depends on the type of load (intermittently repeated or gradually 
increased), on the direction of application of the compressing forces in relation to the 
optic axis of the crystals, on the density, and on the negative temperature.4 

1. Cf. B. P. Veinbarg (1908-1910) Obshchii kurs fisiki (General physics). 
2. Canadian Engineer, 1927 . [No further reference givsn ] 

3. V. N. Pinegin (1927) Ob ismeneniiakh modulia uprugosti i koeffitsienta Puassona u 
rechnogo l'da pri sshatii {Cfonges oí tfre modulus ofelasdcltv iind Poisson's coefflcUnt 

durlnf compression). NaSKÄTtsklmlWa (Science and technolïïg^’. ¿«Ueee— 
NTOVsnr, nos. 3 and 4. 
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|6 PHINCfHLEi Of MKCMAÎ^ICS OT FñOZEh GROL'fiO 

A«. • wrd.ng to P’.neg.n. «h* other •U»»!« çof.*tenl <or te* - retío - 
v*ri«e Iron Q.litcO.SO. i*cr**#*ng with »11 »nere»** «a lo»ü. 

Chungo in Propertie* oí the Ground During f ree-ing 

In thi* «.ction we will con«td«r. in very general term« anly. the change« ol 
ground ch«r*cter.«tic• during freezing. The phy.,c*l-mechanic*! Proc*.».. dunng 
freezing, the properties of frozen ground, and the condition, of their .t.ble exi.tence. 
will bn treated in more detail in «ub.equent chapter«. 

At hi. time we will only enumerate tho.e change? in propertie« which di.tmgui.h 
frozen ground from ground with po.itive temperature.. 

Zero curtain 
During freezing of the ground, the presence of water ha« a con.iderable influence 

on the course of temperature changes with time. 

The lowering of ground temperature from positive to negative take« place irregularly, 
primarily because of the emanation of the latent heat of thawing (80 cal/g of water). 

The cooling curve changes its character radically at the freezing point. Though 
cooling of the ground continues, the emanation of the latent heat of thawing causes the 
temperature to remain constant during the whole period of freezing. The same process 
takes place at thawing, when changes in ground temperature are halted because he 
melting ice absorb* the heat coming from the outside. M. I. Sumgin suggested the 
term "zero curtain" for this phenomenon. 

The zero curtain retards the circula¬ 
tion of Vw>.it in the around and, under 
natural condition«, moves gradually 
from the surface down to the maximum 
depth« of freezing. The influence of the 
zero curtain on temperature changes 
increases with an increase in ground 
moisture. 

Figure 6 shows the curve of 
ground temperature changes with time, 
based on laboratory experiments bv 
TSjtovich: Figure 7 shows the tempera¬ 
ture change« at 1.5, 2.0, and 2.8 nrs 
depths at the Bomnak station, based on 
Sumgin's data. 1 

Figure 6 snows that the curves for 
positive temperatures differ from those 
for frozen ground. The rates of cooling 
of unfrozen and frozen ground differ 
owing to differences in thermal conductiv¬ 
ity. 
Thermal conductivity 

The thermal conductivities of water 
and ice are very different. According 
to data of the Physikalisch - Technische 
Reichsanstalt (German Physical - 
Technical Institute),* the coefficient of 
thermal conductivity of water is: 

l. ’ M. iT Sumgin (1927) Vechnaia merzlota pochvy v predelakh SSSR (Permanently 
frozen ground within the ~ÜT5T5TTC. T . VEfcT ivostok. 

♦ I No reference given. J 
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\w a 0.485 - 0.580 cai/hr/m2/C, 

while the coefficient of thermal conductivity of ice, according to Neumann's* experi¬ 
ments, is: 

\i = 2.05 cal/hr/m^/C, 

i.e. , the thermal conductivity of ice is several times greater than the thermal 
conductivity of water. 

This circumstance materially influences the properties of frozen ground. In most 
cases, its thermal conductivity is greater than the thermal conductivity of the same 
ground in an unfrozen state. 

Change in volume. 

During freezing of the ground, its volume changes. Of the various causes, the 
most important are: (1) the increase of water volume when it changes from the liquid 
to the solid state (an increase of about 9% in volume), and (2) the growth of ire 
crystals which attract water from the underlying ground. 

This change of ground volume is important for construction and will be treated 
in detail in the nex hapter. 

Evaporation of water. 
* fw J* 

Water evaporation takes place in various ways, depending upon whether the vapor 
is formed from ice or water. It has been observed that the vapor pressure formed by 
evaporation of water is greater than the vapor pressure formed by the evaporation of 

* [No reference given. ) 
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tigure H. Curves of evaporation 
from a water surface. 

When water freezes, its viscosity increases 
the coefficient of viscosity increases from r| = 0 
»1 = 101,g/cm-sec (for ice at OC). 

Il is to rote that 
evaporation from •urfâte* of un¬ 
ir sen and froten ground takes 
place at different rates. Figur? » 
shows the evaporation (m g/crn^J 
from the ice surface and tne water 
surtace. Figure Q shows the same 
data for surfaces of unfrozen and 
frozen ground (clay and silty sand). 
Both are based on experiments made 
in the frozen ground laboratory of 
the L.I. I. K.S. 

Permeability. 

The permeability of ground to 
water diminishes sharply when it 

—- changes from the unfrozen to the 
frozen State. The decrease is 
greater with increased water satura¬ 
tion. When the Joil pores are 
completely filled with ice, its water 
permeability is zero; this situation 
is most frequently observed in 

**» >• rw *» # , , . a 
f, 04 * V *-4 C» I 

For all practical purposes, 
permafrost may be considered as 
impermeable to water because of 
its ice saturation. 

Stability. 

The cementing action of ice 
causes an increase in the stability 
of the ground. 

tremendously; as indicated previously 
.0179 g/cm-sec (for water at OC) to 

This explains the considerable binding capacity of ice, which cements the separate 
soil particles. Therefore, the resistance of frozen ground to outside forces increases 
so much that very often it has the same value as concrete and some rocks. 

Influence of * empe r a tu re ■ 

Most building materials, for all practical purposes, do not change their mechanical 
properties at normal temperatures (from - 50C to +50C). because these limits are very 
iar from their melting point. 7 

However, trozen ground is found under natural conditions at temperatures which 
are eithei very near or, at times, equal to its melting point. 

By analogy to other solid bodies, one would expect that a temperature rise in 
frosen ground would increase its plasticity and decrease its Young's modulus and elastic 
limit, as well as its stability. Actual experiments, discussed later, confirm this. 

During the lowering of ground temperature to the freezing point, a decreased rate of 
water evaporation is observed. In addition, there is a considerable decrease in 
permeability to water (for practical purposes, permeability reaches zero); a chanae 
in thermal conductivity, a sharp increase in volume; and a considérable increase in 
mechanic*, stability and cohesion. During the thawing of frozen grounc , these properties 
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undergo the same changes 
tremendously, the volume 
etc. 

in 
of 

reverse. The stability and cohesion of ground decrease 
the ground decreases, its water permeability increases, 

These changes are accompanied by a number of complex physical-mechanical 
processes which require special consideration. 
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CHAP HH t! PHYSJCOMECHAMCAL PROCESSES DUUNG FREEE.'HC 
AND THAWING OF THE GROUND 

CrytâHi«*iuin f «mpg rat are» of V«r ou» Typet of Water m ihg Ground 

During th«* Ia»t 30 to IS years, both foreign (Bouyoucns) and Soviet scientist« 
(e.g Le be fie v) h^ve established that water in the liquid state in the ground is of different 
kinds and can be divided into several categories. It has also been established that the 
different categories of water assume a solid state at different negative temperaturee. 

Lebedev,* distinguishes the types of water in the ground as: (1) water vapor, 
(¿) hygroscopic water, (3) film water, (4) gravitational water, and (5) water in the solid 
phase — ice. 

1. Water in the form of vapor fills all the free cavities of the ground, and,like gas, 
travels in the ground from places with greater vapor pressure to those with less vapor 
pressure. This property of water vapor plays a tremendous role in the processes of 
freezing and thawing of ground. 

, 

2. Hygroscopic water is water that is adsorbed by soil particles from the air. If 
dry soil is placed in moist air, its weight will increase because the soil particles will 
adsorb water molecules. 

Two types of hygroscopic soil moisture are recognized: (a) incomplete, when the 
surface of the part.de» is not completely covered by water molecules; and (b) complete, 

i » r mavimnrvh %*yh«»rs ths* p ^ r* H r* 1 ** t «a r- rr> pi 1 s/ r* f* \rt* *•«»/■? K tr «sr» t*» f 

this film consists of a monomolecular or polymolecular layer has not yet been definitely 
established. Hygroscopic moisture in the ground does not travel in the liquid state but is 
first transformed into vapor and then adsorbed or condensed on the soil particles. 

3. Film water is the entire water layer held in the form of a film on the soil particles 
by the force of molecular attraction. It is firmly retained in the ground, does not 
transmit hydrostatic pressure, and moves about in the ground in a liquid state from 
particles with thick films to particles with thinner ones. 

But what is more essential is that film water, as has been shown by investigations in 
the last few years, possesses properties which liquids do not have. Deriagin's* investi¬ 
gations show that water in thin layers is elastic and is characterized by a shear modulus, 
and the thickness of the elastic layer reaches 1.5p and more, i.e., five or more mono- 
molecular layers. 

There are indications that the vapor pressure of film (or "bound") water is less than 
the vapor pressure of ’free" water. 

All these peculiarities in the physical properties of bound water are due to the fact 
that it is in a state of molecular interaction with the solid part of the ground. 

The special characteristics of the transformation of thin water layers into the solid 
state, and its relationship to the temperature, will be discussed in detail below. 

4. Gravitational water, like film water, occupies the pores of the ground, either 
comp’etely or in part. It moves downward under the influence of gravity or is held in 
suspension by the surface tension of the liquid. 

r>. Water in the solid state — ice (in its various forms). 

Water contained in the ground pores in the vapor state is transformed into ice in the 
form of frost or ice lenses when the temperature of the ground drops below OC. 

However, as yet, no investigations have been made to determine whether the vapor 
condenses into water ano then crystallises at a temperature of OC and below, or is 
directly transformed from vapor into the solid phase — ice. Similarly, the precise 

T ~K. T. Lebedev (1Q30) Pochvennye i gruntovye vody (Soil and ground water). 
Moscow-Leningrad. Sel'ichozixdat. 

2. P. 1. Andrianov (1933) K mctodike izmerenn teploty »machivaniia poroshkov (Method 
of heat measurement in the' wetting of powders), Zhurnal tekh. fiziki (Journal of technical 
physics), tom 3, vyp ?, 
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«•rnp*r«iur<* •! which th#a« changa* occur haa not aa yat baen mveattgatad. Hy^roaco^ic 
and t Im watar ira tranaforired into tha aolid phaaa at a tamperatura conaidarably baU-.vr 
OC. 

It can b* aaaumed that tha atataniant by Bouyoucoa that the "capillary adsorbed" 
"bound watar" in the aoi! does not freexe at a temperature of -1.56C 1 refers to the afccva- 
mentioned categorie* of water He also states that some of this water frsssea only at » 
temperature of -4C, and some does not freexe even at a temperature of -78C. (He refers 
here to hygroscopic water.) 

In Sumgin's eieperiments film water was obtained by pressing ordinary water (from the 
Leningrad water supply) between two well-polished pieces of glass and then exposing 
it to various low temperatures.* The data given in Table 12 were obtained. 

Table 1?. 

Experiment No. Thickness of the Temp (C) Duration Effect on the 
_watcr A*™ (^)_film_ 

Froae 

Did not freeze 

Froze 

Did not freeze 

Froze 

Did not freeze 

The following conclusions cen be drawn from Table 12. 

1. Experiments 2 and 3 show the importance of temperature in the transformation 
of water into the il. itate. The duration and the thickness of the film of water did not 
differ greatly but ‘here was a great difference in temperature. Water became crystal¬ 
lized at the lower temperature. 

2. Experiments 4 and 5 show the influence of time. The thickness of the film was 
identical and the temperature was almost the same, but the duration of the experiment 
was quite different. In the longer experiment the water film was transformed into the 
solid state. 

3. Experiments 3 and 4 show that the thinner the film, the more difficult it is to 
transform it into ice. The temperatures of the experiments were close and the duration 
was also almost identical (even slightly longer durmg the experiment with the thinner 
film); however, the thickness of the films were different. The thicke- film was trans¬ 
formed into ice, while the thinner was not. 

4. Experiments 4 and 6 show that a water film of about 1.4p thick, with a short 
period of freezing, is not transformed into ice even at the temperature of -17C. 

Distilled water freezes at a temperature of OC. With correction for weak salt solu¬ 
tions, gravitational water in the ground should freeze at a temperature very near OC. 
However, water very often becomes supercooled, as is known from elementary physics. 
Results of the experiments of Borovik-Romanova, who worked with water in capillary 

1. Evidently Bouyoucos considers the moment of freezing as the instant when water is 
transformed into the solid state. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

3 

6 

9. 7 

3.2 

<3 

1.4 

i. 4 

1. 3-1.4 

-11 to -16 

-4 

-16 

-17 

ib to -id 

-5 

1 hr 

1 hr 

1 hr 35 min 

2 hr 

17 hr 

Î hr 40 min 

2. M. I. Sumgin (1932) "Metod zamorazhivaniia vody v pleuochnom sostoianii (Method 
of freezing water in the pellicular state)", in Sbornik; grunty, gruntovye i graviinye 
dorogi (Symposium on soils and dirt and gravel roads). TslA1\ Gostransizdat. 
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t ibe«,1 are givm «■ an illuatration: 

Freeamg temperature oí ^ater m capillary t bes, 

Diameter of U-shaped tube« (mm). 1.57 0.24 0.15 0.06 

Freeamg temperature oí water (C) . .. -6.4 -13.6 -14. ¢. -18.5 

These experimenta corroborate the resulta of previous experiments on the super¬ 
cooling of water, which showed that the freezing temperature of water fell sharply with 
a decrease in the diameter of the capillaries. 

It is seen from the above that different types of water are transformed into ice at 
various temperatures. Consequently, it is difficult to generalize concerning the freezing 
of water in the ground. Any such statements (water freezing at OC) can be considered 
only as approximations. It is clear that freezing processes in the ground are much more 
complex. This shows the need for laboratory experiments and field observations on 
soil freezing. 

Such experiments and observations have been made by both foreign and Soviet 
scientists. Let us consider their results. 

Bonyoucos* subjected different types of soil to various conditions of freezing and 
various treatments. %’;ih clay from Wisconsin, a mixture of 4. 5 g water and 20 g clay, 
the following results were obtained. 

Conditions ot freezing Freezing point of soil (Ç) 

First Freezing. _1. 145 

Second freezing . -0. 955 

T!.:. 3 freezing . -0.645 

Fourth freezing . _0. 620 

Ground thawed, placed in a test tube, 
stirred lightly with a rod, and 
refrozeu. -1.235 

Ground cooled to -10C after stirring, 
then thawed and frozen again. -0. 680 

Light stirring with a rod in a test 
tube and subsequent freezing. -1.215 

Similar results were obtained in experiments with other types of soil felayey silt 
and others). 

These experiments show that the freezing point of soil is below 0C and that it changes 
after various treatments. The rise of the freezing point during the second, third, and 
subsequent freezings, as well as after cooling the soil to -10C, is explained by Bouyoucos 
as follows: water in the large pores and capillaries freezes first; under the influence of 

Borovtk-ftomanova, Percokhlaxhdenie vody v kapilliarnyk trubkakh (Supercooling of 
water m capillary tubes), ZhRFKhÓ, Chast1 fiaich. (Journal of Russian fthysico-cheinh al 
Society, Physical Section), tom 56, vyp 1. Table is taken from N. A. Kachinskii (1927) 
Zamerzanie, razmerzanie 1 ylarhnost1 pochv v zimnn seaon v letu 1 na polevyk uchastkakb 
(Freesing, thawing, and soil moisture during the winter in (crest and field). Moscow. 

2. The concept of freezing is understood here as the instant the water is transformed 
from the liquid into tv* solid state. 

3. G. J. r juyoucot (1523) Movement of soil moisture from small capillaries to the 
lz r g i ■ „¿pillanes upon freeztnp, Journal of Agricultural llesearcli. vol. 24, p. 427-431. 

$ 
u 
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EXPERIMENTATION AND THEORY

cryBtalhzation forces, the water from «inaU capillaries and a portion of the film 
water IS drawn to the crystals which have lornied. When the soil thaws, most ol the 
water remains in the large capillaries, so to speak, in a gravitational slate; with new 
freezing it is transformed into ice at teinperatores much closer to OC.

Stirring the soil with a rod redistributes .he water, which also affects the thin 
capillaries, so that the freezing point is lower dur ng subsequent tre»sing, as is evident 
in the above tabulation.

Bouyoucos explains the formation of pedicels and hinips of ice in the s-oi by the 
presence of a crystallization force which orients" (if one can use this expression) the 
water toward the already formed ice crystal' and prodnves r.ew crystals from this 
water.

Various small ice inclusions found in frozen ground have been desi i ibed by many 
investigators. Consequently, they will only be -neutioned here without describing them 
fully. However, the ;ce pedicels and the intereMing ice inclusions cited in the work of 
Byko.-l should be mentioned. In the frozen gr.nii d at Igarka, he found separate ice 
crystals which were cither arranged in regular r >ws between the layers of ground or 
scattered as single phenocrysts in the ground. Two illustrations of such inclusions 
are given in Figures 10 and 11.

Figures 10 and 11. Ice crystals in frozen ground (Igarka). 
Phoio from drawing by N. 1. Bykov.

.Such ice inclusions are common in permafrost regions. From the construction 
viewpoint, they should be of interest to engineers, since melting of these particles 
causes supersaturatiun of the ground.

Wintermeyer* sUtes that the percenUge of frozen water in the soil depends on the 
T K‘. 1. Bykov {1934) 'Vechnaia merzlo:a i siroitrl'stvo Igarki (Permafrost and con
struction at Igarka)," in Za mdustnalisatsiyu sovetskogo Vostoka (Industrialization of 
the Soviet East). Moscow: tsentrak'noe Biuru Kraevedeniia.
2. A. M. Wintermeyer (192b' 
A Journal of Highway Hesearc. 
vol. 5, no. 12, p. b-8

Percet^ge of water frec^ble in soils. Public Roads. 
If. S. t>ept Agriculture, Bureau of Public Roads,
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pri.prrt.*» uf thr «o.l. conaid«>riii|{ th-t ehr gr*„ .,g» cumian,on ui in« *«.! 
dor» not atwmya indicate the ireesing co.iditione ot w*te.- ,n ih«* »oil. However, hr 
' 'und ,hat c*>aree-grained eo.!«i. gr..rr4lly epeAk.ng irrerr more raeily tlu»n medium- 
greuted *o<li The cause of this it i leer coarse-grained soil contains a considerable 
percentage oí gravitational water, and the amount of gravitational water dei rca»es w.th 
an increased proportion of very fine-grained soil. 

Wintormeyer’s experiments dernonsirated that the percentage of froaen water in the 
ground is in inverse pruportioz to the coefficient of adsorption, and. we must add. it is 
also in inverse proportion to the content of clay particles in the soil, a fact substantiated 
oy labié 1J, taken from the numerous data of Wintermeyer. 

Amount of frozen 
water (%) 

82. 5 

72.9 

65. 1 

55. 8 

45. b 

31 8 

Table 13 

Coefficient of adsorption Clay content 
(according to pigmenta- (%) 

tion tests) 

6-9 15.8 

20-3 25.1 

31-8 35.1 
6°.4 42 5 

74.7 

145.0 58i7 

Andrianov made a special study of soil freezing temperatures under laboratory 
conditions.1 The following results were obtained. 

Ground freezes1 at a temperature below zero. In these experiments, 31 soil 
samples saturated up to 20% of moisture by weight were immersed in a cooling medium 
with temperatures varying between -4. 5C and -7. 5C. Freezing temperature was -1. 56C 
for one sample, -1.23C for another; -0. 50 to -1.00C for two samples; -0.20 to 0. 50C 
for six samples; -0.11 to -0. 20C for seven samples; and above -0. IOC, i.e. near zero 
for fourteen sam pies. 

Andrianov agrees with Wintermeyer that the freezing process of moist soil depends 
greatl> on its adsorption properties and that mechanical analysis does not determine these 
properties. There are types of soil which contain a small quantity of particles smaller 
than 0.001 mm, but include among these particles many colloidal particles which will 
materially influence the freezing temperature of ground.* 

In most of Andrianov's experiments, the soil was first supercooled, and then the 
supercooled water was transformed into ice. The phenomenon was accompanied by a rise 
in temperature, as always, and the characteristic curves of ground freezing usually 
showed a sharp jump in temperature. The temperature jump was more distinct, the 
smaller the temperature difference between the freezing soil and the surrounding medium, 
boil can treeze without a marked temperature jump when there is a sharp thermal 
imbalance. r 

-7. 
Under the 

5C, soil with 
conditions of the experiments, when the cooling medium was at -4. 5 to 
a hygroscopic moisture of more than 5% either did not freeze at all or 

ground), 
Andrianov (1936) Temper at u r y zam e r zam ia gruntov (Freezing temperature of 
Akademiia Nauk SSSft. -----c- 

2. Andrianov defines freezing as follows: "The concept of freezing refers to the phenomenon 
ot the transformation of the liquid portion of the ground into the solid state — ice at the 
corresponding temperature. " 

3. It was seen above that in Wintermeyer's average values the adsorption qualities 
correspond to the mechanical analysis data although Wintermeyer himself does not make 
this conclusion. 

* 
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irme inthout * t*>nper*l.ir« lump. 

Th« infl ienc« ui the adtorptiun propertie* nf gruuud on freezing >• aeen from the 
following tabulation 

Moisture t t^ j 

0. 14 

2. 07 

5. 10 

-0. 71 

-0.81 

•> 

-0.05 

-0. 45 

0. 66 

0. 36 

0 

where moiature ia the hygroscopic moisture in percent (an average for 10 samples): 
t8 is the temperature of supercooling oí the soil; tf is the freasing temperature, ami j 
Is the temperature jump when tne soil freezes. - — 

According to Andrianov, the concentration of salts in the soil (for ordinary, not 
saline soil) has a secondary role in the phenomenon of freezing, in comparison with the 
water adsorption properties of soil (see Table 14.). 

Table 14. 

Soil No. Hygroscopic moiature, f,t) Temperature of freeaing, (C) 
Percentage of salt* in 
relation to dry weight 

33 
41 
40 
38 
39 
34 
36 
43 

1.0 
2.43 
2.67 
3. 52 
3.98 
5. j¡ 

5.82 
10.06 

-0. 13 
-0. 1Ó 
-0.22 
-0. 35 
-0. 57 

No freeaing recorded 
No freeaing recorded 
No freeaing recorded 

‘f' 
O
 ♦
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o
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o
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Moisture of the samples ie 20% of dry weight. Temperature of the cooled mixture ie from -4. 5C to 
-7. 50. Salt concentration ie determined by the specific electroconductivity. 

The freezing temperature of soil is proportionally lower with a decrease in soil 
moisture. Andrianov demonstrated this for several samples (see Table 15; t-, tf, and 
j^have the same meanings as defined above). ~ 

In the process of ground freezing, Andrianov attributes special significance to the 
relative surface of the ground, which is directly connected with the heat of wetting. 

Tabla 15. 

Soil No. 

35 

Hygroscopic 
mcisture (%) 

0.29 

*s *f j ‘e ‘f J ‘a ‘f j ., 1 - 

Moiature of so 1 samplet (% of dry weight) 

20% 10% 7% 3.83% 

0.94 0.12 0.82 0.77 0.21 0. 56 0.81 

— 

0.27 

— 

0. 54 0.85 0. 70 0. 15 

41 2.43 
20% 19.18% 15% 10% 

0. 94 0.16 0.78 0.76 0.21 0. a5 0.80 0. 32 0.48 0.87 0. 77 0. 10 

34 5.34 
40.68% IS. 0% 30.0% 25.05 

0.98 0.22 0. 76 0.76 0.17 0.59 0.97 0 20 0.77 C.51 0.40 
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PÄINCI^Lti or HCCHAX1C3 OF FtOZKN CROCINO 

"J 5 *-' •om* iru‘’' (»«rriM/roat regiuf.. Ground /V ^ v*r,OJ« locsi,.,», oí the 
•p« c .4i rr^cMon to Irer,,,,* k uft>D * J * (;rou,»•, iro"* P«r.n*iro.i region* .h«,»*«! nu 
rrmi.ture und heul oí wtUng '■omP*retl r° oth9r ground w.th the .a. irrj hygroscopic 

l T*ble? U *nÍhlT j fhC «i the .o,l ..mp,.. rei<rred to 4bove 

1 a ola ¿t, 

32. 7% starch,, the ^tnr d!d iTf/eeze even a^a " ^ mÍXtUrC íconta^ing 13.5 to 
80 ,ntereBting and at the same time so unexpected °{ ~!8°C- The reSuIt was 

Kachinskii,2 who observed .oil f reqUlre- flirther verification. * 
the fact that the zero temperatures do*™*/^8 ,Under íield con<3itions, especially stressed 
Some data from his work are cited below U shóT11lHehthe boi?ndary of the frozen ground, 
as ground which >s cemented by ice. 8houldbe noted that he defines frozen ground 

OpylrK^^i^the'foTmerVZvim'igoro^cl^sÎrfcT* ^ mete0rolo«-al Nation at Sobakino- 
thermometers were placed and under anaWoifs near the Slte where Sf>^ 
and snow cover. Table 17 is taken from Kachin.kíÍí dau. dep°SltIOn- ve8etat ve cover, 

Kachinskii correlatp«« hío i l 
Me Cool, and those of Lobanov. ^ WltH th" lal>oratory data of Bouyoucos and 
with différant moisture content (in Beckman’^ ^°26 variou8 'VP?* of soil 
following results were obtained: pparatus, somewhat modified). The 

Frc„,„g temperature of .ull relation to mota,„re conten, 

Soil substratum 

Moifiture(%) 

Freezing point 
depression (C) 

Quartz sand 

1-50 15.0 
Clayey sand 

16*39 35.84 
Kao! m 

1 3.50 78.60 

0.070 0.007 
0.830 0.022 1.025 0.025 

Ihis tabulation shows thaï- tit » , 

ind ,2'ih'f—-:=r.— 

1. A. V. 

tverdm fazy na temperaturu za.. 
the^onj pKa.. oT^Wlijr^Vitanr. .,-- . 

Zliurnaiobsh ch eTTtJT ¿hurnan^iK^KeTTTTr^'r"j i-'1, r'11 "r Vof wiTTTT^^- 
2 Maw* C . »Journal of General Chemibtry , tom 5 vvn 1Ö 
¿* N. A. Kachinskii (19271 1 ^ 1U- 
thawing, and *o»l moisture r>»merzanie i vlazhnost'pochvy (Freezin 

•eo 

■‘•UXi ...Ä, ■ ..-.tWA K.»-.*. *«»* 



EXPERIMENTATION ano theory 

Similar rr.al«« wr. obM.n.d by Lobanov. •• „ /rom lh. followm| l>ibi# 

11 

Freeing l«mp«r«tur« of light clayay-aandy podaolu: 
aoll m relation to moisture content 

Soil »abstraía Topaoii 

Moiature (%). 15. 74 8. 49 

Oepreaaion of 
freeaing point 
of solution . 0.277 0. 747 

Podzol layer 

13.96 3.75 
Red clay 

14.14 9.06 

0.067 1 220 0. 131 1.990 

d*Dth,rI?7Lfirld *?d l*b0r*,ory ‘k“' K*chii.«ku make, the followin, deduction. (Í) the 
fX.te the dê^h ÓrríV"” *rOUnd' “ ,howi‘ «y .oil thermometer., doe. no. 
indicate the depth of soil freeaing at the moment of observation and '21 frozen .oil 
have a po.it.v. temperature ¡.,. Table 17, data on ii.ld .i.rU„»'„l, A°prU% 1¾^ 

Table 17. Free.mg of .oil. .r.d .oil th.rmom.t.r rending 

Date of experiment Depth of ground 
fieexing* (cm) 

Depth of 
•now cover 
at point of 

Ho ri nr» 

Thermometer reading. 

December 23, 1922 

March 16, 1923 

December 24, 1924 

April 2, 1925 

17 

11 

From aurface 
to 28 

23 

54 

12 

Depth (cm) 

Depth of layer 
with 0C ther¬ 

mometer read- 

10 
25 

10 
25 
50 

10 
25 
50 

10 
25 
50 

100 

Temp (C) I ,nB ,cm; 

-0. 7 
♦0. 6 

-0. 5 
-0.2 
+0. 1 

-2. ï 
-0. 3 
>2.0 

>0. 5 
-0.4 
-0.2 
>0. 4 

18 

41 

Depth of 
•now cover 

at ther - 
mometer (cm 

28. 3 

0° at 18. 3 end 
66. 7 cm; 
above 18. 3 cm 
and below 66. 7 
cm tempera¬ 
ture wa* above 
0» 

21 

55 

10 

•Found by borehole method. 

extr.mSw 11' ‘hOW* th' t,eld »‘’•"vationa of Kach.n.kh, i. 

T": rr¿:¡;ín.t‘icoobr;^dy.up:^0eoí,d';„'r,.Td'd 
certa.n depth. For example, on December 23, 1922. the following wa. ob.erv.d! 

Freezing of soil in the bore hole to a depth of . -, 
r . i cm 

Depth of the zero temperature, from thermometer data.18 cm 

Consequently the thickness of the supercooled layer is. 11 cm 

In the same way, the thickness of the supercooled layer can be calculated fmrr, a 
number of^r ob.erva,ion. - for exampl.Po„ March 16. ! W. Vb.'Uickn..Vu “ 

acceoted*^The1^ChMn*k’'^ *eco,nd conclusion must be carefully rechecked before it is 
P . The problem is that the soil thermometers used at the Sobakino Station were 

- * •'v« mt&x •• - *■*> ■* 
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PRINCIPLES OF MECHANICS OF FROZEN GROUND 

the {•iGw.rtcordm« j Ihermom.tari m «bonit« tub««. According to Sutrítr*« 

*h**il!/w*dCÍ,iíit r in°K,1#t#f ,n*V §>Vm •normou# Irom th« real tomporatur«« ft 
d^ h'.Tíl*/ ¿ Th'* -1-.0.11, .ppl.c.bl. .. .h.rmom.,.,, pl.c" Î . 
d«pth of 10 cm. Sumgin conducted epecial re.e.rch to recheck the eo!] temperalure. 
obtained with the [-low record,ng j thermometer. ,n ebonite tube..* P - 

A .peclal type of hori.ontal .oil thermometer wa. constructed and in.talled. Next 
to it were .<t Savmov thermometer, and thermometer, in ebonite tub' 3, all at a der'h of 
fala» .1, °b,e';vat,onit were (rom June 1 to July 10, 1914. in the city of F 
t^mfl^ rM°n t Pl?1 the met*or«lú8¿cal bureau atation in the Amur region. The 
hl 'r V.\ ,1 OÍ he eboni*e th*>cometer wa. -0. 3C lower than the temperature* of the 
hori.ontal thermometer during a 7-hr period. During a 13-hr period, the readings on the 
¿I hr* th «Tv we ? higher than tho.e of the hori.ontal thermometer, and during a penod of 
un u they were -1. 3C lower. In one caoe. the ebonite thermometer showed a temoeratur« 
^P-.blgher than the hori.ontal thermometer (at 1 p.m, on Juñel3}.‘ --^- 

The two thermometer, recorded different daily maximum, and minimum, and range. 
of temperature. The inye.tigation. »howed that the ebonite thermometer is absolutely* 
unsuitable at a depth of 11.5 cm. «oaoiuiejy 

In the fall of J911 and the .pring of 1912. the reading, of soi.' temperature at a depth 

ebonite^ T™ " T Y * horiaontal thermometer. In the fall, the thermometer in the 
no t-Jf f b regi.tered negative temperatures at 10 cm when the .oil at that depth had 

d.p,h L.d0notnietn¿aw.d ’Prin‘ “ ,hOW'd PO,,t‘V' ‘•"'P—'«*— »h*» th, ,.,1 a, lha, 

For this reason, we question the positive temperature at 10-cm depth on June 2 1925 
f".^0t^by K*chin.kii. Consequently, we doubt Kachmskii's conclusions made on th^ ’ 
basis of this figure and others similar to it. In our opinion, more exact work is necessary 
for the study of the temperature, of fro.en ground. r* i. necessary 

Ail of the above lead. u. to the following conclusion, on the freeing of ground under 
m th« 1 ‘•ond!tlon*- FirBt- there 18 '*0 doubt that the temperature of water cJy.tslli.ation 
in the ground i. below .ero. For gravitational water, thi. deoreeion is in.ignif.cant, 
usually less than one degree and only .eldom somewhat more. Water crystallization takes 
p ace at a lower temperature m clayey soil than in the variou, sandy .0,7. - aU oJher 
thing, being equal. Second, on the ba.i. of all experiment., one can expect that under 
iwtura conditions, as in laboratory experimenta, not all of the water in the ground is 
ur/.taJh.ed. part ol it, even at negative temperatures, remain, in the liquid state. In 
addition one may expect that the amount of water remaining unfrozen at negative tempera¬ 
tures will be proportional to the amount of colloidal particle, in the ground. 

We u.e the cautious expression "ore may expect", because, ,n our opinion, laboratory 
r » t! °j th* a,,noupt °f cry§Ulh,ed and uncry.taili.ed water in the ground cannot yet 

pp ie completely to natural condition.. In a laboratory experiment, we can vary the 

iTmma 3 exîfnt- The aPPl>e8 to the pressure, a. was done by 
la nmann and Bridgman. However, it is very difficult to deal w.th long period, of time 
a.id in nature the time element in free.mg ground varies to an unlimited degree- from less 

Lfav«îr. mth." Bo\ltht;n reg'cn* of temporary cooling of the soil up to ten. of thousand, 
ol years in the permafrost regions. 

1 he question is: if hygroscopic and film water remain in the liquid state durina 
laboratory «périment, (which u.ually last only a .hort time - hour, or day.), do* . this 
water remain 1.quid under natural condition, in the layer, of .ea.onal freezing and e.pecial- 
ly in permafro.t 9 Under natural condition., it i. necessary to consider the effect of Time 

1. M. I. cjoi .«ciiikii n- 
kritike termometrov v ebonitovykh tr 

Sumgin (1915) Ggrixontarnyi pochvennyi termometr dlia nebol’.hikh glubin: k 
' --— ..-.tv.,r,..ctruv v eoonuovyicn trubkakh (Use of horizontal .oil T;- 

on thermometer, in ebonite tube¿),' î.ve.tiia meteor, hiuro 
Amursk, raiona (Proceeding, of the Meteorological Bureau of the Amur Region), vyp. 3. 

i 

m 

:*r- 



EXPERIMENTARON AND THriORY ¿9 

It ia known thAt certain properties ur processes may become apparent only aiter a 
considerable (somet>mes very considerable) period of time. For example, both ice and 
cobbler's wax undoubtedly possess viscosity, but this property manifests itself only 
after a considerable period of time. Under normal temperature, a diffusion of r.etals 
does take place, but many years are necessary for an appreciable amount of diffusion. 

Assuming the lengthy coexistence of liquid and solid phases in seasonal froaen ground 
and permafrost, we must assume that the vapor pressure of these phases is identical and 
that the presence of ice crystals does not cause the liquid to crystallite even though it has 
a negative temperature. This contradicts both theory and experiments. All these problems 
have yet to be solved for natural conditions. The observations now available are insufficient 
in our opinion. 

In particular, the solution of this problem will reveal the effect of time on the transi¬ 
tion of film water into the crystalline state at temperatures at which this type of water does 
not crystallize during short periods of time. This problem is of profound theoretical inter¬ 
est and of practical significance, for example, for the electrometric methods of surveying 
permafrost. * 

In addition, the solution of this problem has significance for analyzing weathering 
conditions of the bedrock. Does the crystallization of water found in the tiny cracks of the 
bedrock take part in thi% process? Or is the so-called frost weathering connected only 
with the uneven expanúion causad by temperature changes of the component parts of the 
rock ? 

Migration of Moisture in freezing and Frozen Ground 

During recent years, Soviet scientists have been confronted with the question: What 
happens to ground moisture during the freezing process? Does it remain in place and 
become fixed there by freezing or does it move during the process of freezing? If so, how, 
where, and in what quantities? In other words, is the moisture at a given spot in the 
ground fixed there at the moment of freezing, or is the moisture present at a given spot 
a function of the freezing process? Many scientists accepted the theory of fixation. 
Kachinskii, as eariy as 1927, explaining the processes of ground freezing under natural 
conditions, and specifically the process of ice segregation during freezing, wrote that 
the advent of freezing mechanically stops further downward movement of water and fixes 

the water distribution as it was during the last moment before freezing". 

At the present time, the theory of moisture fixation in the ground by freezing tempera¬ 
tures has been rejected and the theory of migration, i.e. , the theory of functional relation 
between ground moisture and the proc-ss of freezing, has been completely accepted. 

The processes of the movement of various types of water in unfrozen ground have 
been exceedingly well worked out by Lebedev,1 who believes that the vapor phase of water 
can move in the ground in the usual way. 

The migration of water in freezing and frozen ground has a great deal in common with 
its migration in unfrozen ground, bui it has its own qualitative and quantitative character¬ 
istics. Considerable work has been done on this problem, by both foreign and Soviet 
scientists, but the details are far from worked out. 

Water in the form of vapor moves in freezing ground much as in unfrozen ground, from 
areas of greater to areas of lesser vapor pressure. As vapor pressure is directly pro¬ 
portional to its temperature, water vapor moves from the higher to the lower temperature. 
In unfrozen ground, transformation of the vapor does not go further than the liquid phase. 
In freezing and frozen ground, however, the vapor can and does become transformed into 
the solid phase — ice. The second significant difference is that, at nsgative ground 
temperatures, water vapor can nieve even at equal temperatures, depending on the state 
of the water (liquid - solid). This would take place when the ground contains both super¬ 
cooled water and ice at the same temperature, because ths pressure of saturating vapor 
for ice and water is not the same at equal temperatures. This is clearly seen from the 

1. A. F. Lebedev (1930) Pochvennye i gruntovye vody (Soil and ground water ). Moecow 
and Leningrad: Sel'khozizdaL 
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lUta given in Tabin IS.1 

Temperatur« (C) 
Table 18 

D:-e«*ure oí »aturating v«pur 
(mm) 

♦0.0074 

0 

-5 

-10 

-20 

For water 

4. 582 

4. 581 

3. 162 

2. 145 

0.939 

For ice 

4. 583 

4. 580 

3.010 

1.946 

0. 772 

Difference in 
pressure (mm) 

0 

0.001 

0.152 

0. 199 

0. 167 

Consequently, supercooled water in proximity to ice of the same temperature may 

?he vîn 1°T M lce ln tWA° Ways: (1^ from the h<iuid' crystallization; and (2) from 
the \apor, by sublimation. According to the data given in Table 18, the difference in 
vannr rfu9c8 »'vaporation, and the presence of negative temperatures allows the 
vapor to be transformed directly into the solid phase — ice 

But water in the liquid state also moves in freezing ground, sometimes in enormous 
quantities as we shall see below. This movement is caused by (1) the forces of crystalli¬ 
zation as the water freezes, and (2) stresses created in freezing ground as the water 
changes to .ce and expands. 

The first type of movement of water in the liquid state has been studied primarily by 
foreign scientists (Taber, Bouyoucos, Beskow) and the second type primarily by Soviet X 
scientists (Sukachev, Sumgin). 7 7 

We have given Bouyoucos's opinion concerning the transition of water from exceedinclv 
small capillaries and films surrounding the soil particles to the ice crystals which are 
formed in the larger pores and capillaries. Taber,a developing this idea, wrote: "A 
growing ice crystal is in contact with a thin film of water similar to the adsorbed layer 
which forms on many other solids that are in contact with water. As a molecule ;n the 
film is oriented and attached to the crystal, it is -eplaced by another from the adjacent 
liquid, thus maintaining the integrity of the film. " 

In another study, Taber * describes the growth of crystals in the upper layers of the 
ground at the expense of water from the lower unfrozen layers of the ground. ''To build 
up a layer of ice, which consists of many prismatic crystals, the capillaries supplying 
the water must be closely spaced." ee*r***s 

Laboratory experiments and numerous observations in the permafrost region, where 
enormous quantities cf water sometimes collect in the icing mounds, prove that ground 
stresses can cause movement of water in freezing ground. Later, we w ll discuss in 
detail the causes and mechanisms of these stresses. Here we only mention that these 
» resses in the icing mounds often reach such a considerable strength thi.t these mounds 
literally explode, throwing out enormous chunks of frozen soil and ice. 

One of Surngin's laboratory experiments^ demonstrates clearly the movement of 
liquid water during the freezing process. Sand from the Buzuluk forest was used: 

1. B. P. Veinberg (1910) Qbshchii kurs fisiki (General phjSics). tom 2. 

2. S. Taber (1930a) Mechanics of frost heaving. Journal of Geology, vol. 38. 

i. S. Taber (1929) Frost heaving, Journal of Geology, vol. 37. [p. 439.] 

4. M. 1. Sumgin (1929) Fniko-mekhanicheskie protsessy vo vlazhnykh i merzlykh gruntakh 
y obrazovaneim^puchin na dorogakh (t^hysicomechanical processes in moist and 

frozen ground in connection with swelling lormations on roads), TranspecHat1, 

i- 3 m *>* *• - **■ 



EXPCftlMENTATlON AND THEORY 

Si*« oi partiel«* (mm).0.5-0.25 

Percent oí totaJ weight. 52. 

)1 

62 

0 25-0.05 

)7.40 

0.01-0.005 

0.0) 

<0.001 

0.22 

MOIST SAND 

0.05-0.01 

0. 73 

S*"'1 w** pi*c«d in copper cylinder* (70 mm high, base diam 60 mm) with perforated 
bottom*, and moiatened by the capillary method up to a constant weight, almu*t to the 

ïïr Î1 lt|*7r^01 C*P*C‘ty- Then the cy110«1«*- wa* »ubjected to temperatures from 
to -1 7C The sand became completely froxen in about 4 to 5 hr. When the moi*t 

imiroaen »and wa* placed for freeaing, it* upper »urface wa* moiat but had no water layer, 
aince, we repeat, the sand wa* moistened only up to it* full moiature capacity. 

During freesing, the »urface of the aand became covered by water which froae in a 
layer of ice up to 2 and sometime* 3 mm thick. Usually thi. layer of ice did not completely 
coyer the «urface of the «and but only approximately a third or a half of it. The surface 
of the sand became »lightly swollen, eometimes with protuberances through which water 
poured out m *ine streams and spread across the sand surface (Fig. 12). 

This movement of water in a liquid state during the pro¬ 
cess of ground freeaing could literally be seen, and moreover, 
the water moved against the law of gravity. 

The work of Petrov,* who described the explosion of an 
icing mound on the Onon River in the vicinity of the 124 kin 
post of the Amur-Yakutsk Highway on March 28, 1928, »hows 
the amount of water which can collect in one place under 
natural conditions during the process of ground freezing. 
During the explosion, enormous quantities of water burst forth. 

"The moment of the explosion was accompanied by a loud 
noise similar to a cannon shot; the masses of ice were carried 
by a stream of water with a roar like that of a railway train 
The water formed a wide stream, 75 m wide and 5 km long. 
This catastrophic aituatic on the Onon River did not last long. 
In two hours everything quieted down, the water subsided, the 
ice settled in the valley, and only chunks of ice, fragments 
of a bridge, bent bushes of the valley, and scratches on the 
bark of large trees bruised by passing ice floes testified to the 
icing catastrophe which had taken place. " 

It must be stated that the quantity of water collected in the 
mounds at the 124 km post of the Amur-Yakutsk Highway is 
unusual. Normal ground pressure forces much smaller 
amounts of water into the icin' moundii. 

In relation to migration of water, the following types of 
frozen giound may occur. 

Case 1. The ground is so cemented by ice that it has no 
pores, thus presenting a system of mineral particles and 

Figure 12. During the 
freezing of moist sand, 
water appeared on the 

surface. 

ice. In this case, there can be no movement without outside 
forces because, without pores, there can be no water in the 
vapor state. 

Case 2. Th' ground, cemented by ice, contains pores but 
absolutely no water in the liquid state. Water can move and does move in the form of 
vapor from pomt« with greater pressure to points with less pressure, i.e., usually from 
points with a higher temperature to points with a lower temperature. In this case, ice 
wiH evaporate, and the vapor will condense on the ice within the ground or on the ground 
particles. The evaporation of ice is an intensive phenomenon. Data on evaporation 
given by Wild evaporimeters at a number of stations in the Far East are given in Table 19.* 

. V< G: Petrov U930) Naled; na Amursko-Iakutskoi maaistrali (Icings on the Amur- 
Yakutsk Highway), NIIaET Leningrad.--5-*- 

2- P* L Konkov, laparenie v Amurskoi obi, po evaporometram Vilda (Evaporation in 
Amur region according to Wild evaporimeters, I^estiis meteo*-. biuro Amursk, rsions 

(Proceedings of the Meteorological Bureau of the Amur Region), vyp 2. 
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Trille 19 

Year 

1911 

1912 

1913 

Month 

JamiA r y 
February 
Ma rch 
December 

January 
Februar y 
March 
December 

Evaporation ol ice (inm) 

Station* 
Borrmak Maaanuvo 

0.9 
12. 6 
¿S.6 

1.6 

J.-î 2.6 
7. a 6.3 

27. Î 18.6 
1.¾ 0.4 

January 
February 
March 
De c ein be i* 

0. 8 
6. 7 

24. 7 
2. 5 

1 he average air temperature at these stations was from -25C to -30C in December 
and January; from -18C to -22C in February; and from -11C to -14C in March. 

We selected these months because, at the Bomnak and Mazanovo stations, no 
thawing weather occurs during any of these four months. Consequently, evaporation 
from the cupe of the evaporimeter undoubtedly took place at negative temperatures and in 
the shade, in accordance with the methods of observation with Wild evaporimeters. 

Even m December and January, the figures of ice evaporation are noticeable; they 
increase in hebruary, andaré quite considerable in March. 

Of course, these figures cannot be applied completely to ice evaporation in the 
ground, because we often find enclosed vapor-filled areas n the ground. But if there is 
an outlet for vapor to the earth's surface or to water-free reas m the ground, evapora¬ 
tion may be greatly increased. The evaporation figures obtained by Wild evaporimeters 
point out the possible extent of ice evaporation. 

According to W. Thomson, water vapor in some cases will move even at equal 
temperatures. Thomson established that saturated vapor has less pressure at a 
cave surface than at a flat surfac e, and less at a flat surface than at a convex one. 
son derived the following equation:* 

p' . p.A-f-4 

where £ is the pressure of the saturated vapor at the flat surface A is the capillary con¬ 
stant; £ is the density of the vapor; 6 is the density of the liquid; r Ts the radius of the sur¬ 
face (and consequently 2/r is the curvature of the surface); and pT'is the pressure of 
saturated vapor at the convex surface (using a plus sign before the second member of 
right side of the equation), or at the concave surface (using a minus sign). 

According to this equation, when convex and flat or concave surfaces are present, the 
water vapor will move from the convex to the flat or concave surface, just as. when only- 
concave or only convex surfaces are present, the water vapor will move from one surface 
to another depending on the curvature. 

On the basis of Thomson's law, it is evident that a snowflake cannot be preserved, 
because snowflakes have very sharp (extremely convex) edges. This was demonstrated by 
an experiment made by Veinberg,* with the aid of V. D. Dudetskii. They placed snow- 

1. The same phenomenon can take place in unfrozen ground also but it will not be dis¬ 
cussed here. 

con - 
Thom 

the 

2. V. A. Mikhclson (1930) Fizika (Physics). GIZ, p. 2b5. 

P. 
serv 

vol. !>B, p 

3. B. P. Veinberg (1929) Nevosmoghnoat’ konservirovaniia sneshinok (The impossibility 
PÍ-Prt-Berv>ng »nowflakes), IfchftFKhô (Journal of the Russian Physlco-cliemical Society). 

« 
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e»«mb*r. whert the v.por w.. mamt.tn.d m » 
• aturated •tat«, and ob.erv*d th« r««ult* under « m.cro.cope. Every «nowfUke • d.*- 

•^pld ‘.mln ïî^oneê1 •• lh* ,,UlrP edge* *nd * ^1141 Ch‘ft*° ,nt° irregularly 

.p;."r.!y*;,‘.h:,:d,r„:i ‘„"j;:*!.“ 8en'r*‘ '*nd 'h*' mu., ¡.e 
When the frozen ground contain« pores which are not filled by ice or «unercooled 

water these pores undoubtedly have surfaces of different curvatures. According to 
Í™ S -9114110°1 an exchange of vapor takes place between these surfaces even at equal 
chTnPae 78’ 7 18 not deluded in the equation, and sometimes a vapor ex 
change contrary to the temperature difference may take place. P 

In permanently frozen ground which exist» for thousands of years, the effect of time 
»ay b. /«1. w„h an ,.. for., m th. proc... of vapor „ovemen,. yacoord,o8 .o Tho».oó"í 

Case 3. The frozen ground cemented by ice contains some supercooled water and some 
empty voids resulting from the freezing process. In such ground, in the first place water 
may move in the form of vapor from points with higher temperature to points Jith lower 

7e noC,ntlHre\aSKWe11 temPerature8• ‘^om supercooled water toward ice, as 
we pointed out above. In the second place, movement of water in the liquid state is possible. 
When part cf the supercooled water has been transformed into ice, thereby increasino its 
volume, the water which was not transformed into ice must move in somedirectTon * 

This third case may have a variant. In a ground-ice-supercooled water system with 
no pores water in the vapor or solid state cannot move, and the liquid water cannot move 
Tf th? dl8;Uptltng the 8round- If «orne of the supercooled water crystallizes, movement 
of the liquid water remaining may disrupt the ground and form voids and cracks. 

°Ur d;9CUS8io" of water migration in freezing ground is based on numerous laboratory 
experiments and observations in nature, so that the possibility of error is small. Howev/i 

e must caution the reader that our conclusions concerning water migration in frozen 
ground are based only on the general laws of phase transition of "water in general1', which 

the ßroundPPThtblef0nly ^ Vap0r ^ 8ravitational water among the types of water in 
lh. , Thereiore- our reasoning in this respect can have only general value. As far 
as Mm and hygroscopic water are concerned, the result, may be quit« unexpected. We 
have set down our theoretical conclusions only as a working hypothesis upon which to base 
experimental study of the migration of various categories of water in frozen ground. 

It was pointed out above that ice cannot move in frozen ground unless outside forces 
affect the given mass of ground. The possibility of such movement of ice within the 
frozen ground under a comparatively small outside load was pointed out in Chapter I. 

It must be added that such loads may take place not only with man's participation 

mI7.t*»rt°í>bUlldlnt* and 8truj:tureg)- but a1*0 under natural conditions, undisturbed by 
man s activity, such as ground stresses during the formation of icing mounds. In such 
f 7 pU "’.gement of ice may take place in the underlying layer of the permafrost 

if it contains unfilled pores or empty cavities. It is obvious that ice may carry with it ’ 

underVhVi°Vl partlcl*B- The whole Problem of plastic movement of ice in frozen ground 
under the influence of pre-ur- is posed for the first time and requires further study. 

Several examples of water migration in freezing ground will now be given. The first 
examples are from laboratory studies, foreign as well as Soviet. 

th. Jare7 PaCked 17 poWLdered C}y in waxed cardboard cylinders with perforated bottoms 
The cylinders were 15 cm high and 9. 5 cm in diameter. The clay in the cylinders was 
moistened by the capillary method, and the excess water was removed by ïlow evaporation 

1. S. Taber (1929) Frost heaving , Journal of Geology, vol. 37. 



Water at bottom of clay

Test No.
cylinders {*)

Before After
f.-eezing freezing

1 29.0 20.8
2 25.B 19.9
3 24.2 lb. 3
4 23.2 18. 3

ppjncipi.es or mechanics of FHOZEK GROI. nd

with »>:muIl*iiiroiiS t.liDpiiii.; <il the 8ml ;ri lable iC>
the . ylinjer*. After this t.eatinrnl. the de
cree of ino:sturr :ii the lower portiona of the 
tyhtiderB was drterrr.;ned prior to freezing.
Then llir l yl aider* were pi.L ed »<■ il at th'
Soil Wo ild freeze from the top Uow:., and 
zaniple* were taken from the bottom of each 
. ylinder to determine moisture eontent. Com 
pArative data t.n the moisture of the unfrozen 
and frozen Boil in the bottom of ti e cylinders 
are given in Table 20.

As tan be seen from this table, in every 
t ase the moisture of the lower part of the 
soil cylinder was considerably smaller after 
freez.oy. Water migrated toward the ton
where numerous ice laye.-s up to ! mn thick, were observed. Taber did not determine 
ihe amount oi moisture .n the upper part since he considered that water migration from 
’he bottom to the top w.as shown by the ice layers in the latter (Fig. 13).

Johansseui took a sample of ground with an equally distributed moisture . ontent of 
IJ.’.T. ami subjected it to gradual freezing from the top downward — as cround freezes in

nature. After 24 hours. Juhansseu determined th.- 
amount of moisture in his frozen sample. Uy-r by layer, 
and obtained the following results:

Depth of sample, (cm)

0-3 
3-6 

10-13 
20-23

oist .re
4>'.0 
28. 3 
28. 9 
2u.t

It IS clear that the moisture migrated to Ihe very top 
layer of the sample of ground.

Siimgi:.* used silt and sand in his experiments on 
moisture migration in the ground during freezing. The 
silt had the following mechanical composition:

Size (mm) 
10 -0.5 
0.5 -0.25 
0.25-0.05 
0.05-0.01 
0.01-0.005 

-.0.005

Percent of total weight 
0. 3''

0. 55 
10. 7t.

•41.29 
41.16 

5. 65

Figure 13. Cylinder of fro
zen clay showing segregated 

ice layers formed during 
freezing. (From Taber).

The ground was either moistened by capillary action 
up to constant we.ght. or water was added to obtam 
predetermined moisture, or one close to it. The moisture 
conte-it by layers was determined before and after freezing 
in the copper cylinders described previously (p. 31).

Warsaw'^ ^ B-»obrowolski (1^23) Historja Nafiralna Lodu (Natural i.istory of icel.

2. See Sumg.r. (1429) o£. t_U.

• 1 From Taber, 1929. p. 441. j

—- 5» i
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The résulta «re given tn Tablee 21 «nd 22. 

Table 21. Distribution ot moisture by layers in unfrozen silty •oil'* 

~T 

No. ol cylinders Average moisture 
( fo of dry weight) 

Moisture by layer (% of dry weight) 

Samples taken from the central pari 
of the cylinders along their axes 

1 

I. Moistened by capillary action up to constant weight 

3 

3 

3 

31. 52 31. 57 31.22 31.07 

II. Predetermined degree of moisture 

6. 18 

9 28 

15. 33 

5. 76 

9. 46 

15. 11 

6. 31 

9.52 

16. 65 

6. 16 

9. 38 

15. 41 

30.97 

6.09 

9. 74 

31.09 

6. 28 

9. 47 

15.47_j_15. 41 

* Layers numbered from 1, upper layer, to 5, lower layer (at bottom of the cylinder), 

Table 22. Distribution of moisture by layers in frozen silty sdil 

No. of cylinders 
Average moisture 
( ^ of dry weight) 

Moisture by layer (% ol’ dry weight) 

Samples taken from the central part 
of the cylinders along their axes 

1 

I. Moistened by capillary action up to constant weight 

31. 30 31. 34 27. 40 26. 75 

_ 

II. Predetermined degree of moisture 

5. 87 

9. 34 

16. 45 

5. 40 

9.27 

16.09 

5. h8 

7. 99 

11.93 

4. 77 

9. 10 

13. 19 

28.08 

6. 37 

9. 19 

14. 86 

29. 61 

6. 76 

9. 76 

16. 39 

An analysis of the data shows that the moisture was distributed more or less equally 
in the layers before freezing, but in the frozen state a sharp decr.;asc of moisture was 
obtained in the inner layers * The uppermost layers did not always have the greatest 
amount of moisture because of the meihod of freezing the soil from all sides, so that 
often the excess moisture became concentrated in the sides during freezing. 

The data (Figs. 14 and 15) present a clear picture of the decrease of moisture in 
the middle layers of the ground. The curves of moisture migration in sand are given 
also, though the tables for sand are not included. 

1. The freezing in our experiments was done simultaneously from all sides, approaching 
the center of the cylinders concentrically. The freezing took place without access of 
water from the outside. 

■ i iwiwmA- *** -..-.. 
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UNFROZEN FROZEN 

LAYER 1 ¿ 3 4 S 1 ¿ 3 4 
--- Avg moisture 
—— Moisture by layer 

Figure 14. Distribution of moisture 
in unfroxen and iroxen silt. [Layers 
are numbered from the top of the 
cylinder down. ] 

UNFROZEN FROZEN 

LAYER 

Avg moisture 
Moisture by layer 

Figure 15. Distribution of moisture 
in unfrozen and frozen sand. [Layers 
aie numbered fnun the top of the 
cylinder down. ] 

l aboratory experiments on formation of icing mounds, containing ice lenses, which 
represent analagous natural phenomena extremely well, are especially indicative of 
water migration during soil freezing, particularly water in the Intuid state. 

Sand of the following compositions was used: 

Size (mm)..0.5-0.25 0.25-0.05 0.05-0.01 <0.01 

Percent of total weight . . . 84.17 14.58 0.57 0.68 

Sand placed in the above-described copper cylinders was moistened by the capillary 
method up to constant weight and subjected to freezing at a temperature of -16C to -19C. 
A copper disk, 5 mm thick, was placed on the sand surface, leaving a space of 0. 5 mm 
between the cylinder walls and the edges of the disk. 

A mound 4 mm high appeared on the surface of frozen ground, with a 3-mm thick 
ice lens 6-7 mm below it. In both experiments the whole mass of ice was, on the average, 
0. 57 g, or about 1% of tne total water in the ground* (Figs. 16, 17). 

1. M. I. Sumgin (1930) "Sovremennoe polozhenie issledovaniia vechnoi merzloty v SSSR 
i zhelatcl'naia postanovka etikh issledovanii v budushcliem (Present condition of permafrost 
studies in the U. S. S. R. and a de si rabie prog ram for the future)" in V echnaia me rzlota 
(Permafrost), Materialy KEPS (Commissior. of Productive Forces), sborniW 80, 
Le ningrad: lad. Akad. Nauk. 

J * <:* - * • ■" 
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M ound un 

ice lens m sand. 

Mound on sand, 
covered by peat 

Ml Peat 

E3 Pure ice 
■ Dark ice 
□ Sand 

Figure 17. Sand was covered by a thin 
layer ot‘ peat and moistened. After 
freezing, an ice mound formed in the 

peat. 

In other experiments with larger soil specimens, ir.e lenses up to about 10 g in 
weight were obtained. 

This experiment and the one cued above prove the movement <f water m freezing 
ground — specifically, water in the liquid state which subsequently froze in the from of a 
lens within the ground. 

Fedosov* conducted freezing experiments on soil specimens in the form of beams 
¿0 cm long and 2. 5 by 2. 5 cm in cross section, or slabs with a smooth surface devoid of a 
any cracks prior to ireezing. 

The grain ■ size compos it ioo °f one type of soil (Beski’dnik clay) was as follows. 

Size (mm) Percent of weight 

1.0 -0.25 0.83 

0.25 -0.05 11.57 

0.05 -0.01 41.10 

0.01 -0.005 9.70 

0.003-0.001 U-30 

<0.001 ¿5-5 

After freezing, cracks were observed in the clay. These crarks were always filled 
with ice, although the moisture in the sample was uniform before freezing. In one 
sample, which had a moisture content of 38.87% before freezing, the soil between the 
cracks had a moisture content of only 29. 71% after freezing; i. e. , it had decreased by 
more than 23%. 

The duration of the zero temperature in the ground at a given depth is of great 
significance for the migration of moisture during freezing, and this has been repeatedly 
emphasized by both Soviet and foreign scientists. Moroshkin* conducted special laborator 

1, A. £. Fedosov (1935) Fiziko-m khamcheskie protsesay v gruntakh pri zamerzanii i 
ottaivanii (Physicomechanical proceisea"Ti7 theSL round during freezing and tKawir.g), 
TranszHeldorstroi. Moscow. 

2. V. I. Moroshkin (1933) "K voprosu ob obrazovann ledianykh knstallov v tnerzlykh 
gruntakh (The question of ice crystal formation in frozen ground)" in Borba > puchinaml 
na zheloznodorozhnom polotne (Measures against trost heave on railroad beds), 
28th alíornik, Instituía puti VlKPS. GoszhcTdorizclat 
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txpcr iheutt ,/n thiê jjrobJrm. 

Si tv (mm) 

1.00 -0.25 

0.25 -0.05 

0.05 -0.01 

0.01 -0.005 

0. 005-0.001 

<0.001 

Thr gram •*»«> cumpo.umn oí ih« «oil u««d wm§ mb follow« 

Percent of total weight 

1. 37 

2. 77 

35. 70 

40. 12 

18. 18 

1.86 
In these experiments, there was an inflow of 

The cooling was conducted in *uch a manner that 
depth. 

water into ^he soil during the freezing, 
freezing could be stopped at a certain 

Distribution of soil moisture in depth was studied 209, 593, and 810 hr after the 

L:n^rPirment^ refrJ«eraution ^"^er had a constant temperature of 

soil waífcl:m^ed dowPntr"',m “h™ ^ ^ 
and ,8. . cm af.„ ,ha ,h,nd and ,a., .JrZ’ ‘T''“ 
depth is given in Figure 18. s muisiure in 

Figure 18. Below-horizontal linea: depth of cementing of soil bv ice 
( I - after 209 hr at -16C; II - after 593 hr; IH . af*er 810 hr). 

Above: Moisture content. 

Curve I (showing moisture distribution after the firit interval) ha. one maximum 
close to the lower border of the frozen layer. Curve II has three maximums, Two cor 
respond to approximately 5 and 25 cm, the two depths of soil freesing: the origin of the 
third maximum at approximately 12 cm is not clear.» Curve III hae three definite 

1. V I. Moroshkin does not mention this in his work. 

’ «rtMladt 
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maximum» which corre»pond to th« ihre« depth» ot »oil íreeaing. All the box«» oí »oil 
wrre placed for ireraing at the »am« time, the depth of freatirg »hould have been mani¬ 
fested in moisture migration in all the boxea. Consequently, the condensation of »He 
first box is repeated in the second box, and the condensaron :n the second box i* added 
to it, the condenaation of the first and second boxes is repeated in the th*rd box. ^*ua 
the condensation at the new depth of freeaing after 810 hr. 

After the aoil was subjected to freeairg for 20*. ir, no ice layers were found in the 
soil. During the second test, 593 hr from the s.art of the experiment, thin ice layers 
(0.2 to 0. 55 mm thick) were found at a depth of 25 cm. In the third box, 810 hr after the 
start of the experiment, very thin ice layers were found at a depth of 25 cr and lower. 

Sumgin1 gave an extremely simple mathematical expression for the thermal pro¬ 
cesses which take place during moisture condensation in ground at specific depths when 
freezing downward is slow or stops completely. 

In such cases, a certain ba.ance in the thermal-physical processes in the ground is 
established; the surface of the ground loses as much heat through radiation and other 
processes as the lower surface of the frozen ground receives from the deep layers of 
the ground and from the latent heat of transformation of water and water vapor into ice. 
Consequently, at this time the thermal balance at the lower border of the frozen layer is 
the sum of: (1) Pj, the heat received by thermal conductivity from the deep layers of the 
ground; and (2)"Q2. latent heat from the transformation of water and water vapor into 
ice. Thus, theTówer surface of the frozen ground receives a certain amount of heat 
energy, Q = Qj 4 Qf This quantity of heat Q is transmitted by thermal conductivity 
through the frozen ground to the earth's surface, and the same quantity of heat Q i» lost by 
the surface of the ground through radiation and other processes. 

The longer this process goes on, the greater the thickness of ice layers that form, 
and vice versa. The snow cover may play an important role here. If its thickness 
increases, freezing of the ground may be retarded even with lower air temperatures 
and ice layers continue to form at the lower border of the frozen layer. 

Turning from laboratory data to observations under natural conditions, we have 
many observations on the migration cf ground moisture during freezing. There is a great 
quantity of material on the accumulation o*' water in icing mounds in the permafrost 
region. An example of an exploding icing mound on the Amur-Yakutsk Highway was cited 
previously, from a series of such observations. There are works by Swedish and 
Finnish investigators as well. Of the Soviet investigators, we give an example from the 
previously cited work by Kachinskii (see Table 23). 

It is seen from Table 23 that, during the winter of 1924-25, the ground was frozen 
only down to 40 cm and unfrozen below. The moisture content of the samples of frozen 
ground obtained at three depths — 5 to 8, 15, and 23 cm — was considerably higher 
than the moisture of unfrozen samples from the same depths before freezing. At a 
depth of 5 to 8 cm, the moisture content was 25. 3% in the unfrozen state and 31.99b in 
the frozen state (Dec. 13). The moisture at 15 cm was 16.4% in the unfrozen stace 
(Dec. 13) and 24.9% in the frozen state (Dec. 29). For 23-cm depth, the corresponding 
values were 13.9% and 18.0% moisture content. 

Only at the depth of 40 cm was theru no increase of ground moisture registered for 
the frozen samples. 

In our opinion, these rapid increases ot moisture are the result of the redistribution 
of moisture during the actual process of ground frsesing. We cannot definitely say which 
factor had the most influence on the moisture redistribution — movement in the liquid 
state due to the forces of crystallisation or the condensation and crystallization of vapor 
due to temperature differences — since Kachinskii's gives no data on which to base an 
opinion. 

1. M. I. Sumgin (1930) Kratkii kurs dorozhnoi geofiziki (Short course in road geophysics)- 
Moscow: Gostransizdat. 
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Table i). Distribution ui absolute moisture in unfrozen, frozen, and 
senii-frozen soil layers of dry wei{{ht) .

1
Date of moistening 

tlie soil

1924-1925

Depth of samples ( .■ m )
5- K 15 j 21 40 70

A. A./II 1 A,
1

B. Bi

Octubrr........................ 1 5.7 1 1 4 12. 1 14 7 18.1 '
Nuvember................... 25.1 19.5 11.2 9.6 13.1 i
Dp< embrr ! 5........... 119* 16 4 10 I 12.7 16.7
D#’t t*nib<*r ........... 2H. 1* 24.9* 15 9 1 1.6 21.0
J.iriiieiry........................ lU.H* 20.«* !».0* 14.2 17.2 1
February .................. 29. »• 2b.7* 14.1* 11.1* lo.6 !

Ib.n* 22 9* 15.9t 15.0 18 4 1
April -1 ........................ 4b.7* 22.4* 19.7* 15.2 12.4 !
April 6 ........................ 4 0.5* 22. b* 18 7T 17.2 19.1 j

April 9 ........................ 11.0 21.5* 19.8 11.1 19.2

• Moisture of frozen soli.
t Moisture of samples ii. .i semi-trozen. slifjhtly thu ved slate.

A case described by Lebedev and Talalaevt nndoubt' diy deals with moisture migra
tion in the Kroiind during freezing During the spring of 19^«. the crop ot winter wheat in 
the northern Caucasus and in the Ukraine vas completely ruined. ScienliBte d/in. 
the causes of this phenomenon inveBligale.i the soil conditions in the fields. We quote
the above - mtMit »>neci inve .gatorB.

■ The soil conduions on the experimental plot of winter wheat located at the Don 
Experimental Stai.on wen investigated first. For this purpose a pit 20 cm deep was dug 
on a protreted strip of the plot on March 22. In the wall of the pit at a depth 7 cm from 
the surface, we found an irc buyer. 0. S to 1.0 cm thick.

•When a portion of this ice layer was extracted from the pit. it was found that jt con
sisted of ice with particles of soil adhering to il on the upper .md lower suciaces The 
per. eutage of moisture m this layer was 242 to Uif, of the weight of the dry soil (Fig. 19).

Figure 19. Cross section of frosen ground at the Don 
Agricultural Statio.i at Rostov-on-Don. ( - Ice layer).

1. A. F. Lebedev and E. V. Talalaev (192H) Gidroloi^icheskie i klimatu heskie usloviia 
gibeli pshenitsy v 1927-26g. (Hydrol.igiral and c'limatic reasons for loss of w)ieat crop m 
1927-^). Donskoe oV.~ushno^semel’noe upravlenie 
Rostov-on - Don.

(Dun district Agriculture bepartment).

I
4Kk- -
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The authors explain the formation of this ice-filled layer by the condensation of 
vapor here during the proress of soil freeeing, although they state that in February the 
soil thawed approximately to the depth of this layer, and that water from melted snow 
reached this depth.

Thus, the fact of water migration in its various phases during the freesing of the 
ground and in froien ground was demonstrated both by laboratory experiments by foreign 
and Soviet investigators and by observations under natural conditions. Let us repeat here 
that ‘he theory of water migration in the ground during freezing is substantiated especially 
clearly by observations in permafrost regions during the study of icing phenomena
(Fig. 20).

Figure 20. Ice mound at the 91st km post of the Amur-Yakutsk 
Highway which developed during the winter of 1928-29. (In the 

winter of 1927-28, this mound did nut exist.)
(Photographed May 17, 1929.)

The basic causes of water mig’-ation in freezing and frozen ground may be summa
rized as follows:

State of water 
1. Vapor

II. Liquid

III. Solid (ice)

Basic causes of migration
1. Differences in vapor tension due to:

a. Temperature
b. Curvature of surface (Thomson's 

law)
c. State of the substance (supercooled 

water and ice)
1. Gravity
2. Stresses in the ground during freezing
3. Capillary forces (movement through the 

voids)
4. Forces of crystallization 
1. Outsaoe pressure

1

Lmm
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l»HIN IPLCS OF MECHANICS OF FROZEN GROVNO 

2. 
i. 

4. 
5. 

Sir«-»«»« ,n Frrow^ Gr.umU *„d Ground Heaving 
a ¡»nt i >i »trrtxr » ;n (rr e* mg gm und 

g round fy that from* kmcí uf'foíce7 a'r^ a^'t íh<> 'gíound Í C rack* ^ 

vhr.;vrr " “r 
connected w.th proce.„e. taplace ln the ground ^ °r - - 

At first glance we d.) not find outside forces which .. . 
phenomena . We explain the ground heave e.the by the hydrustaïi above-mentioned 

winch ta«c place .„ one of .he ground componen.., par.icularly ir wa.er awòuehã. 

bt-‘OW- >h' »">" component, of the groumiac. .ogo^.r “Âe wa."«.. 
However, further investigation of the established 

and subsequent deformation shows that the basic cause is the health °»,f Srt>,'nd stre88<'s 
force on the ground. We can establish tie fol^wing chain of event" ^ 0,ltSlde 

1. Heat as an outside force acting on the ground. 
Change of thermal condition of the ground. 
Processes in the ground compcnents due to changes of thermal state of 
the ground (compression, expansion, change of physical state) 
Stresses in the ground. *'• 
Ground deformation (swelling and frost cracks). 

This chain of events is very clear to us, and it can be traced steo bv «ter. 
very complex natural manifestations, tnough not in all cases !«P » fu P n m 
the links of this chain is understood only in very general terms A H V * ^ ,"teractlon of 
these link, of the chain is a task for the future A deeper ana,yi» of 

aLsolii^dr^ We assume 

fr... w.fh .hr ouU.d. a.‘ „X^V.íi gidund 7 "" 
with no cohesion, gravel, and other types of coarse-giained soilarÜ ‘n d*u S d 
..n.e of th,. lerm. bul .dually contain .om. moi.tuf., .v.n thiugh « ,7,„',hÍ h 
..a,o and In. 1,..1. pr.c.ical .ff.ct on our con.,deration.. Her. ,!l diâl ^,7* ? P'C 

andThr T 
very .,,,.11 (fur ..amp,., ,h„ l.n.ar coeff.c.n. of 

ax''-,nd 0 0000074-1**«*“' «« «-)• *• -, ¿.„r 

If all the ground pores are completely filled with water we ha,... a . u 
During cooling, the solid phase will contract. The water also will c ont r ^t üm ' ‘ 
temperature drops to 44C, and then it will expand. ntract until the 

At zero, or a certain negative temperature, water assumes the solid state anH 
suddenly expands. After all the water has frozen, the whole svstem w/liV d 
volume w.th further lowering of temperature. The sudden increase in wate^ vtdîme' h 
it changes into ice is more significant than all the stages of compression and decrea. 
volume of the ground. «pression and ««crease in 

For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that the ground freezes at rr =, u . 
all the water contained in it changes into ice. 8 *e* 41 CC’ nd that 

^ ' Kol raush (1924) Kratkoe rukovodstvo k nraktiche.Wim ^ ■ n,., i ; -  _ r- -, 

manual tor practical worTTn physical. P--£?■ (Sh°rt 



EXPERIMENTATION AND THEOH Y 

1 el u* c<j«*»d«r a jmt valoir.« oi ground oí * two-ph**e •> •tem. ». *• . Rru-in*1 i'j 
vkhi.h alt the p< rea are completely filled with water at a ;-mperature oí OC With iurlher 
cooi ng the water will begin to cryetallne and the ground te nperature will .ontinue to be 
aero ,p to the end of cr/»talhaatxon When all the water ha« been transformed into ice. 
the volume will increase to; 

m 4 (1 - m) (1 ♦ ß,) I5) 

where m = volume of the solid phase 1 - m s volume of water, ß| - coefficient of 
water expansion upon its transit'on into ice. 

This increase in ground volume with freexing is the cause of stresses in freexnig 

ground. 

The volume of {'■ ezing ground increases at a greater rate than that shown in formula 
(5). During the transition of water into ice, the volume of ice in the ground pores becomes 
Somewhat greater than the volume of the pores, so that mineral particles are pushed out 
by the ice, creating small cavities (pores of freezing) which may form a network of new 
capillaries in the already frozen ground. 

Therefore, the unit volume of our ground after freezing is; 

m +■ (1 - m) (1 * ß,) 4 n (5') 

where n is the volume of the pores of freezing". 

The presence of the pores due to freezing has been cubstantxated by experiments 
on the freezing of soil, especially sandy soil, which showed that the volume of the frozen 
ground is larger than theoretical calculations of the expansion of water contained in the 
ground would indicate. 

The presence of pores and capillaries in the frozen ground has been substantiated 
also by experiments of foreign and Soviet scientists during the study of the density of air 
in the ground. In the winter, when the upper layer of the ground was frozen, a soil 
manometer at 1-m depth in the ground showed a free exchange between the air of the 
atmosphere and that of the ground.» This could occur only if voids were present in the 
frozen soil. The changes in atmospheric pressure penetrate the soil in the winter as if 
the soil were nonexistent.* This, of course, can take place only if the frozen ground 
contains voids. The fact that the ground does not freeze at OC and that not all of the water 
in the ground is transformed into ice does not change the substance of the above-given 
considerations, but only introduces certain corrections into them. 

With subsequent cooling of the already frozen ground, a decrease in its volume begins, 
but the coefficients of volume change of soil and ice are so small in comparison to the 
water expansion when it changes to ice that the ground does not return to its initial volume, 
i.e. , its volume before freezing, even at the very low temperatures which occur under 
natural conditions. 

We have been considering ground with pores completely filled with water. Now we 
will consider ground that is not completely saturated; i.e. , part of the pores remain filled 
with air and water vapor (thre -phase system). Theoretically speaking, such ground has 
inner resources for expansion. Up to a certain moisture content, the parts of the pores 
which are free of water will take up all the volume increase when the water is transformed 
into tee. Consequently, the ground will not increase in volume upon freezing; i.e. , no 
heaving will take place. 

The following designations are used; wv is the moisture by volume (in percent of 
volume); w is the moisture by weight (in percent of dry weight); A is the specific gravity 

1. A. Trofimov (1934) Kolebaniia barometricheskogo davleniia v pochve i pochvenny| 
gazoobmen (Fluctuation of íiarornetrlc pressure and gas circ^ation in the soir), 
Zhurnal geofiziki, tom 4, no. 4 (l4). 

2. These interesting results obtained in the European part of the U.S.S.R. (and abroad) 
should be verified under permafrost conditions. 

>•««* 

. 
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PRJNCIPÍ.C9 or MF.. MAMCS OK TñOZFS GÄOLND 

,1 Ihr iri <r j ' ft I» Ihr ur. \ wnght <»i tftr aoil fràrlMOR,* n it tha voli.m* of vo»da or 
fh»- jv.'o» «• <, » *h«* to*!» :rnt o' volu?»ie e*par»ion o' wairr at freei;ng. 

Fhr rn«> »t irf by '•’>!mir > ( irifr.-? n grn ind, wv, can br •»aprrtard by thr w«U . 
Villi'* n r f¡ »it ion 

wv * w6 (a) 

•*nd the volutin* oi void« or porosity, »r. percent of the total volume, it 

n = 100 ' 1 - -1 ). (b) 

If the temperature of water contained in the ground ia near 0C , the volume of ice 
{ in percent of tlv original volume of the ground) after freezing of the water will be 

Wyt Irßj). 

Assuming that the volume of ground voids remains constant, the volume of ice which 
fills all voids will be numerically equal to tne porosity n (in percent of the total volume 
of the ground): 

Wy( 1 ißj = n. 

It follows that the volume moisture of the ground which theoretically corresponds to 
complete filling of the voids by ice will be: 

and, according to equation (a) 

w 

M 

the mois'ure in percent of dry weight will be 

w =TT^T6 

Substitutin' the value of n from equation (b) we have 

w {i>p,M 

+ (As defined subsequently: 
specific gravity, is the weight per unit volume of the «olid substance: ¿ s W /V ; 

6 . unit weight of the soil skeleton, is the unit weight of the soil dried at 105C, 8 * 
assurrnng that the volume does not change, ] 
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and, «íler *i«e brau Iraospoétlli^oA) *c Itav« 

(c) 

Substituting ¡i, - 0.0908, according to Barnes, gives1 

w » 91.67 (o) 

Equation (6) gives the moisture content (by dry weight) at which all the pores will 
be fiÜTd with ice when the ground freezes, but no heaving will take place. This is what 
Tsytovich calls the critical moisture. 

It is clear that, theoretically speaking, when the moisture is less than critical, the 
ground will not heave du. mg freezing. 

In determining the critical moisture, we have not taken into consideration the water 
which does not freeze, and which, as already pointed out, decreases with increase in 
grain size. For practical purposes, it can be considered that for sand, especially 
coarse sand, no ground heave would take place if the moisture were less than that given 
by eq (6). 

These are the fundamentals of the theory of ground heave caused by the expansion 
of water upon transformation into ice. We have not yet touched upon the problem of 
water migration during ground freezing — which plays an exceptionally important role 
in the heaving. 

There are opinions, however, which completely reject the above-stated theory of 
ground heave and advance the idea of the forces of crystallization. The proponents of such 
views state that the force of crystal growth, which is directed in a specific way in relation 
to the flow of heat, creates stresses in the ground. This idea has been advocated, among 
contemporary investigator«, by Taber.* We will cite a number of his arguments on this 
subject. 

"Pressure effects accompanying the freezing of soils are due to the growth of ice 
crystals and not change in volume. Pressure . . . is determined chiefly by the direction 
of cooling. Heaving is often greater than can be explained by expansion." [Taber, 1929. 
p. 428j. 

In the same article [p. 447] he says: "It is commonly stated that frost heaving is 
upward because of less resistence to expansion in that direction, but this is not the true 
explanation. The pressure effects that accompany freezing are not due to change in 
volume, but to the growth of ice crystals. Crystals perforin work in any particular 
direction by growing in that direction and overcoming the resistance to growth. The up¬ 
ward heaving that accompanies the freezing of soils is due to the growth of ice crystals 
in a vertical direction, and this is usually determined by the direction in which heat is 
conducted away most rapidly, and by the availability of the water necessary for growth. " 

In another work, Taber1 develops his thoughts in the same direction: "A crystal 
can develop pressure only in those directions in which it io growing. " 

1. N. A. Tsytovich ( 1930) "Vechnaia merzlota Vak osnevanie dlia sooruzhenii 
( Permafrost as a structural foundation) " in Vechnaia merzlota ( Permafrost}, 
Materialy KEPS, (Commission on Productive Forces), sbornik no. 80. Leningrad: 
Izd. Akad. Nauk. 

2. S. Taber (1929) Froat heaving, Journal of Geology, vol. 37, no. 5. 

3. S. Taber (1930b) Freezing and thawing of soils as factors in the destruction of road 
" - i r nal o/ mghway kesear cíi , If . ST "Cêpt. Agri. , Bureau 

1 



FRINCI^L t-S o> VtCHANICS OF rilOZES GROUND 

i-t^rr Qt»«inèu!*Rr* t»*t»«r<>n thm irvrsut« ot »«1er tn op*n end doura •▼»«•mfl ir, 

<k .l"' ^ h!* ' ptnuitl- !l*€ tílti «A»«» |>Uie more oilen then the eecond He consider« that 
he ihrurjr at Ä-ouod heeve di* tu ^«ter eapen*. n dünn« its tren.íormalion w.to *ce i» 

wh7nC. K V, 7. ; Ob«erv«t,un. out oí dour, .uow that (mo.t] .oil. 
when » objected to lr*rztn¿ und^r r»atur* J condition, (u.-iallyj behave .. „pen .x.ten* 
r*th-r than a- do.ed .y.tem..-* The re.uit. of pre..ure by cry.tal. in open anc dó.ed 
• y*»em. ere completely different. "In open .y.tems, where the liquid can e.c.pe the 
preeaure. resulting from freeling are not hydrostatic but are due directly to cry.tal arowth 
ano are effective only in the direction of growth. •• According to Taber, a quue diffn ír.t 
situation takes place when the crystal grows in a closed system. "If the growing cry«»al 
exert, pressure against a liquid that is confined, hydrostatic pressure is the result but in 

c.osed system, the crystal is able to exer» pressure only if crystallization is accompaned 

horror:,*,1-- v°,'jn’e" -wh,ch- *dd’<- ™?"d 

iaber states, however, that in nature ground with low water permeability freezes as 
closed systems. > cc*c» as 

Taber performed a number of experiments which proved the direction of the pressure 
of crystals. We quote the description of some of these expriment., pressure 

test iy¿TZuOÍ,W¿ltt> lUy a"d water in proportion, were frozen in thin gla.s 
test tubes, half of them being buried in sand so that freezing was from the top down while 
the others were exposed so that freezing took place from the sides inward. All of the latter 
were broken, longitudinal cracks extending the full length of the test tubes. But where 
frozen from the top down none was broken, for the ice crystals grew only in a vertical direc- 
tion. Alternating layers of clear ice and frozen clay were formed in the upper parts of the 
mixtures containing sufficient water, while shrinkage cracks developed below as water was 

withdrawn to build the ice layers above. waicr was 

. nnWK*n ^ t,Ube* ilUed With Clear water are exP°*ed to low temperatures they do not 
usually break unless there is a constriction in the tube, for the density of water decreases 
on cooling from 4 to OC, causing the coldest water to rise and come in contact with the 
downward-growing ice crystals."1 

Taber describes another experiment: "Clay was packed around heavy copper bars 
standing in a carton with perforated bottom. The ca-ton was placed on wet sand and then 
Wh«. re appara¡u* wa» buried in tne sand box for freezing as in previous experiments. 

"?°v*d } ?*? oi ílb^ou• lc®> a*>out a centimeter thick. -*as found surrounding the 
copper, the cry.tal. being normal to the copper bars. Ice veins, ranging up to 2 mm in 
hickness, branched off from the vertical ice layer and sloped steeply upward. Near the 

bottom of the carton a large mass of ice was formed which ruptured the carton and pushed 
part of the clay out into the inclosing sand. P 

' The rapid conduction of heat by the copper caused the growth of ice crystals radiallv 
ir0m lt* •urfa.ce’ and the Pr«**ure of these growing cry.tal. ruptu/ed the carlo/ 

irvsÍóT« KXPer,meK »the <TarU)n* were never ruptured by the direct pressure of growing ice 
c ystals because heat conduction, and therefore crystal growth, were limited to a vertfeal 
direction. "* 

sn-ríf, »n K IK 8 » ,£or hl* theory that during crystallization the pressure is caused 
lPfh /k Uy, the Crystf1. 8ro^th *nd not by the increase of crystal volume in comparison 
with the initial »mount of liquid, Taber -oints out that nitrobenzene, which decreases in 
volume when it solidifies, creates pressure when frozen in an open system, but does not 
when frozen in a closed system. 

Our own position is that, in the complex conditions encountered in nature, ground 

íhÓÜ*,/8 OC^U.r*-»ln b0th cIo#ed ?nd °P«n •y*1*™». but, in our opinion, more often in closed 
than in open systems, especially in the permafrost zone. 

i. Both quotations are from Frost he.ivinfl. [Taber, 1929, p. 448, 450.] 

* [Taber, 1930b. The words in brackets were omitted in the Russian quotation. J 
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EXPERIMENTATION AND THEORY 47

Consequently, in freesing ground we have stresses which are due either to the increase 
of water volume when it changes into ice or to the pressure exerted by crystals during their 
growth. Stresses within the ground during its freezing mav be expected to move water in the 
ground, or even masses of still unfrozen ground to a point where the resistance to pressure 
IS less than in the surrounding ground, and less than the stresses in the ground. In this 
case, shifting of the ground in the direction of least resistance to p-essure Ukes place.

In his experiments. Sumgin artificially created a less resistant mass within frozen soil 
in the center of a cylinder of soil, he placed a rubber ball fixed to a glass tube which pro
truded from the cylinder. Both the rubber ball and the glass tube were filled with alcohol up 
to a certain Point- He used fine-grained sand for his experiments, moistened by capillary 
action up to ^'6 full moisture capacity, and then froze the sand with the ball inclosed (see 
Fig«. and ZZ).

The soil, freezing from all sides, developed internal pres
sure and deformed the rubber ball, pushing it in from one side 
or from the bottom. The soil filled in the deformed parts of the 
ball and caused the alcohol to rise in the glass tube to a certain 
height (Fig. 22).

The pressure developed during the freezing of water (in a 
closed system) is illustrated by a simple experiment by Tsyto- 
vich.l Water in small vcsseU was subjected to a temperature 
of approximately -12C. After about 5 hr. the water froze along 
the entire periphery of the vessel, but a small quantity of water 
remained in the center enclosed on all sides by ice. The ice 
exerted pressure on the water, because, when a small crack 
appeared in the ice, the water rushed through it forming a small 
icicle or a sort of ice fountain. Everything emed to indicate 
that this water was in a supercooled state (Fig. 23).

Doling repeated experiments, the upper layer of ice was 
pierced by a heated wire in every cate, the water inside the ice 
of a fountain through this opening.

m
Figuiea 21 and 22. 

rushed out in the form

Figure 23. A small ice fountain 
formed by the emergence 

cf Supercooled water.

We have already seen in Tab'^r's experiments 
that, under certain conditions, soil was extruded 
from the cardboard cylinders during freezing, 
often breaking the cylinders (see Fig. 13). This 
and other experiments give visual proof of the 
existence of pressure in the ground and of the de
formation caused by this pressure (Fig. 24).

The idea of ground stresses during freezing 
has received confirmation from a somewhat unex
pected source during recent years. Seismologists 
began to notice that their apparatus registered the 
movements of the earth’s crust in (he fall during 
freezing of the soil. They attributed these move
ments to the action of frost on soil.*

These extremely interesting observations 
by seismologisMsupport the observations of perma
frost investigators that ground water often freezes 
in the following order: cooling — supercooling — 
formation of ice.

lu our opinion, if is this last phenomenon which 
produces the jolts registered by the seismographs.

1. N. A. Tsytovich. Nekotorye opyty po opredeleniiu sit_______________________ _ tmerzaniia. Materialy p:
vaniiu merzlykh gruntov (^perim^ents to determine adfreezing strength Material for tlie 
study of frozen ground), feiulleten' Leningradskozo Inttituta 'sooruzhenii (Bull, of Leningrad 
Inst, oi Construction), No. Zb.

2. B. Gutenberg (1934) Stroehie zemli (Structure of the earth). Moscow and Leninsrad; 
CNTl. - *

o issledo-
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principle:s of mechanics of frozen ground

Figurt- 24. l.cfl; Froze!, cylinder, 
hall 6and and half clay. Much 
segregated ice in the clay but not in 
the sand. Right: Differential diS* 
placement of the cyiinde- due to ice 

in the clay, but not in 
the sand. Cavity formed fay d.slodg- 
ineiit of drv band. (From laber, 
1929.)

l.ifaer's assertion that under natural conditions the free of ground takes place
<-xi lus!vely* in o]>en sysleiiie caiinct be accepted, because ne speaks of seasonal freezing 
in those regions where permafrost does not exist. Seasonal freezing in the permafrost 
region takes place under the specific cunditi >ns of a closed system, as will be demonstrated 
.0 Its prope. place.

Theory of ground heaving

111 disi tisBing the mechanism and coiidiliuns of heaving, moisture migration and 
stresses in the ground during freezing will serve as the basic premistis.

The term ground heaving is used in its general sense — a deformation of the ground 
■ urlacc which consists of elevation of the surface and subsequent lowering. Such phenol.icna 
iii.it .(lie, I t omparatively large areas measured in stjuare kilometers or small areas 
imasured in s.piari- meters. As most heaves are associated with ground freezing, they 
appear in thr fall or winter and disappear during the spring, or, less often, in the summer, 
depending on the climatic coiidilmns.

The term "heaving" in road building and construction practice is applied specifically 
t.i the local elevation, and subsequent lowering, of the ground — which Taber calif 
differential heating.

A local elevation of ground Surface which is usuall ■ accomfianied by the formation of a 
mourd is the first phase of the heaving phenomenoi., the settling of the mound is the second 
phase, which IS completed by the drying up of the ground.

It :s tiei essary to distinguish between heaving without the inflow of water, and heaving 
with wa'er flowing from the outsi'^e into the freezing ground.

I'he tirst type must be divided into two subgroups. In the first Subgroup, water in the 
ground freezes without being redistributed in the free.'ing ground; i. e. the water 
freezes in thr ground according to (lie theory of moisture fixation in the ground).
As we pointed out above, such cases in their pure form do not exist in nature. But we 
> an visualize such a case theoretically and. in practice, place in this category cases in 
which the water in a mass of frozen ground is extremely small in comparison with the 
water irozen in place without migration. Such cases occur under natural conditions when a 
comparatively thin layer ut ground freezes during extiemely cold weather.

In the second subgroup, redistribution of moisture takes place in the frozen layer of 
the ground. There are three types of migration: (a) migration of water only in the form of 
vapor, (b) migration of water only in the liquid State; (c) migration of water in both vapor

* I Sic. Sec footnote p. 46.

I
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aró liquid »taet • But b«c*u«« ihr *»atr in which motlturr mi^'-ate* ci'irtig ground lr«-«-*îng 
ha» been little atudied, we will not diecu«» it here, ’imiting ourseiv«« only to a »tateinent 
oí the situation. 

In the first subgroup, »Í the ground moii’ure is smaller than or equal to the cr'tiral 
moisture theoretically there should be no heaving but actually a certain amount of heaving 
will take place. For complete absence ot heaving, the water must be distributed in such a 
way that the volume increase caused by water freezing in each separate pore would be equal 
to or smaller than that part of the pore which was free from water before freezing. The 
probability of such a distribution is extremely small; consequently, a certain expansion of 
the ground will take place during freeamg even though the average moisture content of the 
whole freezing ground is equal to or even smaller than the critical moisture. 

If the ground moisture is greater than critical, up to and including complete saturation, 
heaving will occur according to the increase in water volume during its transition into ice 

In the second subgroup, when moisture is redistributed during freezing (such cases arc 
normal under natural conditions), ice layers may form in the ground, usually of small thick¬ 
ness measured in millimeters or fractions of millimeters, although in some caseá they 
may be larger. 

The reader should note that all our discussions on heaving without an inflow of water 
from the outside into the mass of frozen ground are based on the theory that heaving is due 
to the increase in water volume during its transformation into ice, which, according to 
Taber, is correct only for closed systems. 

But, even according to the theory that heaving is caused by the forces of water crystal¬ 
lization - oriented only in the direction of crystal growth, heaving should still occur under 
the given conditions (without inflow of water into the freezing mass). With this theory, it 
is difficult to predict the increase in volume and consequently the growth of the heave, but 
larger water content in the ground will cause a greater heave, because, according to Taber, 
"the growth of an ice crystal in each separate direction is conditioned by the following three 
factors: (1) the presence or absence of water in contact with a crystal in this direction; (¿) 
the temperature at the point of contact; and (3) the pressure at the point of contact (water 
with an ice crystal, considering that the water at this point will be in a supercooled state). "* 

However, for the permafrost region, for which the present work is primarily intended, 
the conditions of ground freezing are such that, at most, only the uppermost layers of the 
ground freeze in an open system. As soon as the top layers freeze, the conditions change, 
and we have a closed system even when the ground freezing is equally distributed over a 
large territory. 

We now, also theoretically, consider the mechanical effects in the permafrost region 
during the freezing of the active layer without inflow of water from the outside* and without 
migration of moisture m this layer. 

It is asaumed that the freezing layer is horizontal, and has the same composition, 
structure, and moisture everywhere, the same type of vegetation and the same degree of 
snow cover, etc. It is evident that such a layur would freeze uniformly at all points. 

We also assume that the upper surface of the permafrost ie horizontal, that the freezing 
layer occupies an unlimited area, and that the ground freezes from the top downward. 

In this ideal case, what forces will operate on an unfrozen layer of ground between the 
Surface layer, which is freezing from above during the winter, and the underlying layer 
of permafrost? 

A schematic cross section of groj-id is considered at a time when the ground has irozer. 
to a certain depth but not to the permafrost layer, and is still freezing (Fig. 25). AB is the 
surface of the ground at the given moment ii; CD is the base of the frozen part of the layer 
of winter freezing [active layer); EF is the upper surface of permafrost; h is the thickness 
of the frozen layer at the momem ii. 

1. See previously cited work of M. i. Sumgin in Vechnaia merzlota (Permafrost). 

*[T.iis is a translation from the Russian, nut the author's o'nginal words. The quotation 
co Id not e identified in the references cited. ] 
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Figure 25, 

freezing with a coefficient of expansion of ß The t h ^>*ture and expands during 
a. U! . The surface of the ground prior to fieezTL IT «tart. 18 designated 
between A.E, and CD, when it was unfrozen, i. * A,fl, ' he thickness uf the layer 

freez^ife^klt ^ ^°°° ^ ^ «used by expansion during 

the ground 'ha.1 froze**** Và^ôi' h^TmparVd^tô CD &t the moment ^en 
was unfrozen. We will consider a tmit area dF on Cn * 0:>eratin8 when the ground 
ground with a volume of dFh and a weight of At tht mornent u t. a column of 
garding atmospheric preïsTTre). * 1 ei tln8 Pre8Sure ‘'n tl»ia area, (disre- 

will still be thaTo^thl. samVwelght8^ (disieT d*^ ^ arCa’ ÍOr aU Practical Purposes 
frozen ground will be dFh, , . nee n<f chanve^VT* atmosPhere). although the volume^f ’ 
crease m volume.* -‘ change, took place in the ground except for the in- 

it is at uj when tht gr .und begin to í"0 WU1 be thtí sanrie at moment u as 
be numerically expressed as follows Aoumin/dlTlT8 atm°sPherit- pressur j, it may 
•oil column from the surface to depth h.cm wiTibSi T 'u^ V°lum* °f th* frozen 
dry soil is 1. 5 g/cm» and of moist soil-1 2 n / the avera8e unit weight of 
pressure of 200 g/m of soil thickness ' The ‘ T °f •uriace CD have a 
•täte. tnickness. The weight would remain the same in the froaen 

u=..T.h.Vc'. iz^*.t:o.n1,i*cp0p‘ty'°,uh:*,Lh*,'om'nOT *■ - -o —a. . m.u.r ot 
depth during each small division of time fLininterruPîed' the ground freezes to a very small 
the mechanical procT. duringThl freT^ÍT“08 «rad,,ally )ay« by layer. To analyze 
(Fig. 25). with a thickness ¿h. In this la8 * 8r?.und layer* we consider the layer CDD,C, 
a volume of dFAh, in the unfr“ozun state, Ind’dFam? ‘ ba,e o£ *1 wil1 have 
___ ’ nd dFAk<1 ♦ P») m the frosen .tate.^Consequently 

than the center of gravity of unfrozen ground by the valuV (h hV2 d graVÍty U hi*her 
gravitational pull is lees, although only to a verv smaU d. ' h,)¿ 4nd con««quently, the 
condition, of free.ing which we will no! con.ider he^e degr*e- Ther* are also the dynamic 
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'hr olume sncr««fte will 6« dFAhOâ. whmte is (he volume toetftoen! ui expiation 
ol /rera.ng ground The *mlytit oí this «.«se will b« the sai.i« whether we sreept the 
theory o» espsrsion due to wster expansion during freesing or the theory of pressure dunmi 
crystal growth. • 

The parallelepiped tries to expand in all directions as it freeses On both lateral 
sides, it meets freezing ground which is also trying to expand in all directions with the 
same coefficient of expansion ai d mechanical force, as we stipulated that the «round is the 
same throughout. B 

Consequently, on the sides equal and diametrically opposite forces will canrei out those 
m our pa rail ele pipad. Therefore, there will be no lateial expansion, and only expansion 
upward and downward remains. For all practical purposes, there will also be no expansion 
downward. Expansion upward will encounter the pressure of a column of frozen ground 
with height h. which, as we have noted, will be ¿00 g/cm4 for a height of 1 m (disregai din« 
atmospheric pressure). After overcoming this pressure, the parallelepiped will expand 
upward, exerting a similar pressure downward. ^ 

Therefore, in our ideal case, expansion will take place only in the upward direction 
overcoming the insignificant resistance. This resistance should not be confused with the 
enormous resistance, theoretically calculated at about 2100 kg/cm* at a temperature of 
about -21C. which frozen ground can overcome. In the case just discussed, this enormous 
force is unused, as the actual resistance encountered by this tremendous force is insigni¬ 
ficant. B 

If we accept the theory of expansion due to the forces of crystallization, we consider 
our ideal case as a close system and all our deductions remain valid. Even if we consider 
this case as an open system, if the heat flows toward the ground surface, the ice crystals 
would grow in that direction and therefore exert pressure toward the ground surface. 
Consequently, all that has been said above is true even in this case. 

Many investigators (foreign and our own, the latter as early as the 1800's) have 
noticed that the size of the heave is often much greater than the increased volume of water 
calculated on the assumption that the frozen layer is saturated. These facts demand the 
assumption that some water enters the freezing layer from the outside and freezes in this 
layer, correspondingly increasing the volume of the ground and, therefore, the size of the 
heave. 

Therefore, we must accept the fact that some heaving occurs with water flowmp from 
the outside into the freezing layer and freezing in that layer - completely o~r "in part.- 

Taber believes that the growing crystals take water for further crystallization (at 
the expense of heat energy) not only from the freezing layer but also from the underlvin« 
soil layers, with more rapid movement of water than by capillary action. During the 
growth of the ice layer in the ground, says Taber,I "water is not supplied by capillarity 
for there is no free surface or meniscus. The force causing the upward flow of water *0 
feed growing ice crystals is greater than that which results in the capillary rise of water 
in soil. M 7 

Taber arrived at this conclusion as a result of the following experiment. He took two 
cylinders of similar clay, one short and one tall, and moistened them by the capillary 
method. Naturally, water saturation took much longer for the tall cylinder. When these 
cylinders were frozen from above, however, the water moved to their upper parts in almost 
the same time. 

A Russian engineer, Shtukenberg, as early as the last century, proposed a theory of 
heaving with the repeated influx of water from the outside into the freezing ground. 

He noted that, under natural conditions outside the permafrost area, heaving often 
ca J**d mounda tens of centimeters in height. This would require a considerable reserve 
ot w. t, which, according to calculations, did not exist in the layer of froaen ground prior 
to its freezing. Shtukenberg considered that ground water was the source feeding these 

1. Taber (1930b). [p. 122) 
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s¿ PRINCIPLE cr MECHANICS O» FROZEN GROUND 

mound*. Thit would rrqutr« only that th* frecking reach the capillary water which is 
always present above the ground water. When the "pores oi freestng" form lit the 
Ire.atng gro'ind and join to form voids (capillaríes) in the (rosen ground, the ground water, 
or the capillary water above the ground water, rises by capillary action into the (rosen 
ground and ireeses. new pores (orm and are filled with water, which (reeses, etc. The 
result is a series of overlapping processes which would produce heaves of considerable 
Size. 

Shtukenberg expressed his theory in mathematical form. For a volume oí moist 
ground _vj, with the volume of its pores n, and water filling all pores, the volume of water 
will also be n_j . For simplicity, assume that all the water freezes completely in this 
ground. 

Transformed into ice, water will have a volume (1 ♦ ßj)£ij • During this process, new 
pores, of volume nj , will form in the frozen ground. The water which fills this volume 
and is transfarmeclinto ice will have the volume (1 ♦ ßi)nj. Then we have new pores and 
a new volume — (1 4 ß,)n,, etc. 

Mathematically this may be represented as follows: 

Volume n, changes to (1 4 ßj) n 
n* changes to (1 4 ß|) na 

changes to (1 4 ßyjn^ 
ng changes to (1 4 ßj)n9 

k - » k ^s k = s 

^ n^ is transformed into y<. tß1)nk = (1+ß,) > nk , 

k-1 k = l k = l 

where ßj is the volume coefficient of water expansion upon freezing. 

Volume vj of our ground will assume the volume: 

k r s 

(v,-r.,) •* (i + ßj) ) 

k~s 

(7) 

where the expreseions in parentheses give us the volume of the mineral part of the 
ground; the expression under the sigma sign is the volume of ice formed in the ground; and 
js is the number of repeated freezings of water and ground. 

If nj < nj < Hj . . . . < ng — i. e. , the volume of the pores of freezing continues to inc rease, 
then the heaving will be intensive. 

If, however, n, > na > nj . . . . > n# — i.e., the volume of voids decreases, the heaving 
will be slow. 

Aa the reader can readily see, according to both Taber and Shtukenberg, the water 
reaches the freesing ground in one manner or another from the layers of the ground below 
the freezing layer. By such siphoning of water from below, Taber explained the large 
frost heaves in the United States which he callea "surface uplift" and which sometimes 
reached 45 to 60% of the depth of freesing at a given locality; whereas, according to 
Taber's calculations, the heaving should not have been so great. "When water present 
in the voias of a soil freezes without the introduction of additional material, the amount 
of heaving is necessarily limited by the change in volume that accompanies freezing; and, 
since the water-content of the average soil is seldom as much as 50 per cent while the 
depth of freezing in the United States seldom exceeds 2 or 3 feet, the amount of heaving 
under these conditions should not be more than 1 or 2 inches, for the expansion in volume 
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of w*t»*r on ír««sing is only about 10 p«r cent. " * 

Similar reasoning was suggested by Shtukenberg. who, 25 years before Taber, 
applied his theory to railway heaves which reached heights of ¿0 to 40 cm m Europear 
Russia. r 

But the theories of Taber and Shtukenberg do not explain the phenomenon of heaving 
in the permafrost region, where swelling mounds 2, 4, or 6 m high were encountered, 
i.e. , 2 to 3 times greater than the thickness of the whole active layer, where the base of 
mounds reaches 30 to 6C m diam; and where the mounds accumulate enormous quantities 
of water and sometimes air. Neithei the expansion with freezing of the water in the 
freezing layer nor the pressure of ice crystals formed from this water can explain the 
formation of hea'’**« 30-50 cm high. 

fhe new theory needed to explain these phenomena was formulated by Soviet scientists 
from observations of heaving in the permafrost zone. This theory is based on the presence 
of stresses in the freezing ground, which cause migration of water and sometimes of 
liquefied soil into the mounds. The migration is mostly from the area surrounding the 
mound since, when the active layer is frozen down to permafrost, the area under the 
mound cannot supply water by this method. 

This theory, in a very general form, was advanced at the beg "ning of this century 
by Sukachev, Nikiforov, and Dranitsyn. Recently, it has been completed and expressed 
mathematically by Sumgin. 

The first three scientists emphasized the stresses in the ground during freezing and 
the presence above the permafrost of supersaturated ground which sometimes becomes 
liquefied; the action of the stresses on these liquefied masses and their movement, 
especially water, to the point of least resistance in the layer of winter freezing; and the 
formation of mounds at these points. Speaking of the peat mounds of the lower Yenisei 
River, Dranitsyn* pointed out that "the mounds are elevated by the ;!ow increase of the 
force of the freezing water, which acts unnoticeably and powerfully like a vise, so that 
the smallest effect achieved is invariably fixed. " 

Today this theory is formulated as follows for the permafrost region.* 

Consider an area M ground which began to freeze at a certain moment u. At the 
moment U.} r!iar8^n- this area (for some reason, e.g. better thermal Conductivity, 
absence of vegetation cover or snow cover) have frozen down to the layer of permafrost 
and firmly joined with it, while the middle part of the area still has an unfrozen layer 
filled with water. 

The cross section of the area at moment uI is shown in Figur«? 26. At this moment, 
the depth of freezing is H where there is still an unfrozen layer, and the process of 
freezing is continuing. “Äs the ground of the water-bearing horizon is saturated with water, 
it will continue to expand as it freezes. If 1 m*of this layer in the dry state has a weight 
g and volume moisture %, the amount of water in 1 m* of the ground will be wg. 
Assuming that all the water it transformed 
into ice, th increase in water volume is ß,, 
and the increase of a unit volume of the 
ground is ptwg. 

We assume that the freezing procesa end¬ 
ed when the ground froze to a depth of H' . 
Then, assuming that the unfrozen ground has 
the zhape of a circle with the radius R, the 
volume of the frozen portion of the witer- 

1. S. Taber (1929) Frost heaving. Journal of Geology, vol. 37, no. 5. [p. 430], 

2. D. A. Dranitsyn (1914) O nekotorykh zonaTnykh formakh rel'efa Krainego Severa 
{Zonal forms of relief of the frar North), Pochvovedenle (feoil Science!, no. 4. 

3. M. I. Sumgin (1931) Kratkii kurs dorozhnol geofiziki (Short course in geophysics 
of roads), Moscow; Transizdiit. !>ee also previously cited article in Vechnaia merzlota 
(Permafrost). 

Figure 26. 
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P/’INCIPl-ES or MBOHANICS OF FHUZEN GROUND 

//.. d,7 "fe,iM 01 thia Uyer '• A-«:'«« H), the quantity 
^ *nd th,i u,c reaae in volume due to tJT* írea.íng oí tina 

V r ß, WgTTR* (H' - H). 

cioaed ayatem. * 8 ’ » «re ja no doubt, under the condition», that this is a 

hyd^»,tt«i^;^ï.^^ln/¡ñ1'ãïïVr^‘.L^,7^VJ,r0ni’t^V•"■ " ,h' 8round’ «»¡ch create 
m the direction of leant re...,anee, which • Ü u.èallv Lowird“^" ‘T !*P'Ci*lly 
see below. If the resistance to bendino nf * h» ,. V * d’ but n0t always* as we will 
bearing horiaon i. the same everywhere then T! r gr?Und ^erlying the water- 
round disk fixed along the edges and subjected tí ã fr°fen Sround may ^ compared to a 
strea. will cause bending, wfth tL grëat^ elelt.í? °T pre88ure,by a l^uid. Thia 
be the generaliaed case nf ground heaving. ' ” C center of disk. This would 

more^effecth/e^here ^T^Zutyt’d' "“d •»' »m be 
crease ,n the depth of freer,né h . bend, r ““ ‘“'°"nd th‘* pomt' W”11 >" i- 
a mound, or what Taber c.U.3diÍf/., . 'ncr”*« >"<1 »,11 be manifested by 
in the water-bearing ÚJer wtll I.'.* thè wa?. 8 V ,h"1 P1»«- The hydrostatic pressure 
liquefied sotl, mo5. in under the mound <:'>"t*‘"«d >ome case, even 

b,! ^ ,a-8*' '““d-8 

t^^^lnnK~TÍÍdundmâ^ hy'Tlb*^'’1* dli*1*.nc<'i f£gJlL<!;e mTun" 'and'uf 
acqüaTñteH~wTth'the pr^e.V^7r^f~-- 

fromT‘bd'er,‘me Z^TIh''byP* 0f,'nt*k'J“”» »»-» «‘■'aw. water 
which forma the mound may Lt from » T / [ePleniihed- ^ our scheme, the force 

distance ,h. mou:ddm.‘sy *.nh^r ‘„XlMe: :h' m°U,,d and ^ lh' r-" » 

b«ar:i/h:í*::„,^rtí:.T.o.ünId,r:"jr;'.v„'^o^*d%v..^^^^ grow. ® u ircezeB aiso, tne mound wxll cease to 

^ ^ mound Has the form of s regular can* an/X at -¾ -,Ä * 

b*»« .. equal to r and it. height i. hVig. 27,,’ thaVolume of ^eTo^win b;^"8 ^ ^ 

V 2= 
Trrlh 
T 

On the basis that the increase in volume 
of the frozen portion of the water-bearing 
layer is equal to the volume of the resulting 
mound, we have the equation V » v, where V 
is the increase in volume of the frozen grujid, 
and V in the volume of the mound which is 
formed. 

Figure 27. 

Substituting the corresponding values for 
V and V we obtain 

Pi wgtrR* (H’-H) = 

«'V.. . *«. JMM-. VsV*Ali tSWiW.<W»*>l»Sl -.- 

"iãf 
.,. ...... . ■; 

i 

. .»iw- a**.-'. ■ *i-. .. —-- 
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28'. Fo,rrn*tion of icing mound adjacent to a stream of ground water (scheniatici 
1) non-water-bearing surface layers of ground subject to freeainf in winter*2) laverî of 

t®re°secoTd tearraceaI7T\cin3) dry !a/er of Pebbl««; 4) permafrost; 5) stream; 6) a road on 
d terrace, 7) icing mound formed on the second terrace; water from the layer of 

alluvial flow passed through the pebbles into the mound. 

Assuming that ßj - 0.09, reducing, and simplifying, we have 

0.27wgR* (H'-H) = r^h. 
(b) 

the left mlmhe *rKtl0n °f he mound or the icin8 The values of w and g in 
values oTrTnd h ÎÎT eqU‘tl°n ar* ea,ily determined; R and (H1 - H) remain ui&nown* The 
mound he ri*h¿ member °f th« equation are determiné by measuring the 
Tnd ^ îf?v u y’ We haVe an e<luation with tw° unknowns. Transposing once again 
and placing all the known members on the right Side, we have * * 

R* (H* - H) * —ÎÜÎ— . 
0.27 wg 

By using r*h 
0.27wg B; the equation is 

Ra (H'-H) = B. 
(*) 

From this equation we can obtain the values of II in terms of (H’-jl): 

R (9) 

or (H'-H) in terms of R: 

H'-H = 
B 
W (10) 

-- . ^ ,. i* «í*«***H**.*¿.vs^ . .-V • ■ 

--- »-—---- ■ , , «—i 
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H t» the rati.us oí the area of mu und feeding - J.e.. the are* whoae water-bearing 
horison« ur liquefied suit ma»#e* partici{>a(e in the famiation of (he mound. Of course, 
under ¡►aturui conditions, «he area of mound feeding only rarely has the shape of a circle 
This «rea may have »he form of a trapezoid le g. . in stream valleys when the valley widens 
along the course of the stream!, the form of an ellipse, etc. , but most frequently it will 
have an irregular shape. Likewise, the mound itself is most frequently encountered .n 
nature n the form of a spheroid segment. But these circumstances, which change the value 
oí R and r, present no difficulties for c rmulating and solving the mound equations. 

(H' - H) designates that thickness o. the froaen ground which has a direct influence on 
the foTmaTIon of the mound. In our case, it is much easier to determine (H* - H) than R. 
By measuring H at the moment that the mound begins to form under naturaTconditions. and 
measuring H' at the moment of maximum development of the mound, we will know (H' - H) 
and can determine the value of R from the above equations. 

In the analys is of our equation, we consider only certain cases. i.e., if 
H' it equal to H, the freezing process did not affect the water-bearing horizon (R will be 
ëquai to infinity, — see eq 9); i.e. , there will be no mound. This can take place either 
during exceptionally warm winters with a normal snow cover, or at normal temperatures 
with an exceptional amount of'Snow. 

With R cons tant and {H1 - H) increasing, the volume of the mound increases too, depend¬ 
ing on theThicknest of the^watTr-bearing horizon. This means that the mounds will be 
larger during winters with deeper freezing. 

If H *• 0, eq (8') becomes R*H' * B. This means that the mound begins to form from 
the moment that the ground begins to freeze from its surface. Under natural conditions this 
would take place wher. the water-bearing horizon begins at the ground surface or when pure 
water freezes. 

According to eq (8'), the volume of the mound is directly proportional to the thickness 
of »he freezing layer and to the square of the radius of the area which participates in the 
formation oi the mound. This means that the size of the mound will be more influenced by 
the radius of the mound - feeding area than by the depth of freezing 

Examples: If the icing mound has a radius of 7. 5 at the base, a height of 2m, 
(H* - H) = 1 m, and 1 m> of ground weighs 1. 5 tons, with a moisture by weight of 25%, then 
(frorrTeq 8) the radius of the area of mound feeding, R., is approximately 33 m. 

If the mound has a radius at its base of 15 m, a height of 3 m, (H' - H) « 1, and the 
weight of 1 m* of ground is 2 tons, with a moisture by weight of 20%, then R will be 
approximately 79 rn. 

If there are icing fields adjacent to the mounds, the volume of this ice must be added 
to the volume of the mound, of course. 

Turning from theory to practice we must take into account the circumstance, described 
by Petrov,* that several adjacent icing mounds are often interconnected. On the Onon 
River, on the Amur-Yakutsk highway, where the mound explosion described previously 
took place, there were six mounds altogether. Only one of them exploded, but the explo¬ 
sion of a second one was imminent and was forestalled by the exploded mound. After this 
explosion, the second mound, which was ready to burst, ceased to make crackling noises 
and settled considerably. 

It is clear that, in such cases, the sum of the volume of all mounds must be used in the 
equations. 

Ground heaving under natural conditions 

According to the theory of mound formation which we have just discussed, mounds may 
be formed in the pern.airost region in places where there was absolutely no water in the fall 
when ground freezing began. Water may be hydrostatically pumped into such places from 
adjacent localit.es. Figure 28 represents sucha case schematically. 

1 V. G. Petrov (1930) Naledi na Amursko-Iakutskoi magistral! (Icings on the Amur- 
Yakutsk highway). Izd. Akad. NfauET 

- -- '•-‘v'W’i*. 
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Figure 29. Bulguniakh (icing) near the city of Yakutsk.

Under the impact of hydrostatic pressure during winter freezing, the ground water 
trom the water-bearing horizon may cross over to the second terrace, pass through the 
pebbles to the road, and form a mound right on the road or near it.

Brief mention must also be made of the mounds which last for many years and reach 
a height of 40 m, known in the Yakutsk A.S.S.R. as “bulgunialAi". Up to this time, we 
have discussed deformations of the ground, particularly mounds, which form in winter and 
settle almost completely in summer. But there is a tvpe of mound formation, the 
"bulguniakh," which continues growing for a number of years, reaches a height of 40 m. 
according to the reports of investigators, and only then gradually disintegi ates. Recently 
Khmyznikov* has pointed out that the "bulguniakhi" at the mouth of the Yana River are 
remnants of the upper terrace (Fig. 29 and JO) and are not the results of the dynamic 
processes which lake place in the ground.

However, a number of investigators still 
speak of bulguniakhi as frost mounds. If that 
IS the case, they are the most interesting for- 
mal’ons in the permafrost region, for here 
one phenomenon is periodically superimposed 
on a similar phenomenon, producing a sum 
total of great effect, although each phenomenon 
taken separately is insignificant.

The formation of 40-m high mounds con
taining ice lenses has been questioned from 
the physical-mechanical point of view. Since 
the soil cover of the one-year mounds is often 
cracked, it was questioned that the soil cover 
of 40-m high mounds could remain uncracked 
and not burst completely, exposing the ice 
lens in it. *

Theoretically, this is explained by the

Figure 30. Bulguniakh in the 
process of disintegration.

1. P. K. Khmyanikov (1934) Gidrologiia f ■ **°Y (Hydrology of the Yana River
basin). Leningrad: Izd. Akad. Nauk and dJUShfP (Northern See koute Administration).
* Reviewer's note: Most of these forms do have cracks, 
soil may have slumped in to obscure the former crack.

In those that do not, turf and

I
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high plartu it y of th* /rufc«n ^ri.jrvd and by thr i*ct that the amaW end medi‘*m - * i led 
cracki n ih* soil cover of the buigunekh become filled with ice. 

In our upmion. the whole question of ''bolguniakhi" requires further investigation! 
in addition to Khmyinikov'e study. The Yakuts call every isolated elevation "butgumakh”, 
arid it is possible that many investigators, following the example of the local inhabitants, 
sometimes ascribe the formation of such elevations to the dynamic process, without 
sufficient foundation. 

We havi made reservations above that stresses in a closed space do not always mani¬ 
fest themselves in an upward direction. Actually, the layer frozen in winter may be but 
weakly adfroaen with the permafrost layer. Consequently the force required to break off 
this layer may be loss than the force required to bend the frozen ground. In such a case, 
the hydrostatic pressure in this closed space would tear the seasonally frozen layer from 
the upper surface df the permafrost, and the water would penetrate between them and 
freeze. In this way ’ urizontal bads and layers of ice may form in the ground (Fig. 31), 

Figure 31. Formation of horizontal ice 
layers in the ground (schematic). 1) sea¬ 
sonally frozen ground; 2) unfrozen layer: 
3) permafrost. With further freezing in 
the enclosed area (dotted line), either 
heaving will occur (arrow a), or the sea¬ 
sonally frozen ground will be separated 
from the permafrost along CD (arrow b) 
and AB (arrow c). 

? 

Í 
? 

- 

The theoretical considerations relating to the formation of mounds in permafrost 
conditions may be applied to areas beyond the permafrost region in cases where a layer 
of water-impermeable rock (or soil) acts in the same way as permafrost. 

The formation of thin ice layers in clay and other soil should also be reconsidered 
from the point of view of the stresses created in the ground during freezing. 

After ail the theoretical considerations, let us consider several descriptions of 
ground swellings occurring within the borders of the U.S.S.R. - descriptions which 
confirm the wide distribution of this phenomenon throughout the whole territory of our 
country, both where permafrost exists and where it is absent. 

According to data collected by Klunnyi,1 ground heave was observed in the northern 
Caucasus during the winter of 1934-1935. At the Verbliud Station of the North Caucasian 
Railway, the ground rose to a height of 30. 75 mm in 5 days (March 2 to 6, inclusive). 
Heaving was also noted at Askaniia Nova in Azerbaydzhan (the young shoots of guayule 
plants were uprooted by frost), in Krasnodar, and in Sinel'nikovo. 

Swelling has been outerved ncsti' Moscow, and also on thé Kola Peninsula (where, by 
the way, columns of ice are often formed). 

It is evident that ground heaving is a widespread phenomenon in the European part of 
the Soviet Union. Heaves 2 to 3 cm high are of little importance tor large buildings, but, 
as we have seen, they are dangerous for agriculture. On railway* they can push the- rails 
out of line, and on the highways they car, destroy the asphalt surfacing. 

However, larger heaves do occur in European U.S.S.R. and Siberia, in areas without 
permafrost. These are usuai’y 10 to 15 cm high, but in rare cases are 30 to 50 cm. 

Heaves of this size cause a great deal of trouble for rail and highway communication, 
and serious measures must be taken against these as well as smaller heaves. 

The large heaves are important in planning the construction of buildings. Sites 

1. O. M. Klunnyi, Vyryvame s. kh. raetenii morozorn (Uprooting of planta bv frost), 
manuscript. ' —-■-c-- 
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subject to hesv;ng require special measures, discussed later. Preferably, these poor 
building Bites should be avoided.

A post in the Maritime Zone Soy Bean Experimental Station, located 8 km from the 
city of Voroshilov in the Far East, is an example of heaving in an area without permafrost.

Near the nursery of this station a post was sunk 40 to 50 cm into the ground. To a 
depth of 90 cm, the soil was clayey sand, covered by a ,ayer of sand 2 cm thick to facilitate 
the work. The winter of 1912-31 was a severs one with an average air temperature of 
-21. 5C in January. At the beginning of the winter, the ground was supersaturated with 
water, a thick layer of snow covered the unfrosen ground so that freesing of the ground 
started late. It had frosen to a depth of 10 cm by November 28, and to 20 cm by December 
12. The following spring (1913), the post near the nursery had been heaved 20 cm out of 
the ground (Fig. 12). _____________ _________ __________________

Similarly, according to lanovskii,' a barrel 
of fuel almost completely buried in the ground in 
the fall of 1910 m Ust'-Tsyrma on the Pechora 
River, in the area of the Pechora Meteorological 
Station, had been pushed out from the ground by 
the spring of 1911 so that almost half of its height 
was above the surface.

J ■ ■

' ® 1
I

Figure 11 ahuws the distribution of frost 
heave along the railways of European U.S.S. R. , 
from data compiled by S. L. Bastamov. The fol
lowing conclusions may be made from this map: 
frost heave is most frequent in the northwestern 
portion of the European part of the Soviet Union; 
in the southern half, it seldom occurs, and in the 
deep south, it disappears completely.

However, these conclusions are valid only at 
the present moment and may be changed later be
cause there are no railways in the northeast where 
permafrost exists, and few railroads in the south
east, where there is considerable freexing though 
the ground is dry.

Table 24 shows the small sise of heaves in the 
European part of the Soviet Union in comparison 
With the 11. mg mounds in the permafrost regions.

The permafrost region is the classic region 
of ground heave, especially as far as the sixe of 
the mounds is concerned, but the frost moui.ds in 
the permafrost region will be discussed in detail
in another chapter. Here, as an example, we will give briefly the results of Mironov's 
observations* on ground heave in a test plot near Petrovsk-Zaba.kal'skiy. The test area, 
200 by 200 m. was on the left bank cf the Balyaga River and some 200 to 100 m from it, 
and was subdivided into smaller plots. On the surface of these plots, permanent points 
were established, and heaving was measured by leveling from a bench mark established 
on a rock. This leveling was done twice a month (on the 5th and on the 20th) from October 
19, 1910, to April 22, 1912. The entire area was on a slight incline, sloping toward the

Figure 12. Post heaved 20 cm 
during winter of 1912-11 at the 
Maritime Zone Soy Bean Exper
imental Station (8 km from Voro
shilov). Post had originally been 
driven in to the depth shown by 
the line of white paint.

1. V. K. lanovskii (1911) Ekspeditsiia na 
vechnoi merxlot 
permafrost tone 
cee3Tngs“oTtSe

r. Pechoru po opredeleniiu iushnoi aranitsy
ity (

%

_________ _________ U 90 __________
(Expedition to the Pechora River to oetermins the southern border oT the 

"trudy Komissii po ixucKeniu vecfinoi meraloty Alcademii Nauk (Pro- 
rmafrost Commisaion of the Academy of Sciences), tom 2.

opylnom uchastke Petrovskoi meralotnoi atanteil 
keying of ground an^ posts on the experimental 
Lngr. iagt. aooruab. (Le

opy 
alo

sxps
natr

jrtelg experiments and obeervatfons of 
Xa» fretrovsk Permafroet Station), 
' manuscript.

tea irteia 
tai iftot of 
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Twble 24. Distribution of frost heave along railroads in European 
U.S.S.R., according to height. 
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Balyas» River. 

The results of these observations presented quite a diversified picture of ground heave 
on the various small sections. In the lowest plot, the conditions were as follows: the 
uPPer layers were clayey silt, with a saturation coefficient of 0.85 to 1.00 prior to 
freesing; the ground-water table was 1.0 - 1. 8 m during May-October, and 2.0 -2.5m 
in April; the depth of winter freesing was 1.40 - 1. 85 m. Below this depth, down to 4. 7 m, 
the ground was unfrosen, and in deep places consisted of sandy gravel with ground water. 
In this plot, observations were conducted at four points. The amplitude of vertical fluctua¬ 
tion of the ground was 34. 3 to 43.4 cm during the entire period. 

In the second plot the soil was silty sand with lenses and interlayers of clayey silt; the 
saturation coefficient prior to freesing was 0. 40 to 0. 85; the depth of freesing was 1.65 to 
2.50 m. Nine points were observed. These may be subdivided into two subgroups: In the 
first (five observation points) the active layer merged with the permafrost, and supra- 
permairost water accumulated in the surface depressions of the permafrost. The amplitude 
of vertical fluctuation of the ground was 3.2 to 10.4 cm during the whole period of observa¬ 
tions. In the second subgroup (four observation points), the active layer was underlain by 
an unfrozen water-bearing horizon with the ground-water table 1.5 to 3.0 m from the sur¬ 
face of the ground. Here the amplitude of vertical fluctuation of the ground was from 5. 7 to 
9. 7 cm during the period. 

In the third plot, located on a more elevated part of the area, there were 11 observa¬ 
tion points, also divided into two subgroups. The first subgroup consisted of eight observa¬ 
tion points: the soil was of light silty sand with lenses of fine sand, and coarse gravel in 
places the coefficient of saturation prior to freesing was 0.2 to 0.4; the depth of freesing 
was 3. 7 m; below this was unfrosen silty sand and, still deeper, sandy gravelly soiL The 
ground-water table did not rise above 4.2 m. The amplitude of vertical fluctuation of the 
ground varied from 1.0 to 3.3 cm during the entire period of observation. The second 
subgroup consisted of three points of observation. At one point the ground irons to the 
permafrost. At the second point permafrost was at a depth of 4.8 m, so that an unfrosen 
layer remained beneath the frozen layer. At the third point, the ground-water reached the 
base of winter freesing. The amplitude of vertical fluctuation of the ground during the 
entire period of observation was 3. 3 cm at the first point; 2.7 cm at the second point; and 
2.8 cm at the third. 

In all the plots the vertical displacement of the ground surface was due to ground 
freesing: the summer rises were insignificant and did not occur everywhere. Where 
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• umm»r rt««* did occur, they coincided with * n«t oí the ground-w»ter »able or wth 
a coi,• iderabie amount of pi ipitation. 

The intensity of heaving, i.e., the rate oí elevation of the ground suriace, waa 
calcul - The greatest rise per day was } mm m December: the greatest subsidence 
occur n May. Where the winter froaen layer fused with the permafrost, heaving ceased 
after the moment of adfreeaing. Thia usually occurred in January. But when there was 
an unfrozen layer with ground water beneath the; layer of winter freezing, heaving ceased 
only at the end of April. 

These figures show the enormous difference in ground heave even in a small area. 
It shows how carefully one should consider the selection of a plot for building and the 
specific location of buildings and itmctures on it. 

Undoubtedly, buildings are in great danger of deformation if the ground surface is 
subject to elevations of 10 to 40 cn. However, if the ratio of height of ground surface rise 
to the depth of freezing is taken as a criterion of heave, as Taber suggested, the values 
are not so great. In the first plot, ground rise was between 20 to 31% of depth of freezing: 
in the second, from 1 to 5%: and in the third, even less than in the second. Therefore, the 
method of evaluating ground heave suggested by Taber is of little value in the regions ■: 
permafrost and deep winter freezing. 

These are the theoretical fundamentals of the deformation of the ground surface, with 
examples illustrating it. This deformation, particularly when heaving occurs, has very 
serious effects on the construction and utilization of railways and highways. 

Relation of heaving to type of soil 

In our theoretical considerations we have been little concerned with tne type "ol1 and 
the natural conditions in and among which deformation of ground surface occurs. T“e 
degree of deformation is affected by the orographic and hydrogeological conditions of the 
locale and by a number of other circumstances. However, detailed consideration of all 
those factors should be the subject of a special work; here we will treat only a part of this 
question and only in a very general way. 

Ground expansion during freezing in relation to the mechanical composition of the soil 
has been treated in an interesting work by the Soils Laboratory of the LIIKS. , from whic 
we will cite some data. Soil was subjected to freezing in small ebonite cylinders without 
an inflow of water. In one series, the soil was frozen from the top under condition analo¬ 
gous to soil freezing in nature; in the second series, the soil was frozen from all sides at 

once. 
Simultaneously with the calculation of the volume expansion, the moisture redistribu¬ 

tion and the temperature within the sample we.«* studied. (Temperature, measured by 
thermocouple, was recorded at definite intervals.) 

Three typ**1 of were used: clay, silt, and sand; their grain size composition is 

given in table 25. 
Exran»;c"’ in soil frozen from the top downward was studied in an apparatus specially 

constructed by Tsytov;:»’ which recorded the expansion in the cylinders on a revolving 
drum similar to that used in meteo.c'ogical apparatus (Fig. 34). 

Thermocouples were placed at depths of 2, 4, t>, *..2 ? -m, so that the temperature 
regime of the freezing samples can be zhown by thermoizopleths. ine results 
were obtained. 

Sandv soil. Ths soil was frozen from the top only. The sample was 98 mrr L^gl, with 
¿2%moisture by weight. Figure 35 shows the ground expansion in relation to ‘Une, the temp¬ 
erature distribution in ths sample, and the redistribution of moisture. The total increase 

1. I S. 
truntov gruntov 
LatorT 

Vologdina (under the direction oí N. A. Tsytovich) (1935) 
pri zamerzanii (Expansion of the volume of soil caused by 
LTHGT- 

Ob'ertmoe rasshirenie 
freezing), manuscript, 

■ ■r' 
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Table 25.

Properties

% of fractions

Clay Silt Sand

1. Grain-size composition (mm)

1-0.25 0. 1 0.8 00.2

0.25 - 0.05 0.4 2.9 39.8

0.05 - 0.01 3.2 47. 5 -

0.01 - 0.005 34. 3 34. 3 •

<0.005 f2.0 14. 5 •

HI. Capillary water capacity 48.2 27.99 20.0

n 44L After 9 hr. volume increase ceased under the 
co.llduTn's of th*e *e">^eriment. The curve of moisture distribution in the sandy soil is not 
characteristic.

SiUv soil. Moisture content during the experiment was 28%; the height 
was Is miii~Freesing was from the top only. The curve ot expansion (Fig. 3b) shows first
a decrease m volume ind then expansion, which proceeds “
7 hr After 12 to 13 hr. the already frozen soil begins to contiact. The moisture curve is 

chatlcteris.Tc curve of moisturl redistribution in soil during freezing. The total volume 
increase is 1.27% of the original.

Clav The initial moisture content was 48%. and the height of the sample was 95 mm.
A. i^’siUy son! a certain contraction takes place a. first (less in the clay than in the 
siltl^llowed by a gradual and even increase in volume which continues for a long 
(Fii: 37) The curve of moisture distribution is characteristic for the process of ground 
freezing. The total increase in volume was 2.38%.

The process of ground freezing from all sides at once was st udied using Sumgm s 
apparatu^ (Fig. 38) which registered ground rise on the tape of a revolving cylind r.

F igure 34. Tsytovich apparatus for the study of ground heaving.
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FigiTP 56. Expansion of clayey «üt. 
Freexing from the top. 
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Figure 35. Expansion of «and. Freezing 
from the top. 
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Figure 37. Expansion of Cambrian 
clay, ''‘reeaing from the top. 

Figs. 35-37. 

(a) curves of volume expansion of 
the soils (b) thermoisopleths of a 
sample of freezing ground; 
(c) moisture distribution ir.-irozen 
soil. 
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Figure 39 show* curves of cl»y expansion — 
first with freesing from the top only, and second, 
with freesing from all sides. The second case shows 
a sudden rise of the ground:* the nature of the curve 
during freesing from the top only was described above.

The difference between freesing soil from the 
top only and from all sides manifests itself also in 
the amount of expansion — it is greater in the latter 
case.

From these tests, we see that the process of 
swelling is different in sandy, silty, and clayey 
ground. At the present time, however, these differ
ences are not fully explained. Differences in amount 
of bound water (water in molecular interaction with 
the ground particles) and volume of the pores of 
freezing in different types of ground are certainly 
factors. Perhaps the unequal amount and distribu
tion of air in frosen ground is also influential.

All these questions require further study, espe
cially because the results of different investigators 
do not always agree. In particular, Vologdina did 
not register the temperature jump during ground 
freesing which was so sharply manifested in the 
Andrianov experiment (see the beginning of this 
chapter). However, this jump was not present in 
all of Andriano.-'s experiments.

Different types of ground will have different heave characteristics under natural condi
tions also, but this question has been little studied as yet.
Ground heaving under outside pressure

Figure 38. Sumgin apparatus for 
the study of ground heaving.

Tabert conducted experiments with soil freezing 
under outside pressure. He constructed an apparatus 
in which soil samples could be frozen with practically 
no lateral support and under vertical pressure (Fig. 
40).

In one of his experiments, a cylinder, 6 cm in 
diameter, was cut from hardened clay and placed on a 
support with a perforated bottom. A strip of adhesive 
tape. 2 cm wide, was wrapped around the bottom to 
prevent the cylinder from softening after it was satu
rated with water, and the cylinder was supported by 
moist clay packed around it.

The support and cylinder were placed in a large 
cardboard ^x, containing a layer of water-saturated 
sand. Then oil was poured into the cardboard box until 
level with the top of the cylinder. This oil did not 
freeze even at the cold temperature.

The clay cylinder was covered by a .rietal disk 
with a tight steel spring attached to the top in such a 
manner that it increased the pressure on the ground 
as the soil expands. Above the apparatus, the amount

Freezing from all sides

Figure 39. Volume expansion of 
Cambrian clay during different 

methods of freezing.

1. Such sudden heave was not observed in experiments with other clays frozen from all 
sides.
2. S. Taber (1929) Frost heaving. Journal of Geology, vol. 37, no. 5, (p. 448-430].

i
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of heaving and the spring pressure on the soil were 
recorded as the disk rises (Fig. 41).

This apparatus was buried in dry sand; the spring 
was adjusted to 101 lb pressure on the cylinder; and 
then the soil was frozen from the top. After 5 hr, 
the pressure decreased to 94 lb because of slow 
failure of the cylinder, but the freezing process con
tinued. Fifteen hr later heai .ng had restored the 
original pressure of 101 11, and the pressure con
tinued to increase, reaching a maximum of 140 lb 
76 hr after Ihc- experiment started. As soon as 
freezing penetrated to the bottom of the clay cylinder, 
the pressure became constant.

Subsequent study of the clay cylinder showed that 
heaving was caused primarily by the formation of hori
zontal veins of fibrous or columnar ice. up to 0. 5 
cm in thickness.

Taber made a series of experiments with this 
apparatus. In one case the pressure reached 155 psi 
(11 kg/cm*) before the side walls of the cardboard 
box broke (Figs. 42 and 43).

The clay as taken d.rectly from the ground and 
containing Z0% water had a crushing strength of 
200 psi. The maximum pressure developed by the 
growing ice crystals must have reached more than 
14 tons per square foot (14 kg/cm*). In some of the 
experiments, the lower portions of the clay cylinders 
without side supports were more or less shattered 
by the pressure and formed typical breccias.

This extremely interesting experimcrit by Taber furnishes an explanation for the 
winter rise of buildings and structures. If the ground under the foundation begins to freeze, 
then, according to Taber, the force of water crystallization may cause the elevation of 
biiildtiigs and structures even if the ground freezes in an open system. Actually, the 
pressure of the buildings and structures on the ground is usually 2 to 3 kg/cm*, while the 
freezing ground may develop a force of more than 14 kg/cm* (the force which was measured 
directly was smaller than the actual force).

Universal Deformation of the Earth's Surface

All that has been said above indicates that, in regions where the ground freezes to a 
fairly considerable depth for a fairly long period and then thaws, the surface of the ground 
experiences vertical and sometimes also horizontal displacements. The basic cause of 
Such displacements, as we have seen, is the transition of water from the liquid state into 
the solid state and vice versa.

A precise leveling in regions with seasonal freezing and thawing of ground e.g. from

Figure 41. Apparatus for freezing clay cylinders under 
strong vertical pressure without lateral support (cross 
section). C — clay cylinder; O — viscous oil; W — sand 
saturated with wter. D — steel disk; F — steel spring;
M - graduated scale. S — dry sand. (From Taber,-1929.)

Figure 40. Apparatus for freezing 
clay cylinders under pressure. 

(From Taber, 1929.)

1
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Figure 42. Left: Clay cylinder frozen 
under great preasure, showing ice veins 
and faults. Right: Clay cylinder frozen 
under great pressure, showing breccia.

(From Taber. 1929.)

Vladivostok to Moscow, with one survey dur
ing the summer and another during the winter, 
would give different profiles for winter and 
summer. The winter profile would show a 
higher elevation at most points than the sum
mer profile. Generally speaking, the differ
ence would not be great: but .t would be mea
sured in centimeters in some places and in 
meters at others. A second summer survey 
would show very small differences from the 
first Summer survey.

Such seasonal variations of the surface 
take place with the yearly change from win
ter to summer in these regions.

Considering this question more broadly, 
there are other factors which cause vertical 
and sometimes horizontal displacement of 
the earth's surface. Subsidence of the ground 
due to thermokarst and karst phenomena, 
moistening and drying of loose ground, earth
quakes, expansion and contraction of ground 
when heated and cooled, and other conditions 
may be included in this category.

Most of these factors are important 
throughout the whole world. Therefore, we
can speak of the universa.ity of deformation of the earth's surface. This has been pointed 
out before by geologists and seismologists, mainly rn the basis of seismic phenomena.
I. V. Mushketov. in his Physical Geology, says that people are accustomed to consider the 
surface of tne dry land "a symbol of durability and immobility," contrasting it with water 
and air which are in constant motion, although careful investigation shows that the land 
surface also fluctuates constantly.

In the chain of factors giving rise to this universal deformation, we include the freezing 
and thawing of the soil. Also, we consider this phenomenon from the standpoint of the 
stability of buildings and other structures, which is affected by the intensity, duration, and 
frequency of heaving on one hand, and the character of the structure, on the other hand.

For instance, a shepherd's hut remains intact even during 
a very strong earthquake (except for such catastrophies as 
the Lisbon earthquake), but the work of a seismic pendulum 
would be disrupted even in a building erected on rock on the 
shores of tKe oc-an. because the force of the waves would 
shake the rock, the foundations of the building, and with 
them, consequently, the seismographic apparatus.

Consequently, when planning buildings and structures, 
it is always necessary to keep in mind the universality of 
the deformation of the ground surface and the fact that, for 
the region of permafrost distribution, the greatest signifi
cance lies in the deformation caused by the freezing and 
thawing of the ground connected with the transition of water 
from the liquid to the solid state, and vice versa.

This brings about deformation of buildings and other 
structures; a sufficient number of examples will be given

Figure 43. Clay cylinder later,
frozen under strong verti
cal pressure with no later
al support. (From Taber,
1929.)

*t



6M CHAPTER Ml PHYSICAL PROPERTIES Of FROZEN GROUND 

Introduction 

Thi* chapter, more than any other in thu volume, justifie* our statement in the 
introduction that In many c*',es we will have to raise questions that have not yet been an¬ 
swered and only indicate the proper path, in our opinion, to a solution of them. 

In discussing frosen ground, we will sometimes touch upon the physical properties of 
unfroxen ground for comparison. This will be necessary, first, because questions will 
« rir.e in building as to whether construction on froaen ground will be stable if the ground 
thaws: and second, because much of our terminology and concepts are taken from general 
soil mechanics. 

However, it should be noted that ground wit a a positive temperature produced when a 
layer of permafrost thaws very often differs from similar ground which has not been frozen, 
even though the grain-fiae compoaition and moisture are identical. First, a freshly thawed 
layer has not yet assumed its proper structure and ia, as it were, in «tatu nascendi in this 
respect, second, the freshly thawed layer is underlain — at a certain depth (depenaing on 
the thickness of the layer)- by a layer of permafrost which differs sharply from the thawed 
layer in its technical and physical properties. 

Study of the physicomechanicai properties of ground in the first moments in a thawed 
state has just been started. Laboratory investigations show that the ultimate compressive 
strength of ground which is frozen and thawed, and then frozen again, is considerably less 
than that of ground which is frozen only once.1 

Subsequently, ice in the ground will either be considered a component, similar to the 
mineral components of the ground (but with different physical properties), or be differenti¬ 
ated from the mineral particles of the ground and identified with water. 

After this introduction, we move on to the separate physical properties of frozen 

ground. 

Unit Weight 

In soil mechanics, one distinguishes the following weights: (1) unit weight of soil 
containing natural moisture (weight per cubic centimeter or cubic meter of soil) in ite na¬ 
tural state which we designate by y; (2) unit weight of the soil skeleton (i.e. , dry weight, 
dried at 105C, per unit volume, including voids, designated by 6 ). 

Under natural conditions in mineral ground, as already stated more than once, the 
unit weight of frosen ground is less when the ground hae less mineral particles. In such 
cases, the lower limit for the frr aen ground is the unit weight of pure ice. With voids, the 
unit weight may be less than that of ice. The same holds true for peats - their unit weight 
can be less than the unit weight of ice. 

Several examples of unit weight (,) of frosen ground from samples taken in permafrost 
regions under natural conditions, are given below. 

A sample of clayey silt from the Anadyr' River region had a unit weight of 1. 34 g/cm». 
Samples from the southern parts of the Far East: 

Unit weight, y Moisture by ary weight (%) 

Clayey silt. 
Gravel. 
Lean clayey ailt .. 
Fresh peat. 
Loose peat with ice 

1.99 
1.88 
1.60 
0.99 
0. 85 

21.8 
25.8 
28.7 

200.7 
844.4 

1. M. I. Sumum (1929) Fiaiko-mekhanicheskie protsessy vo vlaalmykh i merzlykh 
aruntakh v sviazi s obraaovaniem puchin na dorogakh (f^yeicomecltanica^^roc,\n 

t»^>Wrnzeñ Ground in connection with heaving on roads), Transpechat'; also V. G. 
Petrov rHTli DinamTU merlTvEfTgruntov kak osnovy shelcanodoroahnoBO «troitsl stva 
(Dvnamies of frosen gro“n<! as a Fmmdation tor railway construction), Problemy meralot- 
j^ïtl 1 promo razhivaniia v stroltel'stve NKPS. (ProbfemiUf Free sing and Susceptibility 
to Frost in Construction Under the People's Commissariat of Railroads), 
Glavsheldorstroi, Sib. TslS. Novosibirsk. 
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Aa may ba aaan. wa can and do find unti waighia ol Iroaan ground laaa than that 
of »ca. 

The unit weight 0/ the toil skeleton {6) of froaen ground w»th undisturbed structure 
is determined tiic assumption tHst ths volums of tHs sround doss not cHans# wKsn tHs 
sample of froaen ground thaws and dries. 1 

Consider, for example, a cube of froaen ground 1 cm3 in volume, which conaiats of 
eight tiny graina of sand situated in the eight corners of the cube, and the remainder ice. 
If, after the ice melts and the water runs off, the sand grains occupy in space the same 
position which they had occupied in the froaen ground, then the unit weight of the aoil 
skeleton would be equal to the weight of these sand grama. 

In this case, the unit weight of the soil skeleton will be 

6"Y-8w or &*yj^g/cnn3 

where ia the weight of ice and water per unit volume of froaen ground, and w is 
the moisture by weight of the froaen ground. For frozen ground, the unit weigfit of the 
aoil skeleton (6) would be zero if it were pure ice. The maximum unit weight of the aoil 
skeleton of frozen ground is equivalent to the unit weight of the aoil skeleton of unfrozen 
ground. 

All the above may be expressed as 

6 >6,>0 u r 

where is the unit weight of the soil skeleton of unfroaen ground and 6. ia the unit weight 
of the soil skeleton of undisturbed frozen ground. 3 

Specific Gravity 

The specific gravity of the solid particles of the ground, A, is understood in soil 
mechanics as the weight of a unit volume of the solid particles without voids. The unit 
weight of the soil skeleton is sometimes called "apparent úpecific gravity. " 

If we base our determinations on froaen ground aa found under natural conditions then 
it should be considered as one unit composed of four components - the mineral part ice 
water, and air. Consequently, frozen ground should be considered as a unit of a fou’r- 
phase system, for which the specific gravity should be determined which would corresoond 
with what we have called unit weight above. 

The components of frozen ground may be found in it in different proportions. 

Thus, ice, according to our conditions, cannot be found in aero quantities but may 
occupy the entire 100% of volume. 

The mineral part of the ground may be zero but cannot occupy all 100% of the volume, 
in accordance with the definition of unconsolidated ground and our definition of frozen 
ground. 

Water in the liquid phase and air may be zero, but cannot either separately or in 
combination occupy 100% of the volume of the frozen ground. 

The variable composition of frozen ground, and the complexity of the process by which 
it is formed make it difficult to obtain standard magnitudes of specific gravity such as we 
have, for example, for copper, iron, etc. , or even for ice when in a pure state. 

Under certain conditions, frosen ground can have a porosity of sero. We may visual¬ 
ise a whole range of such grounds, from pure ice (equating it with one of the mineral com¬ 
ponents of the ground), to ground with all its pores completely filled with ice - in other 
words, ground which froze with a water content corresponding to the theoretically critical 
moisture of freezing. It is much easier to determine the specific gravity of such frozen 
ground. 
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In th.« I)oí frouftd. »<• *nd tkm auttmnl t. >mpun«ni oí th* grujnà constituí« th« 
v«ri4bl«« St«rting from pur« ic«, th« ic« d«cr«*««« *nd th« nrunor*! p*rli*l«s incr«««« 
fke lower Iimtt tor tec will bo when it fill« hi! por«« oí ground with minim j-n porosity. 

L«l us d«t«rmin« th* «peciíic gravity oí irossn ground composad oí two components 
«olid particles and ice but no water nor air. 

The speci/ic gravity of Such ground will vary, and will be less than one for pure ice. 
Here the difference between irosen and unirosen ground is well manifested: The specific 
gravity oí un/ros«n ground with a mineral composition of inorganic solids is always more 
than one. 

With the addition oí minerai particles tc pure ice, its specific gravity will increase 
and reach a maximum at the ice minimum — when ice fills all pores of ground with 
minimum porosity. If m 4 n * 1, where in is the maximum volume cf the mineral part 
of a und volume and n_ fa~the volume of ice, a volume series where the amount of ice will 
decrease from 1 to n * 1-m will result. The ssries of mineral components of the ground 
will increase from sero to m. The specific gravity of £ senes of such frozen ground will 
change from dtj to Arn ♦ a7"11 - m). where A is the specific gravity of the mineral com¬ 
ponent of the ground and &| is the specific gravity of ice. 

The specific gravity of ground with zero porosity will be equivalent to its unit weight. 

For ground containing pores and voids not filled or not completely filled with water, 
the unit weight may differ considerably from the specific gravity for the type of frozen 
ground accepted by us. The unit weight in these cases will always be smaller than the 
specific gravity. 

Thus, for example, let us take a certain volume of frozen ground \f, and let us ima¬ 
gine that this volume is composed in the following manner: 

m is the volume of the mineral component of the ground, 
n is the volume of ice in the ground, 
n' is the volume of voids, 

Then V«m ♦ n4n'. If the weight of the sample is g; the unit weight is 

and the specific gravity: 

It is clear that if n'>0, then; 

Under natural conditions in the active layer, the ground often contains pores of differ¬ 
ent sizes; in thess cases, the unit weight will always be less than the specific gravity. 
However, permanently frosen ground often has sero porosity, perhaps quite often. In 
such cases, the unit weight will also express the specific gravity of frosen ground. 

Since the specific gravity of frosen ground is the weight of the unit volume of frozen 
ground minus voids, according to our definition, it can be expressed by means of the com¬ 
ponents of the grom.d — the mineral part and the ice. 

If we designate the weight of a sample of froaen ground as g and the weight of ice in 
it as gi, then the specific gravity of froaen ground will be expressed by 
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4 J5- 
A A, 

( A ■ specific gravity ut mineral component. A( * specific gravity oí ice. ] If we assume 
that §i • 0, then; 

^•(TTaI *A- 

If the mineral portion ia aero, i.e. , if g * g ■ 0, tnen g * g., and 

*. 
“41 • 

Thus, the specific gravity of frozen ground Aj may vary between the specific gravities 
of ice and the mineral part of the ground. 

A1 * A,< A. 

Laboratory work can determine some standard specific gravities. In this respect, it 
is necessary to agree as to the specific state of the frozen ground to use. The initial 
state may vary. Thus, for unfrozen, plastic soils, the Atterberg plastic limit of rolling 
into threads may be taken - [the state at which a soil can still be rolled into threads 
\ in, diam without crumbling]. Under such a condition, the ground manifests a certain 
resistance to load. The state of least porosity may be taken as the initial state for non¬ 
plastic grounds. Some other initial conditions may be taken. 

Unfrozen soils in the initial states are frozen and their specific gravity in a frozen 
otate is determined. Determining by laboratory experiment the unit weights of frozen clay, 
silt, and sand with zero porosity will give standard values of specific gravity for various 
types of frozen ground. 

As the specific gravities of the mineral components and ice differ greatly (in a ratio 
of 2. 5 to 1 and more) and the specific gravities of the mineral components are close to 
each other, the quantity of ice in the ground has a great effect on its specific gravity. On 
the other hand, the changes of composition (not in quantity) of the mineral part will have 
little effect on the specific gravity of the frozen ground. 

Consequently, any decrease in specific gravity, in comparison with the standard 
norms obtained in laboratory tests, would testify to deterioration in the construction prop¬ 
erties of frozen ground. The degree of difference of the specific gravity in comparison 
with standard norms would show the degree of deterioration. 

For construction purposes, it seems desirable in the future to obtain a certain 
number of specific gravities — a scale of specific gravities of various soils with an evalua¬ 
tion of each type. 

During field work, it will be necessary to take the unit weight as tne first rough 
approximation of the specific gravity of frozen ground. To lessen the margin of error 
somewhat, this crude method should be applied only when visual observation shows that 
the ground does not contain any considerable voids. 

Moisture 

The term "moisturs", as other terms we use, is applied to frozen ground on the 
basis of its meaning relative to unfrossn ground. Perhaps, in the case of frozen ground, 
a more appropriate term such as "ice content" should be substituted. For "saturation 
coefficient" or, as others call it, "relative moisture" in application to fresen ground, the 
term "ice saturation, " suggested by Tsytovich, can be used. 

In this chapter, we are summarising the physical properties of frozen ground for the 
first time, and, for the most part, giving new definitions Consequently, thus far, we 
have only posed the problems of formulating a new term to be used instead of "moisture" 
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in fro««« ground For m« pr*««nl. «« *ij! pnmsniy a«« IK« old t«rm moi«t\jr«. 
justifying it by ihv •«•* and n«r »<ia> occurrence ol the tr*nrform«tion oí fresan ground 
into a thawed atata. So mat imt a wm ahsll use the term ice content instead of moisture, 
conaideiing it equivalent to moiature. 

Analysing the moiature or ice content of fresen ground, it seems to us irrational 
to treat the ice contained in the ground in the same category ae the minera! part of the 
ground. The alternative ia to treat ice specifically as a solid phase of water combined with 
a liquid phase of water, if it is present in frosen ground, and, in this combination, differ¬ 
entiated from the mineral par; of the ground. 

Consequently, we will not only use the term moisture (ice content), but we will differ- 
rn.¡ate. as in unfrozen ground, between the unit weight îr.d the moisture by weight (ice 
content). 

Moisture by weight of unfrozen ground is 

fit • g» 

*2 
(12) 

where w is the moisture content by dry weight; jgj is the weight of the ground sample in 
the state of its natural moisture; a. is the weight of the ground sample dried to a constant 
weight at Í05C. 

As in frozen ground may vary from zero to g. and, consequently, a, - g. may 
vary from to zero, ** *• 

«a 
for frozen ground will vary from zero (gj ■ gt) to infinity (gt * 0). 

Thus in the field we find the moisture content of frozen ground varying from 300 to 
500 to 700% and even up to many thousand percent in relation to the dry weight of the 
ground. 

In this respect frozen ground differs sharply from unfrozen ground, where moisture 
content only rarely reaches 100% (with the exception of peat). 

A sample of water from a river like the Syr-Dar'ya, which at times carries an 
enormous amount of mud, would give a very high weight ratio of the water to the mineral 
particles suspended in it. No one, however, would call the water of the Syr-Dar'ya 
"ground". But, at negative temperatures, pure ice, with w » oc, will differ little, com¬ 
paratively speaking, from ground which contains 300 to 500% ice by dry weight. Only 
when the temperature becomes positive will differences be apparent, and then frozen 
ground will no longer exist. 

One can avoid enormous percentages of moisture content by comparing the weight of 
water in the ground not to the dry weight, but to the weight of the sample in its natural 
state of moisture, using 

w = «1 - «1 

Si 
(13) 

which has the same designations as eq (12.). 

Under these conditions, as a. varies from zero to s,, the moisture will vary from 
1 (or 100%) to zero. 

The moisture by volume of unfrozen ground is determined by the well known equation: 

w « w6 
V 
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»A«r• » ^ ■ • (K* muiStur* p«r unit velum* And w it»* motalur* conl*»*l p*r *inlf *r«i|hl 
oí toa ¿r >ued. and 6 t* th* unit weight of th* *oTl shcMtoa. 

This equation can b* applied to froaen ground hut not to ice If we apply this equation 
to a senes of froaen ground samples in which th* amount of ice ¿onatently increases and 
th# amount of mineral particles ^«c roases, one multiplier, w, will increase up to infinity 
and the other, é, decrease to aero. For ice. the limit :s wTimes 0, or an indefinite 
expression, although a definitely concrete substance - ice - is involved. 

The moisture per unit volume of froarn ground may be expresaed as the ratio between 
the volume of ice ( and unfroien water ) in the eample and the total volume of the aample. 

^ If the volume of froaen ground is V_ cmthe weight of water in it (aolid and liquid) is 
4' an<* w weight of bound water not tranaformed into ice, the volume of ice will be: 

S - 8W 

and the volume of all water in aolid and liquid phases will be: 

g * g w 
A, ♦ g w 

Then, the moisture by volume will be: 

.ri'8 w 
w 

V V ) ♦ ' /V 
(14) 

Assuming gw = 0, we obtain a simplified equation: 

0,v ‘-fr 
W ^ V A 

V V A| 

and if V ■ 1, 

This approach giver a rational value for pure ice also. To express moisture by 
volume in percent, multiply the values obtained above by 100. 

From what has been said above, it follows that the maximum moisture content of 
frozen ground is limited by infinity for the usual moisture by [dryI weight, and by one 
(or 100%) for moisture by volume. According to the second method indicated, the maxi¬ 
mum moisture by weight is also equal to one. 

Consequently, ice saturation of froaen ground, if it is considered analogous to ter 
saturation of unfrosen ground, cannot always be expressed by the usual moisture by [dry] 
weight, as the fraction may be infinitely large. 

Ice saturation by volume can easily be expressed by a fraction, the numerator of 
which is the moisture by 'ume of the froaen ground at ths given moment, while the 
denominator is the maxin n moisture (or ice) content by volume which is equal to one. 
Consequently, the nroistu by volume of frosen ground represents, at the same time, 
its ice saturation. 

* [Editor's not«: Ths authors ars not always consistent in their use of designations, 
especially g, gw, g,. Ths reader should note the specific definitions given. ] 
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|r. iidrr to obtain a rational value oí ir* «aturation by »eight, the weight of ic* in 
a fr<>*en sample (pl is the weight of water which has not b«in tranniormsd into ice) can 
be related to ihr moisture abeorption capacity of uniroaen ground. 

Though this violates the principle somewhat, these ratios will be of great value for 
evaluating the consequences cf thawing. 

Table ¿6 gives moisture contents by weight of froaen ground for ssveral examples 
which occur in nature. 

Table ¿6. Moisture content of frozen ground, by dry weight (%). 

Max moisture capacity 
Type of soil Min Max 

Avg of 
many tests of unfrozen ground 

(%) 

Sand 
Sandy silt 
Clayey sand 
Clayey silt 
Silty clay 
Silty peat 

4.0 ¿9.0 6.0-10.0 
5.0-7.0 70.0 15.0-¿5.0 

10.0 139.0 ¿0.0-25.0 
10.0-1 1.0 154.0 25.0-35.0 

17.0 165.0 30.0-40.0 
¿0.0 1445.0 70.0-90.0 

to ¿4.0 
28.0-36.0 
25.0-33.0 
32.0-35.0 
33.0-68 

Not determined 

In the A.iadyr' region, a moisture by weight of 9. 890% was registered. In an 
unfrozen state, this was not ground but a number oí mineral particles suspended in water. 
Bui the ground, in a irosen state, had supported a fish cannery for 3 years. After this 
period of time, this cannery had reached such a state that it had to be moved to another 
place, but it survived that long. 

Porosity and Cocfficient of Porosity of Frozen Ground 

We will consider ice as a formation equivalent in all respects to the mineral particles 
of the ground. The weight per unit volume of frosten ground is y; weight of all water 
contained in the ground, both solid and liquid, is ; and the weight of water which has 
not been transformed into a solid state is j^w. Consequently the weight of ice in the 
ground is jj, - fcw. 

The weight of the mineral part of the selected unit volume of ground is equal to y • g,. 
Designating the specific gravity of the mineral part of the ground as A, and the specific 
gravity of ice as At. the volume of the mineral part of the ground will be 

y - 8, 
à 

and the volume oi ice: 

g w 

Then the volume of voids will be 

n « 1 (15) 

We shall obtain the simplest expression of porosity oí froxen ground if we assume 
that all the water in the ground is frosen; i.e. , gw ■ 0. Then the volume of ice will be 

us*-1 

Krvaav »««V- .**.m*fl 
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(16) 

• 1, then the volume of void* or the poro*ity of fro*en ground i* *ero. 

If the ground contain* water not tranaformed into ice, and if, a* in the ca*e of unfro¬ 
zen ground, we conaider the apace occupied by water in the liquid state a* void*, then the 
poroaity of frozen ground will be equal to or larger than the volume of unfrozen water. 

When the ground contain» "pores of freezing" or, in general, some void* not occupied 
by water, n > gw. When the frozen ground contain* neither "pores of freezing" nor voids 
unoccupied by water, n a g^. 

Seasonally freezing ground will have a poroaity greater than g^ in some placea and 
a poroaity equal to ¿|w in others. The first case would occur when either "pores of freezing' 
or cavities produced oy vegetable roots or other cauaes, or a combination of these factors, 
exist and are not filled with water. In permafroat, there must exist considerable areas of 
ground with a poroaity equal to g^-.. Possibly, there are some with a zero porosity if, 
under the influence of time (measured in millenia), even has been transformed into 
ice. 

If we consider the ice as a temporary cement of the mineral particles, and equate 
it with water, the space occupied by water in both liquid and solid states will be considered 

as voids. Y " 8 
Using the same symbols, the volume of the mineral portion of the ground is  ———; 

hence the porosity will be: 

If gt = 0 (and therefore gw a 0) 

(18) n. » 1 

which is the equation of porosity for unfrozen ground (as in this case, y would corre¬ 
spond to 6, the unit weight of the soil skeleton). Consequently, the equation for porosity 
of unfrozen ground is a special case of the equation for porosity of froten ground. 

Consideri ig ice as an unstable cement, it is important in respect to the construction 
characteristics of the ground to compare the porositv of a unit volume of frozen ground 
with its porosity after thawing. The formula for porosity of frozen ground, considering 
ice as a cement, has been given above as: 

Y - 8 

Assuming that the mineral particles in the ground retain the same position when the 
ice melts, the porosity of the thawed ground would be the same. 
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U t the porosity ol our ground *ii«r Outw.ng will bs exprt»B*d by th« sq lAtion 

6_ 
A 

wh«re 6 i* thr unit weight of the thawed ground, which may have a different volume from 
its volume when fro*en. 

Consequently, it is important to know the following ratio: 

If this ratio is larger than one. thawing would constitute an adverse factor for con¬ 
struction, if the ratio is equal to or less than one, it would constitute a favorable factor 
fur construction, inasmuch as the settling of the ground after thawing depends on it. 

is equal to A, then If we assume that 

or 6 > y - g, 

or 6 ■ Y ‘ g 

or 6 < Y - g 

This means that the ratio of the porosities of frozen and thawed ground will be greater 
than one if the weight of a unit volume of the mineral part of thawed ground is greater than 
the weight of a unit volume of the mineral part of frozen ground, i.e., if the mineral 
particles of the frozen ground have been pushed apart by the ice. If, however, the unit 
weight of the mineral pan of the frozen ground is equal to or even greater than the unit 
weight of the mineral portion of the resulting thawed ground, then the ratio of porosities 
will be equal to or even less than one. 

Let us turn now to the coefficient of porosity [void ratio]. This coefficient can be 
determined for unfrozen ground very simply. For frozen ground, the question again arises, 
should the voids be measured in relation to the mineral part of the ground only or to the 
mineral part together with ice. 

Later on, after a thorough analysis of this question, a definite decision will be reached. 
At this time, however, we shall give the coefficient of porosity in both ways, as we did 
for porosity. 

Considering ice as a component of the ground on a par with the mineral particles, we 
will have the following equation for the coefficient of porosity: 

where, as above, y i* the weight ©.f a unit volume of frozen ground: g. is the weight oí 
water m solid and liquid states, is the weight of water in the liquid state; A is the 
specific gravity of the ice, and «fWi* the coefficient of porosity of the frosen ground, I « V * v y V/» men ^ » »»»vi ti | aw - - r ^ “ 

counting the voids in both the mimerai portions and the ice. 

. ■ *.«■ * »i, . 
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lí «wppoa* ih«i all wai*r in lh* grou.id i$ fruten Im * 01 u.- ,,k»«.. , 
rquauon for tha co.ff.ci.nt of poroa.ly for the prement trÍÂtmanl'oí thi. probîlm P ** 

7? 

1 / / Y * g g, \ 
« --—L 4 —L I 

a a, y (¿0) 

1/ we calculate the coefficient of pornaity for the mineral nnei.^e _ j ■ 
counting the space occupied by ice aa voids also, we obtain * un on y, 

r /Y * *.\ f * i. ( —_—i ) 
ml \ A / 

Y ' 8. \ A - (y - g ) i I . -i_ 
Y - g. (21) 

This formula is identical with the formula for the coefficient of porosity: 

A- 6 € « T 

”gr'o"„*d1h*ni'' 0i Unir0"" grOUnd 16 “ th' »'¡«M °f >h« «¡1 

If 
Y * g, g. - g 1 ® w 

A, ° ^coefficient of porosity, according to eq 19 is rero. 

Consequently, in planning construction, it is necessary to keep in mind that the coefficient 

of porosity in unfrozen ground may vary from zero to -Í_Í!-!i!, whereas in frozen 
Y - g, 

ground with a great amount of ice, v - g may be very small, and therefore ^ V ~ 8l> 
may be very large. 1 Y * g 

A - (y * g ) 1 
When y - gj * 0 (pure ice), —-1 

Y - g, is an indeterminate value, since A will 

clnV' ÎZ". Zp'J'VZ' in ,he •*"" permafrost layer, often 

„a«„riÄ:oh:.ab:rmuo:,,tor;srfon„w:"mi"',he poro,,ty oi iroicn 8rou',d und" 

1) weight of 1 cm* of frozen ground with its natural structure, V; 
2) weight of ice in 1 cm* of ground, gj ; 
3) specific gravity oí the mineral portion of the ground, A; and 
4) specific gravity of ice. A). 

i 3Thf VauUef OÍ Y and g‘ are easily determined in the field; the specific gravity A 
coulo also be determined in the field, at least in rough approximation- it can be deferrmnerf 
more exactly in the laboratory. The specific gravity of ice iï fe.own determined 

permafro^at' rfgum ,everal “"‘P1* «IcuUtion. , he poro.ity of froaen ground in the 

a V ,pin ln th* mar8h on the uPPer p»1"» a gentle slope. The sample, obtained at a depth of 1.0 consisted of clayey silt. *>nFie, ooiaineci 

Unit weight of ground in natural state, v *» 1.60. 
Weight of ice per cm* , g* ■ 0. 36. 
Specific gravity of the mineral part of the ground, A * 2.07. 
For specific gravity of ice, let us take Aj «0.917.« 

1. The same value is used in the other examples. 
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ÿ if trig fhv abuv# in *q lo, '•rm ubfA.n 

n - I /j. fcO - 0. J6 . 0. Jfe 
—nrr— ♦ mrrj o.oi. 

According to nq i 7, n, ■ 0. 40 . 

¿. T«*«t pit in a "bnrial" mound on a water-shed. The sample was obtained at a depth 
of 0 m and consisted of clayey silt. 

Unit weight of ground under natural conditions, y » 1.80. 
Weight uf ice per cm*, g¡ « 0. 39. 
Specific gravity of the mineral portion of the ground, A ■ 2. 71. 
Substituting in eq 16, n a 0.06. 
Substituting in eq 17, nj ** 0.48. 

3. Test pit in a river floodplain overgrown by forest. The sample was obtained at the 
depth of 2.0 m and consisted of silty sand with ice and peat. 

Unit weight of ground under natural conditions, y * 1. 35. 
Weight of ice per cm*, g, « 0. 63 
Specific gravity of the mineral portion of the ground, ^ » 2. 62. 
From eq 16, n = 0.04, and from eq 17, nt *0.73. 

4. Sample from a depth of 2.0 m in the first test pit (pit in marsh), consisting of 
clayey silt. 

Unit weight of ground in natural state, y * 1.61. 
Weight of ice per unit volume, £, * 0.32. 
Specific gravity of the mineral part of the ground, A = 2. 58. 
From eq 1 b, n * 0. 1 5, and from eq 17, rij * 0. 50. 

These examples show that, even when we consider ice as a component of the ground 
on a par with the mineral part, the porosity of frozen ground may be either very insignifi¬ 
cant (O.oi) or considerable (0. 15), as we had already established theoretically. Coefficients 
of porosity for the same samples are: 

Sample 1, combining ice with the mineral part: 

0.01 
Ö7W 

1 
W a 

0.011 . 

Combining ice and water: 

‘m a OÏÏ 
0.40 4 2 

F T 
0.666. 

Sample 2 correspondingly: 

Sample 3: 

0.06 3 „ . 
*1 ÜTTT a TT * 0-064 

0.48 12 . 
‘m " Ü7TÍ “ n * 0 924 

-0.04 1 n 
‘i Ü79T? * 2T " °-042 

- 0.73 , -, 
* “ *—TT * 2. 71 . m 0.27 

Mm -r ^ - -» II 
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Water Permeability 

Two types oí water permeability of frozen ground may be distinguished: (1) water 
passes through frozen ground without changing negative ground temperatures to positive 
(this may take place when supercooled or mineral water with negative temperatures passes 
through frozen ground); (2) water passes through frozen ground by thawing out passages, 
or raises the temperature of the walla of already existing passages and thus disrupts 
the frozen state of the ground. Under natural conditions, the second type is more frequent, 
but the first type may also occur. 

Kachinskii has made detailed studies of the permeability of seasonally frozen ground 
to water, checking his conclusions by experiments. He found that soil in which all voids 
are completely filled with ice is absolutely impermeable to water. He selected for his 
experiments a 6 x 6 cm plot of ground without any apparent voids. A hollow was made 
and water poured into it. In 3 hr, the level of this water did not sink. From this, 
Kachinskii concluded that the frozen ground in this small area was impermeable to water. 
On April 4, 1952, in an area adjacent to the first one, whe *e the ground was frozen to a 
depth of 33 cm from the surface and the plowed layer had a moisture content of 32. 5%, 
a pit was dug 40 cm long, 30 cm wide, and 3 cm deep. Two and a half liters of water 
obtained from under the snow (with a temperature of QC) was poured into the pit a little at 
a time, so that it covered the bottom of the pit continuously. 

All the water was absorbed by the frozen soil in 1 hr and 15 m - at the rate of 17 
mm/ hr. The water thawed the soil in the pit, on the average, to a depth of 3 mm. The 
rest of the soil remained frozen, but it was noticeably moistened and slightly smeary 
in places. Wormholes and other voids through which, in the main, the water passes had 
larger ice-free diameters, but even in them not all the ice thawed. 

"The two following facts," says Kachinskii, "undoubtedly indicate the water perme¬ 
ability of frozen soil: during spring snow melt, water immediately appeared in pits dug 
in ground frozen from the surface even when the digging did not pass the frozen layer; 
during spring and winter thaws, lysimeters placed in and under the frozen layer some¬ 
times register v,ater, which could reach them only after penetrating the frozen layer." 

This and other interesting observations and experiments by Kachinskii were made 
near Moscow where only seasonal freezing occurs. Engineer A. A. Shalobanov,* who also 
pointed out that frozen soil is permeable to water, made his experiments near Sverdlovsk. 
Consequently, both investigators worked with seasonally frozen ground. 

Kachinskii's experiments also showed cases where the water thawed the walls of the 
channels through which it passed. 

In the permafrost region Kachinskii's conclusions can be applied to the active layer, 
with corrections for the greater thickness, on the average, and lower temperatures of 
the active layer, which would decrease its water permeability and increase the number 
of completely impermeable areas, ~s was found in Kachinskii's experiments. 

The layers of permafrost, in our opinion, should be considered impermeable to water, 
with the exception of rare cases that might occur along the southern border of p^^m .irost. 

No special experiments on the water permeability of permafrost have been made. 
Consequently, we must limit ourselves to theoretical considerations and results of observa¬ 
tions. 

1. Kachinskii (1927) 0£. cit. 

2. A. A. Shalobanov (1903) Propuskact li vodu merzlaia pochva? (Can water permeate 
frozen ground?), Pochvovedeniie, no. 3. 1 ---c-- 
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First, we must r * ms m br r ths sifsci of ths timt «lenient here. The leyera oí perma¬ 
frost heve been in e froãen stele for e very long t.Tie One cen expert that ell the voids of 
the upper portions of permafrost ere completely filled with ice. Moreover, this process 
of filling has been repeated a greet many times; i.e. . if the froeen layer had voids and 
"pores of freezing, " they would be filled with ice in the course of time. The water for 
this ice would be supplied either from the suprapermafrost or from within the permafrost 
layer itself. 

These theoretical considerations are supported by many hundreds and thousands of 
bore bolus in permafrost which always remained dry if they were well protected from water 
circulating in the thawed active layer. 

The suprapermafrost water, which in smaller or greater quantity is very widely 
distributed in the permafrost region, can exist only if permafrost constitutes an underlying 
wate r - impermeable layer. 

The water which pours out from icing mounds and remains on the surface instead of 
disappearing into the frozen layers also testifies that the permafrost layers beneath the 
mounds are impermeable to water. 

Finally, very frequently excavations in the permafrost are located quite near the 
stream of intrapermafrost water, and a comparatively small thickness of the permafrost 
is sufficient to protect the excavation from this water. 

Even if a talik* is encountered while digging a trench, an artificially formed layer of 
frozen ground serves as a water-impermeable layer, protecting the trench. The sa. e 
thing is done in unfrozen ground by means of artificial refrigeration. 

Water circulating within the permafrost mass as intrapermafrost water passes through 
thawed channels within the permafrost mass. Only mineralized water with a negative 
temperature sometimes penetrates the permafrost. Thus, according to N. I. Idlstikhin,1 
a temperature of -0. 1C was observed in the Shivia Spring in the Transbaikal region in 
October 1929, and a temperature of -0. 3C was recorded in June 1931 in the Kukin Spring. 

What then takes place in taliks* that penetrate the permafrost mass and serve as 
passages for intrapermafrost waters? 

When the temperature of the water circulating through these taliks rises, the taliks 
are enlarged, when the temperature of the water falls, the taliks contract. The limit of 
the first process is complete destruction of permafrost in the region of action of the intra- 
permafrost waters and the formation of a talik island [a mass of unfrozen ground). The 
limit of the second process is a complete closing of the unfrozen channel and the transforma¬ 
tion of it into frozen ground. 

Thus, for the present, for all practical pu-poses. we must consider permafrost as 
impermeable to water. The movement of water in it, as a rule, takes place along the 
unfrozen passages, with the exception of extremely rare mineral springs with negative 
temperatures, probably required during their passage through permafrost. 

Capillarity of Frozen Ground* 

In presenting Shtukenberg1 s theory of swelling, we admitted the possibility of capillary 
phenomena in frozen ground. The capillary rise of water in the frozen active layer is 
restricted, first of all, by the thickness of this layer, since, even in small capillaries, 
water may ascend only to ths surface of the ground. In addition, the rise is conditioned 
by the diameters of voids and passages in frozen ground. Tt is well known that the height 
of water rise in capillaries is in inverse proportion to the diameter of the capillary. 

1. N. I. Tolstikhin (1934) Minerarnye istochniki Zabaikaria (Mineral springs of the 
Transbaikal region), sb. 1, Vsesoiuznogo gidrogeologícheskogo s'ezda (Symposium of the 
1st All-Ünion Hydrogeological Congress), Leningrad and Moscow. 

2. This ssetion could have been considered as a continuation of the preceding one, but 
it was decided to present it separately. 

* [A layer of unfrozen pround between the seasonally frozen ground (active layer) and 
the permafrost. Also applies to unfrozen layer* or bodies within the permafrost and to 
the unfrozen ground beneath the permafrost. ] 
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Aitmr rising lo • crrUin bright and finding IU«lf m a madium with a negauve tampara- 
tar*. capillary watar mavitably acqu.raa a negativa température and either remains in 
a supercooled state or is transformed into a solid state, i.e., ice. 

Capillary phenomena in frosen ground is one of the least studied problems. As we 
have seen in our discussion of water permeability, iroaen ground contains voids in the 
shape of passages of various diameter - mole holes, holes left by roots, etc., and also 
the "pores of freeaing. " 

The first type of cavity usually has a considerable diameter and there is no capillary 
rise, for all practical purposes. The second group, the "pores of freexing, " as shown 
by certain experiments, are usually of small diameter, and in these pores water may 
move by capillary rise through the froxen ground, particularly upward to the level of the 
active layer. Shtukenberg, giving his formula for swelling with access of water from the 
outside, based his theory precisely on the existence of these pores. 

What we have said so far about capillary phenomena in froxen ground përtains to 
seasonal freexing. For permafrost, however, we must assume, with a great degree of 
probability, that capillary phenomena are absent as a general rule. Even if these 
phenomena should occur here or there, they are an exception. It would be extremely in¬ 
teresting to determine whether bodies of permafrost containing capillary water occur near 
the unfroxen passages in the permafrost mass, which would serve as canals for the 
passage of intrapermafrost water. In unfroxen ground which contains ground water, a 
layer with capillary water will occur above the water-bearing layer (Fig. 44). 

Figure 44. Diagram of capillary rise 
of water above ground water. 1) layer 
into which the capillary water does not 
penetrate; 2) capillary-moistened layer; 
3) water-bearing layer with stream of 
ground water; 4) water-impermeable 
layer. 

It would be interesting to find out whether capillary water would be found around a 
narrow stream of intrapermafrost water in a permafrost layer (Fig. 45). 

This problem has not as yet been clarified, and we state it simply because it is of 
enormous theoretical significance. If it were answered positively, it might answer the 
question as to how long water can exist in a supercooled state in the presence of ice 
crystals. For permafrost, the arswer to this question may reveal that such coexistence 
may last for years, centuries, and millenia. 

Figure 45. Diagram of a stream of 
intrapermafrost water in permanently 
frosen ground. 1) active layer; 2) perma¬ 
frost; 3) lateral cross section of a talik 
through which a stream of water moves 
in a direction perpendicular to the plane 
of the drawing; 4) ring of permanently 
froxen ground which may contain capil¬ 
lary water. 

Evaporation 

Evaporation from froaen ground is, in general, evaporation of ice. This is a well- 
known fact and in accord with the general laws of water evaporation. 

To demonstrate the intensity of ice evaporation at negative temperatures, we cited 
previously (Chapter II) figures on ice evaporation obtained with Wild evaporimetere. Our 
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data wer« obtcmed at three «tatton« in the Far Ea»t during th« winter month«, when r.o 
thaw« occur at theee locahtie*. 

A« we can «ec, even at the low temperature« during December and January at the 
• tatton« «elected, evaporation of ice wa« «till perceptible; in February it became quite 
considerable, though the temperature wa« «till very low. 

At preeent, we have no quantitative value« for evaporation from the froa-n ground. 
We can judge the evaporation qualitatively by the dry layer», about 3-5 cm thick, which 
form during the winter on the ground «urface if the «oil i« not covered by «now. 

This evaporation may take place either from the «urface of the ground or within the 
layer» of frozen ground. 

For the latter, voids and pore» in the ground are necessary. If these void« are 
completely closed, then, when temperature is »table, the air in them should become 
saturated with vapor. If the temperature later starts to rise, evaporation begins again, 
until the saturation point at the new temperature is reached. If pores and voids are inter¬ 
connected, the vapor in them must move from areas with greater pressure toward areas 
with lesser pressure, as in unfrozen ground. The difference between the vapor pressures 
is due either to differences of temperatures in the separate parts of the ground, or to 
d’fferenct-s in the curvature of the surface of ice crystals contained in the ground, as has 
been pointed out above. Finally, the differences may be due to the changes in the state 
(supercooled water versus ice). 

The temperature conditions in the permafrost mass are more favorable for evaporation 
than at the three stations selected by us, because -6C to -8C temperatures of permafrost 
are quite low, and there are enormous masses of permafrost with a temperature of about 
-1C. Consequently, if ice evaporation in February often exceeds 5 m, and sometimes 
even reaches 1 cm, one can expect a still greater degree of evaporation at the above- 
mentioned temperatures of permafrost. However, there are other circumstances which 
are not conducive to evaporation inside permafrost, such as the small volume of the voids, 
the zero value of the moisture deficit within them, etc. 

However, this question has not as yet been investigated experimentally. 

Condensation of Water Vapor 

We have just discussed evaporation f-oin trozen ground and have pointed out that 
evaporation should also occur in permafrost. We also indicated the basic motivating forces 
of evaporation. 

The process of condensation is the reverse of evaporation. It takes place when vapors 
completely saturate a given space. In permafrost, condensation may take place only within 
the range of negative temperatures. If the ground contains only ice, temperature differ¬ 
ences which produce differences in vapor pressure are necessary for condensation. When 
the ground contains supercooled water, condensation — sublimation may take place even 
at the same temperature; condensation also may take place at the same temperature 
according to Thomson's formula. But all these processes (and evaporation also) are not 
so simple as they appear at first glance. Supersaturated vapor can form, and vapor can 
condense directly to a solid state — ice. Kachinakii, according to his above-mentioned 
work, has observed, as have many others, the formation of frost in the cavities of the 
ground. "Quite frequently," he v'rites, "crystalline ice, with well-formed cone retions of 
elongated, needle-like crystals, is encountered in worm holes and other cavities and on 
their walls, predominantly in the upper layer of the ground. This is a peculiar intra- 
•oil frost whose only distinguishing characteristic is that the crystals here are of small 
size and are always of glasslike transparency. The presence in the ground of this 
evidently crystalline ice points to formation from water in the vapor state, which was 
condensed and frozen in the upper layer of the ground." 

This process presents a much simpler picture when we consider the interrelationship 
of the frozen ground and the active layer during the summer. In the summer, the active 
layer thaws gradually and has a positive temperature, deeper down, we find the frozen 
ground. The result is a sort of distilling arrangement, in which the surface of the froxen 
ground serves as a condenser. The stream of vapor proceeds from the top downward to 
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«h« (rosen («yer. wt.rre it te transformed into water. But if. theoretically, there are no 
objections to this concept, no quantitative statements can yet be made, frequently, we 
observe water or very moist ground above the surface oí the /rosen mass, but we cannot 
tell what part of the water or moisture is the result of condensation and what part is the 
result of thawing of the frosen ground. 

This problem too requires an experimental approach. Furthermore. whUe there ia 
no doubt that water vapor condenses on the lower surface of the seasonally frosen layer, 
we do not know how much of the ice that forms on this surface is derived from water and 
how much from vapor. 

In short, we know the facta but we cannot as yet express them quantitatively. 

Qualitatively, however, there are sufficient indications of the presence of supersatura¬ 
ted layers of ground above the permafrost layer and even above the seasonally frosen layer 
asit thaws downward. Examples are given throughout this book. At this time, however, we 
shall give two or three examples of the distribution of gravimetric moisture in the ground, 
which will show that a layer of supersaturated ground very often exists above the upper 
surface of froaen ground. 

N. A. Tsytovich* gives such a distribution of gravimetric moisture for the active 
layer at the Ust*-Yeniseisk port (Fig. 46). 

In Figure 46, the depth from the sur¬ 
face of the earth is plotted along the ordinate 
axis and the gravimetric moisture along the 
abscissa. The drawing shows that the 
moisture increases at the upper boundary 
of the permafrost and reaches its maximum 
at a depth of 1.11m. 

These observations were conducted in 
August 1930 when the upper level of the 
frozen ground was 0. 61 m below the surface. 
During this year, the ground did not thaw to 
a depth of 1.11 no, and the supersaturated 
layer appeared, as Tsytovich says, "during 
one of the warmest summers". He adds, 
"the presence of the supersaturated layers 
at the upper permafrost boundary, it 
seems, allows us to determine the upper 
limit of permafrost at any time of the 

Figure 46. Ground moisture in the region 
of the Ust'-Yeniseisk port. Abscissa shows 
the gravimetric moisture (% of dry weight); 
ordinate shows depth (cm). (From Tsytovich). 

'/ear on the basis of moisture distribution in the ground in the permafrost region. " 

We cite one more example of distribution of moisture by weight in accordance with 
depth, at a building site of the Commissariat of Communications in Yakutsk, where five 
bore holes were sunk to a depth of 10 m (see Table 27). 

In bore holes 2, 3, and 4, there is a sharp increase in moisture between 2. 25 and 
u 75 Bore * olei * and 5 do n°t show such an increase at this depth. In our opinion, 

this indicates that the upper permafrost surface is uneven. At bore holes 1 and 5, the 
permafrost must be somewhat higher, from which the excessive moisture has moved to 
the nearest depressions. 

If the vertical distribution of moisture in the ground shows an excess of water above 
the frozen ground, as in the examples cited, this fact constitutes an adverse fsctor for 
construction. 

All measure should be taken to get rid of this excessive suprapermafrost water on 
the site because it causes severe heaving of the ground. 

I' \ Tsytovich (1932) Nekotorys isslsdovaniia vechnoi mersloty v nisov'iakh reki 
En1**“ M' (Permafrost VtOd^es along ¿he jowsr reacïïës of the Venise y In the 

_eíJ930), Trudy Kiwi TAkad: NÎÏÏU SS5R., tnm I.--- summer 
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Table 27 Gr*vtmc:ric m<ii*iur« .n the gruimd (Yakutek).* 

Depth (in) 

Bore hele 

1 2 3 4 5 

0.25 
0. 50 
0. 75 
1.00 
1.25 
1.50 
1. 75 
2.00 
2.25 
2. 50 
2. 75 
Î. 00 

25 
3. 50 
3. 75 
4.00 
4.25 
4. 50 
4. 75 
5.00 
5.25 
5. 50 
5. 75 
0.00 
0.25 
6. 50 
6. 75 
7.00 
7.25 
7. 50 
7. ?5 
8.00 
8.25 
8. 50 
8. 75 
9.00 
9.25 
9. 50 
9.75 

10.00 

99- 36 
47.06 

212.7b 
382.90 

54. 49 
63. 84 
66. 85 
26.20 
38.00 
23. 30 
17.92 
37. 54 
34.23 
33.21 
33. 98 
27. 53 
35.02 
19. 31 
21.26 
21.03 
30.01 
23.27 
22.23 
23. 68 
23. 55 
20.61 
23. 84 
21. 10 
18.96 
21.28 
19. 69 
28. 11 
22.08 
22.84 
20. 34 
20. 19 
20.75 
18. 50 
82. 15 
18. 61 

96. 85 
37. 53 
27. 93 
32.85 
--=.92 

<0. 53 
68. 01 
79. 39 

102.57 
98. 74 

122.11 
60.23 
12. 79 
42.28 
48. 47 
29- 85 
28. 56 
23. 47 
23. 10 
17. 72 
22. 29 
19.49 
21.04 
18.09 
17. 91 
18. 02 
18. 12 
20. 45 
19. 62 
18. 39 
20. 78 
20.43 
21. 14 
20. 83 
25. 55 
32. 78 
30. 59 
29. 75 
29. 84 
23. 63 

162.18 
133.92 
414.55 
149.04 
83. 70 
71.32 
47. 48 
33. 16 
21. 15 
28. 19 
71. 58 
62. 90 
52. 65 
43. 53 
32. 98 
32.95 
24. 38 
29. 63 
27. 75 
28. 94 
2b. 47 
27. 18 
27. 98 
27. 04 
26. 25 
29. 74 
25. 22 
25. 26 
18.01 
24. 67 
24. 73 
24. 68 
22. 90 
19. 14 
20. 83 
18. 25 
23. 62 
23. 71 
21.83 
26. 76 

57. 66 
43. 94 
40. 25 
43. 60 
33. 37 
29. 05 
29.05 
73. 00 

105. 23 
79.01 
38. 50 
43. 68 
30. 36 
41. 35 
57.07 
39. 41 
26. 83 
23.02 
21.11 
25.49 
20.08 
21.47 
22. 13 
22. 70 
25. 87 
29. 34 
27. 10 
29. 57 
21.24 
21. 10 
32. 86 
19. 91 
18. 95 
26. 50 
16. 13 
20. 44 
18. 88 
20. 59 
22. 66 
20. 81 

28.94 
17.24 
53. 53 
66.06 
46. 43 
36.46 
31.97 
33.44 
29.05 
32. 12 
34.02 
33.05 
23. 62 
20. 66 
21. 18 
22. 17 
21.34 
30. 16 
27. 13 
25. 66 
30. 51 
27. 29 
30. 10 
28.46 
23.40 
21.65 
18. 56 
13. 19 
23 96 
21.72 
21.07 
23.00 
23. 87 
21.38 
21.28 
29. 55 
29. 55 
18. 40 
23.90 
21. 15 

Note: Commisiaria'. of Communications building site. 

* [Moisture is apparently given in % of dry weight. ] 

But we must admit that the metnods of drainage in the permafrost region have not 
been worked out. While drainage ditches are u-ed in upland regions to eliminate surface 
water, the draining of ground water involves considerable difficulties, some of which 
are discussed later. 

. 
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Ck>nf « of Ground Vol upon yr<««tt>g 

Ch^ngr» in volume oí «he minerai perte oí the ground under the influence of temper«* 
ture change* «re gradual and very inaignificent. *• their coefficient of expansión ia very 
• inall. Consequently, the effect of temperature changes on the volume of the mineral 
ground has no significance for construction, especially at the range of grouna temperature* 
wh. h occurs, for example, beneath the foundations of buildings end constructions. In the 
permafrost region and in the region of deep winter freesing, the following average ampli¬ 
tudes of soil temperature are observed:1 

Stations 

Ulanga 

Maza no vo 

Gosh 

Amur Experimental Station 

Petrovsk-Zabaikal'skii 

Skovorodino 

Of course, with such amplitudes, the changes in volume of the mineral part of the 
ground would be very small. 

As is well known from elementary physics, water — the second component of unfrozen 
grounds — has a number of peculiarities in its expansion due to temperature. In its 
liquid state, changes in volume occur gradually. But, as is well known, when water 
changes from a liquid to a solid state and vice versa, a sudden increase or decrease of 
volume takes place, and the gradual change becomes abrupt. The change is quite consider 
able and is expressed by 

Vi » 1.0909 Vw. 

where V is the volume of ice and V is the volume of water. 

Maintaining the same designations' for the reverse phenomenon, we have the following 
equation: 

Depth (m) 

3.0 

2.9 

3. 0 

3.2 

6.0 

5.0 

Amplitude (C) 

0.2 

7. 3 

4.2 

6.0 

0.8 

0. 4 

V « 0.9167 V: . 
w 1 

In the laboratory, these changes take place in distilled water at 0C. But the water in 
the ground is, first of all, a solution, though usually a very weak one, and second, it can 
be divided into gravitational, film, and other types of water. The above statements can 
be applied only to gravitational water, with certain corrections for the freezing point, 
which is somewhat below zero. We can, for the present, apply the same considerations 
and the same values of volume change to hygroscopic and film water, while admitting that 
a considerable deviation from the generally accepted value* may exist. We already know 
that the temperature of transition from the liquid state to the solid is markedly different 
for these types of water. But the gravitational water* in the ground show the two most 
important characteristic* of volume change: the discontinuity in the rate of volume change 
upon the transition from the liquid state into the solid, and the considerable degree of the 
change in volume, as has been pointed out in the above-cited formulas. 

We will not deal with the changes of air volume under the influence of temperature 
changes. 

Turning now from the components of unfrozen ground to the ground itself considered 

1. M. Sumgin (1927) Vechnaia mcrzlota v predelakh SSSR (Permafrost in the U,S. S.R.). 
Vladivostok — and other sources. 

2. O. D. Khvol'son (1925) Kurs fiziki (Textboofc of physics), tom III. 
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a» thr«*-phaf* ayatam. w muat point out th**. m voluina chanca cauaed b> tha tempara¬ 
tura, gravitation** watar playa a very important roJa,particularly at íraaaing temp*returca. 
In tha procaaa oí changa oí ground volume du# to temperature changea, w* obaarve tn# 
following chain oí «venta: 

1. The temperatura of unfroeen ground fall« to *axo a ■'t a change of volume take« 
place, which ia the algebraic «um of volume changea of ita three component#. Theae 
overall changea of ground volume do not affect the building« on it, 

2. The temperature falle below the zero point, and aupercooling of water take« place, 
but no transition of water into ice- Changea of the ground volume continue without affect¬ 
ing building«, aa waa the caae with the positive temperature«. 

3 Finally, the negative temperature reaches auch a degree that the gravitational 
water in the ground is tranaformed into ice. At this moment, the expansion of water as it 
freezes haa a predominant influence. The overall expansion of the ground begins to affect 
atructurea on it. This influence ia increased by the complexity of the procesa of water 
crystallization due to the migration of moisture at thia time. 

4. All of the gravitational water in a given volume of ground haa been transformed 
into ice The temperature contint es to drop; all four components of the ground ~ f e 
mineral part, ice, air, and water decreaae in volume. As a rule, these volume changes 
do not affect structures (in view of the usually small variations of ground temperature). 
However, this is true only unde, normal conditions. During severe frosts, compressive 
stresses may be large enough to disrupt the frozen ground, and the cracks formed may 
cause structures to deform. 

Point 3 requires elucidation. Changes of ground volume may affect structures only 
under certain conditions of water content in the ground. We have already discueaed the 
critical moisture of the ground in relation to its expansion upon freesing. Theoretically, 
if the moisture is below the critical point and moisture migration is absent, the volume 
chanaes of water should not cause a volume change in the ground since the ground has 
inner resources to accommodate the increased water volume. From the theoretical point 
of view ground moisture must be greater than the critical amount in order to have ground 
expansion when the water changes to ice. This problem i* further complicated by the fact 
that part of the water in the freezing ground remains in a liquid state: that pores o 
freezinn may be formed during the transformation of ground water into ice; that the in¬ 
crease of ground volume may take place in the open system due to crystal growth in one 
direction; and finally that the ground volume may increase due to moisture migrating into 
the freezing ground from unfrozen layers. 

On the basis of all that has been said above, it is clear that it is very difficult to pre¬ 
dict the increase in volume of the freezing ground. Consequently, we must obtain experi¬ 
mental values of volume increase and make deductions from these. We cite some data 
from the work of P. I. Andrianov* on ground expansion when the ground freeze* without 
inflow of moisture from the outside. The expansion was measured by special dilatometer, 

not described here. 
Table ¿8 shows that the calculated and the observed expansion of freezing water often 

differ eharply. Apparently, this discrepancy is due to the above discussed complexity of 
this phenomenon, which we are just now beginning to study 

A considerable expansion of ground at the moment of transformation of the water into 
ice and a decrease of ground volume when ice is transformed into water affect a structure 
m thre e ways. 1) when the ground freeze* beneath the foundation, the building or structure 
rises; l) when the ground thaw#, the ground settles and the building aettles with it; 3) 
the expanding of freeaing ground adjacent to the building area may alio affact a building 
by creating lateral presaure on its foundations with resulting deformation. This third 

point is still debatable. 

r: r,- 5‘.r 
of expansion 
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labt« 2S CKpanason oí Ground uptir. trcr/ing 

Sample 
no. 

Volum« 
oí 

••mpl« 
<cm*l 

Unit 
wsight 
(g/cm*> 

Gi'.iiiicwint 0 
■ aturktion 
(¾ of total 
cnoictur« 
capacity) 

Temperature 
of freeamg 

ground 
(C) 

Water 
in tample 

u> 

Water 
not 

iroxen at 
-3 C* 
(i> 

Calcuiatet 
expaneutn 
ol water 

jinm*) 

Meaxurad 
tnc rea»* 

01 
vol umt 

(mm1) 

Cueffitient 1 
ol 

expan»! .n 
(%) 

i 2 3 4 i 6 7 8 ! I ,0_ 

n 
Si 
33 
33 

6. 19 
6. 13 
5. 79 
5.87 

1.0 
1.8 
1. 7 
1. 7 

100 
100 

60 
60 

-7. 1 
-7. 7 
-6.0 
-6. 7 

1.990 
1.970 
1.248 
1.266 

0. 504 
0. 500 
0.446 
0.452 

134 
133 

72 
73 

94 
99 
67 
63 

1.51 
1.61 
1.06 
1.07 

34 
34 
34 
34 

5. 845 
6. 4fel 
4. 870 
4. 889 

1. 5 
1.5 
1.2 
1.2 

100 
100 

60 
60 

-'1 * 
-7.5 
-5.0 
-4.2 

t'in 
2. 850 
1.614 
1.626 

msi 
1.417 
0.854 
0.856 

IÖI- 
120 

62 
63 

75 
81 
55 
53 

r.ii 
1.24 
1. 12 
1.08 

35 
35 

~T7T6 
5.46 

1. t 
1.7 

6Ö 
60 

-5.7 
-4.8 

1.278 
1. 134 

0. 199 
0. 176 

Ï7 
78 

' 55 
46 0.83 

36 
3b 
36 

5. 751 
5. 650 
5.058 

1. 3 
1 3 
1 ! 

100 
100 
60 

-4.4 
-4. 7 
-4,8 

2 880 
2.830 
1.728 

1.162 
1. 140 
0.864 

1¿9 
156 

81 

115 
123 
103 

1.9> 
2. 16 
2.03 

37 4.903 ». » 60 5 4 T75Õ 0--837- 80. 91 - mr— 
38 
38 
38 
38 

5. 733 
5. 596 
4. 518 
4.670 

1.3 
1.3 
1.4 
1.4 

100 
100 
60 
6Q 

-5.0 
•4.6 
-5. 6 
-5.0 

2.825 
2.759 
1.547 
1.602 

0.814 
0. 795 
0. 543 
1,602 

200 
197 
103 
107 . 

151 
185 
42 
52 

2. 64 
2. 40 
0. 93 
1.12 

39 
39 
39 

5.94 
6.01 
4.497 

1.4 
1.4 
1. » 

100 
100 

60 

-5.8 
-4.6 
-6. 8 

2. 60 
2.63 
3,51 

0.991 
1.002 
0,590 

172 
147 
83 

104 
112 

8C .. 

1.76 
1.87 
1.78 

40 
40 
40 

5.951 
5.935 
5.079 

1.6 
1.6 
1.4 

100 
100 

60 

-5. 5 
-3.0 
-7.0 

2. 34 
2. 331 
1.452 

0 586 
0. 585 
0.438 

171 
170 
101 

90 
89 
66 

1. 54 
1.49 
1.29 

• Calculated from y * 5.61 q***. whera 3 » heat of wetting, ^ = amount of water not froaen at -ÎC. 

Thermal Constant» of Frozen Ground 

While tha very definition of frozen ground ia baaed on its thermal characteristics, 
the thermal constants of frozen ground so far have not been determined. The complexity of 
determining the thermal constants of frozen ground is a possible reason for this, but the 
main reason is undoubtedly the fact that the study of frozen ground is still very young. 
Scientific thought is almost completely concerned with morphological description of the 
outward manifestations of the processes of freezing and thawing, and especially with 
permafrost and phenomena connected with it, and has just begun work on precise numerical 
expression of these processes and the conditions under which they occur. Consequently, in 
this section we shall restrict ourselves to a rather general consideration of the problem. 

As we can, and should, consider frozen ground as a complex body, we .an apply the 
equation for heat capacity of complex bodies: 

(22) 

where is the weight of each component part of the ground, and c ■ is the heat capacity of 
each part (at a given temperature t_). ~ 

Here we are confronted by the following difficulties. Having considered frozen ground 
as composed ox four components — mineral particles, ice, supercooled water, and moist 
air — we must substitute in the formula corresponding values for each component. But, 
as we have pointed out several times, the precise determination of the quantity of each of the 
above components is a rather complex problem. First, we must determine the quantity of 
water which has not been transformed into a solid state by determining the coefficient of the 
ground expansion upon freezing. Next, using ths previously mentioned method, we must 
determine the puroti y of the ground, assuming that all the pores are occupied by air. 
Next, ws must determine the amount of mineral particles and ice. Only then can we use 
eq 22. 
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Th.* «ecund difficult y :n determining the heat capacity of froaan ground ta that. 

d,.r,n, “h“ h... c.p,c,.y .‘f .. p.r tor 
4 certain ^ nperat .re interval, taking an average thermal capacity for thie interval 

according to the formula: 

c * t* ' t, 

where Q is the quantity of heat, and t, and ta are temperatures. 

The change of temperature in frozen ground will be accompanied by 
f _ or rondensat'on of vapor in the void* and in the surrounding air. gy 

: enterrCth^: procen.se. iT.t be excluded from the 
to raise the temperature of the frozen ground IC (orermtted during the lowering 

temperature 1C). 
Consequently, In order to calculate the amount of vapor that will be emitted into 

the voids, the porosity of frozen ground again must be known. 

The third difficulty consists in the fact that both ice and film water, as components, 
will have variable values during the change in temperature. 

It is clear that trying to determine the precise constant of the heat capac:'/ of frozen 
cronnd i b.g Íaàtt andgat fir., wc may have to calc,date the coefftcent. of baa. 

capacity of the ground in very general terms. 
Here we shall try to give the theoretical heat capacity of "ideal frozen ground, fot 

zer0, V. n 
Designating the specific heat of th. mi- r^ i/a^clainVcgatWe temp/ra- 

heai >f ice as ca, and its weight as g,. the heat capacity «n * • 

ture t is. 

c » c,g, ♦ Cjfc, 
(23) 

I 

• ?» us trv to give a numerical value to eq 23, not 
.KI:;\;;,*.d.'Veo!:;P;,:rbctr i.q. a.n.r;.,cb.rayc,.rf,auo„ o, th. beat capacity of our ■•id..... 

froze i ground. 
Cuua.dcr a unit volume of tht. „round with a poro.ity 

with ice. c, = 0.2. C» « 0.S02, and the specific gravity of the mineral part 

Consequently, the volume of the tmn.r.l part of the ground .. 0. 65 cm» 1 it. we.gh. - 

2.6 X 0.65 * 1.69 g. and the weight of the ice is 0. 32 g. 

Substituting the values into eq 23 we have: 

c « 0.2 * 1.69 4 0. 502 X 0. 32 » 0. 50. 

7:7™, 7:::7..:7:7:::7:.: .. .,..,,..,. ,0-.,,. 
¡1 I«t of ice, which is 0.502. 

On the bast, of the above, w. can take. a. the ftr.t .pproximat.on, the heat c.pac.ty 
of frozen ground as being equal to the thermal capacity ot ice. 

Leningrad Institute sooruzh. 

■■mnglW&o**-* ' imD*»** 

.--c ■ . * îrdt-'v a JL:, V.'&y-iW '.^agiáAJ 
/ ,.¾ 



EXPERIMENTATION AND THEORY ¢1 

Under nAMral condition», oí couri*. th» »itu»tion would be mor* complex, the 
quantity of »c* and aniroien water would differ and ther* would b* pore» and void». But 
íor frocen ground that ia completely cemented by ice, or ground with *n excea» of ice 
we can u»e the heat capacity of ice ae a iirat approximation. 

The problem Í thermal conductivity ia »'»11 more complex. U? to thi» time the eo- 
cailed "temperature jump" which occurs during tran»mi»*ion of heat from one body to 
another upon contact ia »till an unaolved problem of phyaic*. Some investigator» (Ang¬ 
strom, Kolovrat - Chervinsku) a«»ert that this jump doe» not exist and that heat passes at 
the contact point* ;n an uninterrupted flow; other* (Rogovekii, Poi»»on) assert that the 
jump does exist.* In fronen ground, there is an enormous number of heat transfers from 
one body to another. The path of the heat flow along a straight line in the fronen ground 
will be as follow*: from mineral grain to supercooled water, to ice, to supercooled 
water, to mineral grain, to supercooled water, etc., with air inclusions in some places 
between water and ice or within the ice. Thi» applies when not all the ground water has 
been transformed into a »olid state. If, however, the ground does not contain any film 
water in a liquid state, the path will be simplified as follows; mineral grain to ice, to 
mineral grain, etc. , with occasional inclusions of air. 

At the same time, it must be kept in mind that, with a constant flow of heat, the 
quantity of film water may either increase or decrease, and this would be accompanied by 
the emanation or absorption of the latent he^tt. 

Obviously, it would not be easy to determine in full detail the thermal conductivity of 
fronen ground. Meanwhile, it is necessary to make every effort to obtain a general 
thermal conductivity of frozen ground as a function of its moisture and temperature. At 
the present moment, this is necessary also for construction projects, and this is not a 
difficult tabk, comparatively speaking. 

There is a similar lack of conclusive data for determining the latent heat of thawing 
and freezing of the grounds. For the time being, we must use the value» for water. But 
these constants are applicable only for the gravitational water. For other types of water 
(film and hygroscopic), this problem still awaits investigation. 

The same apphe* to the thermal constants of evaporation or condensation of vapor 
at temperatures below OC. The question is whether the evaporation of film moisture is 
the same as the evaporation of moisture in general, or, in the same manner, whether 
condensation as film moisture is accompanied by the normal emanation of heat, or, 
whether, quantitatively, this emanation is different. 

These and other problems now confion* the students of frozen ground and, as far as 
unfrozen ground is concerned, the soil scientists. 

At present we can only use the values determined by physicists for water in general. 
For instance, according to Leduc, the latent heat of fusion or freezing is 79. 6 cal/g 
(15* calories). * 

¿lectncal Properties of Frozen Ground 

The study of the electrical properties of frozen ground it necessary for efficient 
field study of frozen ground by electrometric methods. In thiz respect, at in many others 
only cautious steps are being taken thus far. Nevertheless, something in being done. 

The work of A. N. Silberman, A. P. Liubimov, and A. B. Bazhenova» has estab¬ 
lished that silty sand with 60% water saturation, when frozen at -19C had a resistance 
of 63, 600 ohms. Prior to freezing, thi* unfrozen ground had a resistance of 2200 ohms: 
thus, there is a sharp difference in the resistance of unfrozen and frozen ground. 

1. O. D. Khvol’son (1925) op.cit. 

2. ibid., p. 498 (give« figures of other investigators too). 

3. "Nabl.udemia tamerzaniia i ottaivoniia pochvy metodom elektroprovodnosti" (Observa 
tions of Freeaing and Thawing of Ground by Electroconductivity Methods), Zhurnal 
geofiziki, 1935. 
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Kmir** 47 êhuwê »he t irve of r«*i*t*nc« which «*■ obt«in«<i during lh« freeamg of 

th • ground. 

I he author, i.< <i thin -plated «teel electrode* (40 x 10 mm plate* placed 20 mm apart). 
The reaictai ce u,a* mea* .red by the Kohlrau*ch bridge with a telephone A* can be •eon 
from the drawing, the re*i*tance remained constant at the beginning (2200 ohm*), then 
began to ri*e when freeamg »tarted. and reached 63,600 ohm* when th* ground froxe 
completely. 

d 16 ¿4 i¿ 40 HR 

Figure 47. Electrical re*i*tance of 
froten ground. 



CHAPTCa IV. ASSIST AMCC Of rkOZBN GROUND TO SXTERNAL FOSCBS «I 

Co ix •»« 

wiïh frosan grouid ta the deferr i'»n of if. *h!P •Ärthw®rk *nd conêtruction connected 
force.. * *rr lon oi th* •’••‘•‘«nc. of fro.en ground to «Hern*! 

.«r.." «I.« c.’r*il?T«ldír0íí" *r.°rd: “ ;r*d"*“y * critical .ut. oí 
the form of the materiel. In brittlei* ch*racJer,*#‘l by conaiderable changes in 
(when the forces of adhesion between seoarate oart^1! *** di*ruption oi *be structure occurs 
materials, an uninterruoted erad.^i P*rt,cles are overcome), while, in plastic 
i. e. , the phenomenoi oTflow* ^ °CCUrB With°Ut chAn«* « volume, 

or., n»»io' »'*•*- .ubm„„. 

■“ th' i- .. • With fore. .c.i.jTn'Ó^íicViríSy!' 

•potial problem^UutVnouUr'litV/./rn.v'b^rf *1^H “f1* .t0 ,h* *r** *• «ííoct». For o 
normal to the area and produces dlvld*d lnto tkre* components: one that is 

two component, the, .r. 1., tolh. end p7Ò5«.Xuc.‘m.n! oÂr0"' ^ 

-'"-“-Vb'e *• “ - - 

»Ute, oí ttrttt i,0.*eo*oí*0011*ñierabie the r**‘,Un“ oI ,r»«en «round to the ointpleet 
»tree... ior fro.en „und tmporunce for determining the permi.eibl. 

of t h e^gtve*r mat er*.ï Vr^U»* m w ñu V * T * •‘■"J-** the ultimate etr.ngth 
lector gwh?ch™£nd. on To "X'mfit Î *h'0 P°i''* “ »V * »efety 
ee on the precieion with which both -hi ."f me(=h»mc»i propertie, of the meteriel, at well 
ground are determined Th'. „Í iorc** *nd lh' etreeeee in the Iro.en 
ground to the simpleat itreeaea (. If h thorough study of the resistance of frosen 
be .hi, .0 clarify th. .. *‘U 

impo^Unt^* foÍ precticili^urno,0^-,0^fOUnu '0 co",Pre,*i»'>- tension, and ehear, it I, 
strength, which rlpr.einm a^.Xi.l ,™!' ?*? '»"""‘»S eo-celled edfr.e.in, 
freesing ground. *** ^ *^#*r that exists only in frossn and 

This chapter is devoted to the study of these problème. 

Method, of Studying Mechanical Properties of frosen Ground 

mechUaPn'°al"’p'rop”'"t,‘ÓTf;oleCn‘>¡eóu‘nrd*^'.nf.nnb*' 0VndiVlduml »•«•rm.netion. ol th. 
preesive strength.* However the meth^ pr*marily o£ ***'* ultimate com- 
a comparieon of the re.uû. " dlif<red' Änd *** 

cussed bel ^.‘^urdst^minin^thírmschaiic^*V^dUÄ^ ^P1?* oí írú»«n g^und are dis- 
ground ia not discussed, in view of an iw..? proP*rtl#* o£ naturally occurring frossn 
tion. ’ m Vi#W 0f ftn *lnio,t complsts abssnes of sxparimsnt. in this direc 

Tht basic problems of tasting tke mschanieal properties of samples of frossn 
ground 

íti.fiordm*,]czr.h‘.x,r”"‘'.vii\h*.jídx'mum c°mpr,,,‘''* f” ,.1.^.1, 
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will b« con«id*r»H TK««« art: th« praparation of »ampias, uioir »i*« and «hipa, condi¬ 
tion» of /r»a»inf. ta»t condition», and th# ¿»termination of tha phyaical constant» of tha 
•ampia# (temperatura, moiatur» contant, ate.). 

Preparation of »ampla» 

Sample» of írosen ground for tasting may be taken directly from ground with natural 
undisrupted stru^tura or prepared artificially. 

Experiments on samples with natural undisrupted structure, particularly samples of 
permafrost, are of considerable value, and opportunities to test them should be exploited 
to the mr >..„ium. Unfortunately, theee opportunities are often hampered by the remote¬ 
ness of the permafrost regions from tha appropriate laboratories. 

When taking frossn-ground samples with undisrupted structure, one should be sure 
that the samplss do not contain any cracks or defects. As a rule, samples are sawed out 
of a large block of frosen ground with a handsaw at an air temperature below OC. The 
sawing is very difficult and must be performed as carefully as possible. The following 
values are determined for every sample: unit weight in its natural state, y; moisture by 
weight, w; and specific density, A, of the solid part of the ground. 

These characteristics of frosen ground are quite sufficient for evaluating its physical 
state. The sawed-out samples must be kept at negative temperatures and in hermetically 
sealed containers, with ice fragments included so that the natural moisture of the samples 
will not change. 

It should be pointed out here that samples from the seasonally frosen layer may have 
entirely different properties than samples of permafrost. 

Most experiments on the resistance of frozen ground to stresses were made on arti¬ 
ficiar »ample* of frosen ground, which only established the general range of values and 
indicated the basic relationships. 

When preparing artificial samples of frozen ground of various mechanical composition, 
it is necessary to take into ccnsideration quite a few conditions. Most important is that 
the required density and moisture must be obtained. The problems of freezing and testing 
the samplss are also important. 

It is very difficult to obtain samples with a particular density, since the density 
changes during frseaing. In solving this problem, the ground must be divided into at 
least two types, sand and clay, for which methods of obtaining a certain density will be 
entirely different. 

In sand (a* is known from soil mechanics), the distribution of pressure is quite rapid, 
in clay, however, the full pressure will reach a spot some distance from the place of load 
application only after a considerable time. Therefore, mechanical compaction of samples 
by rep«, ated application of load might be sufficiently effective for sand but completely in¬ 
adequate for clay. To bring clay (and, in general, »round of low permeability) to a parti¬ 
cular density and moisture content, a constant load must be applied for a considerable 
period of time. 

Artificial samples prepared by the above methods approximate natural samplss in 
density, since the process of compaction in nature is reproduced in the laboratory. 

However, laboratory conditions cannot reproduce all the complex geological and 
geophysical processes which occur in nature and may considerably affect the resistance 
of frosen ground to loads. For this reason, samples of frosen ground prepared in the 
laboratory will not fully correspond to natural samples, but can only approximate them 
to a greater or lesser degree. For instance, experiments have established1 that the 
compressive strength of natural and artificially prepared samples of sand are practically 
the same. No such comparative tests were mads with clay and it cannot be assumed that 
the resistance to stress would be the same for natural and disturbed greund. So that 

1. N. A. Tsytovich (1930) "Vechnaia merslota kak osnovanie dlia soorushenii (Perma¬ 
frost as a base for building#)", m Vechnaia merslota (Permafrost). Akade.niia Nauk. 

*”**•** ■ 
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Aftiíjci*) ■•reipiet will *Ppro*Jm«te n«tur»l th* proper coinpecting load for the 
required mo.AturA content or fur it* porocuy, according to the compresión curve, ehouid 
be •elected on the baete of theoretical eo i mechamce data. 

Thie load muet compact the moietened ground until ecttlmg ha« completely «topped, 
>-e. , until the ground has achieved the required muieture content. With water-permeable 
e°il, euch a method may be eucceaeiully employed, etnee little time ie required for set- 
tling (for » 7-cm cube, it would be a few minutes to half an hour). With eoil of low perme- 

, 7.!UCh *• cl*V an^ »“"dy ci»y. i* »■ quit« * different matter, as the water is squeezed 
out of the pores of such soil extremely slowly (about 10 to 20 days for a 7-cm cube). This 
makes it practically impossible to prepare a large number of samples by this method. 

In our soil mechanics laboratory, LIIKS, the soil samples were prepared for freer,ng 
as follow«:» the ground was brought to the required moisture content by mixing, and 
placed into molds, then subjected to the pressure which corresponded to the required 
moisture according to the compression curve. The compacting load was applied by degrees 
and only filled the molds completely; no squeesing out of water was observed during the 
process. Although we do not consider this method as fully meeting all the theoretical re¬ 
quirements, we regard it as acceptable. Compacting the samples by various types of 
pounding (e.g. , strokes with a pile driver) would produce samples of varying degrees of 
density, and this would be reflected in the strength values. 

Table 29 

Type of £k>il Numbers 
of strokes 

with Baume' 
pile driver 

Moisture 
by weight, 

(%) 

Coefficient 
of 

porosity 

Ultimate 
compressive 

strength, 
(kg/cm») 

Medium-grained sand, passed 
through a sieve with 144 
perforations/cm* and re¬ 
tained on sieve with 225 
perforations/cm*. Samples 
in the shape of 7 -cm cubes; 
initial moisture by volume 
20% prior to packing. 
Temp a -12C. 

20 

40 

60 

80 

14.7 

14.6 

14.0 

13. 3 

0. 615 

0. 577 

0. 572 

0. 568 

67 

89 

95 

95 

(Average 
of 3 tests) 

The data given in Table 29 were obtained in this manner. Figure 48 shows the 
relation between the ultimate compressive strength and the preliminary compaction of 
the soil (number of strokes with a pile driver). These data show that the density of the 
samples increases with an increase in the number of strokes, and this is reflected in 
their strength in the frozen state. A mechanical analysis of the soil samples after com¬ 
paction with the pile driver shows s somewhat increased content of fine-grained particles, 
i.e. . a breakdown of separate particles of the ground takes place. This, of course, 
cannot be permitted. 

Thus, the only workable method is to compact the ground by a static load determined 
for the given moisture content in accordance with the compression curve. 

When it is impossible to prepare ground samples by squeesing out water, the impor¬ 
tant purpose of preliminary compaction is to obtain homogenaous soil samples. This 
compacting pressure should not be greater than the pressure which corresponds to the 
compression curve for the required moisture content. 

For more effect!, compaction (i.e,, for a more homogenaous sample), full pres¬ 
sure must be applied to the sample in stages, with tima intervals of no less than 10 min. 

1‘ k*bor*torny« i«sl«dovaniia mehhanichesklkh svoistv meralyfch sruntov (Laboratory 
TCT*Un frozen grouñ3rSóPS and ^ 
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Figure 48. Relation between ultimate compre«»ive 
strength of froaen sand and preliminary compaction. 

Experiments have shown that this procedure results in a fairly uniform filling of the mold. 
It should also be pointed out that, taking the compacting load according to the compression 
curve, soil samples with a moisture content near the flow limit require no compacting and 
must be frozen in watertight molds. 

Effect of sise 

In studying various mechanical properties of frosen ground in the laboratory, the size 
of the sample is often of considerable importance. Experiments show that, in moat cases, 
the value of mechanical strength depends on the size of the sample tested; this dependence 
is especially marked with specimens which differ greatly in size. Table 30 shows the 
effect of the dimensions oí the samples.» The ultimate compressive strength as determined 
by tests on 2-cm cubes it cor.niderably lower than the values for 5 and 7 cm cubes. 
Between the last two, the difference in ultimate compressive strength is insignificant. The 
question arises as to whether the ultimate compressive strength remains independent of 
the size of the cubes with a further increase in size. Unfortunately, no systematic experi¬ 
ments have been performed in this direction. 

Table 30. 

No. Type of soil and 
grain-size 

composition 

Clean quartz sand 
(100% nf particles 
1 -0.05 mm diam) 

Clayey soil (36% < 
0.005 mm; 50% 
0.01 - 0.005 mm) 

Same as 2 

Temperature 
(C) 

-4. 3 to -5.0 

-4. 8 to -5.0 

Moisture by 
weight (%) 

-5.2 to -5.7 

11.9 to 14. 3 

25. 8 to 28. 6 

I 32.4 to 32. 

Ultimate compressive 
strength 
(kg/cm1) 

Cube dimension (cm) 

9.9 

16.8 

41.6 

41.1 

39.2 

40.0 

40.8 

39.1 

1. O. M. Gumenskaia (1936) "Vliianie vlashnosti i temperatury na soprotivlenie merzlykh 
gruntov smhatiiu (Effect of moisture and temperature on compressive strength of frosen 
ground)," in Laboratornye issledovaniia mekhanicheskikh Bvoi»tv 
(Laboratory studies on mechanical prope rues of frozen ground, sb. 1, SGFo and K.IVM, 

Akad. Hauk. 

.<■ ■ t. .■ 'vi .- 

'«je*— 
- . At 
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In »tudying lh« deformation oí 'roaen ground, w« obtained the following data 
on ultimate eompreeetve atrength (#u) of 20-cm cube*. 

1. For clay with a temperature of *3. OC and 47. 1% moisture content, eru ■ 33. 9 
kg/cm*! 

2. For sand with a temperature of -3.9C and 16. 5% moisture content, <ru * 58.8 
kg/cm4. 

If these data are compared with the values given in Table 30, and the effect of temper 
ature and moisture are taken into consideration, it may be concluded that the ultimate 
compressive strength of frosen sand is considerably greater lor 20-cm cubes than for 
5- and 7-cm cubes. • For clay, however, a further increase in the sise of the sample does 
not affect the ultimate compressive strength. 

Sample siae also inn.uences the resistance of frosen ground to other stresses. Table 
31 gives data on the effect of the sise of the posts and the depth of the ground on the ad- 
freesing strengths of clay and sand to wood. The data are from laboratory experiments of 
the LIIKS soil laboratory.1 

These data show that the effect of the experimental conditions (depth of the ground and 
diameter of the posts) on adfreesing strength is negligible for clay, and of considerable 
importance for silty sand. 

Table 31. Effect of size of posts and thickness of layer of clay and 
silty sand on adfreesing strength. 

Average moisture by weight ■ 22.8% for clay; 11. 5% for silty sand. 

Depik of 
soil 

layer 
(cm) 

Diam of 
post (cm) 

Adfreesing strength, Tad, (kg/cm4) 

Clay to wood 
at -1C. 

Silty sand to 
wood at 
-5. 3C. 

B 

6 

4 

4 

6 

8 

4 

4 

4 

2 

2 

2 

7. 5 

7.6 

6. 3 

7. 1 

8. 4 

7. 8 

4. 7 

5. 1 

Conditions of frsssmg 

The mechanical properties of frosen ground may be substantially influenced by the 
conditions of its formation, such as the freesing conditions, etc. To transform all the 
water in the ground into ice, i.e. , to freeze the ground, a certain intensity of cooling ie 
required for a certain time interval. The time required for freezing will depend on the 
freesing temperature as well as on the thermal properties of the ground, but primarily 
on the amount of water contained in the ground. In addition, the sise of the voids which 
contain capillary and film water has a eubetantial influence on the time required l * 
freesing. The smaller the voids - and therefor#, the stronger the capillary forces and 
the molecular attraction binding the water - the lower th* temperature required and the 
longer the time interval required for freesing. 

Experiments show that the length of freesing time of the soil sa.nples affects the 
resistance to external stresses. 

1. I. S. Vologdina (1936) "Si!y erntrsaniia merslykh gruntov s derevom i betonom 
(Adfreesing Strength of Frosen Ground to Wood and Concrete)," sb. 1, Ak*-d. Nauk. 

- 
■ 
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Tabie 32 give* data obtained by u* or. the effect of the duration oi freesing on the 
compreaa.ve etrengch of cube* of «and at -5C. The cubes wrt froaen in a chamber of the 
refrigerauon apparatus for 1 to 6 day? with the temperature regime kept approximately 
the same. 

The data show that the mechanical strength of the samples of frozen »and is affected 
by the length of the freezing period Allowing lor the effect of the magnitude uf the nega¬ 
tive temperatures and the amount of ground water, the data in Table 32 indicate that 3 to 
4 days must be considered as the minimum period of freezing of the sample* at the given 
temperature. Freezing for a longer time does not yield any significant increase in strength 
of the frozen ground cubes. 

Table 32. 

Conditions of freezing Ultimate Soil and test conditions 

Moisture 
by weight, 

(%) 

Range of 
temp 
(C) 

Avg 
temp 

(C) 

Time of 
freezing 

(days) 

strength at 
- 5C 

(kg/cm») 

14. 3 

14.4 

15.9 

15. 3 

16.4 

16. 3 

1_ 

- 3 to - 2 5 

-3 to -25 

-5 to -25 

-7 to -27 

-7 to -27 

-7 to -27 

-14 

-14 

-15 

-17 

-17 

-17 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

48 

51 

59 

62 

64 

64 

Medium-grained sand, 
passed through sieve with 
144 perforations/cm2 and 
retained on sieve with 
225 perforations/cm*. 
Samples in the shape of 
7-cm cubes. Prior to test, 
all samples were kept for 
3 hi at -5C. 

Note: Ultimate compressive strength value» are means oi 3 testa. Temperature 
ranges and average temperatures refer to the entire period of freezing. Moisture contents 
arc means uf 9 tests. 

Further experiment» in this direction have aho\ n that the freezing time at an average 
temperature of -12C to -17C should b* at least 3 days for sand, and at least 4 days for 
clay which contains up to 40% of particles smaller than 0.005 mm in diameter. Shorter 
periods do not result in stabilisation of the mechanical properties of frozen ground. 

The mechanical properties of frozen ground are affected by the manner of freezing, 
which may vary. We will consider the following: (1) rapid freezing with subsequent 
aging of the sample at a given temperature; (2) slow freezing at a given temperature- (3) 
freezing the sample from all sides; (4) freezing in one direction only (for instance, freezing 
from the top only); (5) freezing with alternate rethawing; and (6) freezing under constant 
pressure . 

As has been shown by investigations of the soil laboratory of the LlIKS. the speed of 
frc-»*mg does not have a noticeable effect on the mechanical properties of frozen ground if, 
after freezing, the samples are kept for a sufficient time at negative temperatures. Tests 
ox shear strength of frozen ground yielded the same results when freezing was rapid (with¬ 
in 3 to 3je hr) and when freezing was 5 to 6 times slower if the samples were subsequently 
stored for 48 hr at -5G to -25C temperatures. 

On the other hand, as shown above, soil samples frozen at the same speed undez 
identical conditions but for different periods oi time will show a substantial effect of the 
period of freezing on the mechanical strength of the frozen ground. 

Th*. direction of freesing (i.e. , from all sides or only from the top), undoubtedly 
affects the structure of the frozen ground. The data in Table 33 show that th« compactness 
of ground frozen by différant methods varies, and this undoubtedly must be reflectad in the 
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m#rh*mcAi properties of .he irosen ground.1 Actually, while preparing tubes of froaen 
ground, we have observed the appearance oí fine crack*, often filled with ice along the 
Sides of the cubes. To avoid cracks during freesing, we wrapped the samples of froten 
ground with moistened filter paper which proved highly effective. 

Table 33. 

Sample 
no. 

r ' 

Soil type 

Coefficient of volume expaneion 
(%) 

Frozen from all sides Frozen from top only 

1 

2 

3 

Sand 

Silty clay 

Clay 

1.8 

3.2 

5. 3 

0. 5 

1. 5-2 

2,4 

Thus, the method of freeaing the samples undoubtedly affects the structure of the 
frozen ground. In practice, however, the effect is often quite negligible. Experiments 
on shear strength of frozen ground often yielded the same results for samples frozen from 
all sides and for those frozen from the top only. 

Quite a different effect on the mechanical properties of frozen ground is obtained by 
alternate freezing and thawing. During freezing, the volume of water contained in the pores 
increases and, apparently, the pores themselves enlarge. If a sample of frozen ground is 
thawed and then frozen again, a decrease in strength is observed. 

M. I. Sumgin found that the ultimate compressive strength of 2 x 2 x 2 cm cubes of 
frozen sand which have been thawed once and refroaen is 36-82% of that of frozen cubes 
which have not been thawed; thawed and refrozen cubes of frozen silt have 75-86% of 
their former compressive strength.ü 

Sheikov's* experiments on the shear strength of frozen ground also showed a decrease 
in the strength of samples subjected to a single thawing. The strength decreased, on the 
average, to 80% for silty sand and 60% for clay, as compared to frozen ground samples 
which were not previously thawed. This decrease in the mechanical strength of frozen 
ground when alternately frozen and thawed is confirmed by other investigators (e.g. , 
V. G. Petrov). 

Constant external pressure applied to the sample may affect its freezing process as 
well as the mechanical properties of the frosen ground. Unfortunately, no experiments 
have been made in this direction with the exception of Taber's experiments on heaving. 

After the ground is frozen, i.e., after all the water in tne voids has been transformed 
into ice, it is necessary to brinf the ground to the required temperature. This may be 
done by keeping the samples of Irozen ground in a thermostatically controlled contain», r 
at a given temperature. A special refrigeration chamber equipped with contact thermo¬ 
meters and an automatic thermoregulator or an insulated box cooled by a salt solution, 
alcohol, etc. maybe used. 

The most practical method of controlling the temperature of frozen ground samples 
is by placing thermocouples inside the «amples during preparation. 

1. N. A. Tsytovich (1934) Osnovy mekhaniki gruntov (Principles of soil mechanics). 
Leningrad, p. 235. 

2. M. I. Sumgin (1929) Fizlko-mefchanichcskis protsessy vo vlaahnykh i meralykh 
gruntakh (Physicomechañlcal procs»»»* in moist and frozen ground). hioscöw.' Tränspcchat1. 

3. M. L. Sheikov (1936) "Soprotivleni* sdvigu meralykh gruntov (Shear strength of frozen 
ground),"Akad. Nauk, sb. 1. 
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Co»dtlM»«K Of f !M>d 

Experimental condition« ar* of considerable importance «dien che *-c ctenetic value« 
of the mechanical properties of frosen ground are being determined. 

The first condition le the maintenance of the negative temperature both on the surface 
and within the samples. This requirement makes it necessary to conduct all experiments 
in refrigeration chambers or, at the very least, in special thermostatically controlled 
containers in srhich the required negative temperature can be maintained by circulating 
cooled alcohol or by using cooling mixtures. 

As our investigations have demonstrated, the temperature conditions cannot be deter¬ 
mined from temperature of the air surrounding the sample; it is necessary to measure the 
temperature of the sample itself. Mercury thermometers are difficult to use for this pur¬ 
pose, and often impossible (for instance, when determining compressive strength). The 
only accurate method for determining the temperature of a sample of frosen ground during 
an experiment is by thermocouples or electrical-resistance thermometers. The latter, 
because of their considerable sise, ure rather inconvenient to use, whereas the thermo¬ 
couples, placed in the ground sample when it is prepared, are excellent for measuring 
temperature. The setup for thermocouples (constantan-copper) is shown in Figure 49. 

COILS FOR EQUALIZING 
THE RESISTANCE 

MELTING ICE 

GALVANOMETER 

Figure 49. Setup for measuring temperature inside the 
frosan ground samples by thermocouples (schematic). 

The sise of the thermocouple junction usually does not exceed 1 mm diam, and the 
wires are between 0.2$ and 0. 5 mm thick. The constantan wire, like the copper wire, 
must bs insulatsd by winding with silk and covered with a thin layer of shellac. Since only 
differences in temperature cause current in the thermocouple, it is always useful to place 
one junction (the external ''ne) in melting ice. Then the electromotive force of the thermo¬ 
couple is directly proportional to the temperature of the sample. This temperature is 
determined in accordance with the corresponding graduated curve. So that all the points 
of the thermocouple will have identical graduation, the resistance of their leads must be 
equalised by modifying the length of the copper wire, which ie easily done by a resistance 
bridge. 

The use of thermocouples produces practically no change in the mechanical strength 
of the ground (as has been established by experiments), and makee it possible to follow 

i^Ml •' ' V- 

. •• -, 'fiki» ' 
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UI. proc... of «.mpr.tur* c^og*. th* ground Mmpl. wh‘1* th. to.t i* 4« progr#... 

For •ccurat* coru.n oih.r d«UiU in tlt* ««ponmontal Droctdur. ,n add. 
non to Ch. fmp.r*tur. eondit.on., mu.t b. Uk.n rnto cSîidTrtûon * d 

.te Tih# *lw#***t* rnUV *** Âppll#d «•»«'•»y. the •urf.c*. receiving ch. lcd muât be iev.l 
cardhiTr^V^Î h* •u^í*c*• ÎB co»vementJy achieved by mean, oí a^n heat-conductin. * 

dow"lh* *ur'*c*by ^ ‘,hin Uyer m“'- «"S' 

ííomdth.tr.Íbrfíd dUíríhí ‘h* pr|°c®*°r*"Ufr***ingí** InTdda!'^ eo^ iva^ra^o/ 

onhrÂTÆiVi.'r.' bb.v„e::.T.dned ,ro,T’ *m*u 

«r.bf.‘ 0.«.:rr„r:r,nu ï*ve d*mon,tri:'ti' «>« «« oí i0»d «ppnc,.,on .i.„ h... co„iid. 
' °" ,h' "’''h»»!«:*! ■trdngth of froten grcund. A. he. been e.tabli.hed bv 

cíí »r„p"«f'e ‘i »o»? ’heí fl" Pl“y* •UCh *" ?*■> the .tody oí ,h. Schani. c»i properties oí ground that it requires separate consideration. 

Effect of Rate of Load Increase on Mechanical 
Properties of Froaen QrouncT- 

M..iUrini,gtvdy °f the ™?chanicftl Pr°P«rtie. of frosen ground conducted m the Soil 
sen oro1C h !iab0rît0ry °ií ^ LIIKS’ 11 wtã observed that the mechanical strength of fro- 
studv ofUsh^eP!tnd‘ /*te °f l0ad incr,sa*e- Thií wa* first established during the 
ciaUy .h«p strength of frozen ground; here the effect of rate of load increase Jetpe- 

increï.V.e«n1^b**?Uent •fperif«nt» wer® conaucted to study the effect of the rate of load 
increase on other type, of mechanical strength of frosen ground. 

S MTaeblu ,34 five'obUi"ed 1935-36 (by M. L. Sh.ikov, I. S. Vologdina, and 
fnd also T °n the rate OÍ load inci"e*»e °n shear and adfrefaing strength 
For easier ^ ten,il° Btren8th <G* A. Pchelkin) of fro.în ground.’ 
and un*t time * * conBt*ntlY increasing load is given for unit area 

An analysis of the data in Table 34 leads us to the following conclu.ions. 

1. The ultimate resistance of frosen around to evt.rn&i /-. _ 

•/i'll“.-..-.-“- -o— rû'/ùÂ::::0."- x,. 
slower the rate of load increase, the smaller the ultimateTtTength value WithVñ~ 
accei.rated rate of load increase, ultimate strength also increîie. How.vTr a. shown 
the sr^en^th1 **a^th^eXPerim®nt8 (when the load increase approaches the dynamic rate) 
he .trength again decreaaei .omewhat with vary high rata, of load incraaî«. ’ 

..- inTh.ioVy“i':!t.d.v«“;,s'o7r^«w;r:dc.r,**iní rm**oi io*d 

Compressive Strength of Frosen Ground 

ground and ’kfê **value*in*the^rd.^r nf*»n 8*oun<;, con>id«*l»ly •xce.de that of un/ro.en 
square îînti^.ter tanit *nd ^"dreds, of kilogram, per 

At the present time, ultimate compressive strength of frosen ground is evaluated 
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Tati* *4. Utiit of Kai« .»( Lo«« lacr«««« on ft««ia>«nc« of FfO««n Ground 
to Kat«'n«! Fore«« 

j Soil typo 

Í 

Mutator« 
<*> 

T«mp 
(C) 

Rati oí 
load 

lac raaa* 
(h$/cm*- 

min) 

T- 
) Ultimato 
j sheer 
! «trangth 

(kg/ern1) 

1- 
Moiacur 

(4) 
* T«rr>p 

CC) 

"Í- 
Rat« ol 

load 
meseaee 
(kg/cm*- 

nun) 

T- - 

1 Adlr*«a>ng 
atrength 
(kg/cm*) 

a - } 

Frosen silty 
send (tt% oí 
psrticlss 
>0.06 mm 
di«m; 3% 
<0.004 mm) 

19 -4 

! 
; 

146.0 

46. 8 

23.¿ 

20.2 

31 2 

30.4 

21.3 

17.1 

14 -0.2 22. 2 

7. 8 

1.8 

1.0 

9. 3 

7. 3 

5.7 

2.8 

Fro»*ii clay 
(36% of 
particle« 
<0.005 mm 
dtam) 

- - - - 31 -6.6 26.4 

0. 1 

13. 1 

4. 1 

Froren «and 
(<1 mm 
diatn) 

15-18 -i 15 
4 

30 
24 

18 -4. 5 31.9 
14.6 
8.7 
.. 7 

Tanatle 
atrength 
(kg/cm», 

32 
29 
26 
23 

Not«: Values of ultimate «hear strength of »ilty «anu and valu«« ol adir««»ing strength of clay are 
means of 3 to 4 test«. 

mostly on the basis of laboratory experiments on sample* of frosen ground of disrupted 
and undisrupted structure. Almost no experiments have been conducted to determine the 
compressive strength of permafrost under natural conditions. 

Laboratory experiments enable us to establish basic laws and the order of the magni* 
tudes studied. 

Laboratory investigation of the ultimate compressive strength of frosen ground was 
begun in 1929t with a series of experiments by Sumgin, in the laboratory of the Central 
Institute of Highway Transport (TslAT.).l and Tsytovich, in the laboratory of the Lenin¬ 
grad Institute of Civil Engineers (LIGI.).* 

Sumgin used 2x2x2 cm cubes at -4C. They were prepared by the methods custom¬ 
ary in the TsIAT laboratories, and subjected to the same compaction regardless of their 
moisture content. These experiments showed that the ultimate compressive strength of 
botli frosen sandy and silty soil increases with increased moisture content up to saturation. 
The ultimate compressive strength values obtained were: for sand, 19.0 to 40.4 kg/cm* 
(with moisture by weight ranging from Ó.40 to 16.24%): for silty soil, 9.6 to 35.8 kg/cm* 
(with moisture by weight ranging from 5.01 to 15.00%). In view of the small size of the 
cubes tested, we regard these strength values as too small. 

Tsytovich* studied the ultimate compressive strength of frozen sand and clay at 

1. M. I. Sumgin (1929) Fiziko-mekhanicheskie orotsessy vo vlazhnykh i merzlykh gruntakh 
y sviaai s obraaovaniem puchln na dorogakh (Phvsico-mechanical processes in moist and 
frozen ground related to heaving of roads), WKPS. 
2. N. A. Tsytovich (1930) "Vechnaia merslota kak osnovanie dlia sooruzhenii (Perma¬ 
frost as a base for foundations)," in Vechnaia merzlota (Permafrost). Leningrad: 
Materialy KIPS, Akademiia Nauk, sF."'80.-- 

Ibid. j 
S 
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»•m|>#r»!ur«« from -1C to -UC. Th. •«mo dogroo of compoct.on uo#d to orcooro 
•o:\ ■•mploa with di/foront moicturo contonto. U##d t0 

It muot be noted th*t using the same compaction for all soil sample* would not make 
them coiuorm exactly to th* natural donsity of ground; consequently, the* results ol such 
experiments are only of partial value. 7 result* oi suen 

l” the experiments of 1929, the following relationships were established. 

1. The compressive strength of froaen ground increases with a lowering of the 
negative temperature. * 1 iam 

2. For sand (at constant negative temperatures), the ultimate compressive strength 

comXÎeîv filled wi°th‘ice* T*?1’ rea^hin* the 7,axim,,m ^en the voJs of the ground are 
b^Pstrenvth derrAÏ!. In under natural moisture conditions, ultimate compres- 
sive strength decreases as moisture content increases. r 

...,.3;.™d nto"o».:“in"te COmPr',"V' ,,re"“h iro“” »»^ined in th... 

Ultimate compreseive strength (kg/cn^l 

Clay.24-50 

Sand. 39-152 

Temp (C) 

-1 to -12 

-1 tc -20 

Moisture content 

12.5-34.6 

6. 3-19.4 

The compressive strength of froxsn ground has also been studied by A P Veller- 

p- m- b'‘"v- n' shch.p.cLtJ.j^oi. 

yeller'B°lotova conflrme- the general concept of redistribution of moisture in the 

obtained reVulur îferTableng35l T ’ ha* J»*«" ,di8c“»a*d in d*tail earlier. Her experiments 
obtained results (see Table 35) for samples of sand frosen in the shape of cubas, in which 

Toi mm h* Pa C ** ran«ed from 3 to 1 mm and 0.8% of the particles was smaller than 

Table 35 *huwe that the moisture content is redistributed in the soil samples during 
freexing, and this undoubtedly results in a lack of uniformity in their structure. This * 
lack of uniformity may also change their resistance to external forces. 

^.».íf.Pv!r^un!\WÍth Clean *and ranging from 1 to 0.25 mm in diam) have 
m the fohrm Í a d.*fm^Pre,, Ve íí.rength incr8a,#a with an increase in moisture content, 
in the form of a definite curve. The compressive strength values of frosen sand obtained 

th. w.re 23. 5 to 102. 3 kg/cm**», -120 wi.h 3.03 ,o 15.03% m.!., 

ääv, ,i:,’. 
\o grim ta sVha^u Effect of VOpr°',U ° vliianii vla*hnosti na soprotivlenie merslo- go grunta sshatiiu (Ei.ect of moisture on compressive strength of frosen around) •' Sh 
laboratornykh rabot 1930g. pod rukovodstvom insh N A Tavtnví^k íc ^ 1 -»-* TTna j, 7. ■* . ruxoyoastvom insh. N. A. Tsytovich tSvinposmm oT^ ■ ----)ratory studies under the 
Tñstituéa soorusKeniï, no. 25. 

ITTrëclion of N. À. TsytovichV 

LsoRrotivlen^ ballast a raT^oEU^ 
ground and crushing strength of alUstïï Trudy MITÎTvvt, II-P r°**n 

3. P. M. Beliaev and V. N. Shchepochkin (1931) 

vs^hnoi metlîiiTe^Buiîdinra*^1 (.193V i ahsploatatsiia inahenernvkh soorushenii jfschnol mer alóte (Building and use of engineering structures on permafrost). ’ Tómale.- 

i 
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Tabl* iS. Diati ibution of moiatur« in aampl«« of froscn ground. 

7-cm cubes 
(avg of 2 tests) 

20-cm cubes 
(avg of 5 tests) r 

Location 
of 

samples 
Sample 

l _ Moisture by weight Moisture by weight 

f 1 . Absolute (%) Relative Absolute (%) Relative 

Center 1 

Sides 2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

6. 21 

6. 70 

6. 80 

7. 71 

10. 14 

7. 83 

0. 82 

0.89 

0. 90 

1.02 

1. 34 

1.03 

7.42 

8. 16 

9. 86 

9.03 

9.88 

10.91 

0.81 

0.89 

1.07 

0.98 

1.07 

1. 18 

Ll! Ll 
□ E 
mF 

Avg. 1-6 7. 57 1 .- .1 
9.21 1 

These circumstunces make it impossible to compare these results with other data, 
and we will not analyse them. 

Sim lar experiments to determine the crushing strength of frozen ballast were per¬ 
formed by Beliaev and Shchepochkin. Two series of experiments were conducted. The 
results of the two series differed considerably and sometimes were exactly opposite (for 
instance, the data on the effect of clay admixture). 

The results of experiments conducted by Evdokimov-Rokotovskii |op. cit.) are known 
only in the form of graphs. His account 01 the experiments does not descrTEe the prepa¬ 
ration of the samples, so that analysis of the results is impossible. 

We will only note that these experiments show that ultimate compressive strength 
increases with an increase in moisture content for all ground including clay. This is not 
always true. Most recent experiments have shown that, after naturally frozen clay (as 
well as artificially frosen clay) is (ully saturated with ice, the ultimate compreseive 
strength decreases with further increase of moisture content. According to Evdokimov- 
Rokotovskii, the ultimate compressive strength of frozen clay is greater than that of sand — 
a statement that is contrary to fact. Experiments with frosen ground show that its ulti¬ 
mate compressive strength i* closely related to the negative temperature of the sample. 
Let us analyse this relationship in somewhat greater detail. 

Effect of negative temperatures 

A relationship between the ultimate compressive strength of ice and temperature was 
established in Chapter I on the basis of experimental data. Ice contained in frosen ground 
is a cementing substance, and the properties of the frosen ground depend on its properties. 
Therefore, the influence of negative temperatures on the ultimate compressive strength 
of frosen ground is expected. Table 37 gives data for frozen ground of different grain- 
size compositions with the moieture content kept fairly constant (within 1-2% of average 
moisture). 

Experiment* were performed cn 7 x 7 x 7 cm cubes compacted by the pressure 
corresponding to the required moisture content, according to the compression curve.1 

1, O. M. Gumenekaia (1936) "Vliianie vlashnosti i temperatury na soprotivlenie merzlykh 
gruntov sahatiiu (Effect of moisture and temperature on compressive strength of frozen 
around)," in La bo rat, izeled. rrekh. voistv merzlykh gruntov (Laboratory ztudi*» on 
mechanical properties of frozen ground), sb. ï, Akademila Waufc 
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S*mpl«« preparad /rom clean «and «ere m«cManually compacted e-ith a hammer.* 

The data given in Table J7 indicate that the ultimate compreeaive etrength of ftoaen 
ground ¿r.creaees with lower negative temperatures, increasing most sharply to -1C and 
less sharply at lower temperatures. 

Figure 50 provides a graphic comparison of the data cited above. The ultimate com¬ 
pressive strength values of froaen ground are plotted along the vertical axis and the nega¬ 
tive temperatures (C) along the horisontal axis. 

The relationship between the ultimate 
compressive strength of frosen ground and 
temperature is in the form of a curve. This 
is shown both by Figure 50 and by comparing 
increases in ultimate compressive strength 
per degree change in temperature as shown 
in Table 36. 

From the iven in Table 37, we 
can conclude tl, mate compressive 
strength of fro*.. ound is related to grain- 
sise composition of the ground, on one hand, 
and the degree of ice saturation, on the 
other. Thus, the ultimate compressive 
strength of frozen sandy loam with a coeffi¬ 
cient of saturation of about 0, 5 is greater 
than that of the ssine ground at the same 
temperature but with complete ice satura¬ 
tion (coefficient of saturation of about 1). 

Effect of moisture content (ice saturation) 

The cohesiveness of frozen ground 
depends on the strength of adhesion between 
the solid mineral particles of the ground 
and the ice particles. The cohesiveness of 
the ground in general and, therefore, its 
ultimate compressive strength will be re¬ 
lated to its ice content. 

If the moisture content of the ground 
is zero (under natural conditions this is 
possible only for sand and, in general, Figure 50. Ultimate compressive etrength 
for coarse-grained ground), then freezing of frozen ground va negative temperature. 

Table 36. Increase of ultimate compressive strength (kg/cm?) 
with 1C temperature change. 

Type of 
frosen 
ground 

Temperature range (C) Remarks 

-0.3 to -1 -1 to -5 -5 to -10 -10 to -20 

Silt 
Clay 
Silty sand 

Silty sand 
Sand 

8. 8 
9.6 

16.0 

3.8 
4. 5 
4.2 

9.3 
7.4 

1.8 
3.8 
4.8 

4. 1 
6.0 

3.8 
2. 3 

Coefficient of 
saturation is 
close to 1 

Coefficient of satura¬ 
tion is 0. 5 to 0. 8. 

1. N. A. Tsytovich (1930) "Vechnaia merzlota kak osnovanie dlia soorushenii (Perma¬ 
frost as a base for construction)," in Vechnaia merzlota (Permafrost). Materialv KEPS. 
Akademiia Nauk, sb. 80, Leningrad. - 
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Table J 7. 

• No. 

PHÍNCIPLC5 or MECHANIC* OF FROZEN GROUND 

Effect of negative temperatu aa on u’t.mate ccmpreea.ee atreneth 
of froaen ground. 

r Type of eo.l and 
grain>aiie compoai• 

lion. 

Quarts sand fl to 
0.25 mm) 

Temp 
<C) 

Moisture 
by weight, 

<%) 

I 

Silty sand (68% of 
particles 1 to 0. 05 
mm diam, 8% 
<0. 005 mm) 

Silty sand 

Clayey soil (50% of 
particles 0.01 to 
0.005 mm diam; 
36% < 0. 005 mm) 

Silty soil (63% of 
particles 0.05 to 
0.005 mm diam: 
14% < 0.005 mm; 
18% organic ma¬ 
terials) 

-1 
-3 
-6 
-9 

•12 
-20 

-0. 3 
-1.1 
-5.2 
-9. 5 

-0. 6 
-5. 1 

-10.6 
-15. 3 

-0. 3 
-1.5 
-4.9 
10. 1 

-0. 3 
-1. 1 
-4.9 
-9. 8 

17.2 
15. 7 
16. 3 
16. 4 
17.0 
15. 7 

21.2 
21. 3 
20. 8 
25. 8 

Ultimate compressive 
strength îkg/crr.*, 

11, 

11. 

11. 
11. 

43.0 
47. 7 
49. 5 
46. 6 

58. 7 
52. 1 
58.2 
61.3 

62 
78 
99 

118 
134 
152 

12 
25 
40 
58 

14 
56 
79 
97 

6 
16 
31 
50 

5 
12 
26 
35 

Note: This table gives average data based on no less than 3 tests. Single determina¬ 
tion. deviate from the average about 5 to 10%. For sample. 2 to 5, temperature measure, 
ments were made at three points on the cube with thermocouples. Average temperature 
values of the cubes are given. The rate of load increase was about 15 kg/cm^min 

will not change the cohesion between the particles, and, as demonstrated by experiments 
he mechanical properties will in no way differ from the properties of ground al positive ’ 

temperatures. The properties of such ground, called "dry permafrost," do not Usually 
change even when its temperature rises from negative to positive. However, if the 
ground contains a certain amount of water, the situation is quite different. Water when 
it free.es increases in viscosity to a very high degree and ciment, the separate gram, 
together. With increased moisture content, the number of contact point, between the 
m. ne ral particles and the water increases, and, upon freezing, the cohe.ivenes. of the 
ground must increase. u* ‘•n® 

Let us analy.e the phenomenaoccurringin frosen ground when its voids are not fully 
saturated with ice. I he separate mineral grains will occur in all possible arrangements 
and, in some P¡*ces, will be in contact with each other. The water in the ground®will 
become concentrated in the narrowest portions of the voids and, upon freeing, will 
cement separate particles into a single aggregate. * 

thr* #urfac* 5i fr°*en ground would produce tremendous stresses at 
the points of contact of .aparate partidas. 

naJirTÜ 1 xnd1 K* thC c°nUct P°int* wil1 depend on the elastic properties of the 
particles, and on their shape and size. Stress., at the contact points of scale-shaped 

-,. .. 
FTP S 
LÄt—. - 4* 
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p-rlacl.« .«ch •• ^Uy will b. !••• Ih*n «t th. conUcl po,nt. ot partiel., w.th .h4rp corner.. 

po..,:1:;! ^ o' ^  .. «—«• 
The .hear .tr.ngth of the ground i* . re.ult.nt oí the valuer oí adhee on 

liinU *nd ^* d*,r*# of which i. directly proportional to the str... at the conuct 
contact plmu **r #tr*n*th dePend* cn ** ^»gnitude of the .trease. at the 

According to current theories of strength (the third theorv of atrenotM > t 
material occur, when .h.ar.ng .,r...., rxed a cr.tic.i ! hK <le“r“c*‘on ot 

Thu., compre..ive .trength al.o depend, on the re.i.tance oí the .amole to .hear 

,*h.r"***.w„h(‘cch„’„,ac,,ur"’ d*ptn¿* th'adh'"- - - «h. lt 

,n P^7,7o::;Thrm7r,r.ctTdîrt\^:7.7e^:787‘:„v;77cr.:7^""^r7"d;n7;;a““ 
in ground moi.ture, and al.o in proportion to increase in the point, of .harp cont'ac"0”*'” 

As has been demonstrated by experiments, frozen sand, i.e around a . , 
number of particles with sharp edges, has considerably greater ultimate comDressilL 8 e ' 

which hs-n** ti“’ ¡* - — 

increased ice content, the number of sharp contact points between the mineral Danieles r 
•he ground decrea.ei thue, ,h, greatest ultimate compre..,ve .trèncth" " roserc‘o„H ' 

of the0fro*en grouncL°^e' aPP*rently Wil1 IOW" th' ^—tetompr.«..; 

,Jt.wo,uld Seerri that the ultimate compressive and shear strengths of froaen sround 
could be determined theoretically from the geometrical characteristics of the ñores and 
the resistance of ice to shearing, adfreezing, tena.on, etc. However inv^wofth/ 
eX^rf»îr,e variety oi 8haP«* *nd sizes of the mineral particles that compose natural orouni 
and the variety of geometrical characteristics of voids and of the position of the comact 
points, a theoretical determination would have to use a generalized claazifinatinn f ih 
particles, and that would hardly agree with the actual co^ionÍ We are Ä 
that experimentally obtained data alone can answer these question. P 

pr..*ven7r.C»snth‘lirfrSl.n'7!U °f>>>« relation.hip between ultimate com- pacsaivc sirengm oi irozen ground and moisture content. 

and i3® 8ÍVu# daU, ^rtly <not- 1 to 5> ba#ed on experiments conducted by Tsy»ovich 
and the soil mechanics laboratory of LIIKS, the rest (nos. 6 and 7) based on exD.íim.ní. 

y Sumgin. Figure 51 shows the relationship in graphical form. 

From an analysis of the data, the following conclusions ^re rr_wh j 

1. When its voids are not completely filled with ice the comoresaiv« ■»»•noth r 
ground (.and, .11,y .and, .11,, incr.a... w.th incr.a.ed mol.tu^c'i.em ‘ 

pre.:iv.A.tt:.C„*et?in70.iî'Ur*n0“,*nt' tr0•e,' «roun? r‘*ch'* » maximum ultimate com- p ss ve strength. As shown by our experiments, this moisture content would h* . 
.atura,Ion, ,h. complet, filling of ,h. void, of th. ground with ice 

e a.v*‘ ^ tbe void8 °* tbe ground are filled with ice (clay, silt and ano ziltv ■■ndt 

.“íertalíTum“' *" con,•", v'iU d'cr*“' lh' rompre,.,ve etrength, approaching 

8roJdhu”r,t“.7^t‘:r,:7u;u7:,y.,7mpr.‘.,;"':,7.*„;ih,h' co"“a » 

4 
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Téttlr it Cílrct U» mossture rn cumpttênvt «iraogih ol (rosin gr ,.,nd 

Ín.. 

L 
! ,- 

. Vp* <il toil and 

g r«,ormftotition 

J- 

TrVmp 
j «c» 

i . 

! Moisture 
, by »eight 

(%» 

1 Coefficient 

j of 
2 •Aturètioi) 
j 

F Ultimate 
compreaaive 

•trtagUi, 
( kg/cm*) 

Remark* ] 

(, 
i 

i 

i CJay <^l% of particle* <0.005 
mm. Jl% 0.01 mm to 
0.005 mm) 

I -12 
-12 

•12 
-12 
-12 
-12 
-12 

f 4.3 
12. 5 

16. 5 
19.3 
29. 3 
33.0 
34.6 

0. 3 
0.8 

C Or 1, 
(varying 
denaitiea) 

20 
48 

50 
47 
32 
30 
28 

-f » . -....j 

j 2-cm cub«* 
7-cm cube* 

7-cm cube* 
7-cm cube* 
2 -cm cube* 
7-cm cube* 
7-cm cuba* 

2 Medium-grained quarts »and 
' "1100% of particle* 1 - 

0.25 mm) 

-12 
-12 
-12 
-12 

6. 3 
1C.0 
16. 3 
17.9 

0. 30 
0.48 
0. 78 
0.85 

66 
99 

133 
135 

7-cm cube* 
7-cm cube* 
7-cm cube* 
7-cm cube* 

i Cl*y {50% of particle* 0.01 - 
0.005 mm, J6% <: 0.005 mm) 

I 

-5.0 
-4. 6 
-4. 8 
-4. 6 
-4. 9 

21.2 
25. 8 
30. 6 
34.9 
49. 5 Gal, 

44.0 
40.8 
36. 5 
33.7 
31.0 

No*. 3, 4, 
and 5 packed 
according to 
the compra*- 
• ion curve 

7-cm cubes 

Rate of load 
increase 
about IS 
kg/cm^-min 

4 Silty *iul (63% of partirle* 
0.05 - 0.005 mm. 14% 
<0.005 mm; 18% organic 
material) 

-4. 7 
-5.0 
-4. 6 
-4.9 

30. 1 
36.5 
42. 1 
58.2 

(varying 
denaitie*) 30.2 

27.4 
26. 4 
26. 1 

5 Silty *anci (68% oil rticle* 
1 - 0.0 5 mm; 8% <0.005 
mm) 

-4.9 
-4. 5 
-4. 1 
-5. 1 
-5.2 

6.0 
9.3 

11.0 
11.7 
20.8 

0. 37 
0. «7 
0. 67 
0. 71 
1.27 

9. 1 
48.0 
55. 8 
56. 3 
39. 5 

6 

7 

Sand (93% of particle* 0.5- 
0.05 mm, 0.2% < 0.005 
mm) 

Silt (11. 7% of partie le* 1 - 
0.05 mm. 82. 9% 0.05 - 
0.005 mm, 5.8% <0.005 
mm) 

-4 
-4 
-4 

•4 
-4 
-4 

6.4 
12.2 
16.2 

5.0 
9.4 

15.0 

0.29 
0. 56 
0. 74 

0. 16 
0. 30 
0.42 

19.0 
23.4 
40.4 

9. 6 
19. 6 
35.8 

2-cm cub«* 
2-cm cube* 
2-cm cube* 

2-cm cuba* 
2-cm cube* 
2-crri cuba* 

The fact that the ultimate compressive strength of frozen clay and silt decreases 
with increasing moisture content indicates that the g.-eater the moisture content of 
these types of ground, the smaller should be the permissible unit load for structural 
foundations. This highly important factor is not taken into account by some investigators 
of frozen ground. Because of this oversight, they arri” at erroneous conclusions, and 
assume that the ultimate compressive strength of frozen clay increases with an increase 
in moisture content. This last conclusion is apparently made on the basis of experiments 
on ground with voids not completely filled with water (ice); it does not apply to natural 
clayey ground, in which all the voids are saturated with water (ice) in an overwhelming 
majority of cases; 

Effect of grain-size composition 

The data previously given (Tables 36 to 38) show that the ultimai compressive 
strength of frosen ground depends on the grain*sise composition of the ground. According 
to Table 38, at a temperature of -12C, the compressive strength of frozen clay varies 
from 20 to 50 kg/cm*, depending on the moisture content, whereas compressive strength 
of frosen sand varies from 66 to Í35 kg/cm*. 

After analysis of the data, and a study of local stresses at the contact points of the 
ground päfticies, we conclude that degree of ice saturation being equal, the greater 
the percentage of hard grains in frozen ground, the greater will be the ultimate compres¬ 
sive strength of the ground. 

utia^-T 
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Figure 51. Ultimate compreaeive strength ci frozen ground vs moisture 
content. (Nos. on curves correspond to those in Table 3b.) 

An increase in the content of scale-shaped particles (clay) in froaen ground lowers 
the ultimate compressive strength. 

The above-mentioned data clarify the problem of compressive strength of frosen 
ground at relatively low temperatures (below -4C). However, the temperature of frozen 
ground in nature (such as permafrost at the bottom of a foundation) does not fall below 
-2C in a vast majority of cases. In addition, the ground ir, pe mafrost regions quite 
often has an excess of moisture. That is why data on compre isive strength of frosen 
ground at small negative temperatures (between OC and -2C) are highly important, parti¬ 
cularly when the moisture content is close to saturation. 

Results of experiments under such conditions, i. e. , when temperatures are just 
below freezing and the voids are completely filled with ice, are shown in Table 39. 

The data in Table 39 show that the ultimate compressive strength of naturally frozen 
ground, when the ground is completely saturated with ice and at a temperature not lower 
than -2C, is comparatively small — about 5 to 30 kg/ cm*. 

Average values of ultimate compressive strength of naturally frosen ground (based 
on Table 39) are given in Table 40. 

Tensile Strength of Frozen Ground 

Few experiments have been made to determine tensile strength of frosen ground; 
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I mi« Ult.mau cumpraasiv« *lr«ngth oí iro»*n ground of varying gram • .«• 
•t tamparatur«« Irorr. -0. )C to -tC. 

Sait p)« 
no. 

Soil typ« and grain-aiaa composition Tamp 
(C) 

Moisture 
content 

(%) 

Ultimata 
compreseive 

strength 
(kg/cm*) 

i 
¿ 
3 
4 
5 
fc 
7 
8 
9 

10 

11 
12 
13 
14 
13 
16 

17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 

30 
31 
32 
33 
34 

35 
36 
37 

Sand with gravai (85% > 1 mm) 
Sand (80% > 1 mm) 
Granitic aand (61% > 1 mm) 

j Granitic aand (44% > 1 mm) 
Silty aand (4% < 0.005 mm) 
Silty sand (10% < 0.005 mm) 
Silty aand (10% < Ü.005 mm: 25% > 1 mm) 
Silty aand (10% < 0.00S mm; 5% > 1 mm) 
Sandy silt (7% < 0.005 mm; 0. 5% > 1 mm) 
Silty aand (68% 1 - 0.05 mm; 8% <0.005 mm) 

Silty aand (10% < 0.00* mm) 
Lean silty sand 
Silty aand (9% < 0. 005 mm; 15% > 1 mm) 
Micaceous clayay sand (13%< 0.005 mm; 9%>lmm) 
Clayey aand (14% < 0.005 mm) 
Clayey aand with gravel (17%< 0.005 mm; 

12% > 1 mm) 
Clayey aand (18% < 0.005 mm; 14% > 1 mm) 
Clayay sand (15% < 0.005 mm; 19% > 1 mm) 
Clayey sand (20% < 0.005 mm; 21% > 1 mm) 
Clayey aand (22% < 0.005 mm) 
Clayey aand (23% < 0.005 mm) 
Clayay sand (14% < 0.005 mm) 
Clayey sand (15% < 0.005 mm) 
Clayay ailt (26% < 0.005 mm) 
Clayey sand (17% < 0.005 mm; 16% > 1 mm) 
Clayay sand (15% < 0.003 mm; 3% > 1 mm) 
Clayay aand (17% < 0.005 mm: 17% > 1 mm) 
Clayay aand (17. 5% <,0. 005 mm) 
Silty aoil (63% 0.05 - 0.005 mm; 14% < 0.005; 

18% organic aubatancea) 
Silty aoil (12% < 0.005 mm) 
Silty aoil (14% < 0.005 mm) 
Silty aoil (22% < 0. COS mm) 
Silty aoil (13% < 0.005 mm) 
Clayey aoil (36% < 0.005 mm) 

Clayay aoil (30% < 0.005 mm) 
Clayey aoil (26% < 0.005 mm) 
Clayey aoil (45% < 0.005 mm) 

-1.4 
-0.8 
-1.6 
-1.7 
-0.4 
-1.2 
•0.4 
-0.9 
•1.1 

1-0.3 

W-l 
-0. 7 
-1.1 
-1.5 
•0. 6 
• 0.8 

-1.8 
-1.9 
-1.3 
-0.6 
-1.4 
-1.9 
-0.8 
• 1.0 
-2.0 
-0.8 
•0.8 
-1.6 
-1. 3 
-0. 3 
-1.1 
-0.7 
-1.2 
-1.6 
-1.0 
-0. 3 
-1.5 
-1.7 

1.5 
-1.7 

15 
18 
15 
20 
33 
46 
17 
31 
20 
21 
21 
36 
32 
48 
32 
32 

23 
27 
21 
37 
43 
41 
28 
34 
52 
26 
37 
29 
24 
59 
52 
40 
38 
52 
70 
43 
48 
34 
42 
45 

27 
28 
43 
30 
22 
12 
10 
26 
28 
12 
25 
15 
18 
23 
19 
24 

22 
26 
20 
22 
22 
27 
17 
15 
29 
23 
18 
24 
17 

5 
12 
12 
14 
24 
22 

b 
16 
20 
17 
13 

Not«: T«mp maaaurad with thtrmocoupUa. Soils from pormalroat ragiona ( Tran*-Baikal 
and Amur arasa). Moiatura rontant was closa to cotnplata ica asturstion, and highar. 
Tabla gtvaa averagaa oí at laaat J raaulta. Rata oí load incraaaa about 15 kg/cm*-niln. 

Table 40. 

Type of frosen ground 

Ultimate compreaeive strength (kg/cm4) 

Temperature (C) 

Not lower 
than -0. 5 -0. 5 to -1.5 -1.5 to -2.0 

S*nd 
Silty 8*nd 
Clayey sand 
Clay 
Silty aoil 

22 
11 

6 
5 

27 
22 
20 
17 
15 

36 

26 

23 

naaMivwp •• -Jt. •. «. • 
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only isolated experiments are described in the literature. Evdokmnov-Rokotovskii1 gives 
the results of h s experiments on i nsile strength in the form of a graph only. In the tests, 
samples in the shape of a figure eight were prepared, frozen, and ruptured on t»*e cooled 
Michaelis apparatus. 

Evdokimov-Rokotovskii's experiments gave the following results, 

1. Tensile strength of froxen ground (clay and sand), liko other types of strength, 
increases with lower temperature of the froaen ground. 

¿. Tensile strength of froxen clay and sand, with a moisture content from 10 to 20%, 
and at temperatures from ~2C to -18C, ranges from 8 to 23 kg/cm* (according to the 
graph presented by Rokotovskii). 

3. At equal temperatures and degrees of ice saturation, frozen clay has greater ten¬ 
sile strength than frozen sand. 

The last conclusion, in our opinion, is doubtful, since tests for all other types of 
strength (compression, shear, adfreezing, etc.) showed a reverse relationship. 

It is interesting to note that, according to Vasenko, tensile strength of ice ranged from 
13. 3 to 17. 6 kg/cm1, at temperatures from -4C to -12C, and, according to Pinegin, it 
ranged from 5.4 to 17.2 kg/cm* at 0C to -23C (see Ch. I). 

F rom a comparison of the tensile strengths of ice and frozeiT clay and sand, it is 
possible to conclude that, under certain conditions, the ultimate tensile strength of frozen 
ground may be greater than the ultimate tensile strength of ice. This conclusion is con¬ 
firmed by recent experiments in the laboratory of the LIIKS, where, depending on the rate 
of increase of the load, the tens**« strength of frozen sand varied from 33 to 23 kg/cm*, 
at a temperature of -4. 5C and a moisture content of 18%. 

However, the conditions under which such a correlation would be observed, as well 
as other factors that influence ultimate tensile strength of frozen ground, must be investi¬ 
gated by systematic experiments tc study the tensile strength of both ice and frozen ground. 

Shear Strength of Frozen Ground 

In problems concerning the mechanics of frozen ground — such as the bending of the 
layers of frozen ground by heaving, the conditions of fixing posts in frozen ground, and 
other problems of strength and stability, the shear strength of the ground is of fundamental 
importance. 

Until recently, no data whatsoever was available on the shear strength of frozen 
ground. 

In 1933-34, in the soil mechanics laboratory of the LIIKS, some experiments were 
conducted on the shear strength of frozen ground. These experiments were conducted for 
two year by M. L. Sheikov.^ The next part of this eection is based on these experiments; 
we have analyzed the rezultz, and summarized them here. 

Experimental determination of the shear strength of frozen ground, ae well ae of other 
materials, is a highly complex problem, since pure shear is often either extremely diffi¬ 
cult or almost impossible to obtain experimentally. 

That is why, in shear teste, an effort is made to teet the material under condi¬ 
tions similar to natural conditions. 

Molds for samples of frozen ground were designed accordingly. They were called 
"molds with confinad shear outline". Their design is shown in Figure 52. 

1. hi. I. Evdokimov-Rokotovskii (1931) Postroika i eksploatatsiia inzhenernykh sooruzhenii 
y echnoi merzlote (Building and use of zTFucturez on permirrosiy,' Tomsk. ” 

2. M. L. Sheikov (1936) "Soprotivlenie edvigu merzlykh gruntov (Shear strength of frozen 
ground,", in Laboratornye iszledovaniia mekhanichezkikh svoietv merzlykh gruntov ( La bo r - 
ggs¥ "tUdie* °n mech*mc*‘ Properties of frozen ground), sb 1 and Z,' Akademiia NauE 
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PLAN

Figure 52. Mold for testing shear 
strength of frosen ground; 1) ring; 
2) bottom plate: i) lower insert;
4) slot for the thermocouple; b) up
per insert; 6) bushing; 7) cover;
8) bolt; 9) nut.

The sample is disk-shaped, with a centered, 
circular shear surface. A thermocouple was * 
placed in the center of the sample to determine the 
temperature of the ground during the lest. In addi
tion, steps were taken to insure that shear oc
curred along the designated cylindrical surface 
<such as fixation of the rims ox the sample, a pro
truding central section, etc.).*

During the testing, the basic type of deforma
tion was shear, as can be clearly seen in Figure 53. 
To facilitate observation, the sample was photo
graphed upside down.
Effect of negative temperatures

Table 41 lists the results of shear strength 
teats of frosen clay and s Ity sand in relation to 
temperature. Results of experiments with pure 
artificial i^e are also given. In preparing the 
samples, tie moisture content was brought to a 
point close to the initial moisture content, accord
ing to the compression curve; ii corresponded to a 
complete filling of the voids with water in the li
quid state.

The frozen ground tested had considerable 
shear strength, varying from 3.7 to 48.5 kg/cm*, 
depending on the temperature. These large values 
were obtained vihen the rate of the load increase 
was about 3. 7 to 4. 3 kg/sec: at lower rates of 
load increase, the shear strength of frozen ground 
IS smaller.

It IS concluded, after comparison with other 
data, that the ultimate shear strength given for 
pure, artificial ice is somewhat large. According 
to Pinegin's data (see Ch. 1), shear strength of 
natural ice at temperatures from OC to -23C

/

Figure 53. Shear deformation of a sample of 
frozen ground.

1. For details, see Sheikov. op. cit.
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4 
5 
6 
7 

8 
9 

10 
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12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

Tabu 41 
*XP£A!MSNrATION AND THEO* Y 

Cf/«cf of ricgtiiv* tamporaturaa °** uliimat« 
oí frotan ground. 

Ill 

itrangth 

Typa of «oil and 
gra m-aiae composition 

Clay (50% of particles 0.01 
mm diam; H% < 0.005 

0. 005 

Silty sand (68% 1.0 - 0.05; 8% < 
0. 005 mm) 

If 

It 

f f 

II 

Pure artificial ice 
■i 
h 
h 
h 
■i 

Tamp at 
time of 
teat (C) 

.0.4 

.1.8 
-3. 0 
-4.9 
.6. 3 .8. 8 

-0.4 
-0. 9 
-3. 1 
-3. 9 
.6. 7 
-8. 5 
-9.3 
-0.0 
-o. 4 
-2-9 
-4.4 
-6.1 
10. 1 

Moisture 
by weight 

(%) 

45. 5 

50. 6 
49.8 
44.0 
42.0 
45.9 

18.4 
17. 8 
19. 1 
16.9 
19.0 
16.2 
19.0 

Ulttmste shear 
strength, 
(kg/cm*) 

3. 7 

17.2 
20.9 
24. 3 
28.5 
33. 5 

4.9 
10. 6 
21.8 
24.8 
44.2 
47.5 
48.5 
9.9 

11.0 
27.4 
32.5 
38.5 
56.2 

varied between 6.0 and 13.2 kg/cm*. Accord¬ 
ing to Finlayson, the shear strength of ice at 
temperatures from -1C to -17C varied from 
4. 8 kg/cm* to 24. 8 kg/cm*. 

The relationship between temperature and 
ultimate shear strength of frozen s'lty sand, 
frozen clay, and ice is shown in Figure 54. 
According to these data, with lower tempera¬ 
tures of the ground (below zero) its shear 
strength increases in the form of a curve. 

This dependence may be expressed by the 
following equation:1, 

Tg ■ A 4 Bt - Ctd (24) 

where rf is the shear strength; A, B, C, and 
d are coefficients that are constantTbr’a given 
soil with given moisture content and rate of 
loading; and t_ is the absolute value of the nega¬ 
tive temperature. 

According to Sheikov, the ultimate shear 
strength of silty sand at 0C to -10C, and 17 to 
20% moisture content, will be: 

T ■ 1.4 4 8.8t-0.23t**M kg/ cm*. 

1. Sheikov, oj>. cit. 
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For cUy, with moiitur* content rangtAg from 40 eo S2%, 

r ■ 1.4 « «.it - S.Mt1** kg/cm*. 

\u »v.« of the íroaen ground not lower than -2C, we may. with an 

'.«"‘.ti'noní; no. .h.n 

-2C: 

T » A ♦ Bt (25) 

or. for the given experimental conditions: 

Tg • 1.4 •» 8.8t kg/cm*. 
(25-) 

«here T. i. the .hear ..r.ngth, in kg/cm* , and^ i. .he ab.olute value oí the negative 
temperature, in C (not lower than -2C). 

., .Knau« that this relationship also holds for other natural soil types 

crea.e the refauon.h.p lo.e. it. general validity and the co.itici.nt. ch.oge, e.pe 

cially the angle coefficient B. 

Effect of moisture content 
'T»hi#* 42 Gives the average results of experiments on the effect of moisture content 

on ,J e“:.r Äh oifroae'n ground. In Figure 55. the re.ul.e o£ the., eaper.ment. 

are shown graphically. 

2 
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Figure 55. Ultimate shear strength of .'rosen ground vs moisture content. 

‘For ailty .and: (1) . - -1.8C; ’ 

For clayey soil: (4) t • -1.8C; (5) t ■ -4. 5C; (6) t « -0. 3C. 

Analysis of these data brings us to the following conclusions. 

1. Effect of moisture content on ultimate shear strength of froaen ground, although 

present, is not as sharp as the effect of temperature. 

2 With Increased moisture content, ultimate shear strength at 
r' _ th*n decreases with further increase of moisture content. As ex 

soil method). 
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Table 42. Ef/ect oí moieturo content on ultimate ehear etrenjth of froeen 
ground (average of 115 teeta). 

Avg temp 
of samples, 

(C) 

Clayey soil 
(36% of particles 

0.005 mm)* 

Silty sand 
(8% of partiels 

0.005 mm) 

Silty soil 
(14% of particles 
0.005 mm. * 18% 
organic material) Rate of 

shear load 
increase, 
(kg/sec) 

Moisture 
(%) 

Shear 
strength 
(kg/cm*) 

Moisture 
(%) 

Shear 
strength 
(kg/cm*) 

Moisture 
(%) 

Shear 
strength 
(ag/cm*) 

-4. 5 30. 5 
36.8 
42.8 

16.8 
18. 3 
22. 7 

13.2 
15.6 
19.9 
23. 5 

16. 7 
19. 7 
21.9 
22.4 

- 

About 4 

(20 kg/cm4- 

min) 

-1. 8 23.2 
32.4 
45.9 
54. 3 

6.9 
10.0 
12. 8 
12.6 

13.2 
16.4 

- 19.4 
21.0 
23.0 

11.5 
12.3 
12.8 
12.2 
10.9 

22. 3 
28.2 
34.4 

9.9 
10.4 
9.3 

2 

('"'lOkg/cm4- 

min) 

-0. 3 
-0.2 

29.0 
49. 3 

3. 1 
2. 5 

4 
(20 kg/cm*- 
min) 

* [Apparently a printer* error - Should be < 0.005 mm. ] 

3. At email negative temperature* (not lower than -1.5 or -2C), the ultimate ehear 
•trength of fine-grained «oil which ie eaturated with ice may, for practical purpose*, be 
assumed to be independent of the moisture content. 

Effect of grain-*iae compo*ition 

If the void* of froaen ground are completely or nearly filled with ice, it would follow 
from the above data that the effect of grain-sise composition on ultimate shear strength 
would become insignificant. A far greater effect is exerted by temperature and by the rate 
of increase of the shearing load. 

Table 43 gives the results of experiments on ulumate shear strength of frozen ground 
from the permafrost region, with the ground completely saturated with ice, and at tempera¬ 
tures ranging from -0. 6C to -2. 1C. Numbers 1 through 20 give results of experiments 
performed at a slow rate of load increase, about 2 kg/sec (about 10 kg/cm*-min). Numbers 
21 through 25 show the results cf more rapid increase of shear stress application (approx¬ 
imately 4 kg/sec or 20 kg/cmY-min). 

As can be seen from the data, grain-sise composition does effect the ultimate shear 
strength within the limits of the tests, but the effect is quite negligible. Thus,, at a slow 
rate of load increase (2 kg/sec) and at a temperature of about -1.9C, the ultimate shear 
strength of clay is about 8 kg/cm*; of silty sand, about 9 kg/cm*. and of sandy silt and 
gravelly silty sand, about 10 kg/cm*. 

It is interesting to note that, at a slow rate of shear load increase (10 kg/cm^-min), 
the angle coefficient jB, in the linear equation which expresses the dependence of ultimate 
shear strength on temperature, will differ from the one given above. For the shear 
strength values given in Table 43 (nos, 1 to 20), B is about 3. 5 to 5, averaging 4. 3: i.e., 
it is about Judf the coefficient obtained at the rate of shear load increase of 4 kg/sec 
(2C kg/cm^-min). 

Also not* that experiments on the shear strength of froaen ground samples that had 
bsen subjected to a single thawing showed a decrease in ultimate shear strength to about 
half that of samples that had not been thawed. 
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T*M« 41 Ml»»» •lr»«ftli •! fro*»* gr«a»4 f'urn p«rmairo«t rtgtona 
»»•fi *oié» »r» compl«t»ly •Aljr«t»4 with 1C». 

Sample Typ« of »o i and 
graiA-ita« ccmpoaition 

Temp 
(C) 

Moisture 
by weight. 

(%) 

Ultimate 
•hear 

strength 
(Tg/cm*) 

~
 

' 

Ciar (43% < 0.005 mm) 
Clay (41% < 0.003 mm) 
Clayey »oil (6% > 1 mm, 31% < 0.003 mm) 
Clayey sand (27% < 0.003 mm) 
Clayey *ilt (25% < 0.003 mm) 
Clayey «and (22% < 0.005 mm) 
Silty «and (17% < 0.005 mm; 13% > 1 mm) 
Silly sand (17% < 0.003 mm; 16% > 1 mm) 
Silly «and (15% < 0. 005 mm) 
Silty «and (15% < 0.005 mm) 
Sandy *Ut (15% < 0.005 mm) 
Sandy silt (15% < 0.005 mm) 
Silty sand (14% < 0.005 mm) 
Sandy *Ut (14% < 0.005 mm 
Diluted silty sand (14% < 0.005 mm; 12% > 1 mm) 
Gravelly silty sand (25% > 1 mm; 13% < 0.005 mm) 
Lean silty **nd (11% < 0.005 mm) 
Silty sand (10% < 0.005 rr.m) 
Sandy silt (4% < 0. 005 mm) 
Gravai (weathered granite) (44% > 1 mm) 
Silty soil (68% 0.0) to 0.005 mm; 14% <0.005 mm) 
Silty eand (1 3. 6% > 0.25 mm, 12% < 0. 005 mm) 
Gravelly eilty eand (33% >0.25 mm, 9% < 0. 005 mm) 
Sand (51% > 0. 25 mm) 
Sand (34% > 0.25 mm; 3% < 0.003 mm) 

j 
.

.
.

 
35 
33 
29 
as 
36 
34 
31 
27 
23 
29 
23 
23 
24 
34 
17 
19 
34 
39 
26 
23 
55 
37 
49 
18 
36 

6.6 
S.O 
9.0 
S. 9 
8.0 
9.0 
S. 5 
S.O 

10.0 
7.0 
6.0 

14.0 
S.O 
7. 4 

10. 3 
io.a 
8.9 
9.5 

10 
11 
7.8 
#.9 

15.0 
)0.9 
12.2 

Not»: Title give* evetuge rcaul** for 2 to 3 test*. For no*. 1 to 20, the lo*d increase we* slow — 
about 10 kg/rm*-min. For no*. 2! to 23, rat* o! load mere*»» wr• about 20 kg/em'-min. 

Adfreemmg Stfngth 

When making calculation« for laying foundations under permafrost conditions, the so- 
called adfreesing strength between the ground and the foundation material is of considerable 
importance. 

Materials used in foundations differ in porosity end coarseness. After being placed 
in moist ground, the material becomes saturated with water up to a definite limit for each 
material. Thus, water will be found in the separate pores of the material, moreover its 
degree of saturation will vary, depending on whether this material is of greater porosity 
(wood or rubble) or of lesser porosity (reinforced concrete). In addition, as the founda¬ 
tion is laid, the surface of the foundation may become either partially or completely wet. 

When the moist ground adjacent to the foundation freeses, ice joins the ground and the 
foundation together at many points. 

Seemingly, determination of what forces will break the adhesion between the foundation 
and the frossn ground must be based on the ultimate strength of ice. However, such a 
theoretical solution of the problem cannot furnish tangible quantitative results in view of 
the extremely large variety of phenomena noted. The adfreesiug strength will depend on 
the moisture content, temperature, grain-sise composition, and porosity of the ground; 
the contact surface of the ground and the foundation; the porosity, degree of saturation, and 
coarseness of the foundation, etc. 

This incomplete enumeration of the factors affecting the adfreesing strength shows that 
& theoretical solution of this problem is hardly possible, and would be extremely compli¬ 
cated in any case. 

We have approached the study of adfreesing of the ground to wood and concrete in a 
purely experimental way by determining what may be termed oblique adfreesing strengths. 

The oblique adfreasing strength is the stress which must be applied to the foundation 
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to br«ak it* connection with th* Í rosen ground, punching it through the layer oí froaen 
ground. The lull adireesmg etrength. determined by this method, conatet* of the «hear 
• crength oí the ice and the force* oí friction between th* foundation an the froaen ground. 

In practice, for foundation* that are aubject to heave when the aurrounding ground 
freeaea, it i* not the aeparate component* of th* reafatance of the foundation to heave that 
are important, but their *um total. In view of thi*, in the future, thi* sum total will be 
determined in the experimental study of adfreeaing strength. 

Knowledge of adfreeaing atrengtha ia of particularly great importance for permafroat 
regions and for areaa «diere the ground freeae* to a considerable depth during the winter, 
becauae we use these data to determine the maximum values of the forcea of heaving. Moat 
important, this information enables us to work out measures to counteract these force*. 

The first experiment* to measure adfreeaing strength were conducted by M. I. Cherny¬ 
shev. 1 These experiments established that adfreeaing strength of soil to wood depends on 
the temperature of the ground. 

The first systematic experiments to determine the adfreeaing.strength of various types 
of soil to wood and concrete in relation to the temperature, moisture contem, and mechani¬ 
cal composition of the soil were conducted by us in 1930.* 

In 1933-34, upon an assignment by KIVM (Akademiia Nauk), experiments were con¬ 
ducted in the laboratory of the LIIKS to study the adfreeaing strength of typical soil in the 
permafrost region in relation to temperature and moisture content. These experiments 
were conducted by I. S. Vologdina.* The results make it possible to define more accurate¬ 
ly, and to develop further, the problems posed by us in 1930. 

The analysis that follows in this section is based mainly on the results of these last 
two works. 

We will describe briefly the methods of these studies and then turn to an analysis of the 
data. 

Methods of investigation 

Adfreesing strength was determined by forcing wooden and concrete posts through the 
•oil layer to which the sides of the post had adfroxen. After determining the force which 
must be applied to the post in order to disrupt its connection with the adfrogen ground, the 
mean adfreesing strength was calculated by dividing the value of the required force by the 
area of the outside surface of the post. 

Ths apparatus for msasurmg adfreesing strength consisted of a ring, a bottom plate, 
a post, a press, and a thermocouple (Fig. S6). 

The apparatus was assembled as follows: Ths ring was placsd on ths plate and the post 
placed in the middle of the ring on a stand, which was removed after ths soil was compacted. 
Then soil with the required m isture content was placsd in the apparatus and compacted by 
pressure corresponding to the compression curve for the required moisture content. After 
this, the apparatus was placed in a refrigeration chamber for 2 or 3 days. Then, ths ad¬ 
freesing strength was determined by pushing the post through the frosen ground. 

To maintain the temperature conditions, the entire apparatus was placed in an insulated 
chamber and the soil temperature was controlled during the tests by the thermocouples. 

1. Zhurn. Zhslssnodoroshnoe delo (Railroading), nos. 1 and 2, 1928. 

2. N. A. Tsytovich (1932) Nskotorys opyty po oprsdslsniiu sil smsraaniia (Experiments on 
adfreesing strength), Biulleten* No. 24ICeningradskogo instituts soorusksnii. 

3. I. S. Vologdina (1936) "Isuchenie sil smersaniia merclykh gruntov s dsrsvom i bstonom 
(Study of adfreesing strength of frosen ground to wood and concrete), " in Laboratornye 
issledovaniia mekhanicheskikh svoistv merslykh gruntov (Laboratory studies on mechanical 
properties of Frosen ground), aW 1. Akademiia Nauk. 
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Sy*ten>«iic l**l* th«t «hr following factor* have a ron* id* râble effect on ad - 
free.mg strength, «tat* of adireaamg «uríac*. d*gr** of water «aturauon of the adfreeain* 
material*, and rat* cf load increase. Th**e factor* must be taken into consideration when 
determining, experimentally, the adfreeamg strength of the ground to building material*. 

Thu*, depending on the coar»ene*s of the adfreeaing material*, the force necessary 
to overcome the adfreeaing of the ground to the poet may vary to a considerable degree 
To avoid introducing valúas for coaraennas of the adfreeaing material, which would be dif¬ 
ficult to eatimate, only amooth-aurfaced building material* were tested. 

The degree of aaturation of the material has considerable effect on adfreeaing strength. 
Air-dried posts in moist ground would give very different results from posts saturated with 
water. 

The above statementa are illustrated by the data listed in Table 44. 

Table 44. 

Adfreezii:g materials Soil 
moisture 

(%) 

Soil 
temp 
(C) 

Adfreesing strength (kg/cmj*) 

Wooden posts 
dry 

Wooden posts 
saturated 

with 
water 

Clavciy soil (36% of parti¬ 
cles < 0.005 mm) to a 
woode i post (depth of 
soil layer, 6 cm; diam 
of post 4 cm) 

Silty sand (8% < 0. 005 mm) 
to a wooden post (same 
test conditions) 

31 

12-13 

-1.2 

-5.4 

4. 1 

8.4 

10.0 

20.8 

These data show that saturating a wooden post with water prior to installation in the around 
increases adfreeaing strength to clayey »oil or silty sand approximately 2. 5 times. 

Thus, the degree of water saturation of wood may modify its adfreeaing strength within 
a considerable range. To eliminate this factor, experiment* on adfreesing strength ar- 
usually conducted either with air-dried po*t* or with poets fully saturated with water, avoid¬ 
ing any intermediate states. 

The considerable decrease in adfreering strength of air-dried posts as compared with 
saturated ones is of considerable practical importance: it shows that, when setting the 
allowable adfreeaing stress (for foundations in the permafrost regions), the coefficient of 
safety must allow for this decrease. 

In addition to the factors indicated above, the rate of load increase on the post has a 
considerable effect on the adfreeaing strength. 

Table 34 gives the results of experiments on adfreeaing strength of clay and silty sand 
with wooden posts at different loading rates; the data show that the adireezina strength 
may vary up to 3. 3 times, depending on the rate of load increase. * 8 

Effect of negative temperature 

Since ultimate compressive and shear strengths of both ice and frozen ground depend 
on temperatura, it is natural to expect a similar dependence for adfreesing strength. The 
basic component of adfreeaing strength is the ice resistance: therefore, it was highly im¬ 
portant to find out whether the adfreesing strength of ice depends on the temperature. 

Several experiments were conducted to determine the relation between temperature and 
the adfreesing strength of ice to wood. The results (average of 19 separate tests) are given 
in Table 45 and Figure 56a. * 
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Table 45. E/f»cl ot n«g*tiv« t«mpcr*tur** on *dire«*mg »trength b*twean 
•oil and wood or concrete. 

r—- 

Sample Adfreesing materiais Temp 
(C) 

Moisture 
by weight, 

(%) 

j Adfreesing j 
i strength, r 

(kg/cmf) 

i Ice to smooth wood surface -1 
-5 
-7 

-10 
-20 

- 

5.0 
6.2 

11.6 
13. 7 
22,0 

2 Ice to a smooth concrete surface -5 to -10 - 9.8 

3 Clayey soil (36% of particles 
< 0. 005 mm), to water-saturated 
wood 

-0.2 
-1.5 
-5.8 

-10.8 
-17.8 

27. 1 
26.4 
28. 4 
28.4 
25.8 

2.9 
5.9 

11. 1 
18. 6 
29.4 

4 Silty aand (68% 1 to 0.005 mm; 
8% < 0.005 mm) to water- 
saturated wood 

-0.2 
-1.2 
-2. 7 
-5.2 
-5. 6 

-10.7 
-17.4 

12. 1 
13.0 
10. 1 
14.8 
12.9 
14. 1 

1.3 
7.0 

11.0 
19. 6 
20. 8 
24. 7 
27.4 

5 Silty soil (14% < 0.005 mm; 18% 
organic material) to water- 
saturated wood 

-0. 2 
-0. 5 
-5.7 

-10. 3 
-12. 3 
-22. 7 

29- 5 
33. 4 
34. 3 
33. 1 
33. 2 
34.9 

3. 6 
6. 1 

10. 6 
14. 3 
19.9 
25. 9 

Not« 
half full 
Rate of 1 

: Air-dried posts were immersed in water. Moisture content of ground is about 
moisture capacity. Table gives averags data of 3 to 5 separata measurements, 
oad increase for nos. 3, 4, and 5 was about Z0 to 25 kg/crdT-min. 

These dat* «how that the relation of adfreesing strength of ice to temperature may be 
taken as approximately linear. The occasional deviations may be explained by varying ice 
structure (parallel or perpendicular to the crystal axis) and by the effect of rate of load 
application. 

In experiments on the adfreesing strength of pure ice and wood, there is actually a 
crosscutting or shear of the ice particles along the plane of contact between the ice and the 
wood. Therefore, it is interesting to compare the adfreesing strength of ice with its ulti¬ 
mate shear strength, given in Chapter 1. According to Finlayson, th« ultimate shear 
strength of ice at temperatures from -1C to -12C ranged from 4 8 to 2^-8 k8/t 5nr 
is extremely close to the adfreesing strength of ice and wood obtained by us at -ic to -¿uu, 
5 to 22 kg/cm* (Table 45). 

Nevertheless, it should be noted that other investigators have obtained different values 
of ultimate shear strength for ice; for instance, Pinegin found values from b. J to 13. i 
kg/cm* at temperatures down to -23C. 

Thus, although actually there is little doubt that the adfreesing strength and •hs**' 
strength of ice is the same, the question remains open until more rsliable data are obtained. 

With incomplete wetting and penetration of water into the pores of the wood, naturally, 
the shear and adfreesing strengths will be quantitatively different. 
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Figur«» 56a-d. Adireesing »trength v» temperature. 

(T.ÍÚTsT.T^ °1hthí *fir"‘ln« ■*r":*th °l 'VP1'*1 P«'-m.iro.t .OU. and wood ( rabie 45, Fig. 56b-d), the following conclusion» can be drawn: 

tempe'ratTuhre.adíree“Íng ^ ^ ÍC# incr«**e' lowering of the negative 

2. For the »oil. »tudied and under the condition, of the te*t. the relationship between 
temperature and the adfree.ing strength of soil and wood, between OC and -6C mav be 
assumed to be linear. ' D* 

Within the specified limits, the relationship between temperature and the adfreasins 
strength of the soil may be expressed by oireesing 

Tad • a 4 bt 
(26) 
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wf» . « rad it tlv# »äirmiM -ng ß’rtngth. and ã and b ãrt confite ••nis, which dvpnnd or the 
gram aiac cumpoditana ard rT.oiaiur« contant of H»# ground, aa wall a# on lha axpar¡«"erital 
C U««<3 lia -*Uê . 

Wnn moiaiu.«. ^w.ifînt eloaa to half maximum rnoiatura capacity and tamparaturca not 
lower than -feC, tha relation between adfreeamg atrength and temperature, according to 
. made, may be expreaaed approximately aa foll^wa- 

(1) For eilty aoil — rad e 4. b ♦ 0. 9t kg/cm4. 

(2) For cl*y — Tad ^2.841.41 kg/cm*. 

(3) For eilty sand — rad » 1.0 4 3. 6t kg/cm*. 

For theae and other eoile the coefficiente of the linear equation expressing the de¬ 
pendence of adfreesirg strength on temperature will be different for different moisture con¬ 
tents or rates of load increase. 

Here it is interesting to note a certain functional dependence which apparently occurs 
in the variations of the parameters of this linear equation. With an increase in the solid 
part of the ground, the angle coefficient increases, while the initial coefficient, numeri¬ 
cally equal to the adfreezing strength of soil and wood at 0C, decreases. It should also 
be noted that at 0C the adfreezing strength of soil and wood is not zero, but has a definite 
value. This fact has not been taken into account by some investigators. 

Actually, the relation between the temperature and the adfreezing strength of soil and 
wood and soil and concrete is much more complex than would appear from the equation 
given above and may be considered linear only within certain definite limits. The values 
of the ratio coefficients (a and b) as pointed out above, depend on the grain-size composi¬ 
tion of the ground as welfas orTmany other factors. Therefore, the relation between 
adfreezing strength and temperature must be considered together with directly measured 
data. 

Effect of moisture content on adfreezing strength of soil to wood and concrete 

The ice content of frozen ground is the most important, fundamental factor determin¬ 
ing the cohesiveness of the fronen ground and its adfreezing strength to wood and concrete. 

It is possible, on the basis of geometric characteristics of the ground voids, ice con¬ 
tent, and the tensile, shear, and adfreezing strengths of ice to arrive at a definition of 
the cohesive forces which determine the cohesiveness of frozen ground. Such an attempt 
was made by Prof. G. I. Pokrovskii.1 

Pokrovskii regards the adfreezing strength of soil and the cohesive forces that arise 
at the contact points of soil particles when the water freezes as identical. According to 
Pokrovskii, the adhesive strength of frozen ground per unit of surface, K, is determined 
by the following factore: 

(1) Ultimate tensile strength of ice, t0; 

(2) Ultimate tensile strength of the contact point of the soil particles and the ice, r 
(adfreezing strength of soil particles and ice); 

(3) Ultimate shear strength at the contact point of ice and soil particle; 

(4) Average effective shape and size of soil particles; 

(5) Moisture content (ice content per unit of ground volume), w0; 

(6) Water expansion during freezing and rate of freezing. 

Assuming that freesing water concentrates in the narrowest places of the voids, and 
making a number of allowances for geometrical form of the soil particles, location of the 

1. G. 1. Pokrovskii (1935) Mekhanika merzlogo grunta (Mechanics of frozen ground), 
Zhurnal tekhnicheskiia fizika, tom V, vyp. 6. 

I § 
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coniAct pointa b«t«v««n partiel««, numh«r oí contact point«, and atr icturr ol th« ground. 
PoVrovaki; arriv««, by math«m«ttcal anaJycta, at th« tollow.ng equation for adheov« (ad- 
ft«««ing) «trangth of fro*er. ground' 

K » J uiRtw9 4 r9 ( W. I,-«»,* 
"n - J 

where K î» adhesive (adfreeaing) '¡trength per unit of suri'ac î area; u> is a constant charac- 
terixing the ground structure; R ii the average radiu« of thi ground particle; r ¡8 the ten- 
«tle strength of the contact point between ice and particle*; w0 is the moisture content by 
volume of the ground, wn ia the complete moiature capacity7*qual to complete filling of 
the pore» of the grountTwith ice); £ i« a conatant characteriatic of the ra'e of freezing; and 
£ is the Napierian number. 

This equation relate« most of the important factors that determine adheaion (adfreez- 
ing) and makea it possible to correlate them. 

Thus, from the equation, it follows that frozen ground has greater cohesive strength 
than pure ice. This fact, as we have already seen, is confirmed by experiments. 

Figure 57 ehows, in a tridimensional system of coordinates, the relation between K, 
adhesion (adfreezing strength); R, the radius of the ground particles; and w0 the moisture 
content by volume, according toTîie above equation. 

It is interesting to note the exist¬ 
ence of a maximum value for each mois¬ 
ture content, a fact which we have estab¬ 
lished experimentally1 and will analyze 
in greater detail below. 

Pokrovskii's equation for the adhe¬ 
sive (adfreesing) strength of frozen 
ground is a successful mathematical 
interpretation of experimental data. 
However, even if we accept the allow¬ 
ances made in its formulation, this for¬ 
mula cannot (as Pokrovskii himself 
points out) be used for quantitative cal¬ 
culations. Therefore, determinations 
of the dependence of adfreesing strength 
on the moisture content and gram-size 
composition of the ground must be 
based on the results of direct experi¬ 
ments. 

Figure 57. Relation between adfreezing strength 
K, the size of ground particles R, and the 

moisture by volume of the ground w„. 

Table 46 gives average results of experiments measuring the adfreezing strength of 
silty soil, clayey soil, and silty sand to wood and concrete, at -IOC. Table 47 gives re¬ 
sults for temperatures of -0.2C and -1.2C. Rate of load increase was 22 to 26 kg/cm*- 
min, so that the data given in the tables correspond to th« maximum values of adfreesing 
strength. 

The natural ground used in these experiments was artificially frozen and had a maxi¬ 
mum degree of ice saturation (corresponding to a complete filling of the voids with icd in 
the loosest state of the ground) which was equal to 50% by weight for silty soil; 40% by 
weight for clayey soil; 23% by weight for silty sand. 

Tables 46 and 47 give average results of experiments measuring adfreesing strength 
of various ground wi*h moisture content varying from approximately 0.3 - 0.4 to 1.1 to 
1.2 of the maximum ice saturation, a considerable range of variation. When making 

1. N. A. Tsytovich (1932) N -.otorye opyty po opredelenilu svl, smerzaniia (Experiments 
on adfreesing strength), Biulleten' Lemngradskogo Insiituia sooruzhenii, no. fÿ. 
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t»H» «« äJtert at mu>«lu/a . l<*,| <mi a<4>»*«s>n( «¡raagtk 
•*i •wij io «uw«] and m«'«’ rala, •» -ÍOC. 

1. Silly evU 
(.. 1% of p4 rM * 
ci«* 0.04- 
0. 004 min i 4% 

t < 0. 00 $ mm 
18% .>rg«,u> 
• tlt’CtkAC to 
wa:«r • 
wood. 

2 Clayey «^iil 
( 14% < 0 004 
mm) to water - 
•at urated wuu<i. 

1. Stlly aand 
(t*% 1 - 0.C5 
mm. 8% < 0.005 
mm) lb water * 
•alurated wood. 

T - 
4. %iif y »oil 

I %o • 
i »At irat#d 
! «.oner#!«. 
* 

! 

5 Clayey »oil 
it» water- 
•alurated 
tone ref*. 

j ¢. Sxily «And 
(to **!*r- 
•AturAtAd 

I tort r«»#. 
i 

w, 

(%) 
Tad 

(icg/ctn») 
ri ** 

<%) 
Tad 

(kjt/cm*) (.) 
' Ad 

(kg/ern*) <%> 
Tad 

(kg/em») 
*• 

(%) 
Tad 

(kg/cm*) 

18. 8 
13.9 
41.5 
V'.O 
62.2 j 

~'s., 
14. 1 i 
28. 7 
14. 8 
14. 7 

18.4 
21.6 
28. 4 
41.4 
55.6 

12. 8 
15. 7 
18. 6 
12.2 
31.9 

5. 7 
10. 1 
11.9 
19.9 
31.5 

7.9 
12.6 
21.4 
12. 1 
31. 5 

17.4 
32. 5 
46.4 
51.8 
58.1 

7. 8 
21.8 
26.2 
28. 1 
27. 7 

18.9 1 20.6 
25. 1 ! 21.9 
34.6 25. 5 
46. 1 ! 20.1 1 
- 1---.-_1 

7. 5 
11.9 
18. 1 
2 3. 8 

10.0 
22.8 
24.2 
2!. 0 

Table 47. Attfreemng atrangth, oí ground to wood and concreta at different moisture 
contents and at tsmperaturea of -0.2C and -1.2C. 

Temp 
(C) 

1. Stlty soil 
(63% 0.05 - 
0. 005 mm) 
to water* 
saturated 
wood. 

2. Clayey aoil 
(16% < 0.005 
mm) to 
water-saturated 
wood. 

3. S»Hy «and 
(68% 1 - 0.05 
mm) to water- 
•atu rated 
wood. 

4. Silty «oil 
to water- 
saturated 
concrete. 

5. CU 
to wate 
•aturat 
concret 

yey «oil 
r - 
cd 
te» 

6. ! 
to Wl 
•atti 
core 

Silty sand 
nar¬ 
rated 
rete. 

». 

(%) 
Tad 

(kg/cmlj) 

w„ 

(%) 
Tad 

(3tg / c m*) 

w, 

(%) 
Tad 

(kg/cm5) 

w» 

1«) 
Tad 

(kg/cm») 

w0 

(%) 
T*d , 

(kg/emí) 

wi 

(%) 
T*d • 

(kg/ cm^) 

•0.2 299 3. 6 27. 1 2.9 12. 1 1. 1 • • 

-1.2 

Tírr 
12.6 
4 1.8 
51.2 

—rr“ 
•.9 
7. 1 
7.6 

-ZÎ.T- 
26.4 
17. 3 
56. 5 

—T2 
5.9 

11.0 
11.• 

6.1 ' 
10. 1 
13. 1 
16. 5 

XT * 
4. 1 
7 2 
8. 2 

1¿. 4 
31.0 
44..0 
51.2 

6.0 
9.2 
3. 1 

\f.é 
26. 1 
16.2 
41.9 

7.S 
4. t 
6.4 
5.8 

5.8 
11.7 
12.1 
16.1 

2.8 
6.4 
7.0 

11.1 

calculations for a foundation in frozen ground, which i* often neceaeary in permafrost re¬ 
gion», data on adfreeung »trength at »mall negative temperature» are of particular im¬ 
portance (»ee Table 47 ). 

To illustrate the above data, the relationehip between adfreeaing »trength of variou» 
soil» and moisture content (ice »aturation) i» represented graphically in Figure» 58 and 
59. 

A study of these data and the result» of earlier experiment» on the effects oí moisture 
on adfreesing strength bring us to the following c< .elusions: 

1. Adfreesing strength of ground to wood and concrete increases with an increase in 
moisture content (ice saturation of the ground). Adfreesing strength has a maximum value 
at a certain moisture content. As demonstrated by investigations, the maximum adirees- 
mg etrength at a given temperature corresponds closely to maximum ice saturation of the 
ground. 

¿. With increase in ice content beyond saturation, the adfreesing strength decreases, 
approaching ths adfreesing strength of pure ice. 

I. If ws assume a linear dependence of adfreesing strength on temperature, and 
determine the parameters of the straight line at various degrees of ice saturation of the 
ground, we obtain the following results: 

es« eMitT-e 



EXPfcftJMCNTATION AND fHFCIt Y 
l4) ift* initial cu«tf:ci«nt of the «träteht 

i.n«». a («q .!«>), numerically equal to edíreea- 
>ng atrengt* at OC when !h># ice consent varie* 
iron. C.j to 1.2, changea within the limita oí 
2 to 11 kg/f mcreaaing with incrcaeed u.< 
content of the ground. Thia ahowa that the 
adireeaing atrength of the ao»l to wood and 
concrete depend» to a high degree on the 1Ce 
content. 

(b> The angle ccefflC!er,t of the stra1ght 
line, b, which leñóte» the intensity of the’ 
variation of adlreezing strength with varia¬ 
tions of the negative temperature of the 
ground, a'so increases with an increase in 
ice content, but within connderably narrow¬ 
er limits. Calculations hai e shown that, with 
ice saturation of clayey soil varying approxi¬ 
mately from 0.3 to 1.2, the angle coefficient 
b varies approxima ely within the limits of 
T to 2. This shows that the rate of increase 
of adireezing strength with declining tempera 
ture is much less dependent on the ice content 
than is the adfreezing strength itself, parti¬ 
cularly at temperatures close to zero. 

content of^the s^iil^xceed^ ic^sa^uraüon by1 0 ^^«^i^greateV^lT^the^d/1 thernoi8turc 
of the same soil to concrete; when the moi/ture cJtJt "s m^ 
served. However, a number of deviations from the aWe principle do occur Thl.l 
are observed especially often with siltv «nil r occur. these K y iien wun silty soil containing up to 18% of organic material. 

12) 

MOISTURE CONTEN T 

F igure 58. Relation between moisture 
content and the adfreezing strength of 

silty sand. 

Figure 59. Relation between moisture content and the adfreezing 
strength of clayey soil. 

Effect of grain-size composition on adfreezing strength 

.h. xt,o TodT*,nd —" 
«U,. .nd ice content, the .dfre.eing ...ength ^ clny.y ,0,1 u'.omÄ .‘reX't'Cî^t ‘ 



U4 HK!.VCIP1.1Û» or MKCHAftlCS Of t ACZEN OROL NO 

• I • .It» «amí Mow*v*/. th* l.t%9 grãintà »otU «tud.ca wfctch «r* tN« tvp c*l •otl* 
oí th» p«rm*fru«t rtgion. útíímr vmry litt!« from ««ch oüt«r in vR«chAn*c«i propcrn»« in 
th«ir frotei. •?***, th.» rn»k«» it diil>C'jll Io d«iermm* a <;Io»r-cut r«l»tiun»h.p b*tw«*«*n »d- 
lr««aing »trcnfth and »<»« ul »otl particle». 

Analyst» oí thi« problem require» a »lud» oí the ad/rcea.ng »trength oí homogeneoo« 
• o:i fully saturated with water. Table 46 and Figure 60 give result» of experiment» per¬ 
formed by I sytovich on the adiree*ing »trength of soil 'o wood when the soil was saturated 
with water (coefficient of saturation was abo it 80%). 

Figure 60. Relation between adfreezing strength 
and grain-sise composition. 

It is interesting to note that fine- and medium-grained sand h«a tne greatest adfreez¬ 
ing strength, clean gravel and pebbles the least. 

As pointed out previously, theoretical data (Pokrovakii's conclusions) also note the 
existence of a maximum adfreezing strength depending on the size of the soil panicles. 
This fact was established by us as far back as 1930, by the experimental results given 
in Table 48. 

Table 48. Adfreezing strength of various soils to wood. 

Type of soil Predominant 
grain-sise 

(mm) 

Temp 
(C) 

Coefficient of 
saturation, (%) 

Adfreezing 
strength, 
(kg/cm*) 

Clay 
Fine sand No. 1 
Medium sand No. 2 
Natural sand No. 11 
Coarse sand No. 3 
Gravel No. 4 
Pebbles No. 5 

0.01 
0.25 
1.0 

3 - 0.25 
3-2 
5.0 

10.0 

-10 
-10 
-10 
-10 
-10 
-10 
-10 

77 
76 
78 
79 
97 
77 
79 

15. 3 
23. 3 
26.8 
21.7 
19.1 
2.6 
0.9 

f « 

‘•"V 



12t experimentation and iheomy 

It follow« from the«« ami* that the amaiictt ad/recam| atrar.fth :■ i~unct ln homogene 
ou«, clean, pebbly frouad. wt(h th« diameter of {»article« exceeding 10 mm therefore a 
pebbly fill of foundation« may be recommended for (he permafroet region« to dimmioh the 
adfreeatng «trength of the active layer to the material of the foundation. 

However, the value« for pebbly ground given in Table 48 will be valid only for clean 
pebbly ground having tree water drainage. 

To clarify the effect of ai Hing oí pebbly ground on the adfreeamg strength to wood, 
several experiment« were conducted. The result« (Table 49) show that the «iiting of pebbly 
ground — and, even more *o, the filling of it» void« with ice or clay — considerably in¬ 
crease its adfreeamg strength and make a clogged-up pebbly ground unsuitable for filling 
foundation«. 

Table 49. 

Condition« of experiment 

Clean pebble« washed with 
water to water-«aturated 
wood 

Pebbles washed with a silt 
admixture 3 time* 

Pebbles washed with a clay 
admixture 3 times 

Pebble«, all void« filled 
with ice 

Pebble«, all void« filled 
with clay 

Moisture 
by weight 

(%) 

1.4 

2. 8 

1.4 

27.9 

24.2 

Temp 
(C) 

-9.9 

-10. 5 

-11.1 

-9. 5 

10.2 

Adfreesing 
■trength, 
(kg/cm*) 

0.9 

1.6 

2. 1 

27. 3 

30, 6 

Remarks 

Average remit« 
of test« are given 

Silt content 1.8% 
by weight 

Clay content '..4% 
by weight 

Clay content 13.7% 
by weight 

Thus, a pebbly fill will have a n inimal adfreesing strength to the material of the 
foundation only if it is protected from silting and has free water drainage. 

For calculating the resistance tc heave of foundations in frosen ground, it is of con¬ 
siderable importance to know the adfreesing strengths of soils of différent grain-sixe 
composition to the foundation material at comparatively small nsgative temperatures. 

Some values of adfreesing strength of soil (with voids filled with ice) to water- 
saturated wood are given in Table 50. 

Field experiments on adfreesing strength 

In this section we will analyse the results of field experiment« (1928-31) on adfreesing 
strength which were conducted at the Petrovekaia Permafrost Station of the Leningrad 
Institute of Construction. 

Experiments were conducted in the following manner. Natural soil, moistened up to 
a specified moisture content, was firmly packed into boxes measuring 1.0 x0.5x0.5m. 
Prior to filling, a pole 12 to 14 cm in dism was inserted in each box through a hole in the 
bottom (Fig. 61). 

The boxes containing soil were frossn in the open air for IS to 30 days, after which, 
with the aid of a lever, the posts, adfrosen to the soil were pushed out. 

Figure ¿1 ie a diagram of a field installation used in experimental measuring of ad¬ 
freesing strength of th* soil to wood and concrste. 

After the posts were pushed out, specimen* were taken to determine the grain-sise 
composition of ths soil and its moisture content. To test the moisture content, eight 
specimens wert taksn: six near the post (top, bottom, middle) And two from a depth of 
25 cm from the surface and 15 cm from the post; the moisture content of the entire soil 
layer was calculstsd as the arithmetical mean of the eight specimens. 

1 
i 
a 
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T4bl<? SC Adirccxing »frcngth of **r¡0^0 »oil« And water-vAi irAtcd wuud. 

Nu. 

1 
¿ 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
b 
9 

10 
11 
i¿ 

1 3 
14 
î s 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 

Typ« oí «oil 

Clay 
Clay 
Clay 
Clay 
Clay 
Clayey »and 
Clayey «and 
Clayey Bilt 
Clayey sand with icc lenses 
Clayey sand 
Clayey sand 
Clayey silt with ice lenses 
Clayey sand 
Clayey sand with sand lenses 
Clayey silt 
Clayey sand 
Clayey sand 
Clayey sand 
Clayey sand 
Clayey sand 
Clayey «and 
Clayey sa id 
Clayey sa id 
Clayey rnnd 
Clayey sand 
Micaceous clayey «and 
Micaceous clayey sand 
Clayey «and 
Clayey sand 
Clayey sand 
Micaceous clayey sand 
Clayey sand 
Sandy tilt 
Sandy silt 
Silty sand 
Sandy silt with ice lenses 
Granitic gravel 
Gravelly soil 

Gram.si*« composition 

> 1 mm (%)!< 0.005 mrn (%} 

Adfreesing 
strength, 
(kg/cm*l 

The experiments conducted in 1928-29 and 1929*30 were of a preliminary nature 
intended to clarity factors affecting the forces oí adfreesing. 

Unfortunately, the temperature of the soil tested was not measured in the 1928-29 
experiments; only the air temperature on the day of the test was measured. In 1929-30, 
the temperature of the soil in the boxes was measured on the day of the test with a mer¬ 
cury thermometer; however, these measurements do not appear to be particularly re¬ 
liable. 

Field experiments in 1928-29 showed that the adfreesing strengths of gravelly sand 
and clayey silt to reinforced concrete are less than the adfreesing strength of the same 
soil to wood. The adfreesing strength of clayey silt to larch was less than that of the same 
soil to pine. 

■4 - -. m «1 «MIM IIUltfcfr'ASHUjMSM»» 
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experimentation ano THEORr 

in the experimente ot 1?¿9* 10, 
the box** were filled with soil in De - ____ 
eember, after the ground had been 
thawed by burning the vege able cover. 
This factor wae reflected i i a decrease 
in adfreesing strength of clf.yey silt. 
Thus, for instance, for gravelly sand, 
with a temperature of -15C and a mois¬ 
ture content of 22%, the adfreosing 
strength was 1.9 kg/cm' {of the same 
order as in the experiments jf 1928- 
29); while, for clayey silt at -9C with 
a moisture content of 34%, the adfreex- 
ing strength was 2.2 kg/cm*, which is 
considerably lower than the values ob¬ 
tained for the same soil in 1928-29 
(when moisture content was between 30 
and 33%, temperature was -6C to -17C, 
and the adfreezing strength was 4.0 to 
10.5 kg/cm2). 

In ths winter of 1929-30, the ad- 
freezing strength of ice to pine was also 
determined. An average of four tests 
gave 7.3 kg/cm2, with the temperature 
of the ice -9C. 

After studying the results of the 
work of 1928-30, the next winter's ex¬ 
periments were arranged with a greater 
number of repeat tests and with the 
greatest possible thoroughness (ex¬ 
periments were conducted by A. F. 
Mironov). The aim of these tests was 
to study the relation between the ad- 
freezing strength of gravelly aand and 
clayey silt to wood and the moisture content of the ground. 

The average results of the 1930-31 experiments are given in Table 51. An analysis 
of the results leads to the following conclusions; 

127 
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Figure 61. Field installation for measuring 
the adfreezing strength of ground to wood 

and other materials. 

(a) Adfreesing strength of both gravelly sand and silty soil increases with an increase 
in degree of ice saturation of the ground. 

(b) For the soils studied, when coefficient of saturation and temperature cond.lions 
were the same, the values of adfreezing strength were very close; i.e. , they do not depend 
on »he grain-size composition of the soil. 

The latter conclusion is not corroborated by the other experiments discussed. How - 
e-'er, when the ground is close to ice saturation, it is true that the adfreezing strengths 
of various soils to wood are practically the same (see experiments with the three typical 
soils). 

The above-cited data on the adfreezing strength of various soils to wood and concrete 
(at different temperatures and moisture contents) are of considerable importance for en¬ 
gineering purposes. Field tests have thoroughly demonstrated the importance of adfreex- 
ing strength of ground to foundations in causing structural deformations by heaving during 
freezing, and the necessity of allowing for adfreesing strength in determining the stability 
of structure* erected where permafrost or deep seasonal freesing occurs. 
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CHAPTZJI V. D£ FORMATION OF FROZEN GROUND UHDER 
VisUtTICAL LOAD 

læj. oí D*fo rmãuon oí Froten O* o und 

B* • ic concept a 

F'ir a correct uolutton 01 the problem» of strength and stability ut structures built 
upon frosen and permafrost ground, it is necessary to know not only the resistance of the 
froaen ground to external stresses, but also the deformation of the frosen ground produced 
by the external stresses. In many cases, the magnitude of the deformation, particularly 
of ground in the state of transition from frosen to thawed, will be the chief factor deter¬ 
mining the strength and stability of structures erected upon the ground. 

Experience has shown that any external force (load), no matter how small, when 
applied to a body causes a displacement of particles. This displacement of particles is 
called deformation. 

Two basic types of deformation may be distinguished: elastic and residual or plastic. 
The capacity of bodies to return to their original form after the external stresses that 
cause the deformation are removed is called elasticity. If the deformation is such that 
the body is completely restored to its o r ig t nal Tor m,'.it i s called purely elastic defornation, 
If, after elimination of external forces, the body has a residual tie for mai Ion and there is no 
restoration of the original form, the deformation is called plastic. If a load is applied 
to a sample of frozen ground, both plastic and elastic deformation will be observed. In 
this process, the particles are displaced until the external forces are balanced by the inter¬ 
nal ores. 

When the external forces reach a certain value, which depends on the particular phys¬ 
ical properties and state of the body, purely plastic deformation will arise. Plastic de¬ 
formation is characterized by the fact that, it the moment of maximum stress, called the 
critical value, increase of deformation in relation to time proceeds with greatest intensity, 
increasing almost in a direct ratio with time. Upon removal of the load, the deformation 
of a plastic body does not cease, but is considerably slowed down and stops after a certain 
time interval. However, the original form of the body will not be restored. The state of 
the material at the moment of the rapid increase of deformation with time, under a con¬ 
stant load, is called flow. 

The essential distinction between frozen ground and elastic bodies is that the action 
of external forces on frozen ground always results in a residual deformation, concomitant 
with an elastic one. The sum of the residual and elastic deformations constitutes the 
total deformation. 

In practice, all deformation of frozen ground is important — elastic, plastic, and 
total. 

The total deformation of frozen ground under a vertical load is important for the dis- 
tribution of stresses in the statically indeterminable systems of building structures (rigid 
frames, multispan girders, etc.) on such ground. In this case, both the amount of de¬ 
formation (dependent on a number of factors) and the unequal deformation of different 
parts of the foundation are important. Unequal deformation is quite frequent under natural 
conditions because of the nonuniformity of sedimentation and variations in ground tempera¬ 
ture. wh.ch depend on the temperature within the structure and its exposure to the sun. 

Elastic deformation, which is a part of the total deformation, has a substantial effect 
°n thTdistribution of stresses, primarily in the elements of the structure that are subject 
to dynamic loads (blows, vibrations, seismic oscillations, etc.). The stresses in founda¬ 
tions under vibrating machinery depend to a high degree on the rigidity of the bases. This 
is determined by the magnitude of ela deformation. 

In addition, the transmission of vibrations through the frozen ground (seismic and 
other waves) will also depend on the elasticity of the frozen ground. 

Plastic deformations are not self-correcting with the passage of time and do not per- 
m-t displaced frozen ground particles to return to their .nitial positions. They may there¬ 
fore, have a major effect on the sUbility of a structure. The amount of plastic deformation, 
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*• *-!! (>♦ Ut«r, d# \t+1 to m high ifogro* or th* tomoo rmturo uf tSm Irostn gtouià, 
*nd moy tx < '•.•iviROi* »hrn r*tur«« *r# la wC. 

fr. a.i- p fiitif-, ihr «lucíy of pU»t¡c d«íorrri*«»an oí froarn graan<i. p«rticuiarly al 
amajj n*gttnr t«mprraturaa, ia on« of ti»* mo«t important problema in the ro«chan;ca oí 
f. -»«en ground, and :a capabln oí clarifying the behavior oí iros«» grm.nd under load Thia 
problem haa not been at-aiied previouaiy and we presen! only our inmal experimenta m thia 
direction. Further development and the P0*1»« oi n«w questiona conct rmng plastic deform- 
at ou of froien ground will probably be one of the moat important tasks m the future study 
of the mechanics of froaen ground. 

# . 

Let us analyse the nature of deformations of frozen ground and the relation between 
total, elastic, and residual deformations Figure 62 shows the deformation of cubes of 
frozen silty nanu ami clayey soil (7 x 7 x f cm); these curves were obtained on the Amsler 
rr cording apparatus while testing the samples for compressive strength. 

The upper curves in Figure 62 represent a soil 
sample at -O, 3C, while the lower curves represent 
lower temperatures. At -0. 3C, the relationship 
between deformation (S) and stress (<r) is curvilinear 
during the entire period of the stress increase, and 
there is no clearly expressed ultimate compressive 
strength. At lower temperatures, the relationship 
between stress and deformation is approximately 
linear within the same stress values as in the first 
case. With a further inclease in load beyond a cer¬ 
tain limit, the relationship between stress and de¬ 
formation follows a curve similar to the deformation 
curve for metals. When the stress reaches a cer¬ 
tain point, failure of the sample occurs. At low 
temperatures, this phenomenon occurs as in brittle 
bodies, often with a clearly expressed ultimate com¬ 
pressive strength. 

The importance oí temperature may be seen 
trom the above examples of deformation of frozen 
ground. 

Let us now analyze the correlation between the values of total, elastic, and residual 
deform-tions of frozen ground. 

Table S3 lists data on the elastic and residual deformation of frozen ground under com¬ 
pression: we obtained these data by laboratory experiments on cubes with dimensions of 
20 x 20 x 20 cm. 

Table 52 gives the composition and basic physical properties of the soil used in these 
experiments, and in subsequently described experiments cn elastic and plastic deformation 
of frozen ground. 

Silty sand 

t'W 

Clayey soil 

s 
/ w 

Figure 62. Deformation of frozen 
silty sand and clayey soil, (7 x 7 x 

7 cm samples). 

Table il. 

Baatc phyaical properliea Clav Silty 

Undehydrated 

(oil 

Dehydrated 

Silty 
aand Sand 

Grau,-aia« ' ompoaitior, (%) 

Partid«a > 0. 2S mm 
0,25 to 0.05 mm 
0.05 to 0. C l mm 
0,01 to 0.005 mm 

! 0.005 mm 

Spec i fir gravity in »olid «tata 

Full moiaturc capacity 

Weight loa a alter dehydration by h«at 

1.5 
15 

10. 8 
49. 8 
H. 3 

2. ¡1 

28. 9 

0.8 
3.9 

15. 8 
46.8 
32. 7 

2. 39 

29.0 

0. 5 
3. 6 

14.2 
67.9 
11.8 

17.8 

39.9 
28. 7 
12. 7 
10. 4 

8. 3 

2. 65 

25.7 

71.2 
28. 3 
0. 5 

2. 57 

20. 1 
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A study of the data (Table 53) leads us to the following conclusions: 

1. Under compression, frozen ground shows both elastic and residual deformation. 
The initial elastic deformation, at the moment of load application, constitutes a signifi¬ 
cant part of the total deformation. 

2. Under the given experimental conditions (under a load of 0. 5 to 5 kg/cm* and at 
temperatures from -4.9C to -0.8C), the greatest elasticity is shown by silty soil. The 
ratio of elastic deformation to the total deformation ranges from 9? to 17%. Under the 
same conditions, silty sand shows less elasticity, and clay the least. 

3. With a longer interval between loading, as well as with an increase in temperature, 
the elastic deformation of frozen ground decreases and the residual plastic deformation 
increases. The temperature of the frozen ground is one of the most important factors 
affecting plastic deformation. 

4. With duration of load, the ratio between elastic and total deformation decreases; 
i.e. , the elastic deformation constitutes a smaller part of the total deformation. Thus, 
for frozen clay with a moisture content of 32.2% and at a temperature of -1.3C, elastic 
deformation constitutes barely 1% of the total deformation 30 min after loading. With 
longer duration of load, this ratio is still smaller. 

Thus, the basic type of deformation of frozen ground under a constant load is residual 
deformation. 

Nat ore oi deformations 

As noted before, frozen ground may be regardea generally as a four-phase system 
consisting of solid mineral particles, ice, supercooled water, and air. Under the action 
of external forces, each of the components will be deformed to a degree corresponding to 
its rigidity and its adhesion with other components. 

The physical causes of elastic and residual deformation of frosen ground are different. 
They may be claseified as follows: 



Elastic 

2. Residual 

PRINCIPLES OF MECHANICS Of FROZEN CROUNO 
Causes 

(*) Forces of molscular tatsraclion amcnÄ »he seoarate 
compensât, lormm, th. (rosen ground“ ,ep*rat# 

(b) Elasticity ot mineral particles and ;ce 

<c) Elasticity o/ enclosed supercooled water and air 

(*) Modification of porosity under pressure 

Breakdown of solid particles 

Displacement of particles 

•ohTLert^nÍOnííÍCe At COnUCt P°int9 between •olid particle, and between solid particles end ice 

(b) 

<c) 

<d) 

if »a eue* j aw r »uno particle» end ice lx aii tne void» ox tHe /rosen »round am /.n . a ., . 
natural conditions, the deformation will den«.«^ with ice, which happens quite often under 
^ form under external iorce™the iñunÚy °n th* CAP^Y of the ice to change 
temperature. With higher temperature ^ ¿J**0*™'10* wil1 dePflnd «« the negative * 
City and fluidity become more .Pnd mo^ increases, and iti pla.ti- 
the deformation of frosen ground. eBe ^ctor8 ex®rt a direct influence on 

melt; deformation of the ground increase.^ an extreme d h ír°Z*n 8rouRd beginc to 
in load on the ground; and the properties of the **tr*me deSree- even without an increase 
rise may exert a far greater effect on "osen Li í**?* radically- A temperature 
causes deformation of the ground to increase "f und®r load than the lo*<i itself. It 
but as the thaw point is approached, the deforman y Ät rBt at na8ative temperatures), 
ly, at the thaw point, failure occuri, In .tudvTL ^ ^c;eaae8 mor« *nd more. and. final- 
is considered as a kind of external force andLni h_e deformation of frozen ground, heat 
to its effect on the properties of frozen ground. ° *** aectlon• oi thi* chapter is devoted 

Methods of determination 

Frozen ground deformation can be testdH ir. t ■ 
a specific shape and volume. Also, the deformation40?WltH frosten 8oil »arnples of 
der natural conditions can be observed and measured^ ír0*en 8round and permafrost un¬ 

soil may be artificial (p i e pi re^ 1 nd° °f To ten * b y m'e tho d"1 * ‘ a* F ï h ‘f* ••"’P1®' of fro*en 
cut from a mase of frozen ground either in St. , d U‘‘ an°,h®r> or natural, 1. e. . 
Experiment, with soil samples of natural stiucturTwo^* K UF** P*rm^o»t layer, 
no such experiments have been made ae yet Sim.ia 1 UlLb? OÍ C0n8lderable value, but 
der natural (field) conditione has been measured nni« ' dfiorynaitlon of frozen ground un- 
of the comparatively small deformatiLi c f fro *.n y * iaW iaolated ca8®8- Because 
ground, and because th. instruis u..i tor ' *ï Cuat0marV load8 °n the 
these tests give no positive results. uring were not sufficiently accura e, 

Yet, without doubt, measurement of the r r 
conditions would shed light on a number of preb’«^ ^ fr°^CJ> ground under natural 
ground. OI Pr®bl<*ms regarding the mechanic, of frozen 

The wire tensiometers of Davidenkov anri ,v„ v. 
fully tested in the laboratory (experiments of the OÍ PoIev,oil »ucees.- 
tests. ‘n8 b.lXKÔ). might prove quite useful for such 

The results of jur experiments on 
permat ost region are given below.« Deductions from art‘flcially fro*en ground from the 
________ actions irom theBe expenmen*» cannot claim 
1. N. A. Tsytovich (1936) "O soprotivlenii 
sen ground to load)" in Laboratornve gruntov nagruzke (Resistance of fro- 

bi!iubo-r--9ry atugrai> °n m*ch*nlcal p'r~T~‘11 Ls*uf 1>akh 
^*‘'^1 r P f frosen ground), sb. 1. JiVadêmiia 

'^'•yfövtch and I, S. Vologdina (1936) "On«..#* 1 • , 
merslykh gruntov i issledcvanie ikn svoistv Dla.tíh„ dUprUglkh P08toi*nnykh 
of fro,.,, ground ,„d o( «‘»•«c < constants 

.‘CV. ’ Viiíâê-jrtiÃfe ‘ t! 
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M 
Di« of » 150'ton pre«« 

Base of 150-ton pr««« 

Bent br««« pip« 
inner diem eeme 
as that of the tap 
thread. 

Adjusting 
screw 

Suspension bracket 
3 -4 mm eteel) 

Ebonite steel 

Tap 7-mm inner diam 
Steel 3-2.0 mm 
Ebonite 4 mm 
Asbestos Z mm 

Connecting pipes 
,/with a tap for out¬ 

flow of alcohol 
(oneon each wall) 

Cooled alcohol 
Adjusting screw 

Ebonite on 
J the sunk screws 

Plan along 3-3 

\ 4 openings in pipes 
with calibrated thread 
for adjusting 5-6 mm 

Braes 1 mm 

Wood (birch) 
20 mm 

Sheet asbestos 
2 mm 

Braes 

A 
13 mm 

2 openings for rods 
of Martens mirrors 

Figure 63. Cross-section of insulated box for testing mechanical 
properties of frosen grounds. 
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general validity. W? think, nevertheless, that the order of thi values obtained and the 
basic factors affecting defornnaiions Oi frosen ground have been established.

Further experiments with natural samples of permafrost and experiments under field 
conditions will probably render the data more precise, and will introduce appropriate 
cor rections.

EUastic Deformation of Frozen Ground

Laboratory experiments
Laboratory experiments were conducted on the dependence of elastic aeformation on a 

number of factors (temperature, moistun , grain-size composition of the soil), using arti
ficially frozen samples of four typical soils of the permafrost regions.!

I.aboratory experiments make it possible to expose the sainples to conditions desired 
by the experimenter. In addition, they furnish material for the methodology of setting up 
field experimentr and indicate the points to which attention should be gi>-en in field in-csti- 
galions.

The tests described below used frozen soil with a moisture content closely correspond
ing to complete ice saturation of the pores. Soil with the required moisture content was 
placed in removable metal molds (20 x 20 x 20 cm). Thermocouples were placed at four 
points inside the sample; then the sample was frozen and. to ensure the required negative 
temperature, was kept for 12 to 14 hr in an automatically regulated insulated chamber.

During the test, the cube of frozen ground was placed in an insulated box with hollow 
walls. The walls of the box, and the base and die of the press, were cooled by denatured 
aLohul at a negative temperature.

Figure 63 shows a cross section of the insulated box. Figure 64 shows a photograph 
of the entire set ip used in the experiments (160-ton press, insulated box. galvanometer 
for reading the thermocouples, the melting ice for thermocouple reading at the zero point 
for control, etc.).

'W;.

Fig re 64. Setup of experiments measuring the elaetic 
and plastic deformation of frozen grounds.

1. For physical properties of the soil used in this study, see Table 52.

I f
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D«íúrmAt>on u/ íruãtn ¿ ro anf* cAua«<i by )oad*.n|| and unloading wat ni<**a>jred «w>lh tn<- 
Martana mirror apparatua, which gives a magmiseation oí >0ü To aat .p mirrora ai (ha 
two aidea o/ the fromen aoil cuba, metal platea (with a • o ría ce oí about 0. 5 - 1 cm4), sol¬ 
dered to screw» (1. S cm long), were placed 15 or AO cm from each other. The screw» 
with the plates were installed in apertures made in :he cubes. The openings were plas- 
t«sr-?d up with saturated soil so that., after irecsing the screws were firmly cemented in 
the frozen soil cubes. In some cases, the apertures for the screws were med* with a 
red-hot metal rod, which speeded up the work. 

Deformation was read with field glasses from graduated rods set up at a distance of 
100 cm. Deformation of the frozen soil samples was measured either after loading and 
unloading (repeated several times when determining the modulus of elasticity), or under a 
constant load at definite time intervals, meaauied with a chronometer. 

Young's modulus 

As is well known, the elastic constants which fully define the properties of isotropic, 
homogeneous material are: the modulus of longitudinal (normal) elasticity ^called Young s 
modulus) and Poisson's ratio. 

Frozen ground is not an isotropic body. However, it may be regarded as a quasi- 
isotropic solid possessing a certain degree of elasticity. The relationship between defor¬ 
mation and stresses for elastic bodies follows Hooke's linear law. For frozen ground, the 
linear relationship between stresses and deformation may be assumed to be valid only 
within certain definite limits and under certain physical conditions. A certain stress at 
a given negative temperature would constitute such a limit. For practical purposes and 
without too great a margin of error, the linear relationship can be assumed to be valid for 
frozen ground at temperatures near zero, with the stresses that usually occur in laying 
foundations (of the order of 1 to 5 kg/cm*). At lower temperatures, the limit of applica¬ 
tion of this "linear" relationship increases. 

Thus, in the future, when studying the elastic deformation of frozen ground, we shall 
accept the linear relationship between stress and deformation as valid Within the estab¬ 
lished limits. 

In laboratory experiments on elastic deformation, frozen ground was tested by two 
methods: (1) repeated, cyclic loading and unloading (within the limits of 2.5 to 5 kg/cm1); 
and (2) under a pe-iodically acting load (always for the same time interval of 30 sec), 
within the limits of 0.5 to 3 kg/cm2, with the load increasing 1 kg/cm2 with every cycle. 

In determining deformation, the entire length of the samples (20-cm cubes) was not 
measured, but only the middle part, which was 2. 5 to 5 cm distant from the supporting 
and the compressing planes of the press. This method was followed in order to lessen the 
effect of the torces of friction arising along the planer of contact on the mea'ured deforma¬ 
tion. 

As the longitudinal elastic deformation under compression is completely defined by 
Young's modulus, we give below the results of calculations of Young's modulus, based on 
measuring the elastic deformation of the frozen ground samples. 

Young's modulus was calculated from 

E * f (27) 

where E is Young's modulus (usually measured in kg/cm2); o is the stress (in kg/cm2) 
under which the deformation was measured; and e is the re'ative elastic deformation (the 
ratio of the elastic shortening to the original length). 

During the experiments, the effects of temperature, moisture content, and grain- 
size composition, as well as the methods of load action, were studied. 

The initial experiments conducted during the winter of 1933-34 showed that Young's 
modulus for frozen ground is high and depends on a number of factors. In these experi¬ 
ments, the frozen ground samples were subjected to loading and unloading within the limits 
of 2. 5 to 5 kg/cm2 until elastic deformation was approximately constant. 

&à ..1.- - ,-3.-. 



I FUNCIPLSS OW MECHANICS OW rROXEN OÄO JND 
i. .. ...a - .a.,. _ 0#ckinf oi th« frofn grou«** *• ob««r»*4. TKl# - 

mftfuicatad^bv *r incrM*« »n h*rdn««#. i.«., *n mer#«** «n th* modula* oí •U*t»c»ty. Tfc* 
m***ur«d **cttor. of th* .*mpl* (20-cm cub*) «*• IS cm long. Th* r**ult* of *i* *«p*r*- 
mentk conducted in I93)-J4 *r* g»v*n in T*bl* S4. 

No. 

1 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Ta bl« V4 Youn*'« moilul i* for froavn ground unc*r cyclical load oi 
Z.$to * kf/cn»* jtca.aaturafd aampta«)__ 

r ^ ^ ; I a * ^ . . a.. ^ ^ k. ,. 'for MM Typ« of ««H 

CUy (Jb% of partiel«» <0- 005 mrri) 

Silly »oil (14% < 0. 005 mm) 

Silty »and (•% < U.00S mm) 

Sand (V9% 1 - 0.05 mm) 

Moiatur« by 
w«i|hi (%) 

4T. 1 

84, 3 

21.9 

19.1 

19.2 

16. 5 

T*'np of 
«ample (C) 

-3.0 

-4.0 

•2.0 

-2.5 

-5.2 

-3, 3 

Young'* modulu», 
(kg/cm*} 

64, 000 

31.000 
59.000 

62,000 

75. 000 

125, 000 

The dat* show that Young'* modulu* i* higher for ice-**turated froaen ground than 
for pure ice (*ee Ch. I), and depend* on th* temperature a* well a* on the mechanical 
compoaition and moiiture content of the ground. 

Table 55 give* th* re.ult* of our experiment* (1934-35) on the dependence of ™od* 
ulu. of elasticity (Young's modulu*) of froaen ground on temperature.» Experiment* were 
made with 20-cm cube Sample*. *"d deformation wa* measured on the 
wa* 10 cm long. The moisture content (by weight) of the froaen ground •ample*. h* indi 
catad in the table, refer, to thi* P*rt °f the .ample. The moi.ture content is close to ice 
saturation of the ground cavities. Figure 65 shows the results graphically. 

Figur* 65. Young'* modulus of froaen ground v* negative temperatu-e 

These data show that the relationship between Young's modulus for froaen ground and 
temperature is linear, within the limit, of these experiments, since the 
gle measurements from the straight line do not exceed the experimental margin of error. 

Therefore, we may write 

6 * a ♦ ßt (28) 

the results of odd- 
-35 experiment*, the 

1. The table is given in an abbreviated form; for clay and soil, 
numbered mea»ur*m*nts are given* *•*«. no*. 1. 3, 5, 7. In th* 1934 , . 
value* 3Í Young'* modulu* w*re somewhat less than in the 1933-34 experiments, which may 
be explained by different test condition* (absence of repeated load, shortei length of the 
portion measured, different moi*tur* content, *tc.). 
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wh#r« C Young'» mod du», a and & »r# th« |Mr»in«t«r* *»( tS* atraighl line, and t *» ihr 
(«inp« f aiur* jr. C. 

Par».* eter» of the »trasght hn* which eitpr»»»*«, mdrr g)v«n rxp«r:mrntal cond'.ttun* 
the dependence of Young » modulu* tur fresen ground on the negative temperature (Table 
56) were determined from the experimental reeult» (Table 55, Ftg. 65). Table 56 alao 
give» Krayger'e equation for Young'» modula» of pure ice.* 

Table Dependent# ol .nudulu* of •laetic.ty ol troaen (round on tomperature 
load» from Í. 5 to 5 hg/cin*. _ 

f—•—-— *- 
CUy (ib% of perticlee 

<0.005 mm; moieture 
29%; volume weight 
1.87 tone/m*) 

! Silty »Oil (14% of parti - 
! cle# < 0. 005 mm; 
1 monture 26%; volume 
1 weight 1.45 tone/m*) 

[ Silty »and (8% of parti¬ 
cle» < 0.005 rom; 
inci»îure 23%; volume 
weight 2.08 ton»/m*J 

- d (99% of particle» 
to C.05 mm, trivie- 

ture 22%; volume 
weight 1.89 tone/ro») 

Avg eoil 
temp (C) 

Young'» 
modulut 
(kg/c n*) 

Avg »oil 
temp (C) 

Young'» 
modulue 
(kg/cm*) 

Avg eoil 
temp (C) 

"oung'» 
module» 
(kg/cm*) 

Avg »oil 
temp (C) 

Young'e 
modula» 
(kg/cm*) 

■ 14. e 
-13.6 
-11.6 
-11.4 
-10. 9 
-10.2 
-10.0 
-9. 6 
-9.0 
-8. 6 
-8. 3 
-8.0 
-7.6 
-6.9 
-6. 3 
-6.0 
-5.8 
-5.4 
-4.9 
-4. 7 
-4. 3 
-3.9 
-3. 7 
-3. 5 
-3. 3 

37. 300 
33, 600 
34.200 
36, C00 
34.500 
35. 400 
31, 800 
30.900 
35, 700 
31.300 
30.200 
31.400 
32,000 
28, 800 
24, 100 
25, 000 
24, 400 
22.700 
22.900 
20.300 
21, 600 
18, 600 
19.700 
18, 200 
17,800 

-12.8 
-12.0 
-11.5 
-10.3 
-9.6 
• 5 

-7.7 
-6.9 
-6.5 
-6.1 
-5.3 
-5.0 
•4.6 
-4.3 
-4.1 
-3.« 
-3.3 
-2.8 

19. 200 
16.600 
16. 500 
16.400 
14, 700 
15. 700 
14, 900 
le. 000 
12, 500 
12.300 
12,000 
10, 700 
12,000 
11,200 
8,800 
7,600 
7,500 
6,800 

-7. 6 
-7.0 
• 6. 6 
-6.0 
-5.4 
-5.0 
-4. 5 
-4. 4 
-3, 1 
-2.9 
-2. 6 
-2. 3 
-1.9 
-1. 3 
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o
o
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o
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91.100 
69, 500 
71,400 
56. BOO 
56. 800 
55. 500 
55. 500 
4). 800 
43, 500 
42,900 
38 400 
27, 300 
27, 700 
38, 400 
41, 700 
22, 700 
12,200 
10.200 
14,700 
12, 100 

Table 56. Effett of temperature upon Young'» mod.ilu* for fi oaei. ground and ;ce. 

No. SoT Moleture by 
weight (%) 

Coefficient of 
poroaity 

Young'e modulue, E (kg/cm*) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Sand 

Silty aand 

CUy 

Silty eoil 

Ice 

22 

23 

29 

26 

0. 658 

0. 567 

0.876 

1.08 

E • (0. 5 4 2. 18t) X IO« 

E > (0.6 4 0.81) X 10* 

E » (1.1 4 0. 24t) X 10* 

£■(0.5 4 0. lit) X 10* 

E » (5.0 4 0. 10t) X 10* 

Upon analyzing Table 56, we conclude that the angle coefficient of the straight line (ß), 
which expresse» the dependence of Young's modulus on temperature, decrease» with an 
increase in the soil skeleton, while the initial coefficient of the etraight line for aand. silty 
sand, and eilty soil remains almost constant (for the given experimental conditions). Thus, 
the effect of negative temperature* on Young's modulus is particularly significant for aand 
(P * 2. 18) and becomes less significant for clay, silt, and ice. 

1. A. N. Komarovski! (1932) Deistvle ladtanogo pokrova na sooruzhaniia i bor'ba s nim 
(Effect and control of ice cover on structures!, Gosensrgia&tt, p, 21. 
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>• ibuwn L' lurih#r ««perirn«nia, ih« co«lfict«nt oí the ftraighl line a, whicl) 
ie numerically equal to Young'a rnodulne for fro*en ground at OC. depende on the degree 
oí ice saturation of the ground. 

It must be noted, however, that the experimental data concerning the value of Young's 
modulus give some rather divergent results. Thareiore, the relationships indicated above 
must be regarded merely as determining the order of magnitudes oí Young's modulus of 
frozen ground, as well ae clarifying the effect of eeparate factor# on ite value. 

In addition to the experimente described above, a eerie* of teete was conducted with 
•ample* of frozen ground of varying moisture content and with the load increasing step- 
by-step at equal time intervals (30 sec). In theze experiments, the load varied from 0.5 
to 5 kg/cm*, increasing 1 kg/ern* with each step. Each loading and unloading was repeat¬ 
ed many times, while the temperature was increased gradually, so that it was possible to 
determine the relation of Young's modulus for fro*en ground to the soil temperature for 
each step. 

These experiments also were aimed at studying the effect of the ice saturation of 
frozen ground and the value of the cyclic load on the elastic deformation. 

As an example, Figure 66 graphically presents the average results of eight experi¬ 
ments on the modulus of elasticity of frozen clay with a moisture content of 33. 3% (five 
experiments); 27.4% (two experiments); and 18.9% (at three steps of loading: 0. 5 to 1,5 
kg/c ’, 0. 5 to 2. 5 kg/cm* and 0. 5 to 3. 5 kg/cm*). 

<•*4 U 4m 
ns. 

ft»*»* 
10 $ 

c«rruu«i at 
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Figure 66. Effect of temperature and ice saturation on the Young modulus 
of frozen clay at various degrass of loading. 

Results similar to those shown in Figure 66 were also obtained for frozen silty sand 
and silty soil. 

The data obtained under the above-described experimental conditions indicate the de¬ 
pendence of the modulus of elasticity on the degree of ice saturation of the ground and on 
the negative temperature. We did not succeed in determining a load effect within 0. 5 to 
3. 5 kg/cm*; within these limits, it may be assumed that Young's modulus for frozen ground 
does not depend on the value of the compressive load. However, with other methods of 
application and with a different load value, such a statement cannot be regarded as valid. 
On the contrary, other data, although they refer to ice, indicate the dependence of Young's 
modulus on the method of loading. 

Table 57 gives the results of several experiments with river ice conducted by V. N. 
Pinegir, These experimants show that: " (1) the modulus of elasticity of ice falls very 
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th ^în y °*4* <•*»••*••)• ^cr«.. proc««4. mor* 
.ÍTíi er ? WÍJÜI. b*« 0n#-: *nd W tfc* »«oáulu* of elasticity o/ .ce 

mer*s*«* v*r> sharply jn<i.r repeated loading and unloading at increasing intervals. 1 ‘ 

Table 57. Modulus of elastic ry o* river ice under pressure in 
__relation to magnitude and method of loading. 

1)9 

No. Range of load. 
(Kg/cm*) 

1.07- J. 75 
3.75- 6.44 
6. 44- 9.12 
9.12-11.80 

11.80-14.48 
14.48-17. 16 
17. 16-19.83 

Temp 
(C) 

0.87- 
0. 87- 
0. 87- 
0.87- 
0.87- 
0.87- 
0. 87- 
0.87- 
0.87- 
0.87- 
0.87- 
0.87- 
0.87- 

- 1.74 
- 2.61 
■ 3.48 

5.22 
6.09 
6.96 
7.83 
8. 70 
9.57 

10.49 
11.31 
12. 18 
13.05 

-3 
-3 
-3 
-3 
-3 
-3 
-3 

-5 
-5 
-5 
-5 
-5 
-5 
-5 
-5 
-5 
-5 
-5 
-5 
-5 

Young's 
modulus 
(kg/cm») 

3 7, 500 
13.700 
9, 400 
8. 600 
6,000 
4,400 
3, 400 

48.900 
48.900 
48,700 
65,200 
70,000 
72.000 
76,000 
78,000 
80,000 
81,000 
82.500 
84, 000 
80.500 

Remarks 

Samples from lower 
(looser) ice layer; 
load along the axis 
of crystals; tests 
conducted in open 
air; load applied by 
lever press and held 
for 3 to 5 min. 

Results of experiments on the effect of ice saturation of fro.en ground on Youns's 
moduius. at different negative temperatures, and with the load changing step-by-st?p from 

fo 11 owinà^cor-*usions•*V iummÄri*ed « - Table 58. From the dita® we’aJiv. £ the i (mowing conclusions: 

1. Within tho limits studied, the modulus of elasticity of fro.en ground under com¬ 
pression increases with increased ice content of the ground. 

city Íl.o^nchrÍãsé*sMa*ndnthl* ne£tiv* te™P*rature of fro.en ground, its modulus of elasti- 
city also increases, and the greater the ice content of the frosen ground, the areater the 
effect of the negative temperature on the modulus of elasticity (with an increase in mois¬ 
ture, the angle coefficient oi the straight line increases). 

rhK»f<iUAÍ1/n* ÍOr th< modulu• oi elasticity of fro.en ground given in Table 58 and 
compared mevibí,em59!Any rep*ated Io*din** unloading, from 2. 5 to 5.0 kg/cm*, are 

fr0.en°flrminif<on tenir» •’V**”™* the dependence of the modulus of elasticity of 
Ínir.liHhtwlr s l^P.urH 7^W*íth*t the angle coeííici*nt *>* ^e straight line change. 

u.Votf'ü/,0; Ä, 3 î^âx10”* th,,•* •o“* ^b,,n ,voi,*d on 'be 

four th* ,?**nitu,i* °¡ modulus of elasticity of frossn ground for 
TP e permafrost region, and its dependence on temperature, moisture 

1 Pinegin (1927) Ob i.meneniiakh tnodulia uprugosti 
rschnoao l»da pri s.hatii fVi'fíano'ns In modulai efaeflrTF 

, ¿hurnal Ice under compressldnT 
me in moauius oi elasticity an^FÕTssõH1 
Rauka i tskhnika, Òdessa NfC^VSIMK., 

i koeffitelenta Puassona u 
and Poisson's ratio for river 

no, ï, 4. 
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f'-o •atuvftlum), *nd f i*u».*i*# compovtlion oí the frocen (round. To ••tabliah moro 
oreci*** roUttonohipt, and determino Uto «/feet oí tho typ« and «io« oí th« load r«quir« 
íurthar «xpMnmant«, «apociaUy with «amp!«« oí parmaíroat of undisturbed «tructur«. 

Table 58. Effect of moisture (ice saturation) and negativ« temperature upon 
modulus of elasticity of frosen ground under compression (Load from 

0, 5 to 3.5 kg/cm*). 

1 No. Type of soil Moisture by 
weight, (%) 

Coefficient 
of 

porosity 

Young's modulus, E 
(kg/cm*) 

No. I 
of 

tests 

1 

2 

3 

Clay 
Clay 
Clay 

Silty soil 
Silty soil 

Sixty sand 
Silty sand 

18.9 
27.4 
33.3 

17. 7 
28.¾ 

11.2 
15.7 

0.826 
0.857 
1.01 

0.991 
0.899 

0.483 
0. 519 

E » (0.4 4 0.05t) 104 
£-(0.5 +0.081)104 
E « (1. 1 + 0.20t) 104 

E * (0.1 + 0.071)104 
£-(0.2+ 0.360104 

E * (0.1 ♦ 0.26t) 104 
E = (0.1 ♦ 0.750 104 

1 
2 
5 

1 
2 

2 
5 

Tabic E9. Effect of temperature upon modulus of elasticity (kg/cm*) of 
frosen ground under varying conditions of load. 

Type of soil With repeated action of 1 load cycle With 4-cycle load 
Moisture by 
weight, (%) 

Load 2. 5 to 5 kg/cm* Moisture by 
weight, (%) 

Load: 0. 5 to 1.5 kg/cm* 
0. 5 to 2. 5 kg/cm4 
0. 5 to 3.5 kg/cm2 

Silty sand 

Clay 

Silty aoil 

23 

29 

26 

E « (0.6 4 0.800104 

E - (1.1 4 0.241)104 

E - (0. 5 4 0. noio4 

15.7 

33.3 

28.5 

E - (0.1 4 0.75010* 

E » (1.1 4 0.200104 

E - (0.2 4 0. 361)104 

Poisson's ratio 

The second constant characterising the elasticity of isotropic bodies is Poisson's 
ratio, which is the ratio of the elastic, lateral relative contraction to the elastic, longi¬ 
tudinal relative elongation. In view of Its extremely small numerical value (for homo¬ 
geneous, isotropic materials, Poisson's ratio p < 0. 5), determination of Poisson's ratio 
for fresen ground is, technically speaking, a highly complex problem. 

We have made an attempt to determine Poisson's ratio for frosen ground by torsion.* 

Moistened ground was frosen in detachable metal molds and tested on an Amsler 
machine. The middle portion of the sample was cylindrical. Martens mirror apparatus 
for measuring deformation during torsion was set on two iron stems, which had been fro¬ 
sen into the sample. The shape of the sample after failure by torsion may be seen in 
Figure 67. 

To insulate the sample from the surrounding air (when tests were performed at room 
temperature), the sample was wrapped in a layer of cooled cotton. If tests wer« conduc¬ 
ted at nagative temperatures, no insulation was applied. 

The setup for the torsion experiments is shown in Figure 68. 

The elastic angle of torsion was determined by measuring, during loading and unload¬ 
ing, the displacement of two sections of th« cylindrical part of the sample, a certain dis- 

1. N. A. Taytovich and 1. 8. Vologdina, o£. cit. 

I 
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Figure 67. Semple of >ce efter failure by toreton.

r.t» ■■

Figure 68. Setup for toraion experiment#.

tance apart. Knowing the angle of toreion and. from the experiment, the moment of tor
sion. as well as the distance between the sections and the diameter of the sample, the mod
ulus of eUsticity in shear. G. of the froaen ground was calculated. From the shear moduv 
lus, Poisson's ratio was computed from the relationship well known from the theory of the 
resistance of materials:

♦ »*)

where C is the ahear modulus, p is Poisson's ratio, and C is Young's modulus.
Practical application of the above equation proved to be extremely difficult since, to 

calculate Poisson's ratio, it is necessary to kiuiw Yourg's modulus, which is determined 
under precisely the same conditions as the shear modulus, and could not always be deter
mined.

I
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Th««r c&p«rim«nt* *ho wit th*l lortton (••ta *ra poorly aullad for datar mining 
Ptiiaaon'a ratio for frosan ground. Conaaquantly, tha data obtalaad by toraion muat ba 
regarded aa only approximate and merely indi cat! re of tha magnitude of pnineon'e ratio 
for froaen ground. 

poiaaon'a ratio for froaan ground, at temperatures from «0.1C to -1.0C, ia: 

Fo. clay, moisture content about ... 0, 4 to 0. 5 

For aiity • oi^moiature contant about 29fb.... 0. 3 to 0. 4 

For band and aiity aand, moiature contant about 10%. 0.2 to 0. 4 

V. N. Pinagin obtainad values of Poisson's ratio for river ice under compression 
which ranged from 0.25 to 0.50. 

In the caae of stabilised plastic deformations, Poisson's ratio for frosen ground (aa 
well aa for other materials) will be equal to 0. 5. 

Table 60 gives the resulta of several experimenta by Pinagin determining Poisson's 
ratio for river ice. From this table, we conclude that: 

(1) Poiiíson'a ratio for river ice increases with an increase in streaa and in number 
of load cycles; 

(2) Poiaaon'a ratio for ice increases with the lowering of temperature, although this 
increase is quite negligible. 

Table 6G. Poisson's ratio for river ice under compression 

Experiment 
no, 
¡ 

Stress intervals 
(kg/cmA) 

1.0Ï- 3.75 
3.75- 6.44 
6.44- 9.12 
9.12-11.80 

11.30-14.48 
14.48-17.16 
17.16-19.84 

Temp 
(C) 

-3 
-3 
-3 
-3 
-3 
-3 
-3 

Poisson's 
ratio 

Remarks 

Tm 
0.280 
0.250 
0.298 
0.289 
0.390 
0.404 

¿ampies from lower 
part of ice; load along 
the axis of crystals 

2 

3 

4 

0.87- 3.04 

0.58- 5.88 

0.79- 1.58 

-7 

-9 

-12 

0.239 

0.318 

0.326 

For not. 2, 3, and 4, 
results of first cycle 
of loading are given; 
upper ice 

Analytical determination of elastic defortr.etion of froeen ground masses 

To determine elastic deformation of froeen ground under the action of local load, the 
general deformation method (Boussinesq-Schleicher) and the local deformation method 
(Winkler-Schwedler) may be used. The first method takes into account elastic displace¬ 
ments. not only of the points lying beneeth the loaded surface but aiso of the points lying 
beyond this surface. At present, the general deformation method is used to determine 
the elastic deformation of rigid foundations and to make calculations for elastic girders 
and slabs lying on a continuous elastic base. The local deformation method takes into 
consideration only the settling of the loaded eurfhee, assuming that settling of the ground 
beyond the surface under load, as well as in the immediate vicinity of the loaded area, is 
equal to aero. This ia contrary to direct observations. 

The PoussinssQ-Schleicher knethod. If a concentrated force is applied on a surface 
of ground which is iimUsd by a horisoqtal plans and has considerable dimensions in all 
the other directions, then the vertical displacement (eubsideace) of the pointe located on 
one-half the area of the limiting plane and situated at a distance R from the point of appli 
cation of the concentrated force P will be defined, according to bõuasinesq, by the 
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.til 
W9) 

P^thrc one entrât md *fo ^‘pUc nt or ^b.id.nc* ol any point oí the limiting »uri.ee, and 

By designating: 

C « rrp-' 

we have: 

Y s P 
Y ÎOT* 

(30) 

(31) 

bUt.dI£o^v„‘,f:".r,,T/.nj"ríuur<it*cd.u^?Kbv,* ^e ■»‘'«"»y <u..r¡- 
th* ^-»«n for Y from .h. .c"»'of.h.'co«:«"'.*.,^^ Edr"’1"0'1 ^ 

If, in the preceding equation, we «ub»titute 

and 

P * P(6. r,)dSdq 

R K 'Tl* • Ç)J4 (y - q)» 

dF* and * eC tó^c^Viiite^oí theeLOÍtgr hVÍty oi*hf Z1*81*"»1«0 elementary area — - *■ cooramate» of the point whoae subsidence is being determined, then 
b| 

(32) 

. r.c»!í¡unm‘¿i,„Vy"wi*’f ai0!¡wíi,h!.*.'HtÍ0h'0r * ond Sohloichor fi»„ i, f„r 
load, and b is its width). In its final form th ^7here ¿ ^ th* leni*h oi the rectangle, under 
under the folded area and for the aíLalí^ i°rrnulir f°r »ubsidence of the point, 
sented as Ävet*i* «ubsidence of the entire loaded area may be pre- 

Y.a»nr 
(33) 

(foundation); p Is the unifavmiv a!.» Í ^nd 0n th* ri81<ijty ‘be load-transmitting body 
the^rea; C .\/(l - i5) d load P*' unit area); F is V 
elasticity and pi. FoT.UnW^ OÍ ^ wh*fe 5. is the modulus of 

ar.,wTn\rT“l06rT^.V:,,.‘,ir41Vor^ 

V Ch (19341-—0vy gruhtov (Pr lac talas of sail m< 

lUtude ds ^equilibre et du 
liars, p, fit; Uso in 1*. A. Tsyto- 
mschanics) 
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center of a foundation with rigidity clo»e to aero (membrane), while correeponde to the 
average dteplacement of the entire foundation. This subsidence differ« vet v little from the 
sinking of an absolutely rigid die.1 That is why the coefficient should be used to deter> 
mine elastic deformation of rigid foundations, while coefficient we should be used to deter¬ 
mine deformation of elastic slabs of «light rigidity. When we know the elastic constants 
(E and \i) for a givsn frozen ground, we can easily determine elastic deformation of frozen 
ground under the action of a local load, using the above relationships. 

The second method of determination (or rather, calculation) of elastic deformation, 
the Winkler-Schwedler method, is based on Winkler's assumption, which may be expressed 

P ' ky (34) 

where £ is the specific pressure on the ground; k is the coefficient of the "elastic bed" or 
the elastic foundation; and £ is the elastic deformation of the ground at a given point. 

Most methods of calculating for "girders and slabs lying on a continuous elastic base" 
as well as for foundation» under dynamic loads (vibiations, strokes), accounting for the 
"elasticity" of the ground, are based on Winkler’s assumption. However, according to the 
latest research, the coefficient of the elastic base does not represent a constant value, 
which would follow from Winkler's hypothesis, but depends on a whole series of factors, 
oí which the most important are the si*e and shape of the loaded area, and the rigidity of 
the stamp (foundation) transmitting the load. 

This dependence rnay be established by comparing the formula for elastic deformation, 
according to the Bomsineaq-Schleicher theory, with the formula for local deformation. 

According to eq (34) 

We treat elastic deformation as identical; 

Is! 

Substituting the above relationships for deformation, we have; 

awr.g 

hence 

l. S. P. Timoshenko (1934) Theory of elasticity. [McGraw-Hill Book Company. Inc. 1. 
T-anslated from English by I'fTK. Shotbln, Leningrad. 1934, p. 372. 

I" ï111 "’« 'X > 

b.* 41*«. JMgj 
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or, « ibrtiTutiag 

o» obtain 

(35) 

Equation 35’ establishes the dependence of the coefficient of the elastic base on the 
elastic constants of the frosen ground, on the shape and sise of the load-transmitting area, 
and on the rigidity of the foundation. The rigidity of the foundation is calculated by means 
of the coefficient u, which is known for a flexible foundation with a rigidity close to sero 
(values of in Table 61), and approximately known for highly rigid foundations (values 
of Wm). 

A more precise rela.ionship between the coefficient of the elastic base and the rigidity 
of the foundation has now been obtaineo for an exceedingly long (to be more precise, an 
infinitely long) foundation beam; it is expressed as follows;1 

(36) 

where C = E/(l - p*) is the coefficient of the elastic semi-area (JS is Young's modulus for 
frosen ground and p, is Poisson's ratio); b is the width of the beam; Ej is Young's modulus 
for the beam material (foundation); and lj is the moment of inertia of the area of the trans¬ 
verse cross section of the beam. 

We have dealt in some detail with the determination of the elastic-base coefficient of 
frosen ground because, at present, it is impossible to calculate for foundations undergoing 
vibrations (turbogenerators, steam hammers, sawmill frames, etc. ) without knowing this 
coefficient. Moreover, this value is necessary for calculating for beams and slabs rest¬ 
ing on an elastic base. 

Therefore, the relationships obtained permit us to utilise, for practical purposes, the 
above-cited data on the modulus of normal elasticity (Young's modulus) and Poisson's 
ratio for frosen ground. 

Plastic Deformation of Frosen Ground 

Matter in a plastic state exhibits simultaneously the properties of solids and liquids. 
This condition is characterized by the fact that, at a certain (critical) value of stress, 
matter can flow like any viscous liquid. Deformation of a solid in a plastic state under 
constant load does not cease with the passage of time, but acquires a constant speed. 

Plastic deformation of frosen ground and conditions under which it arises constitutes 
a very important factor which often determines the stability and strength of structures 
erected on permafrost. Frozen ground must not bear stresses which would cause this 
type of deformation. 

The initial tests on plastic deformation of frozen ground were conducted by us simul¬ 
taneously with the study of elastic deformation.2 The results of these tests are described 
below. 

1. N. M. Gersevanov and la. A. Macheret (1935) K voprosu o beskonechno dlinnoi balke 
na uprugoi pochve, nagrushennol elloi P (Contribution to~the problem of a Seam of Infinite 
length, Tinder load P, restlng on elastic soil), Gidi'otekhnich, sirolt., no. lb; also 
B. P. raviov k raschetu balki, ilsliashchei na uprugom osnovanii (Calculations for 
a beam on an elastic foundation), Ibid., no. ll. 

2- Laboratornye issledovaniia mekhanichaakikh svoistv merzlykh gruntov (Laboratory 
studies on meclianlcàl properties of frozen "grôüriïï)rrer g, AkideSïïlâ flauV," 19H.-- 
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In lli« lueur* it will b* n«c««**ry k* orgv.ta« m broad atudy of pi««tic deformation of 
froMtn ground and enlarge and ro/tno lb« preliminary conclusion« thus far reached. 

Experimental data 

The experiment# pl«#t >c deformation of f oaen ground under pressure were con« 
ducted with the same three so 1 types (clay, silt, and silty sand) for which the other mechan¬ 
ical properties were determined. 

The deformation of a 10 cti-long portion of the central section of the sample (a ZO-cm 
cube) wae measured us ng Manen« mirror apparatus. The load remained constant during 
the entire time of observation. Measurements were made every 30 sec. Duration cf load 
application was about 10 mir (for 20 measurements). This proved to be sufficient time to 
determine the rate of deformation under a given load. The increase of deformation during 
this period became almost stable, as may be seen from the deformation curves of froren 
ground with th* passage of time (Figs- 69, 70, 71). Several control experiments with 
longer periods of load action (up to 30 min) produced similar results. 

Figure# 69, 70 and 71 #how typical curve# of relative deformation of frosen ground 
under the action of a constant load of varying intensity (from 1.5 to 5 kg/cmV 

Consideration of the above given data permits us to conclude that deformation of frosen 
clay, silty soil, and silty sand, under the test conditions indicated in the diagrams, does 
not disappear with the passage of time even under a load exceed.ag 1. 5 kg/cm*. Several 
minutes after the start of load action, the curve of relative deformation becomes a straight 

line. This indicates that the increase of de¬ 
formation per unit time (the rate of deforma¬ 
tion) assumes a constant value, i.e., plastic 
flow takes place. 

The constant increments of relative de¬ 
formation per unit time can be determined for 
the straight portion of the deformation curves. 
Such determination was made, based on 14 
tests under 4 different loads. The data obtained, 
i.e., the constant increments of deformation 
per unit time (the constant rate of deformation) 
can be considered as a measure of the inten - 
sity of plastic flow ofTroiien around under a 
constan, load. results of calculations are 
given in Table 62. 

Figure 69. Relative deformation of fro- 
*en clay under constant load. 

Figure 70. Relative deformation of fro¬ 
sen silty sand under constant load. 

S-ÔJ/J 

t¿J4Ji/ii9*80* 
TIMS (MIN) 

Figure 71. Relativ« deformation of fro 
sen silty soil unde” constant load. 

4B 
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T«M« CetUttai u>cr«m»B(* raUnv* d*<«rm*t.ao v ^*r u*il Umn 
tor frooom (round und«r co*»t*at vortical ywBu». _____ 

no. 
Typ* 

01 
•oil 

Moiatur« 
(%) 

Coatí i - 
ci«nt oí 
porosity 

• ■1.5 kf/cm4 • • 2. 5 kf/citd • ■1.5 kf/cm4 • • ».( 9 kf. cm* 1 

T -1 
T*mp 

CC) ) 
Tamp 

<c> Cmift ** ) 
Tamp 

(C) 
*• 

Cnriui"1 ) 
Tamp 

<C) 
¥ , 

(min'1 ) 

s 
6 
? 

27 
31 

Clay Î5. 6 
34. 9 
32.0 
28.7 
12.9 

1.01 
1.02 
0.93 
0.86 
1.01 

•2.8 
-2.9 
-2.7 

v_ 
-9.2 

0.00001 
0.00002 
0.00002 

0.0 

•2.8 
-2. 1 
-1.0 
-8.9 
-8, 3 

u.00007 
O.OOC05 
0.00009 
0.0 
0.0 

•2.1 
-1.8 
-1.5 
-7.9 
-7.9 

0.09011 
0.0 >022 
0.01028 
0.00002 
0.00001 

• 6.0 
-7.0 

0.00005 
0.00009 

U 
16 
19 
24 

Silty soil 32.6 
38.9 
36.0 
3.9.2 

0.96 
1.21 
0.91 
1.23 

•2.8 

-4.0 
-2.9 

0.00001 

0.0 
0.0 

-1.0 
-1.4 
-4.0 
-3. 5 

0.00002 
0.0 
0.00001 
0.00001 

-0.8 
-1.0 
-3.5 
•3.4 

0.00017 
0.00002 
0.00002 
0.00001 

-0.8 
-2.8 

0.00018 
0.00006 

29 
10 
18 
2) 

Silty •and 12.8 
16.9 
13. 5 
12.0 

C. 40 
0.54 
0. 50 
0.43 

•2.1 
-4.6 
-4.8 
-9.3 

0.« 
0. 0 
0.0 
0.0 

-1. 7 
-2.8 
-2.6 
-7.5 

0.00001 
0.00002 
0.00001 
0.0 

-1.0 

-1.0 
-6.0 

0.00002 

0.00004 
0.00001 

-0.« 

• 1.0 
-4.0 

0.00013 

0.00040 
0.00004 

21 17.0 0.51 -12.2 0.0 -10.4 0.0 -8.7 0.0 -5.4 0.00004 

To illustrate the data given in Table 62, curves were drawn showing the changes in 
the increments of 'leformation per unit time (v/min), in relation to a constant load, ri on 
a sample of frozen ground (Figs. 72, 73, 74). 

These curves show that, in all cases, 
changes in rate of deformation (increase of 
deformation per unit time) increased with an 
increase in compressive load. This was es¬ 
pecially sharply manifested under a load larg¬ 
er than 3. 5 kg/cm1. The slopes of the curves 
also increase with increase in negative temper 
atures. This shows that, the closer the tem¬ 
perature of frosen ground is to sero, the more 
interne will be the plastic deformations which 
do not diminish with time. Frosen ground 
under the influence of a constant load becomes 
analogous to an extremely viscous liquid, in 
that it undergoes constant deformation and 
assumes a fluid state. 

A study of the above-cited data leads us 
to the following conclusions: 

1. external load and negative tempera¬ 
ture are basic factors conditioning the plastic 
deformation of frosen groi^nd under compres- 
eion. 

Figure 72. Rate of relative deformation 
of frosen clay under constant load. 

. igure 73. Rate of relative deformation 
of frosen silty sand under constant load. 

Figure 74. Rate of relative deformation 
of frosen silty soil under constant load. 
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2. Th« condit’oft» for pleetir deformation of frotan ground under eonotaat compre#* 
• ive load are eomewhat different for etirioua type a of aoil. At temperatures from -4C to 
*1C. pleat¡C deformation of froaen clap starts at any stress ( within the limits of the testa 
conducted) from the first minute of the load action and docs not cease with time. At lower 
temperatures (about -SC), froaen clay show» apidly diminishing deformation under • ¡**d 
of 1. S kg/cm*, and a constant deformation flow •ind«*'* 9 effuse oi 2. » kg/cm*. This con¬ 
stant deformation increases in intensity with an increase in stress. 

Silty soil i¿slow -4C is deformed to an extremely small degrss under a load of 1.5 
kg/cm*; shows diminishing deformation under 2. 5 and 3. 5 kg/cm*; and is in a state of con¬ 
stant flow under a load of 5.0 kg/cm*. Silty soil at a higher temperature (about -2C) be¬ 
haves similar to clay. 

Silty sand at about -2C ia deformed like the first two soil types only under a load of 
3. 5 kg/cm*. At 2. 5 kg/cm*, deformation dias out. A load of 1. 5 kg/cm*, does not no¬ 
ticeably affect the ground, except for the initial deformation. 

3. The above-cited data show that rise of negative temperatures (approaching aero) 
and greater compressive load cause greater plastic deiormation in froaen ground. 

4. Apparently plasticity of froaen ground must be attributed to: (a) the plastic prop¬ 
erties of ice which either partly or completely fiL'e the voids of froaen ground, or (b) the 
laminated structure of froaen ground, especially clay, clayey sand, and silty soils. The 
outside pressure, overcoming the inner resistance to friction, causes plastic deformations 
which are especially great in bodies of laminated structure. 

Coefficient of viscosity of froaen ground 

Froaen ground in a plastic state has the properties of a viscous fluid, i.e,, the prop¬ 
erty of changing shape without changing volume (flow). Under certain conditions, this 
circumstance may cause extrusion (flowing out) of the froaen ground from under the foun¬ 
dation of a structure, and in some cases it may cause the shifting of considerable masses 
of froaen ground, a phenomenon analogous to the flow of glaciers. 

When bodiea change in shape, there arise both elastic stresses, dependent upon the 
magnitude of deformation, and frictional stresses, dependent on the rate of change of de¬ 
formation in the course of time. The frictional stresse# P are directly proportional to 
the ares of the shearing layer and to the rate of change of the ang.e of shear 

da 
lu ’ 

where a is the angle of shear and u is the time. Consequently, this can be expressed by 
the formula: 

p ■ (37) 

where q is the coefficient of inner friction or the coefficient of viscosity. 

We have conducted experiments to detarmins the viscosity of fresen ground by torsion. 
Among all existing methods, the torsion method is the most sensitive one for determining 
the coefficient of viscosity of solid bodies.i 

This method consists of the experimental determination of the rate of change in 
time, of the angle of torsion b under the influence of a constant twisting moment. 

The coefficient of viscosity when determined by the torsion method is calculated from 

1. B. P. Veinberg (1906) O vnutrennetn trenii I'da (Viecoeity of ice). 
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m conventional unit», g te acceleration of gravity, a ie the ¿««tance 
ttve line* of force of the couple. | ie the dietar.ee bet^ee*' »■>•«- 'gym* 
he leng'h «f »H* cvIin^iT. e the oi cnanfe n* »^e tn.r*- 4;.#Ie, J ta 
s *» inertia of the -/lir.c. ical cro»e eectiOf.. 

A eample of nioietened ground wee froeen >n the cnltapeible metal mold which ie ueed 
for torsion experimente. One end of the eample waa fixed and a constant couple »aa applied 
to the other end. The angle of toreion of two eectione of the cylindrical part of tha eample 
wae meaeured after definite time intervale with Martene mirror apparatue. Table 63 givee 
the resulte of one of the experimente. 

Table 63. 

Test 
no. 

Time 
(min) 

Temp 
(C) 

Increase of 
torsion 

angle, <j> 

Rate of change 
of torsion 
angle, 4 
(min'* ) 

Conditions of Test 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

7 Li 

1 

3 
7 

10 
15 

20 

30 
60 

-0.8 

-0. 8 
-0. 8 
-0.8 
-0.8 

-0.8 

-0.8 
-0.8 

0.0016 

0.0007 
0.0005 
0.0004 
0.0008 

0.0007 

0.0011 
0.0037 

0.0016 

0.00035 
0.00011 
0.00012 
0.00016 

0.00014 

0.00011 
0.00012 

Silty sand; moisture, 19.1%; 
load, 1503 g; a = 16.55 cm; 
Radius of cylindrical part of the 
sample, r = 2.1 cm; | * 50 
cm. 

__ 
Note: Avarage rate of change of torsion angle, based on nos. 3 to 8, ie 0.00012? min "s . 

If we substitute the experimental data cited in Table 63 in eq 38, we obtain tj » 1.9xl0l* 
g/cm-sec for silty sand at a temperature of >0. 8C and a moisture content of 19.1%. 

In a similar way, the coefficient of viscocity wae determined for clay (36% of particles 
lees than 0,005 mm diam) at a temperature of -0. 8C and a moisture content of 27.7% — 
H = 0.9 X 10w g/cm-sec, and for clean quart* sand, moisture content 19.1% and tempera¬ 
ture -0.4C — T) « 1.1 X 10** g/cm-eec. 

We e«e that the coefficient of viscosity of frozen ground is lees than the coefficient of 
viscosity of river ice, which, according to B. P. Veinberg, is 10** g/cm-eec at OC. 

it ie well known that viscosity increases with an increase in the amount of solid parti¬ 
cles in a liquid. To explain the observed fact, it ie necessary to suppose that the proper¬ 
ties of ice in frosen ground differ considerably from the properties of solid ice (such as 
river ice). Moreover, a question arises as to whether the coefficient of viscosity of fro- 
*en ground might be smaller than the coefficient of viscosity of ics because not all the wa¬ 
ter in the frosen ground was transformed into the solid stats but rsmained partly liquid. 
This problem may be solved only by specially conducted experiments. 

Ths above-citsa data also show that the Einstein formula fot solutions cannot be ussd 
to calculate the viscosity of frosen ground on the basis of the volume, of solid particles 
and ice viscosity.* 

The coefticient of viscosity of frosen ground can be determined by its rate of deforma¬ 
tion under compression. This method is much less accurate than the torsion method be¬ 
cause of the lack of uniformity in observed deformation of froeen ground under compres¬ 
sion. In addition, when the coefficient of viscosity is calculated on the basis of ths rats of 
déformation under compression, ths coefficient of viscosity relative to changes in volume 

l. The Einstein formula is: q ■ q0(l 4 aV), where is viscosity of solution, is viscosity 
ei liquid, 0 is coefficient of shape (for spherical particles, according to Einstein, 0*2.5, 
and for the elongated particles, according to Prof. Mark, a ie 4. 7 to 11), and V ie the 
volume of solid particles in a unit volume of a liquid. 
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In thia cafo, tho coofiiciont 0/ v.fcufity if calculated from 

n « ^ (39) 

vHicro £ is th« pressure pet unit area, » is acceleration of gravity and, * is the rate 0/ 
relative de/ormation under compression or tension. 

/v*mIC,aÍ? fÄn ^ U.**d ^ith th* on r4te oi deformation of frosen ground 
(laoie t>¿) to calculate the coefficient of viscosity. The results are given in Ta ble 64. 

Table 64. Kííect of negative temperature^ and etreea r on coefficient of viacoeity 
1 !g/cm-eec) of froeen g.ound under compreeeion. 

Type of 
•oil 

Clay 

SUt 

Moisture by 
weight, (%) 

Silty «and 

3).2 

30.8 

32.6 

37.6 

13.1 

12.0 

• «1.5 kg/cm*T • «2.5 kg/cm* 

t(C) 

2.8 

>2.8 

t, * 10“ 

4.4 

8.8 

t{C) 

-2.0 

-1.0 

-3.8 

•2. 1 

1 * 10“ 

2.1 

7. 3 

14.7 

14.7 

• « 3. S kg/cm* 

t(C) 

-1.7 

-7.9 

-0.8 

-3. 5 

-1.0 

-6.0 

r, a 10 u 

0.8 

10.3 

1.2 

13. ? 

6.8 

20. 6 

• ■ S kg/cm1 

tiC) 

•6.5 

-2.8 

-0.9 

n * io" 

Teete on 
ediiclt given 
value* are 
baeed 

4.2 

4.9 

1.1 

-4.0 7.3 

Avg of 6 
and 7 

Avg of 27 
and 31 

14 

Avg of 19 
and 24 

Avg of 29 
and 18 

23 

An analysis of these data results in the following concluaions. 

1. The coefficient of viscosity of frossn ground depends to a great degree on the 
negative temperature, greatly decreasing with rise in temperature. 

2. The increase in quantity of solid particles in frosen ground results in an increase 
in the coefficient of viscosity. Thus, the coefficient of viscosity was smallest for frossn 
clay, largar for silty soil, and still larger for silty sand and sand. 

3. Apparently, the coefficient of viscosity of frossn ground also depends on the com¬ 
pressive stress and the method of load application. However, because of the small num¬ 
ber of experiments, this question should be left open. 

4. Determination of the quantitative relationship of the coefficient of viscosity of fro- 
san ground with the negative temperature and the grain-sise composition of frossn arourd 
also requires further experiments. 

5. It must be pointed out that eq 39 can be used to express full plastic deformation 
of frosen ground under compression and under conditions of free expansion of frozen 
ground. 

Thus 

S 
p n (40) 

where Sp is the full plastic deformation, p 
gravity, u is the time., h ia tha depth, and 

ia the relative load, g is the acceleration of 
q is the coefficient «(viscosity. 

The equation shows that tha deg rev of plasti- deformation of frosen ground under 
compresaion and under conditions of frea expansion will be directly proportional to the 
load and duration of load, and in inverse proportion to the coefficient of viscosity. 

Mrf'ütíWri* ~ti " in' - 
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bi con«id*r:ng ih« inflttsac* oí tnmpsrsturn oo Um dn/orrrvnUon oí frossn ground, wo 
Mw t*4M (à* limita of tam^aratura changa ara cloaa to Uia thaw point ICC), hut do not at ta 
attain it, 

lu this aaction ara will consider deformation (subeidence) of thawing frosen ground. 

!t is common knowlsdgs that the destruction of structuras built on permafrost is due 
primarily to settling due to the thawing of permafrost. This settling aitr** is by tens of 
times the deformation of the asms ground at negative temperatures. H >w«ecr, so one has 
yat mads a systematic study of this question, so vitally important for practical purposes. 
The isolated field observations do not permit analysis of those extremely complex pheno¬ 
mena. 

Determining the degree of settling of foundations on thawing ground it an oxtr.-nely 
complex problem. The settling depends not only on the properties of the ground and the 
else of the foundations, but aleo on the process and intensity of thawing and the thermal 
properties of the ground. Consequently, the problem should be approached by first con¬ 
sidering the simplest phenomena. 

In the simplest case, a layer of frosen ground which ia thawring in one direction only 
and cannot expand laterally settles under the action of an equally distributed load. Settling 
of frosen ground with limited lateral expansion and uniform thawing ia a considerably more 
complex case. 

A series of tests was made to study the settling of frosen ground during thawing. The 
experiments described below involved conditions of uniform thawing with a constant load 
on part of the ground surface. Two typical soils, sand and clay, were ueed. Their physi¬ 
cal properties are given in Table 65. 

Table 65. Physical properties of clay and aand. 

Physical characteristics Cambrian 
clay 

River 
sand 

Remarks 

Grain-sise composition (H) 

Particles 1-0.25 nun 
0.25-0.05 mm 
0.05-0.01 mm 
0.01-0.005 mm 
0.005-0.0pl mm 
<0.001 nun 

Specific gravity, A 

0.5 
0.7 

14.7 
43. 3 
13.5 
27.3 

2. 71 

11. 3 
87. 6 
0. 6 
0. 5 

2. 67 

Data are averages of 

2 measurements 

According to the data in Table 65, the clay contained 40.8% of particlet .ess than 
0.005 mm in dism and 43. 3% of silt. Fine-grained sand was ueed, with the basic com¬ 
ponent particles varying from 0.05 to 0.25 mm in diam (87.6%) 
First series of axperimentt 

Tha ^.rposepf the first series of experiments was to study the settling of a rigid 
filter die on thawing sand and clay. Soil was placed in strong cylinders so that lateral 
expansion was impoasibla. Strong copper cylinders, 50 mm high with an inside diameter 
of 61,8 mm, were ueed. 

Figure 75 shows a photograph of tha apparatus, consisting of a strong cylinder with 
an adaptar for placing the measuring instruments and the filter die. 

1. This section is based on the work of N. A. Tsytovich (1934) Sksperimental'noe iesle- 
dovanie oeadok maralvhh gruntov pri ottalvaaii (Experimental invãeflgationé ¿I aettling— 
ot frosen ground during thaw), TruJy’Leningradstogoinstitute Soorushenii. mamiacrlpt. 
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PRINCIPLEIS or MECHANICS OF FROZEN GROUND

The eoil temperature during thaw
ing was measured with thermocouples 
in the upper, lower, and middle parts 
oi the soil. A Zeiss measuring in
strument set on brackets screwed to 
the apparatus was ised to measure the 
settling.

The copper cylinder was surround
ed on the outside with a mixture of ice 
and salt which thawed gradually. Testa 
on the thermal ref ime within the soil 
sample, using thermocouples at nine 
points instead of three, show that, as 
a first approximation, we can consider 
the thawing of the groui.d to be uni
form.

Figure 75. Apparatus for studying the settling of 
the frosen ground during uniform thawing under 

load without lateral expansion.

The die was subjected to a uni
formly distributed load of 3 kg/cm* in 
the Lubny-Gertsyk press (Fig. 76).

The testa on sand were conducted 
as follows: The assembled apparatus 
was filled with water, a specific quan
tity of dry sand poured in, and the

excess water removed with filter paper. The thermocouples were set while the sand was 
poured. Then, the sand in the apparatus was compacted under a load of 1 or 2 kg/cm* and 
placed in a refrigeration chamber to freese for 2 days. After freesing, the apparatus was 
placed in a metal box (Fig. 76) and surround
ed by the cooling mixture. Two measuring 
instriiments were attached and a load of 3 
kg/cm* was applied on the die. During the 
entire time of thawing, the settling was ob
served and the temperature of the soil meas
ured by thermocouples.

Both before the tests and after the ces
sation of settling, the soil used was weighed, 
the initial and final height of the ground was 
measured, and the average moisture con
tent by volume (5 to 6 determinations) of the 
soil sample was calculated.

The same type of apparatus was used 
for testing clay. The clay was moistened 
to the upper flow limit, and a certain quan
tity of It placed in the apparatus. Two layers 
of filter paper were placed on top of the clay 
and a compressing load was applied to the 
surface of the clay by a filter die. This load 
was maintained until settling ceased, thus 
preparing a sample of clay with a predeter
mined moisture content. The apparatus with 
the packed clay was placed in a refrigeration 
chamber for 2 days. After the soil froae, 
clay settling during thawing was studied by 
the same method used for sand.

Swelling of the soil was observed during 
the process of freeaing and caused certain de
viations from observed settling in the con
trol tests.

■ _ W ■ -

Figure 76. Test of a sample of frosen 
ground on the Lubny-Gertsyk press.
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. . T##U **r# w»lh MAd of different d«gr«*S of comMvSinil 
Înd 7T5 t**ur*i*d w,th S^<* w»* cú-np«ct«d und«r two loTd.' 

¿ kg cm *nd 1 icg/cm*. T*bl« 66 «howt th* resulta for compact »«nd and sand at m-w.. ™ 
compaction (tha gram-aUa composition is givan m Tabla 6S.f* From th# results the en 
efficients of por. sity wars calculated as follows. results, the co 

Table 66. ftaeulu ef teats ea eetthof of fresen tend thawed evetUy u .der a load 0/ 
_ 1 fca/em* «'»tb no late al enpeaeioit,. 

Time 
interval 

Average resulta of eeete 1 and J, 
wita compact saad 

Average reeulta of tóate J an t 4, 
Wtb sand of medium compaction 

í¡0t.'¿. So •VÓSU!Íit2;.l‘rcT..,.nÍtt*Í CO,mïi*Bt 0Í ^«-“y •. • 0- «S; i*"*» coefficient oí po,o.ity 
.%r. e -V. 7r.:Vo.n64*h^ zi!” Uy*r 01 Mnd h ■ 27- 6 --- 3 and 4, .v.r.,rv.lj.y 

The unit w«ight of the soil skeleton at the beginning of the experiment was determined 
on the basis of the initial thickness of the sample, h,, the known weight of dry soil, g, and 
the known area of the cylinder cross ssetion, F, by the following equation: * 

6 . a 

The initial coefficient of porosity was calculated from 

. . A - 6. 

where Ai« the specific gravity of the soil particles. 

. co*iil®ie,Jt of porosity, «g, of the ground after thawing and complate cessation of 
stthng was calculated by the same equations, using the thickness of the sample at the 

end of the test, hg, instssd of h|. P 

V* 5or determination of the final settling of the sand layer, that is. settlino 
which would occur under a load and after complete thawing and stabiliaation, we can use 
the relationship well known in soil mechanics:! 

LeningradTprïjî>Ch ^*^ovy ^ekhamki gruntov (Principles of soil mschanics|. 

* • uiâbááyríiaiii^íé^^^ÍáaedBM»áatifedúÍ. 
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■ • h U'M 
f « 

(41) 

where ■ ta ihe eettlmg of he eotl ayer under compreaeion -vithout poeeibility of Utern, 
expnneion, h ie the initini hicknes* of the layer, «, te the initial coefficient of poroaity 
(before thawing), and «a ia the final coefficient of poroaity (after thawing), 

Subatttutmg numerical vaiuea. we obtain for the compact aand 

_ _ c 0, 735 “ 0, 68 _ n o-9* 

•theor 27, 6 ' I 4 0.T3T * °- 874 mm* 

The settling obtained experimentally (aee Table 66), ia 

exp 
« 0. 897 mm. 

For aand of average compaction, we have: 

_ ta a 0* 75 - 0. 64 _ , -,Q 
•theor 28*4-mrT5~~ l-78 

a = 1.76 mm. 
exp 

Therefore, the equation for aettling, aa can be expected, ia valid aleo for calculating 
the final atabilised aettling of a layer of thawing aand. 

The deviationa between meaeured and calculated aettling can be explained by inaccura* 
ciea in determining coefficienta of poroaity. 

From the data given in Table 66, the aettling of a aolid filter atamp under a uniformly 
diatnbuted load on thawing aand can be plotted aa a function of time (Fig. 77). The curvea 
of aettling are aimilar for compact and loose aand, and differ only in magnitude depending 
on the initial and final poroaity of the ground. 

Testa with clay. The clay samples ware compacted, by pressures of 1 and 2 kg/ cm*, 
to equal porosity. However, redistribution of moisture and expansion during freering gave 

the frozen soil samples different initial porosities. 
The settling of the clay during thawing was deter¬ 
mined by the above-described methoci. The same 
load of 3 kg/cm* was applied to all samples. 

Under the test conditions (thermpeouplea in 
the soil) tha coefficient of poroaity could be calcu¬ 
lated only from the unit weight of the soil, the mois¬ 
ture content, and the height of the soil layer at the 
beginning and the end of the teat. 

Eight teats on clay wera made. Table 67 givea, 
as an example, the average results of three tests 
on the settling of a rigid filter die on thawing clay 
which had an initial coefficient of poroaity of 1.03. 

According to eq 41, the settling of a die on 
thawing froaen clay with no lateral expansion ia 

Figure 77. Settling of a rigid die 
on thawing sand with no lateral 

expansion. 

TIME (MIN) 
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Ta bl* t>7. Settling of • Uyer of froaan cUy during uniform thawing, with no late-al 
•npanaion, under a load of 3 kg/enrr. 

Time 
(mm) 

Average 
settling, 

(mm) 

Average temperature (C) 
Remarks 

Top Middle Bottom 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 

100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 
190 
220 
250 
280 
310 

- 

0. 138 
0. 327 
3. 597 
0.940 
1.485 
2.113 
2. 722 
3. 186 
3. 541 
3.806 
4.020 
4. 103 
4.364 
4. 537 
4.667 
4.806 
4.905 
5.006 
5.093 
5.301 
5.437 
5.486 
5. 544 

-0.4 
-0.3 
0.0 
0. 5 
0. 8 
1.5 

3.4 
3.8 
6. 3 
7. 3 

9.6 
10. 1 
10. 6 

-1.6 
-1. 5 
-1.1 
-0.8 
-0.4 
-0.2 

2.4 
4.2 
5.4 
7.2 

9.5 
10. 1 
10.2 

-2.0 
-1.7 
-1.4 
-1.2 
-0. 5 
0.0 

3.0 
4. 6 
5.9 
7.2 

9.6 
10.0 
10. 6 

Average value*: 
6j = 1.33 g/cm* 
6¾ X 1.61 g/cm* 
ti = 1.03 
«, * 0. 683 
h = 31.4 mm 

"theor 
s 31 • 4 1.03 - 0.683 

TTTTÜl 5,37 mm. 

The settling found by direct teste was atXp * 5. 54 mm, i. e. , the final settling of thawing 
clay can also be determined by eq 41. 

Figure 78 shows the settling, based on th^ data given in Table 67. 

The data show that the settling of a die under load on thawing clay, with no lateral 
expansion, is quite different in character from settling of thawing sand under the same 
conditions. This may be explained by the difference in water permeability and the rela¬ 
tionship between the settling of tnawed clay and time. 

When clay begins to thaw, settling is very small, and the curve of settling shows an 
upward curvature. Later on, an intensive increase of settling takes place, apparently 
when ice is transformed into water throughout almost the entire thickness of the soil layer. 
Finally during the last stage, the settling of the thawed ground diminishes and the curve 
is the same as the typical consolidation (compression) curve for unfrosen clay. 

Second series of experiments 

The second series of experiments tested the settling of a rigid die on thawing sand 
and clay with limited lateral ground expansion. These tests were made in a large vessel, 
25 cm in diam and 30 cm deep, not in a hard container as in the first series. The load 
was transmitted by a round die, 6. 1 cm in diam (with an area of 30 cm*), and the ground 
thawed only on top. The ground was moistened to the necessary degree (for clay on the 
basis of the compression curve) by mixing with water. Then the container was put into 
a refrigeration chamber let 2 days. 
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TIME (MIN) The teelf were n-iade with a lever press, and 

the ground was insulated on the s,de* and the bottom. 
Settl.ng during the experiment was measured by two 
Zeiss apparatus and the mean ot the readings was 
calculated.

Soil temnerature was uiuesured at ten points 
at the same time intervals as the settling. The 
thermocouples were placed along a vertical repre
senting the center of gravity of the base area and 
also at a distance of 7 cm from that vertical.

Figure 79 shows the arrangement of the appara- 
t .s in the second ter-es of ejLperi.-nents. Altogether 
four tests were made; tests 1 aod IV with sand, and 
tests II and III with clay.

The results are summarized in Tables 68 and 
69. Table 68 gives the results of the tests with 
compacted sand, with a pressure below critical on 
the die. Table 69 shows the results of experiments 
with sand and clay under a pressure which was above 
critical for the thawed condition of ground.

Figure 78. Settling of a rigid die 
on thawing clay, with no lateral 

expansion.

Table 68 gives the results of test I, with thaw
ing frozen sand and a constant load of I kg/cm*. Complete cessation of settling was ob
served during this experiment. The initial state of the ground is also described.

The initial coefficient of porosity of the 
frozen sand was *, = 0.75. With an increase 
in pressure of i kg/cm*, the cceff.cient of 
porosity decreases, according to tests made 
previously, to « j = 0. 64 (see tests 3 and 4 
in Table 66).

If we calculate settling of the die from 
eq 41, the question arises as to what soil
thickness we should use. 
we use the full thickness, 
obtain

Tor example, if 
h e 25 cm, we

s = 25 0. 75 - 0. 64 
1 4 0. “76 *15.7 mm.

However, the teat shows that s * 3.814 
mm (Table 68).

Thus, we clearly see that under no cir
cumstances should the total thickness of the 
soil laytr be used in the equation.

Let us apply the previously worked- 
out method of an equivalent layer of ground. 
Computed thickness of the equivalent layer, 
i.e., of a layer v^ose settling, witli no 
lateral expansion, will be equal to the set
tling of the die, may be expressed as follows;*

h^ * A Ug d F'igure 79. Apparatus for studying the 
settling of a rigid die on thawing ground 

with limited lateral expansion.

1. N. A. Tsytovich (1934) Raschet osadok fundamentov, kak funktsii vrcmeni, svoiatv 
griinta 1 rasmerov fundamentov (Calculation of foundation Fettling as a tunctio" of time, 
ground properties, and dimensions of foundation). Leningrad. Inst, sooruzh.

^4 T
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T*t>l« 60. Sinking of a rigid d'« un »venly thawing con<^a<t«d froacn sand 
(Tsai I m • Urgs cylinder with limited lateral expansion of the soil). 

T ime 
(nun) 

Sef.ling 
(mm ' 

T ime 
(mm) 

Settling 
(mm) 

y ——— 
Tim* 
(mm) 

Settling 
(mm) 

Tea? 
d«ac ription 

4 
7 

12 
17 
22 
27 
32 
37 
42 
47 
52 
57 
62 
67 
72 
77 
82 
87 

1 0.615 
0. 052 
1. 185 
1. 390 
1. S21 
1.650 
1.751 
1.835 
1.886 
1.940 
1.974 
2.036 
2.071 
2.100 
2.161 
2.178 
2.201 
2.265 

92 
97 

102 
107 
112 
117 
122 
137 
142 
147 
152 
157 
162 
167 
172 
182 
192 
202 
212 

2.260 
2.290 
2. 354 
2. 381 
2.406 
2.438 
2.456 
2. 570 
2. COS 
2. 617 
2. 627 
2. 635 
2. 697 
2. 711 
2. 73i 
2. 768 
2. 787 
2. 840 
2. 864 

222 
262 
297 
The 

1,437 
The i 

2. 792 
2, 877 
3, 117 

Genera 

_L 

2.876 
3.002 

1 3.002 
next day 

1 3-701 
text day 

3. 797 
3.814 
3.814 

1 settling 

Moiature by weight 
(avg of 3 measure¬ 
ments) w = 14. 3% 
Unit weight, 
y B 1.75 g/cm* 
Unit weight of 
•oil skeleton 

6 s ._J£— » 1.53 
i 4 w 

g/cm * 
Coefficien 
porosity 75 
Soocific g 
A *2.67 
Load p * 3 kg/cm* 
Total thickness 
of soil layer in 
cylinder 
h = 25 cm 

where A(o0l according to the table in the above-cited work, is 1.C2 for a round die and 
d is the diam of the die. 

Then. 

* 1.02 X 61 = 62 mm 

and 

a h 
a 62 .75-0. 64 

T4‘ö:75 3.90 mm. 

The difference between this value and the value of settling found by experimental 
methoda is: 

m 3.90 - 3.814 
—iTffn— 2.2%. 

This completely confirma the applicability of the method of equivalent layer. But, 
under a loan less than the limit, which correaponda to the extrusion of soil from under 
the die, it can be assumed that the difference between the theoretical and experimental 
data will also be insignificant. 

In test IV (Table 69), a looser sand was used and no cessation of the die settling was 
observed under a load of 1. 5 kg/cm1. The same table gives the resulta of tests of die 
settling on thawing clay under a die load of 3 kg/cm2. 

Results of tests 1 and IV and testa II and III are shown graphically in Figures 80 and 
81. 

The curves for sand are similar, in general, to thoae obtained in the tests with no 
lateral expansion, but some significant differences are observed. Under load which ex¬ 
ceeds the critical load2 (last IV with loose sand), the cassation of asttling was not observed. 

1. We use the expression Hcritical load" to desígnala a magnitud# beyond which intense 
deformation proceeds without additional increase in load, and the ground is extruded from 
under the loaded die. 
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TabU «9. Settling of loaded d>« on thawing toil with limitad lateral rxpanamn 
and load great*' than critical (for thawed state). 

Tune 
(min) 

Sand fw ■ 1S. )%) Clay <w» 35%) 

Settling (mm) 

Test IV Test III Test II 

Remarks 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 

100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 
270 
300 
320 
350 
400 
450 
500 
550 
600 

0.237 
0. 345 
0.411 
0.461 
0. 505 
0. 536 
0. 570 
0. 592 
0.618 
0. 642 
0. 666 
0. 740 

0.781 

0.865 

0.952 
1.000 
1.050 

0. 125 

1.267 
1.352 

1.727 
1.765 
1.843 
1.926 

0. 120 
0.225 
0. 327 
0.437 
0. 576 
0. 710 
0. 847 
0.995 

1.315 
1.440 
1.650 
1.790 
2 005 
2. 180 
2.404 
2. 690 
3.005 
3.264 
3. 549 
3.912 
4.375 
4.750 
5. 175 
5.565 
6.347 

11.847 
13.197 
14.459 
16.550 
18.447 

0.028 
0.045 
0.066 
0.089 
0. 110 
0. 313 
0.157 
0. 178 
0.218 
0.251 
0. 328 
0. 372 
0.415 
0.468 
0. 508 
0. 554 
0. 625 
0. 708 
0. 806 
0.883 
0.968 
1.061 
1. 158 
1.268 
1.370 
1.598 
1,964 
2.228 
2.693 
3.623 

In test IV (sand). temper¬ 
ature was 0C at 1 c n be¬ 
neath the center of the die, 
after 50 min and 3. 5 to 6 cm, 
after 155 min. 

The ïero curtain* was ob¬ 
served for 85 min at 1 cm 
depth and for 35 min at 
3. 5 cm depth. 

In tests III and II, temper¬ 
ature at 1-cm depth under 
the die was negative 
throughout; this is apparent¬ 
ly explained by lack of 
precision in the graduation 
of the thermocouple, or 
else by extrusion of the 
thawed soil from ber.<*ath 
the die. This problem 
requires verification. 

Initial temperature: 
in test III, t = -5C; 
in test II, t * -9C. 

*[ Interval during freeaing and thawing of the ground during 
constant as cooling or warming is compensated by the latent 
or the absorption of heat when the ice melts. J 

which the temperature remains 
heat of fusion during freezing 

The curves of die settling on thawing clay correspond to only the first part of the com¬ 
paction curve, which later enters a second stage of greater settling (see series of tests 
in the strong cylinder). No cessation of settling was observed with loads which exceeded 
the critical load. 

It must be pointed out that, in tests III and II, thawing soil was extruded from under 
the die, and the thermocouple situated 1 cm beneath the die showed a negative temperature 
during the entire time. Thus, it appears that a thin layer of clay under the die was im¬ 
mediately squesssd out along ths perimeter of the die when it thawed; i.e., the thawed 
layer did not pack and plastic flow of the soil took place. These observations, in our opin¬ 
ion, art of considerable interest. However, the small number of tests made prevent any 
definite conclusions about the plastic flow ef (rosen and thawing ground. Further experi¬ 
mente are necessary, both in the laboratory and on experimental structures under natural 
conditions. 

i 
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TIME (MIN) 

Figure 80. Settling of a rigid die on thawing eanri, with limited lateral expaneion. 

One very important practical conclusion resulted from the experiments. When a die 
resting on the thawed ground is subjected to a load which exceeds thj critical limit for ex¬ 
trusion of the thawed ground from under the die, the settling of ths ground does not die out 
with time. 

A layer of the frozen ground continues to settle during the entire period of thawing. 
This is especially observed with frozen clay, but also can take place in frozen sand. 

When a structure is erected on frozen ground, emanation of heat by the structure will 
cause thawing of the frozen ground under the foundation, and considerable settling of the 
foundation is inevitable. If, in this case, the load on the ground is less than critical (the 
point at which extrusion begins}, the settling will diminish with time and cease altogether. 
If, however, the load on the ground is greater than the critical limit, the settling of the 
foundation will not die out and may cause complete destruction of the structure. The latter 
is often observed when structures are erected on frozen clay without measures against 
thawing. 

Some observations of foundation settling on thawing permafrost 

The problem of foundation settling on thawing 
permafrost is of extreme practical significance. 
Data on the settling of the foundations of the Chita 
power station are cited below. These data were 
provided by the NTS Narkomkhos (Council for 
Science and Technology of the People's Commis¬ 
sariat of Municipal Services) in connection with our 
findings regarding the deformation of the Chita 
Power Station. 

Table 70 shows the observed data on settling 
of foundations, turbine«, boilers, and pillars of 
the building« of the Chita Power Station. Figure 82 
show« the stratigraphic croee section of the ground. 
From these data we plotted the curves of settling 
(Fig. 82a). * 

From the curves of settling under the different 
foundations when frosen clay thawe, we conclude 
that the nature of foundation settling ie completely 
analogous with the settling of dies on thawing clay 
with restricted lateral ground expansion, observed 
by us in the laboratory. This shows that the method 
oí our tests corresponds to the phenomena observed 
under natural conditions. 

In summarising the results of the tests on 
settling of homogeneous frosen ground under 
conditions of uniform thawing, we conclude that 

TIME (MIN) 

Figure 81. Settling of a rigid die 
on thawing clay, with a limited 

lateral expansion. 
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Table 70. Settling of foundation« of t! e Chita Power Plant caused by thawing of 
permafrost beneath the foundations. 

T)p* at foundatio i Average settling (min) from 
1931 to 1934 

Approx. 
12 months 

1 7 months 29 months 39 months 

Under the Bargman steam turbine 

Under the -MZ steam turbine 

Under boiler no. 1 

Under boiler no. 2 

Under a pillar in steam-turbine room 
(average settling) 

Under a pillar in boiler room 
(average nettling) 

20 

20 

10 

50 

0 

0 

47 

34 

3 

81 

2.0 

6.5 

91 

67 

113 

174 

27 

30 

97 

90 

185 

273 

56 

77 

Soil and debris 

Sand with pebbles- 
m. Permafroat table. 1927 

Ground water table, 
1934 

Permafrost table, 
^^_1931_ 

Permafrost table_, 
1934 

Figure 82. Stratigraphic cross section of the ground at Chita Power Station. 
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oí ly »he ÍíhaI dt« »cttltng on thawing «and and 
cl ly. under lea« than critical load, can be 
detenn.ned by the method oí equivalent gruund 
layer with «officient accuracy for practical 

TIME (MONTI«») 

purpose«. ¡g 

Determination of the «ettl ng of thawing 2 
ground as a function of time, which we have "é 
considered only on the basis of experimental 
data, requires further study and theoretical 
interpreta» ion 

Heat as an External Force 

¿7 

60 

The data on the deformation of frozen 
ground at negative temperatures and during 
the transition from the frozen to the thawed 
state, which we considered above, demon¬ 
strated that the basic factor which influenced 
the degree and nature of the deformation is 
temperature. Two samples of the same fro¬ 
zen ground under identical loads and at dif¬ 
ferent temperatures will show totally differ¬ 
ent deformation. Even a very small rise in 
the temperature of the frozen ground (as 
small as one-tenth of a degree) may have a 
considerable effect. For example, an in¬ 
crease in temperature of a cube of frozen 
sand from -3C to -1C (see Ch. IV) loweis 
the compressive breaking stress from 78 
to Ú2 ka /cm*. ►. 

h 
If we calculate the amount of best re- 

ceived by a 7-cm frozen cube when its tern- jj 
perature rises from -3C to -1C, and deter¬ 
mine the decrease of breaking stress which • 
corresponds to one large calorie, we obtain 
a value of about 20 to 30 kg/cm*. For lower 
temperatures, smaller values are obtained. 
Similar relationships would be valid also for 
other soil types (clay, silty sand, etc.) under 
compression as well as other types of stress. 

A rise of temperature to the melting point 
will have a still greater effect. The whole 
structure of frosen ground is disrupted, the 
cementing effect of ice ceases, and often 
the ground deformations cause complex 
failure. 

m 
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Figure 82s. Settling of the foundations 
of the Chita Power Station as a function 

of time. Heat transmitted to frozen ground un¬ 
der load produces an add u amount of de¬ 
formation, which is equis 1 nt to an additional load. Therefore, when studying the de¬ 
formation of frozen ground under an outside load, heat can be considered as an external 
force. 

Buildings which are heated to positiv« temperatures are local sources of heat which 
is transmitted to the frosen ground through the foundation« eunk in the ground and through 
the entire site area. 

Theory 

In solving the problem of temperature changes in frosen ground caused by the pene¬ 
tration of heat from buildings and structure«, the Fourier equation of thermal conductivity 
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can b« applied. Thia «quation haa the following lorm. 

dO * -KdF du (42) 

where dQ ta th, quantity of heat which pastes through the surface dF during the period of 

d6 
time du. is the thermal gradient (the rate of temperature decrease normal to the iso¬ 

thermic surface), and k is the coefficient of thermal conductivity. 

Thie equation shows that, with a temperature differential between the building and the 
frozen ground, a flow of heat will always take place, and the quantity of heat rece ved by 
the trozen ¿round will be in direct proportion to the thermal gradient and time. 

The following conditions must be satisfied for a stabilized flow of heat: 

V8 * 0 

where V is Laplace's (or differential) operator, i.e.; 

VO d*0 , di0 _ d*0 
* 0 

Here dx, dy, and dz are the sides of an infinitely small parallelepiped. 

At the present time, as the literature indicates, Fourier's equation is solved for 
only three cases, namely, when the isothermic surfaces are either infinite parallel planes, 
infinite cylinders, or spheres. 

It must be pointed out that Fourier's equation is valid only within the limits of temper¬ 
ature changes that would not cause a change of state in one of the adjacent bodies; i.e., it 
does not take into consideration the latent heat. The process of thawing (especially of 
frozen ground and ice) requires a larger quantity of heat than a rise of even several de¬ 
grees in temperature. Consequently, Fourier's equation cannot be applied where the 
frozen ground thaws. 

The process of thawing of frozen ground depends on the duration of heating and on the 
thermal properties of the ground. At the present time, the limit of thawing during local 
heating of frozen ground can be determined only for a linear problem. The solution to 
this problem was found by J Stefan.1 

Mathematical analysis of the thawing process on a plane or in space was made by 
S. Kovner. However, though his equations give an interesting analysis of the problem, 
they are not solved in final form. 

Stefan analyzed the problem of determinituj the depth of water freezing or ice thaw- 
in oper» basins. In a linear problem, a formu a for the depth of thawing of frozen ground 
can be obtained in the same way. 

The following designations are used: h is the depth of thawing, u is the time elapsed 
from the beginning of thawing, AÔ is the average difference between the outside air 
temperature and the tempe roture of the frozen ground, X is the coefficient of thermal 
conductivity of thawed ground, 4 is the latent heat of melting of ice in the ground, w0 
is the volume of ice in the frozen ground, «t.-i.d- p" te iee-density. ""' ■*— ~ --- 

1, J. Stefan (1890) lieber die Theorie der Eisbildung, insbesondere über die Eisbildung im 
Polarmeer (Theory öTlce formation, particularly in the Polar Sea), Acad. WIss. Math. 
Tía, l8, Wien. 1 

2. S. S. Kovner (1933) Ob odnoi zadache teploprovodnoeti (A problem of thermal con¬ 
ductivity), Zhurnal geoíísiki, tom HI, vyp. 1. 
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calculate the thermal balance at the aero geoiaotherm. taking th.e aa the depth 
ot thawing. • F 

During the tune du, the iroaen ground below the depth of thawing, according to the 
equation of thermal conductivity, will receive the following amount of heat: 

dQj “ jj" A ô du. 

Thn8uqU*ntUy 0f heÄt WiU thaw * Uyer of fro*en ground with a thickneaa of dh, i.e. , we will have: — ’ 

dQj « Sw0 p dh, 

and, as 

dOi * dQ2; §w0 p dh * ^ A6 du. 

Separating the variable, we have; 

&w0 ph dh E \ A0du 

Integrating within the limita from 0 to h and from 0 to u, we have: 

hl 
£pw0 j * X A0U. 

Conaequently, the depth of thawing of frozen ground will be: 

h X (43) 

Introducing the designation: 

a * J- T"õ'p (44) 

we will have: 

h X a\u~ (45) 

i.e. , the depth of thawing is directly proportional to the square root of time. This is 
Stefan s formula for the depth of thawing and frsesing of a uniform medium. Applying 
this solution to the determination of the depth of thawing of a layer of frozen ground, we 
•••J“!' Ay ring.thawing. the.upner en’-fsce oifr«zer. ground moves parallel U its« if;- 

_,For a •y":,metrical plane problem, assuming uniform temperature of tve thawina 
medium, S. Kovner found that the line of thawing lowers along the arc of >te circumference. 
The greatest depth of thawing along the axis of symmetry could be determined by Stefan's 

Figure 83 shows the lowering of the line of thawing in frosen ground calculated for 
equal intervals of time from the beginning of the thawing procese. The maximum depth of 
thawing corresponds to Stefan's formula, and ths outline of the bottom surface of thawing 
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Figure 63. Lowering of line* of thawing in a 
homogeneous medium, for a plane problem. 

for a symmetrical plan* approxi¬ 
mates the round cylindrical type, 
according to Kovner. The radius 
of the circumference of thawing, 
R, at the given maximum depth of 
thawing (along the axis of symmetry) 
is easily determined from purely 
geometrical relationships: 

R * TT~ <46> 

where h is the maximum depth of 
thawing and b is one-half the width 
of the heatetfarea. 

It should be pointed out that 
this picture of thaw lines is correct 
only when temperature is uniform in 
in the area of heating and on the 
surface in adjacent areas. More¬ 
over, the curves of thawing are 
disrupted where these areas meet 
(a certain area here should be ex¬ 
cluded from consideration). 

Therefore, only certain specific 
problems of heat distribution in a 

uniform medium have been solved. The problem of thawing, as we have seen, has been 
finally solved only in the case of a plane problem. Unde r natural conditions, when frozen 
ground is warmed by heat from heated buildings, or thawed under foundations, we are 
dealing with a problem in space, the exact solution of which is not available at this time. 

A study of the heating and thawing of frozen ground must consider the results of direct 
experiments. Such data can be furnished by laboratory teats using models of foundations 
placed on the frozen ground and heated from above, as well as by observations under na¬ 
tural conditions (see Ch. VIII). 

Experiment* with models 

Extensive experiments under natural condition* are not feasible because of the ex¬ 
pense involved. In addition, it is difficult to find natural conditions which permit a syr tern- 
atic study of the question. The ufee of models allows the investigator to create the condi¬ 
tions he wants and study the influence of separate factors on the processes of freezing and 
thawing of frozen ground. 

Typical results of our experiments with foundation models are given below.1 The 
purpose of these experiments was to analyse the process of heat penetration into the ground 
through the foundation. Concrete models with thermocouples placed inside were used. 

Vessels with triple walls were used for the tests (Fig. 84). Moistened ground was 
placed in the inner container to the required height (in some experiments the concrete 
model was installed, too), and the entire apparatus was put into a refrigeration chamber 
for 2 days until the ground was completely froaen. Then the apparatus was removed from 
the chamber and the concrete model was set on the surface or sunk to a certain depth in 
—it 4fee-raquLr«d height by a layer of unfrozen ground at 

room temperature. Depending on the conditions of the experiment, the surface of the 
ground and the model were either heated or cooled, evenly or unevenly. Temperatures 

1. N. A. Tsytovicb (1934) O rasprostranenli tepla v modeliakh fundamentov, postavlennykh 
v msrzlyi grunt (Heat distribution in foundation models set into froaen groundL Ulull. 
LenlngratL insl. soóiushenii, no. 18Ü. 191¾} also to. A. Tsyiovick (l$34) Laboratornys opyty 
no rasprostraneniia tepla v modeliakh osnovanii i fundamentov (Laboratory experimenta on 
he*t distribution in rmxleïs ot bases and foundations), Leningrad, inst. soorusnenlí, ms. 
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intide the concrete model and at various deptnt in the unfrozen and frozen ground were 
determined at equal interval« (3 min) by the thermocouple« (Fig. 84). A cooling mixture 
wa« placed between the wall« of the vessel up to the level of the frozen ground and kept 
at a constant negative temperature. The following materials were used: clean medium» 
grained quartz sand and, for the model, concrete (mixture 1:3) and sawdust concrete. 

The coefficient of thermal conductivity of sand (cal/m^-C-hr), determined on the 
Christianson apparatus, was X. = 0.26 in the air-dried state, and, X. » 1.1 with 4% mois¬ 
ture by weight. For dry concrete (mixture 1:3) with unit weight y = 2.06 g/cm*. X = 0.4 
cal/rrf-C-hr. 

First series of experiments 

This series of tests used models with different thermal conductivities: a concrete 
model with a unit weight of 2.0 g/cm*. and a sawdust-concrete model with a unit weight 
of 0. 6 g/cm1. 

In some of the tests, models were set on the upper surface of frozen ground; for 
other tests, the models were sunk into the frozen ground to half their height. Tempera¬ 
ture was measured during the course of 3 or 4 hr. As a rule, heat flow was stabilised 
during the first hcur, as shown by the temperature changes. 

For each point measured by the thermocouples, the average temperature for the 
period of stabilised heat flow was calculated (certain fluctuations in temperature were ob¬ 
served even during this period). 

Temperature variations in the soil and the model were plotted for the period of 
stabilised heat flow, because it has the greatest practical significance. From these 
graphs, isotherms of the ground and foundations were drawn for each experiment. 

Temperatures in the soil and in the foundation models during U.« period of stabilised 
heat flow are. given in Table 7J;. t«iets. with foundation nmodels.of different thermal conduc¬ 
tivities are compared. 

The soil used was natural medium-grained sand. In all tests, the initial moisture 
content of the sand was about 10%. After freezing, the sand was kept in a refrigeration 
chamber for two additional hours at a temperature of -5C before starting the tests. 

In test 6 (concrete model), the soil moisture after the test was 7.2% on the surface 
of the unfrosen layer; 12. 7% in the middle of the unfrosen layer; and, 12. 3% in the middle 
of the frosen layer. During the period of stabilised heat flow, the water temperature in 
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r«bé* I Tvrtt^rct^r* (C) 9i tk» mil aiul lxmf*ka!*3n ci -4»1» (•mil* piUar*) 4ur>n| 
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1 

14.1 
11.3 
8.0 
4.9 
2.4 
0.2 

-0.5 

•1.1 

10.3 
8. 5 
6. 8 
5.Ö 
2.9 
0.8 

-0. 6 

12. 1 
10. 1 

7. 5 
5.0 
2. 5 

-0. 1 

-1.2 

30. 7 
8. 8 
6.2 
3.8 
1.8 
0. 5 

-2. 8 

-3. 5 

12. 7 
S. 7 
5.6 
3.1 
0.5 

-2.0 

-2.9 1 

10. 3 
7. 5 
«. 8 
1. 7 

-0. 5 
-1.6 
•2.2 

11. 1 
8. 1 
5. 2 

l 
0. 4 

-1. 6 
-2. 1 

-2. 9 

10,3 
7.2 
4.3 
1. 5 

-0.9 
•2.0 

-3.0 

11.6 
7.7 
4.7 
Î. ) 

-0.4 
•1.4 

-2.6 

Nut««: 1. Tor teata 6 and 11, th« modal« ware concrete, * unit weight oí 2 g/cm*. 
2. For taita 9 and 16, the modela were aawduat-concrete, with a unit weight of 0.6 g/cm*. 

the heater u*ed in teat 6 waa 20. 6C and waa maintained by an electric heater conauming a 
current o( 0. 5 amp and 47 v. Altogether, 300 aeparate temperature meaaurementa were 
made in teat 6, but Table 71 gives only the average data for the period of atabilized heat 
flow. 

In teat 9 (with a aawduat-concrete model), the •oi* moisture after the test was 7.2% 
on the surface, 10.7% under the model, and 10.9% inside the frozen ground layer. The 
water temperature in the electric heater waa 20.2C» w‘th a current of 0. 5 amp and 51 v. 
The temperature of the cooling mixture, as in test 6, varied from *3C to -4C. Figure 85 
shows the isotherms of the ground and the foundation models in tests 6 and 9. 

Figure 86 shows the isotherms of the ground and foundation models (for tests 11 and 
16) which were sunk into the ground down to half their height. The soil moisture in test 
11 was: 7.9% on the surface, 9.7% at the level of th« base of the model, and 10.1% at 
the boundary of the frozen ground. The water temp«rature in the heater was 19. 6C (with 
a current of 0. 55 amp and 56 v). In test 16, moisture content was 7.2% at the surface 
of the thawed ground, and 9.2% at the boundary of frozen ground. The water temperature 
in the heating apparatus was 19. 6C (no current measurement was made). 

A study of the data given in Table 71, a comparison of the temperatures during 
equivalent time interval» from the beginning of the test, and a comparison of the isotherms 
of various models during the period of stabilised he»t flow lead us to the following con¬ 
clusions. 

1. The isotherms curve downward in the foundation models and in the soil immedi¬ 
ately adjacent. 

2. The foundations with higher thermal conductivity show more rapid heating and 
thawing. In te«t 6, the boundary of frozen ground dropped below the base of the foundation, 
but in test 11 it coincided with the base of the axis of the model. In models of lower 
thermal conductivity, the boundary of thawing was much higher. 

3. When the model was sunk to the surface of froaen ground, a convex mass of fro¬ 
zen ground is formed under the model, which makes it very unstable. 

4. When the froaen ground touched concrete which had a positive temperature, a tem¬ 
perature rise along the axis of the model was observed. This can be clearly seen if a 
curve of temperature changes in depth is drawn (croas section I - I). 

Second series of experiments 

This series also studied temperature distribution in foundation models and in the 
ground during the period of stabilised heat flow, but the models were more complex. The 
test arrangement is shown in Figure 87 (test II) and in Figure 88 (tests IV and V), 
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Figure 85. Isotherms in the ground and in foundation models installed on the surface 
of the frozen ground (tests 6 and 9). 

Test XI Test XVI 

Figure 86. Isotherms in the ground and in foundation models sunk into frozen 
ground (tests 11 and 16). 

In these tests, the source of heat (a container of water at a constant temperature of 
25C) was placed directly on the model. The soil surface beyond the outside perimeter of 
the foundation had no heater and was under the influence of the air temperature of the room. 
Below, we conaider the results of three typical tests (Nos. II, IV, and V) with concrete 
models (unit weij; it of concrete, 2 06 g/cm*). 

In test II, a r iodei of a solid foundation for the walls of a square building was placed 
on the frozen ground. The temperature inside the container (the heater for the model) was 
25C, and the temperature of the outside air above the soil was 18C. Thus, the ratio of the 
temperatures wan 25:18 or 1.4, The soil moisture after the test (an average of 3 measure¬ 
ments) was: 4.8:1% for the layer of unfrozen ground (instead of the. calculated 5%), and 
10 .18% for the layer of frozen ground (instead of the calculated 1C'%). 

In test IV (8 separate concrete pillars beneath a square container), the temperature of 
the heater, T, was 25C, and the air temperature, t, was 13.8C. Therefore, the ratio 
T/t * 1.8. “ 

In test V (using the same type of model as in test IV) the ratio of the temperature in 
the water container above tho model to the temperature of the air around the model was: 

T 25 
T * T77T “ 1,865 “ 1,9 * 
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The unfroscn ground had a moisture content of 4.11% for tese IV and 5 h0% for test 

V, moi-iturt content of th- frosen ground was 9. 80% for test IV and 10. 45% for test V 
all in percent of dry weight. tor test y - 

The sise of the models, the location of the thermocouples, and the thickness of the „„ 
frozen and frosen ground layers in tests IV and V are shown in Figure 68. 

Table 72 gives temperature data for testa J], ry and V favera*» «r #, 4 
for the period of stabilized heat flow. (average of 6 measurement#) 

..«io^Tl'-irÄ (l-T H°-ir.ndro"M dj*'ri^tio" »‘,h d«Pth drawn tor cm., 
ground and the foundation modelu'were drawn (Fig.. *’ th' ‘,0,hern” 0, th< 

fnllnw *tUdy the d4ta ln Table 72 and a COrTIPari»0n Of the isotherms leads us to the lollowing conclusions* u*» i.u lac 

Kh»t "hafu OÍ a11 including the zero isotherm, is very complex and 
depends both on the general conditions of the experiment (area of heat.n/ raaVl» -u v. 
tween the dimensions of the models, the thermal properties of matenalS,’ etc and on the’ 
influence of the separate foundations on each other. ° th 

outside temï,eratur* in®lde the entamer is higher than the temperature of the 
outside air, the frosen ground under the foundations thaws uneven!v even when ih» - rt 
cient of the thermal conductivity of the foundatioi material is less than the rneff C°e<.1" 
thermal conduct vity of the unfrozen ground (tests II and IV). 1 lcl<n ° 

3. Maximum thawing takes place at a certain distance from the base of the foundation 

™^.roMttouJa\™ Und‘rth' '-—'»'»a., "Zluo.Tot'Z 

4. Sinking .oundations down to a certain depth in the frozen ground deoendina on th.. 

"j** y í* ÍOXtnáí\lun and|°1n the thermal Properties of the ground (under the^ondifions of 
¡h t0 t th* rnodel * hei8ht>= can preserve the frosen ground under the base of 
the foundations u air can circulate on the surface (a ventilated cellar). 

Third series of experimenta 

flow wàshl.*tud*ed ’ ' Amimar1 of100 oi.temP*rAtur« foundation models with uneven heat 
flow was studied. A number of experiments were made with foun iation models sunk half- 
way into the frosen ground while the upper layer of unfrosen around was r.«,..,.- _ .. . 
the upper surface of the model was nolVoolsd Se ve ^e«« Î iment re mÜ«8 ' i! h 
even heating (by a large electric bulb) on the surface of one-half of the model (up to 40C1 
ma.numini a constant tamparntura tor tha second halt with a vaaael of water MSC 4 Th. 

nrVtV.'rto.'Vf1.“:*..1*'0^4 ■n0i,,Ur*' ... *“ *»' conditiona^ot thah* 
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r..»C 

Figure 89. liotberm* in ground and foundation!, te«t II. 

Figur« 91. Isotherm« in ground and foundation«, test V. 

<«M» i 

'■* •****•“ « •** 

KSM. 
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Figure 92. Isotherms in ground and foundations, third series of experiments 
a) foundation model in thawed ground; b) foundation model at the beginning of the 
experiment — half tunk into frosen ground; c) and d) foundation models sunk into 
frozen ground, with the upper layer of the ground frozen. 

Figure 92a shows characteristic isotherms of the ground and of the foundation models 
for the third series of tests. It shows the isotherms of the ground and of a concrete founda¬ 
tion model set into the unfrozen ground under conditions of uneven heating (from one side) 
of the ground surface by the heat emanated from an electric bulb. In this case, the heat 
flows from the source of heat to the lateral surface of the model perpendicular to the 
isotherms. 

The same picture is observed when the foundation model is sunk halfway into the fro¬ 
zen ground (Fig. 92b). 

Figures 92c and 92d show the isotherms of the ground and of foundation models when 
the upper soil layer is frozen. In these tests the models were sunk halfway into the frosen 
ground at the beginning of the experiments. It should be pointed out that the flow of heat, 
which is characterised by the isotherms shown in Figures 92c and 92d, was nearly sta¬ 
bilized inasmuch as four thermocouple readings made every 30 min differ very little from 
each other. 

In the cases considered here, the law of temperature change in the foundation models 
in the ground is exceedingly complex. In addition, for a certain period of time during the 
freezing of the upper soil layer, a warm core in the foundation and a warm layer in the 
ground are observed. The model tests show that, when temperature conditions near the 

^■■1111,1111,1111. II Ml' I lliw . ■! ■ .-111,1. 
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•tructur* *rr not •ymmetncai (which ^vcurs under neturftl condition* also), the isotherm* 
of the ground and of the foundation* will also be nonsymmetncal. Thi* conclusion i* sup¬ 
ported not or.ly by laboratory tests, out also Sy observation* under natural conditions. 
These observations are described in detail in Chapter VIII. 

Conclusions 

A study of the above-cited theoretical and experimental data on the distribution o. .isat 
in frosen ground and in foundations and its influence on the mechanical properties of frozen 
ground leads us to the following conclusions. 

1. The process of heat distribution in frosen ground and foundations depends on out¬ 
side temperature conditions, on the geometrical dimensions of the foundations and the depth 
of their placement, and on the thermal properties of frosen ground and of foundations. 

2. One of the most important factors influencing thr rate of movement of the boundary 
of thawing of frosen ground is the degree of ice saturation of the ground. Everything else 
has only secondary significance in comparison. 

3. Heat acting on frozen ground may be considered as an outside force, as the ability 
of frozen ground to resist deformation decreases with an increase in the amount of heat. 
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In previous chapters the simplest cases of stress end deformation have been consic- 
ered: uniform compreesion, shear, and adfreesing. Under natural condition«, when struc¬ 
tures are erected on frosen ground and permafrost, the ground experiences a considerably 
mors complex state of stress. It is necessary to study both the distribution of stresses in 
frosen ground and the strength and stability of frosen ground under the action of a local 
load applied to its surface. 

In construction, time and attention are given to that part of a building which is above 
the ground; very often even insignificant details are considered. On the other hand, the 
properties of the ground beneath the foundation of the structure are almost completely dis¬ 
regarded. Such neglect of the principle of equal stability never leads to good results. The 
building, carefully planned except for consideration of ¿He properties of frosen ground, 
will inevitably become deformed, often making the entire structure completely useless. 

In order to take into account the influence of the properties of frosen ground on struc¬ 
tures and the influence of structures on the stability and strength of frosen ground, it is 
necessary to know the temperature conditions and the distribution of stresses in the ground 
to a depth considerably lower than the base of the foundation. 

Without knowing the stress distribution, it is impossible to determine the strength of 
frozen ground under complex stress or the deformation of froaen ground when it thaws. 

Stresses in frozen ground can be determined by two procedures; theoretical and ex¬ 
perimental. 

At the present time, the first procedure has not been worked out but the general con¬ 
clusions of construction mechanics, primarily the theory of elasticity, may be quite use¬ 
ful. In studying the distribution of stresses, frozen ground under the small loads which 
occur in nature may be considered as a homogeneous and elastic oody in many cases. 
This assumption is usually made when determining the stresses in ground with a positive 
temperature, with much leas validity. Within certain stress limits, frozen ground, 
which is cemented by ice and therefore has considerable cohesiveness, corresponds very 
closely to linearly deformed elastic bodies. ä 

The uniformity of froaen ground depends on the conditions of its natural formation. 
If the layer of frosen ground does not have many ice lenses, then, in many cases, it may 
be considered homogeneous. 

Layered frozen ground or an unfrozen layer overlying froaen ground cannot be con¬ 
sidered homogeneous for the purpose of determining stress distribution. The difference 
in hardness of the layers will be manifested more sharply in tl e distribution of stressez 
than in unfrozen ground. Young's modulus for frosen ground is measured in tens of thou¬ 
sands of kilograms per square centimeter; for unfrozen ground, it is 100 to 200 times 

smaller. 

Because of the almost complete lack of experimental data, we :an only point out the 
necessity for wide application of the experimental method in determining «trees conditions 
of frosen ground, especially for layered frozen ground. 

Stress Distribution in Uniform Layere of Frozen Ground 

Concentrated stress 

If 4 mass of frozen ground is sufficiently deep and wide, the formulas based on the 
theory of elasticity dealing with a semi-infinite body may be applied to it within specific 
limits. Thus, the formulas pertaining to a mass which is deformed linearly will be valid 
if the stresses do not exceed the limit of proportionality. 

Stress distribution in an elastic body undsr the influence of a concentrated force on it 
its surface has been given by Bouesinesq.1 

I. J. V. Boussinesq (1885) Application dee potentiell, etc,, p. 9?.. Paris; see also N. A. 
Tsytovich (1934) Qsnovy mckhanikl gruntov (Principles of soil mechanics). 
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Figure 93. 

An outfide force P applied perpend^ct* 
l»rly to a boundary plan* of the maei (Fig. 
93) cauana a radial atreaa on any ar>;a paral* 
lei to the face equal to. 

1 P a1 
^r*2TW i47> 

where x ia the diatance from the boundary 
plane to the area parallel to it for which the 
streaa ia being determined; 

R = ■/ X* + y* + zz 

ia the distance from the center of gravity of 
of the area under conaideration to the point of application of the concentrated force. 

Resolving the stress into three directions: one perpendicular to the area and the other 
two on the plane of the area, we get the following components of stress as calculated by 
Boussmesq: 7 

3 P Z» 
"z* ? T TO (48) 

(49) 

, _ 3 P xz2 
Tx ' 7 F T? (50) 

It should be noted that the values of streases for the area parallel to the boundary 
plane do not depend on the elastic constants of the mass. As a results, the above formu¬ 
las are widely used to calculate stresaes not only in a uniform mass of ground but also 
in b“dded sediments. In the latter case, however, this application produces an approxi¬ 
mate result, as will be demonstrated later. According to Boussmesq, the stresses of 
the areas perpendicular to the boundary plane will be functions not only of the extent of 
the force and geometric elements, but also of the elastic constants of the mass (Younn's 
modulus, Poisson's ratio). ® 

Let us deal in somewhat greater detail with the perpendicular compressive stress, 
(T^, because, at the present time, it is most frequently applied. 

The question arises: under what conditions and for what materiale would the Boussi- 
nesq equation be applicable for compressive stresses? This question can only be an¬ 
swered by experiment. Such experiments for determining the stresses in a mass under the 
influence of external forces were conducted for elastic bodies (by the optical method for a 
plane problem) and for loose ground. (Experiments were made by Kegler, Scheidig, 
StroiSchneider, Kik, and laletin, and others.) 

Ihe results of the experiments show the following: 

1. The Bousainesq equations are completely applicable to elastic, isotropic bodies. 

2. For loose ground (areas up to 1 m*), the compressive stref is under the center 
of the area under load are larger than they should be according to the Boussinesq equat.on. 

3. For areas located at a depth greater than twice the diameter of the area under 
load, the compressive stresses in sand can be determined with sufficient accuracy by the 
Boussinesq equation. ' 
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T2it w**1 conc,“,,on do** «o» coi.tradícl S*inl-Venânf* well known priiiciDle on rlex.. 

Un of from fhÍT*** 'f'* dl,,ribu,ion of •«*■••••• »n *r*j» located at a conxderablr d.a- 
oi lita reaulUnt^rca C* •PPÍ'cat.on dep.nd. only on the magnitude and the direct.on 

Concentration of atreiaea 

the valué'. th.‘,'X.i>.Y,":’nt'>17 v*‘“'* o' •"•••«• for .end do not coincide with 
equaticn tor comp t®!u"oine^ O. K. Frdhl.ch. modi/ied the 

„„ .P . ; ' -e»aea in the ground under a concentrated force bv introducmo 
. .tree, concentration factor r. Thua, the equation for compre..,ve ..re., bécomé. 

ir_ - _ y P zv 
îïïïïi' ÎP“ (51) 

the^ph ya ic§al ^chã ra c t e H a ti c'a"! f*the "g ro u mí.' ^ Value8 dePend-8 - 

H v ~ cq -.1 is the same as the Boussinesq equation 48, 

the by A1 E* Curnrnin8*a oí experimental data (on areas up to 1 ml) with 
it FrBhlmh ,hy '’t 1 *é°rd th*!' tor ‘O'-' fhe value of v ahould be S. Iccord- 

3 *, e thé tí’ Íh VUU? °‘ th,' 8,r”s concentration factor for cohe.ive noil, i, cl„,e to ■J. i.e., the Bouasinesq formula is applicable. 

Tî)e distribu£l°n of compressive stresses along the sections parallel to the boundarv 
ft musfbPeeno8 r ,thet8turei9 COncentr«‘on factor, a. is clearly ilfu.trated bv Figufe 
deoènd. n/ , 0'Jíthat’ thc Ute'< datft' the •‘re., concentrktiofictor 
of ?hedground.^ °n ^ ^ °f 8011 bUt PrimarilV on the magnitude of plastic deformation 

ire 94. Distribution of pressure in a mass for different 
values of the stress concentration factor. 

',nlp0'“b‘' ‘0 determine exactly which atreaa concentration factor v would moat 

thééé fa e p° ° ,h* d‘',r*bu,i<»' 01 «•••••«• .n frcaan ,round c.m.nted by .re ”ncÍ there is no experimental data on this subject. 7 

(un t^^30^ne,iír0/UnaîU,,,l u0n9ide able d**rea of cohesion (coherence) and under loads 
P g/cni*) which prevail during foundation construction may be looked upon as 

foundations)^*wicn^ B&u8rund< <Pre-,Bu^ distribution in building 

ÍmeAr',c?; bT'nö.' l,. ~~ ' <*( «H* 
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a hnaarly <i#lorm«d body. Tft«r*(or«, <*• that fh# coafficirnt oí atraaa concentra¬ 
tion of frosen ground approac hr* } and, conaequently, Bouaaineaq equation 44 can be uaed 
tu determine compreaeiv« atrcaeea in froren ground under concentrated force. 

Ii ure substitute in eq 48, R » >/s* 4 r* (where r is the distance between the center of 
¿revíty of the erea and the vertical axis), then the formula for calculating compressive 
streases may be expressed as 

«r, * (52) 

who re : 

1_ 

r i + (ü)a ],/* L z J 

K lb the co«ff!Cicnt depending on the ratio r/x. The values of this coefficient for the vari¬ 
ous values of r/z are given in Table 74,1 which considerably facilitates the calculation of 
compressive stresses by eq 52. 

Table 74. ^ Values of the Boussinesq coefficient K in equation 52. 

Ratio 
r 
z 

Coefficient 
K 

Ratio 
r 
zT 

Coefficient 
K 

Ratio 
r 
X 

Coefficient 
K 

0.00 
0. 05 
0. 10 
0. 15 
0. ¿0 
0. 25 
0. 30 
0. 35 
0. 40 
0.45 
0. 50 
0. 55 
0. 60 
0. 65 
0. 70 
0. 75 
0. 80 
0. 85 
0. 90 
0. 95 

0.4775 
0.4745 
0.4657 
0.4516 
0.4329 
0.4103 
0.3849 
0.3577 
0.3294 
0.3011 
0.2733 
0.2466 
0.2214 
0.1978 
0.1762 
0.1565 
0.1386 
0.1226 
0.1083 
0.0956 

1.00 
1.05 
1. 10 
1. 15 
1.20 
1.25 
1. 30 
1. 35 
1.40 
1.45 
1. 50 
1. 55 
1. 60 
1. 65 
1. 70 
1. 75 
1. 80 
1. 85 
1.90 
1. 95 

0.0844 
0.0744 
0.0658 
0.0581 
0.0513 
0.0454 
0.040? 
0.0357 
0.0317 
0.0282 
0.0251 
0.0224 
0.0200 
0.0179 
0.0160 
0.0144 
0.0129 
0.0116 
0.0105 
0.0095 

2.0C 
2.05 
2. 10 
2. 15 
2.20 
2.25 
2. 30 
2. 35 
2. 40 
2. 45 
2. 50 
2. 55 
2.60 
2. 65 
2. 70 
2. 80 
2.90 
3.00 
4.00 
5.00 

0.0085 
0.0078 
0.0070 
0.0064 
0.0058 
0.0053 
0.0048 
0.0044 
0.0040 
0.0037 
0.0034 
0.0031 
0.0029 
0.0026 
0.0024 
0.0021 
0.0017 
0.0014 
0.0004 
0.0001 

* I No table 73 in original. ] 

If several concentrated forces are acting on the surface of a ground mass, the com - 
pressive stress at any point of the horizontal area of this mass can be calculated as the 
sum of the stresses produced by the separate forces and depends on the distance between 

1. For a more detailed table of values of K see: Proceedings of the American Society 
of Civil Engineers, vol. 59, 1933. p. 775^820, [Earths and youndations: Progress 
report of Special Committee); and the translation of the report firuhiy i fundamenty, 
edited by S. M. Melkumcv, 1935. 
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the po.nt «nu the force«, According to the equation 

'.’K.S*N{h ••♦k.tí 

I 77 

or 

(53) 

where K,, K2 . . . Kn are coefficienta which are determined from Table 74, depending on 
the value of the ratio r./a. 

r 
Uniform load 

The Bou*sinesq equation 52 waa evolved for a concentrated force. It can also be uaed 
for approximate determination of the compressive stresses caused by a local load on the 
surface of 'he froaen ground. 

If an unequally distributed load acts on a certain area, we divide the loaded area into 
separate elements and consider the load acting on each element as a concentrated force. 
Thus, we have a number of concentrated forces, producing a stress determinable for any 
point of the body by eq 53. 

If we designate the length of the separate element as a0, the distance from the center 
of gravity of the element to the point on a horizontal area Tor which the stress is being de¬ 
termined as Ft0, and the probable error as then, according to Professor Gilboy, the 
error in calculations using eq 53 will be; 

‘ * 6* ‘ T 

1 = 3% if = j 

1 = 2% if r ^ . 

Specific Cases of Stress Distribution In Permafrost 

Below we shall deal with the action of a local load on the frozen and unfrozen ground 
layers under permafrost conditions. Several possibilities exist, the most important of 
which are. (1) the load is transmitted to a layer of frozen ground which overlays either 
bedrock or unfrozen ground; (2) the frozen ground lias one or more differently distributed 
unfrozen layers; (3) the load is transmitted to a layer of unfrozen ground underlain by 
frozen ground, but the thickness of the unfrozen layer is constantly increasing bee use of 
thawing; and (4) the layer of frozen ground has different elastic characteristics in the 
vertical and horizontal directions. 

These possibilities of stress distribution in the ground in pe mafrost regiono represent 
very complex problems, which can be solved only by accepting certain simplifying assump¬ 
tions. The first assumption is a linear relationship between stress and defórmala n for 
loads up to 3 kg/cm for both frozen and thawed ground, i.e. , the assumption that he 
mathematical theory of elasticity is applicable here. 

Influence of the area of load transmission 

It is known from the theory of stress distribution in a solid medium that a large area under 
load transmits pressure to a greater depth. This fact, which is of considerable impor¬ 
tance to general soil mechanics, is especially imporUnt in the mechanics of frozen ground. 

! 
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At least t*.. cases should be considered. (1) wh«n a layer of troten ground overlies 
bedruc*. and (¿) when a layer of irozett ground rests or. a weak layer of un/rosen ground 

The distribution of compressive stresses, in general, will depend on the rigidity of 
the layer under compression. If the layer of ground under compression lies on a rigid 
foundation, the atress will be greater than on a uniform masa of ground, If the 
ground layer under compression is u.ide.iain by a Its* rigid layer, the stresses will be 
lesa in the compressed layer. This circumstance is manifested especially when there is 
a considerable difference between the elastic constants of the compressed laier and the 
underlying ground, and at certain relationships of the thickness of the layer to the dimen¬ 
sions of the loaded area. 

The Boussinesq equations may be used to study the influence of the area of load trans¬ 
mission on the stresses arising in frozen ground. For a homogenous mass, these equations 
will describe the actual situation with sufficient accuracy, but they will give only an approxi¬ 
mate general state of stress for layered ground. 

The «influence of the area under load can best be studied by a concrete example. 

Assume that the surface of frozen ground supports two equally distributed loads: one 
on an area 1. 5' x 1. 5 m, and the other on an area 6 x 6 m. In both cases, the load inten¬ 
sity is 2 kg/cm . We will determine the vertical distribution of maximum compressive 
stresses for both cases. ' r 

tor the first case, we find the compressive stresses for an area 1 m beneath the 
center of the loaded area. Then, we divide the loaded area into 25 separate sections, con 
sidering that the load for each section will be concentrated at its center of gravity (Fig 
95). Then the stress for the area located at the depth of z cm from the surface can be 
determined according to the equation 

<r z K - 
1 z* 

For convenience, the calculations are given in Table 75. 

The compressive stress is 

u z 
6. 1683 1800 

TOO x TO O 1.11 kg/eni*. 

As the ratio between the large dimension of the section and the distance from its 
center of gravity to the point under load is 0. 3, the probable error of our calculation will 
be about 3%. 

The stresses for other point» (on horizontal areas), 
can be obtained in the same way. 

The results of calculations for both cases are shown 
in Figure 9b. 

Comparing our results for the two examples, we 
come to the following conclusion*, which are valid both 
for frozen and unfrozen ground. 

I* Compress ve stresses at the same depth will be 
greater under the larger foundation than under the smaller 
one. The difference between these compressive stresses 
increases with an increase in depth. At a depth of 1 m, 
<ra * 1.11 kg/cm* for the area of 1.5 x 1.5 m; under the 
larger foundation, «r* * 1.95 kg/cm*. At a depth of 3 m. 
<rz - 0-Z kg/cm* for the first case, and 1.4 kg/cn¿for the 
second case. Beneath a foundation with a larger base area 
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Tafel« 7» 

No. DUtanc« 

(cm)* 

r 
ï 

Co«<(in«ni 
i 

Number of »ym- 
m«trii*l «lamenta 

n 
Km 

0 

1 

2 

i 

4 

5 

r( ■ 0 

r, * 30 

r, • 42.4 

r, * 60 

r4 * 67, ) 

r,* 64. 6 

_L 

0 

0.3 

0.424 

0. 600 

0.671 

0. 846 

0.4775 

0.3849 

0. 3154 

0.2214 

0.1889 

0. 1232 

ZK- ■ 6. 1663 

i 

4 

4 

4 

6 

4 

0.4774 

1. 5396 

1.2616 

0,8856 

1.5112 

0.4926 

* For point poaition« ••«Figure 95. 

Figure 96. Distribution oí compressive stresses under ioundations 
with base areas of 1.5 x 1.5 m and b x 6 m. 

the compressive stress along the z axis will be still greater. 

For a foundation 12 x 12 m in area and under an external presoure of p = 2 kg/cm1 
the compressive stress at the depth of z = 3 m will be », « 1.8 kg/cm*. Therefore, foun¬ 
dations with larger base areas transmit pressure to a considerably greater depth than 
foundations with a smaller base area. 

2. The above data show that we must know the properties of the ground at a depth at 
least twice the width of the area of the largest foundation base in order to have a clear con¬ 
cept of the durability and stability of structures erected on this ground. If the area is 
leaded in such a manner that the intervals between the sections under load are smaller than 
the sections under load, the effects on the separate loaded sections will be added to each 
other and it is necessary to investigate the properties of ground to a depth of about the 
width of the entire building in order to correctly estimate the ground properties under the 
foundation. 

3. The above data make it possible to determine the importance of the layer under 
the frosen ground. If, in the example shown in Figure 96. bedrock occurs at a depth of 
3 m from the surface under load, the stability and strength of the first and the second foun¬ 
dation would be approximately the same (assuming the same properties of frosen ground). 
An unfrozen layer of liquefied soil at the same depth will have practically no influence on 
foundation 1, which produces a compressive strees of about 0.2 kg/cm* at a depth of 3 m. 
However, the pressure beneath foundation 2 is 1.4 kg/cm* at 3 m, and the properties of 
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Jfi# uníruB0n ground »ilJ t># â decisive íêct^r Such prtêiurt could <<]uws* out th# toil 
from under the froeor. layer, caiamg additional eetthng ni íuundation ¿ and pota ble de¬ 
ft ru. lion. 

Ae fume that permaíroft occurf at depth and an unírosen layar ot conaiderabte 
thickneae hea between the bate of the foundation and the permafroat. If the foundation haa 
a email baae area, a width 2-3 timea leas than the thickneaa of the unfrozen ground, the 
preaence of froaen ground at the depth indicated in Figure 97 will have almost no practical 
aignificance. But if the foundation haa a baae approximately aa wide aa the thickneaa of 
the unfrozen layer, the preaence of permafroat will conatitute a factor determining the 
stability a.id strength of the foundation. If the ground thaws for some reason and the perma¬ 
froat table is lowered, it would have no serious effect on the first foundation, but might 
cause excessive settling of the second foundation. 

Figure 97. Relation between pressure and size of the loaded area. 

Preaence of unfrozen layers 

If a loaded layer of frozen ground contains unfrozen interlayers, with compressive 
strengths several times lower than that of frozen ground, precise calculation of tue stres¬ 
ses is a very complex problem. If, as is often done when investigating unfrozen ground, 
we apply the solutions for a homogeneous mass, the area of load transmission will still 
be of prime importance for the stresses in an unfrozen layer. However, the applicability 
of this solution may be questioned because, strictly speaking, the distribution of stresses 
in heterogeneous ground will be different than in homogeneous. 

Figure 98 shows the distribution of compressive stress at various points along the 
vertical axis through the center of gravity of the foundation base. For the large foundation 
we have one continuous load, and, in the second, a number of equal separate loads. A 
layer of weak, unfrozen ground is located at a depth approximately equal to the width of 
the base of the first foundation. In the first case, this layer will receive a considerable 
load while in the second case (several small foundations) the load will be several times 
smaller. 

Therefore, in this case, the construction qualities of the natural foundation will de¬ 
pend on the properties of the weak unfrozen layer as well as on the sise of the building 
areas. * 

The presence of a thin unfrozen layer in the permafrost at depth h from the boundary 
plane decreases the maximum compressive stresses under load. Thi? was shown by stud¬ 
ies of such problems by M. A. Biot.1 

1. Travaux, (Organe de la Technique Française des Travaux Publics st du ciment Arme), 
1936, no. 41. ' 
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Figure 9S. Distribution of pressure under a foundation and 
under a series of separate foundations. 

Thus, according to Biot, the maximum compressive «tress at depth h, with a number 
of concentrated forces and for a plane problem, is equal to 

(Tz = 0.5942 ^ (54) 

where P is the concentrated force per unit of length and h is the depth of the layer from 
the bor"3ering plane. 

According to Flamant, the maximum compressive stress at the same depth for an iso¬ 
tropic mass under the same conditions will be* 

or 0-,-0.6366 ^ (55) 

If a thin layer of unfrozen ground lies between the base of the foundation and the perma¬ 
frost, we can determine the compressive stresses in this layer by using Melan's equation1 
for stresses in an elastic !ay**r on a rigid foundation (Fig. 99). 

For a plane problem on the boundary of the frozen ground, the greatest compressive 
stress arises along the axis of the load. According to Melan, the stress at the lower Sur¬ 
face of the elastic layer (in our case of the unfrozen layer) will be 

^= 0,9195 n (50) 
If we compare the stresses (eq 55, 56), we see that a layer supported by a rigid foun¬ 

dation has a maximum compressive stress 28% greater than a homogeneous, isotropic 
medium. Thus, the unfrozen layer of ground between the foundation base and the perma¬ 
frost layer will experience a considerably greater pressure than would a layer in a homo¬ 
geneous mass. Also, the presence of the permafrost layer below the base of a foundation 
concentrates the compressive stresses along the axis of the load. In both cases, the sum 
of all compressive stresses is equal to the external load. 

. 
1. o£. cit. Osnovy mekhaniki gruntov (Principles of soil mechanics), p. 90 - 91. 

2. E. Melan (1919) Dis druckverteilung durch eine elastiiche echicht (Pressure distri- 
bution in an elastic layerV, bet, u. Eisen, no. t-8, lll'jl. 

1 

% 
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Di*tf ib »I pr*»$ jrt à^r.ng thAWifig ol p* rmaf f>»l 

Figure 99. 

sure« along ihe ba*e of a rigi 

Meian'a «quation which defino* preoourc in • layer 
of (ompreeeed ground supported by a rigid foundation, 
• howe that the thinner the un/rosen ground layer, the great¬ 
er will be the absolute value of its compressive stress 
(for section* perpendicular to the line of force and under 
the conditions of a plane problem). When the permafrost 
layer thaws, the concentration of the greatest compressive 
stresses will be especially sharply manifested at the be¬ 
ginning of the thawing process. 

It is interesting to note that the distribution of com¬ 
pressive stresses along the base of a rigid die may be 
radically changed during thawing. If a rigid die is set on 
fresen ground cemented by ice, the distribution of pressure 
along the base of the die may be conirdered to be identical 
with the distribution in an elastic cohesive medium. When 
the frosen ground layer thaws, the distribution of pres¬ 

tí die may b* quite different. 

Figure 100 shows the distribution of pressures under a rigid die 1 m in diam. The 
left figure represent* the transmission of the load on frosen sand cemented by ice; ‘ne right 
figure shows the same sand in a thawed state (which, according to Professor F. Kogler, 
reacts like loose sand). 

Comparing the pressures at the center of the loaded base we see that, in the first case - 
the die on frozen ground, v0 = 0. 5p, and, in the second case, ao ® 2p, where <ro »» the 
compressive tress in the center of the base, and £ is the average pressure for the entire 
area. 

This example demonstrates that considerable redistribution of compresiive stresses 
along the base may take place when frozen ground thaws, which undoubtedly will also af¬ 
fect the structure of the unfrozen ground and the shifting of its particles. 

When frozen ground thaws, a considerable concentration of stress may occur in sand, 
and a plastic squeezing out in clays. 

However, redistribution of stresses will take place not only under the base of a foun¬ 
dation but also in a layer of ground at a considerable depth (equal to several diameters of 
the die) below the base. Thus, if the stress concentration factor, v, in frozen sand 

Figure 100. Distribution of prsssuie under a rigid die: a) Frozen sand cemented by 
ice (solid mass); b) Thawed sand (loos* mass). 
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C«m«nt«'1 by cr cona.cMrvd «• i fur the e^uAlion. then it shu-ild be tâken 
«a clotr to 6 in (hawed aai.d w:'h loaded arral I areaa. 

In the latter cate, the equation for cornpreeeive atreaaea in the ground uaautnea the 
following form; 

** * 1¾ co**P 15?) 

vihere K, P, and have the same value# a# before and ß ia the angle fronted by the radma 
R (aee Tig-ire 93)*with the axia z_. 

Influence of anisotropy 

The Bouaaxneaq equations which repreaent the baaic relationships for determining 
stresses in frozen and unfrozen ground apply to isotropic bodies, i.e., bodies with equal 
elasticity in all directions. This does not correspond to the actual s,‘Ration in such cases 
aa (I) in layered frozen ground where elasticity along the vertical direction differs from 
elasticity along the horizontal, and (2) when load ia transmitted to an ice surface, the elas¬ 
tic properties of which depend on the orientation of the optical axia of the crystals to the 
direction of the external forcea. The presence of thick layers of ice in the frozen ground 
is a very frequent phenomenon under permafrost conditions.1 Consequently, it is very 
important to consider the influence of the anisotropy of ice or. the distribution of stresses 
in it. 

K. Wolf2 gives a solution for stress distribution in a mass when the modulus of elas¬ 
ticity is E| in one direction, say the horizontal, and Ea in the other, the vertical. For a 
plane problem with a concentrated force, the ^nations will have the following form: 

Stresses in masses 
Anisotropic (according to Wolf) Isotropic (according to Bdussinesq- 

Flamant) 

<r I z 
X ¿p 

IT 

2P ky2z 
ir i* r,l 

T’ = 
2P 

IT r* r,* 

(58) 

2P z> 
° z = ~ ~ ?r 

<r ** 
y 

(59) 

cr , <r , T are corresponding stresses: z -y . „ _ . and <Ty are parallel to the axes £ and while r 

is tangent to the horizontal or vertical plane for which rhe stress is being determined; z, 
are the coordinates of the center of gravity of the sect) >n: z iz the vertical and £ the hori¬ 
zontal; P is the concentrated force per unit of length; £ is tKe distance from the center of 
gravity of the section to the point of application of concentrated force; 

1. L^e Chapter VII. 

2. K. Wolf (1935) Ausbreitung der Kraft in der Halbebene und Halb raum bei anisotropem 
material (Distribution oí force in a semi-infinite disk añd semi-ínfmile «paco tor aniso-* 
tropic material»), Zelts dir lit fur angewandte Mathematik und Mechanik, Band Ï5, Me fit 5. 
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5» .uiuc^'r;.0!*,1::^ ^ »'¡ir ,o ,h'^***' ^ ï- •- 
-IC ™odu‘u,,oí «l»»lici[y for io. »I l.mp.r.tur.. v.ry.og from 0 to 

the w.dthof ther^uu" rhZ‘ “• 300 ‘‘«/cm *.loog 

if 
18200 
TS1W 0, 688, 

and 

“ X" * 1' 45 

Similar relationahipa exist in the case under consideration and for other component stresses. 

nf ln iC* *nd lay«reJP«rm*^o»t. the stresses may be concentrated along the axis 

"..o.™’..1* c‘u,*d by *ni-o,ropy -—- •*« **p— 

load the.ÄbOV? ***’ We conclude th*t the stresses in the frosen ground under 
îhî * number of circuirstances: the sise of the area under load, properties of 
the frosen ground, properties ox the layers underlying this ground, etc. 

Will nrr^^t tÍVt>n ^ •ectio“ ,n m*ny cases pern.it us to predict the phenomena which 
w 11 occur in frosen or unfrosen ground under load. However, at this timef only certain 
basic relationships have been given. A more precise and fuller treatment will /nable us to 

me in more detail the state of Htress of frosen and unfrosen ground under foundations. 

Permissible Stresses for Frosen Ground 

ihe question of permissible stresses for frosen ground is complex and of great prarti- 
cl .igmfic.nc.. Th. v.lu. of p.rmi..ibl. ....... d.p.»d. no, only on .h. mfcCmc“ 
properties of frosen ground, but on tht characteristic* of the structures erected on frosen 

fhe bu1idm*ga«*c.COV*r ' COn,tniCt‘ûn chftr*cteri8tlc* (rigidity), thermal regime inside 

plest^taV.^f .trÍe.r*mi?tl0n OÍ P1ermi>-Ible •**••••• i* based on an analysis of the sim- 
ïrlïî.i tl. #tfregi* For «tress conditions, one of the theonei of stability is 
applied, the most important of which are: the theory of maximum stress (Rankine) the 

£ °;oy °ilUdXrTi;Uain the theory of maximum tangential stresses or 
the so-called third theory of stability - the theory of Mohr, Hancky and Mises and others.» 

In considering the question of permissible stresses for the basic states of stress of 
i rosen ground (uniform compression, shear, and others) selection of the proper safety 
factor is .igniflcant. The value of the safety factor depend, on a number of condi^on/ the 

îtresse/ in tí/ h/d i“*10" oi *xternal iorce>: the accuracy of the determination of ' 
ft.elf in Ld t , COnVti*r*t‘?n' and ^ properties and homogeneity of the body 

self. In addition, the value of the safety factor for frosen ground will depend on the t/>e 

accord'm/iniü ^ the OI buildlnI on permafrost; whether the building is erected 
îhe foundLtion * prmCiple o£ Pr«»«^ation or destruction of permafrost under the base of 

1. See, for example. A. I. Dymov (1932) Teorii prochnosti. koeffitaienth*.,™,,«..»! < 

2. For further details on the methods of building on permafrost see Chapter X. 
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Pt r nt íttiblt comprtênvt »#■ 

L«t u* caníidtr the problem oí p«rmi»»:ble compreeesv« «tresae* for frosen ground 
with * negative temperature maintained and etatic forcea. For Simple compression, the 
permissible stress is determined from the equation: 

tr pr 
or 

pr 
a 

u’tere o-pr is the permissible compressive stress, is the ultimate compressive strength, 

o-g is the limit of mechanical flow and £ and are the proper safety factors. 

The first formula is applied for friable materials, the second for plastic materials. 
If we determine permissible compressive stress for frosen ground from experimentally 
determined values of ultimate compressive strength of cubes, then the relationship between 
the compressive strengths of a cube and of frosen ground under natural conditions must be 
analyzed, and the necessary value of the safety factor selected. 

The compressive strength of frosen ground will be different for natural conditions and 
laboratory conditions. In fact, the destruction of a frosen cube by compressive forces 
occurs with free lateral expansion of the sample, while, under natural conditions, there 
is a definite limitation of lateral expansion. This limitation makes expansion almost im¬ 
possible, and this undoubtedly increases the compressive strength. Thus, if ws compare 
the vertical deformation of a cube with that of a sample under uniform compression but 
laterally confined {i.e. , enclosed in a rigid container), tnen, within the limits of elasticity, 
we have for a cube: 

e' g («) 

and for a laterally confined sample, disregarding the friction against the walls of the 
container: 

e" <b) 

where e' and e" are the relative vertical deformations, <r i* the compressive stress, E is 
the modulus oT elasticity (Young's modulus), and p is Poisson's coefficient. 

According to Saint-Venant's theory of stability, the permissible stresses for simple 
compression should be in the same ratio as the ratio between e_' and £". Thus we have: 

e' _ 1 - u 
pr “ 1.- tip ■ (c) 

If we take an average value oí Poisson's coefficisnt for frosen ground cemented by 
ice, as for example p * 0.4, we will have: 

e' 1 - 0. 4 _ , , 
ë17 e i - 0.4 - 2(ür-iyi *• 

According to Saint-Venant, the allowable compressive stresses should have this rela¬ 
tionship; i.e., when lateral expansion is impossible, compressive strength will be on the 
average 2.1 times greater. Under natural conditions, this relationship may be different, 
but, at any rate, compressive strength of frosen ground under natural conditions is much 
greater than compressive strength of a cube of frosen ground. 
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How«v«r, *• demonstrated in Chapter IV tk. 

ground .s not con.Unt hut, everything eise bains ^ •tr«n*th oi • ««h* of fi-osen 
decreasing eith a decrease in rate of load increase1 líndr**"*1* °n *** f*t# OÍ loMä »»crease, 
crease, the destruct.v. compressée atresi be^m.. .. T" «‘«w load in- 
cl.*rjy by comp»,.„, ,h. ultím.«. co”,,.«™! ."«ílfh Tl“* I» 
the value o/a constant compressive stress which produces*!^ CUb*§ oí ff0«» ground with 
out wuh time. Such a etrea. .ho.dd be consTdered^hf n! feiorm*t»0»* '^¿ch do not die 

Tik!be^'!ter,T,in*d' *xPer»rn«»taliy, by atudyins the Dlaet0^ h OÍ 7* iro*en ground. It 
Table ,6, using average valuea, compares the flow deform*tloi> of frozen ground. 
compr,..iv. atrength, „„ ,h. ba.ja ^ ™i'^LI ^ ^ 

Table 76. 
T Type« of frozen 

ground according 
to grain-size 
composition 

Silty sand 
Clay 
Silt (with organic 

admixtures) 

tra,Flow limit (kg/cm*) 
with very slow load 
increase, at temp 
-1. 5C to -2C 

3. 5 
2. 5 

5-2.0 

Note: 

0^, Ultimate compressive 
strength (kg/cma) 
with rapid load in¬ 
crease at -1. 5C. 

22 
17 
15 

6. 3 
6. 8 

7.5- 10 

Soil moiiiure corresponds to complete ice saturatior 

wojfe on the" nr r71-lbIe, f°r ground 
determined on the basis of the ultimate r th ílOW lirnit‘ If the permissible load is 

it is necessary to introduce a rather large^oefficien^ofVa^ty f Barnp,ea of frozer» ground, 

;n conditions shown 
local load on a portion of the surface of the fîô.en 7 T' PU‘t,C flow '*“•*<* by 
t.ons than in the case of compression of a fro.en cube W °CCUr Under dlfíe»-cnt condi- 

of plasticity of solid bodied.’ ^or a^plVne problem" P of the rnsthemat.cal theory 
s.on for critical stress for plastic d^™^ ^ ?"*1 obuin*d îhe ioilowing expres- 
ttcit, according to which ^i^Th“ ^ 

<r x <r. cr b U +Î) 
(60) 

where ^ is the usual ultimate compressive strength. 

we take the flow limit a.r the'uTtLVte^c^mir«0. we síre^ílh? wÍ° vilT^vJ:10*0 ÍnCr<!A-e' 

(T cr U ♦ J ), 

or 

(60*) 

«'cr “ 2-57'. 

1. 
and 
Gã 

eso aesisit-ia 
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Th# abov* «quation «huw« that tha critical atrasa for homogeneous froaen around 
"* 41 ^ondlt,°n* »• 2- 5? iime» greater than the /low limit obUmtd whaî teac.na 

.ompreasion oí irosen cubes. Therefore, the ratio between the critical stresses for ila. 
tic flow of the irosen ground layer and the cube will be greater than the rat>o of th».r 
presstve strengths. This indicates that the ratios of ultimate comprsssive streneth to th* 

in T.0blér7*'n grOUnd Uni‘r m*7 *>• ■»"'•«S*. .mailer ,hi„ lh...e 

OÍ/the abOVe con*lder*‘ions we conclude that when determining the om¬ 
issible stress on irosen ground from its ultimate compressive strength (accordim/to 

the resistance of cubes), the safety factor should be between 5 and 6 E.tabliííin^th- 

cíÍ'nu/nn.^l Th ^ °f,ultimate compressive strength permits us to utilise for practi 
purposes the results of the tests on the mechanical properties of frozen ground. P 

Í{ We determine the Permissible pressure on frozen ground from the 
, compressive strength of frozen ground given m Chapter IV, using a 

safety factor of 6, we obtain the data given in Table 77. ® 

Table 77. Permissible compressive stress (kg/cma) for ice - saturated 
—_frozen ground with negative temperatures maintained. 

mi 

Soil 
Temperature (C) 

-0.2 to -0. 5 -0.5 to -1.5 -1.5 to -2. 5 
Sand 

Silty sand 

Clayey sand 

Clay 

Silty soil 

3. 5 

2.0 

1. 5 

1.0 

4. 5 

3. 5 

3.0 

2. 5 

2.0 

Note: This data cannot be applied to frozen ground which has pure ice lenses. 

.truclur«. Th« v.l„. oí th. f.ctor .hould b« d.firm.ly ..ubU.h.d ÄI 

ííon" n* 'nd,C*"d abOVe Wil1 be in >h' “o“ol 

Permissible shear stresses 

-ihiAC*COrding tü ‘ÍA0'1 the ultiniate strength of frozen ground (Ch. IV) nermit- 
sible stresses can be determined if a certain safety factor is arrmtaH . _ . P 

stre0ssesthsViildCtb°f th4t P01,1100 oi the frosen ground which will experience th-'íhe'aríng" 
stresses should be considered, as well as the specific properties of the structure. * 

Taking into consideration that ultimate sheai strength will decrease aa .. » 

with d.c«,...“ r.le of load .ppllc.on (... Ch. IV), aà* cònildtrlní*"« cóMuíríbl.""'* 

oi rm,.'.?hU lh0“n 8r0“ V ,h* ‘“‘•Y '»«»f «hoold b. not 1... th«„ , Th« 
-«c. «»^m.„!r:î •;”•* f0r r0”" «r°“"d ™v b. d„.rm,„.d from ,h. r..„U. d*. 
-ect experiments, as, for example, from the data cited in Chapter IV. 

According to Sheikov, the permissible shearing stress for fine-orzinari . 
...ura,.d with icc a, a t.mp.r.tur. oo, b.low “w“c«„ bî .xor«..«d ?or „..l,^ In ‘"T 
lationa with au accuracy .uffic.n, lor pra. r ,. 

permi. T- «0.35 + 2.2t kg/cm* 

1* La^or^tornye issledovaniia mekhanicheskikh svoistv m..r«lvlr>. 
investigation of the mechanical prone riiez nl 
Nauk, 

irosen grounc 
(Laboratory 

lamí 
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wh«r« T is th. p#rmt*»»bl* •h«»riii| sir«#« for fiossn ground (lor fm*-*!*»»•<» fro««a 

* -_. »i* -# «articlon <0.005 mm. thu str««« do*s no! d«p«nd on th« grmn- 
com do/it son of the eosl ekeleton »ithsn the limit* of the »hove inveetigetione); 0. 35 

i 9 9 Jr* n imr ricnl roeificients obtsined liy dividing the numerical vnlue* of the P*J** 
m^ter l evpenment. on ultimate .hearing atr.ngü» of fro.en 
g round.by the .afety factor 4 (the value of th. .a/ety factor. 4. wa* choaejs * 
rate of loadirg of 20 hg/cm*-min. mhich waa u.ed during the cxponmenta); t_ is tl.e abso 
lute value of the negative temperature in C. 

Estimated Forces of Adfreeaing 

In calculating the ability of foundations to withstand the heaving forces in the ground, 
ú i. necessary to calcuUte ythe adfreeaing forcea, whether building on the principle of 

. . X »«rmafrost regime or on the principle of destruction of permafrost. 
Usually in calculatfons, the maximum adfreeaing etrengths of the foundation material 
wXth.'active Uysr aná the permafrost layer are considered a. the heaving forces. 

wh an ífiBumotion provide* a considerable safety factor, as can be established by 
calculated data with observations on actual heaving of constructions, such as 

S:r8lT~y with po... .» fr«.l»g ground .i.o .how th.. «h, he.ving 
forces are at least twice as small as the maximum adfreesing forces. 

The study of experimental data on adfreesing strength of ground with wood con- 
ivt «hows that the adfreeaing strength for the same type of ground at 

'hr. rJf d.g»; * moi.tur. ‘do., no'« r.m.in con.Unt. Th... vUu.. d.- 
pMd oñ th. degre. of wit.r-.tur.tion of th. .dfr...ing m»t.r,al .nd ..p.o..lly on th. 

rate of load increase. 
It has been established that adfreesing strength of air-dried materU!s may be as much 

.• . i... than that of materials saturated with water. It was also established that 
^‘.Vf».“;r’.»n,^.y c^nV. .. much .. 3.3 tlm.., depending on ,h. r... of fo.d 
increase. It decreases with decrease of the rate of load increase. 

On the ba*is of the above, we feel that at least on*-half of the maximum ^r^ing 
strength determined by tests with a rats of shearing load 22 kg/cm -min can be taken^ae 
an estimated value of the adfrtssing strength of ground with the foundation materialT 

Th. ..tim.t.U .dfr....n, ....»g.h i. d.U,mined from th. m.ximu'T' .dfr.J.._in^ 
.V- fr\ mvn*rimmtallv such SB those given in Chapter IV. For preliminary c»i 

c u U11 oí• /he up p *<?xi mTt*n vl 1 u.. *tor ^.-.«.ntd «U.y ..nd, cUy. .nd .U.y .oil c.n 
be taken from Table 78. 

Table 78. Estimated adfreesing strength (kg/cm*) 

Fine grained silty 
sand, clayey sand, 
clay, and silty soil 
(with 8-36% particles 
<0. 005 mm) with 
water -saturated 
wood 

Same with water- 
saturated concrete 

1. N. A. Ti 
g run torn (St> 
Nauk.* 

■ytovich (1936) l..l.dov.ni. u.Uii u .to.k.hh, okru.h.nyl* ..m.ngiu^clmn 
udv of stroaaea on poats surrounded by Ireeaing ground), sb. I, Akademiia 

é 
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(low oí .lu ‘.'."ûüiôV.^V;‘7 •>'•".Ih oí p.bí.10. protecl.d (ron, .,1„„, b, . (r., o«. 
uí water >• taken ae 0. 4 kg/cm« for adíreeainf with wood or concrete. 

*«M groJd,íi«ic*ÍteítíCw*ítUfiftl0n ** <<ft*rmín*d ** a ratio ol natural moisture of fro- 
oí ih. îTJà l ' - ,0 th' **«» «rr..p.: j. -o complot« ,c« 

G. « 
1 w. 

where 

w. A - 6 
i ' ÃTT1T ßf 

ß in the coefficient of the volume expaneion of water at freezing; 

6 = w—'i. ,.. 
1 + w 

oUh” mine rod ^r.ict'.'fonU™”^0“"'’ *n<i * *’ n’oi,t“re «"'*»*• ^ “• «>. den.i.y 

Substituting ß = 0.0908 we have: 
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FAUT II. PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS 

CHAPTER VII. PERMAFROST AND ITS CONSTRUCTION PROPERTIES 

Eionarmc» *nd Con»tructton in Ptrmaxroit Region in U.S.S.R. 

A. po.»..7^ «in,.. 1» «hi. work. «h. prü,c,p.l .pP1ic.«.on of «h. m.el^rjc. 
of frns.n ground ahould b. in .r.a. whor. frol.n ground pUy. • pr.doimn.nt rol , i. 

in permafrost regions. 

a. .Ä 
R.v^whicVüÄ :"^r0Í.Tlr.rV't;;r. 

lated as 36 million horsepower. 
The mineral resources include coal in the Usa region (Vorkuta), coal and graphite in 
The mineral resources nciu ^ ^ polymetallic ores in the same regton 

t(Nord".*k).r'rí.r«h.r on .h.r. i. ..1. in «h. Kemprndy.y r.gion .nd gold in .h. r.gion. o( 
Tommot-Nesametnyi, Kolyma, and the Far East. 

Th. Tr.n.b.ik.1, .n .normou. r.gion ol r.r. m.Ul., h.. gold and polymetallic or... 

and also iron. 
il 1 ri.~m.ip. nf rna.1 as well as iron ore have been found in the region 

whereXtChe?Bureya Mining Combine i. ‘Vf* be'VoVbülTon and^he^íjan 
stared that "the Bureya coal deposits are esumaiea 
Iron deposits - 2 billion tons." 

With the exceotion of the comparatively few steppe areas and the tundras of the ex- 

treme north. Wr^reg'on.0 cln^ecome 

"r million, ot r.ind..r Th. «gor. «o" 

Union, our estimate of many millions of reindeer in our north will not seem to be an ex g 

ge ration. 
Thus the permafrost -egion of the U.S.S.R. has enormous potentialities which we 

.r. already ^ginning .o .xplSi«. Th. u.iliaa.ion oí thi. r.gion proc.d. .imultan.ou.ly 

from the south and from ths north. 
Th, heroic vovases of our ships, which opened the road along the northern shores of 
The heroic voyages t-nnwn The so-called Kara Expedition and the mines of 

the Arctic Ocean, are very well known. The so canea rv* i« railway, already 

= oí o,h.ry 

enterprises. 
Wt ha., pointed oui certain na.ural re.ourc.. and indu.trial .nt.rpr,... in th. p.rma- 

Iro.t region .r.how what »... con.«ruction ntu.t b. don. ;oí.ct¡„ 

tatT.*wlüchU“«t**d thToughöu/.hia .normou. territory. On. .hould keep in mind that 

"Skasochnyi Krai" (The Fabulous Country), Pravda, 27 Nov. , i. N. Zakharov (1934) 
no. 326. f . 

author’s Northward cours, of smpire (Harcourt, Brace It Co., 1922)). 



PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS 1?1 
*11 th«*c industrial «ntarpriat«, town*, citi«*, «Ut« and coIUctiv* farm* will b* built 
according to th* n«w«*t building ttcbaiqua*, with *l*ctric pow*r Station*, watsrworks, 
sewage, airfields, etc. And this east construction will have to cop* with the specific prob* 
lem connected with th* building of railway beds, water supply systems, buildings, and 
structures on permafrost. 

Geographical Distribution of Permafrost 

Map [l j shows the territory occupied by permafrost in th# Sovist Union, divided into 
regions according to the temperature of the permafrost at a depth of 10-15 m. Geographi¬ 
cally, continuous permafrost coincides with the region of low temperature ground in th* 
extreme north. To the south of this region there is a second region whsrs islands of un¬ 
frozen ground begin to appear in th* midst of the mass of permafrost. Still farther south, 
along the southern border of permafrost, there is * third region whsrs islands of unfroaen 
ground are frequent, and, finally, beyond the southern border, isolated islands of perma¬ 
frost occur sporadically. 

Besides the enormous territory in the north and east of the U.S.S. R., permafrost is 
found in several places a considerable distance from the principal permafrost mass, A- 
mong such areas, primarily in mountainous country, Pamirs is particularly noteworthy. 
The general area of permafrost here is about 200,000 kg, according to the first prelimi¬ 
nary data. 

Within the borders of the territory indicated, permafrost occupies about 10 million 
square kilometers, or approximately 47% of the total territory of th# Soviet Union. 

Almost everywhere within these borders a layer at a certain depth beneath the surface 
of the ground has had a negative temperature continuously, in summer and winter, for 
many years, and for many thousand* of years in some placee. 

This layer of ground, at a certain depth from the surface and with a negative tempera¬ 
ture lasting continuously for an indeterminate period of time — from 2 years to thousands 
of years — is called the permanently frozen ground, or permafrost. 

In permafrost regions, soil or rock with a positive temperature is called "thawed 
ground, " or, in common parlance, "taliks. " 

Permafrost is also found in other countries. To the south of the Soviet Union, perma¬ 
frost occurs in Mongolia and Manchuria. In North America, permafrost is found in Cana¬ 
da and Alaska. 

Both in the Soviet Union and abroad these enormous territories have been investigated 
little or not at all, :n spite of the fact that they contain great natural resources and other 
advantages, as was pointed out above. 

The Active Layer 

The permafrost layer is bounded above and below. The surface at that depth in the fround where the oermafrost begins is called its upper boundary or its upper surface 
permafrost table]. The surface where permafrost ends, and below which positive tem¬ 

peratures begin, is called the lower boundary of permafrost or its lower surface [base 
of permafrost]. 

The layer of soil or ground above the permafrost which thaws out in summer and 
freezes in winter is called the active layer. 

It is essential to know how to determine the thickness of the active layer for deter¬ 
mining the depth of foundation placement and understanding th* processes which take place 
during the freesing of the ground, of which w* have spoken many times bafore. It is 
particularly important in relation to the direction of movement of euprapermafrost ground 
water, and for all kinds of construction activities in the earth. The thickness of the active 
layer depends on many different factors: primarily on the geographical latitude of the lo¬ 
cality, and also on the character of the ground, the type of vegetation, and its orientation. 

Two basic principles influencing the thickness of the active layer may be established: 

1. At higher latitudes the active layer is less thick, all othar conditions being equal. 
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*■ •x.r^.r*11*,roun<i 
po.it.cn between th. t,,., two, bein, Jer.r ., tiíÂ...“?'^ 

.be.^ü'.vî.- ^uJr:t:rol T.rztr *•*•••' 
uune this thickness for * civen loril« Th. JÜ-. JL‘ * Cl**rIy “oî *n ««•V “•k t° deter- 
fall, when the ground Ugins to frees« from the surface* * °r determjnation ift 1(it« 

proxfj."“" °iic^e.^f'ihi'«.".bC* "-r^írSt^r.' ” b*nHfln<J 1 “r,t *p- 
by observations over a period of vear- .uh.w k a ,, k ,§ can b* determined only 
in a selected area, or from data obtained annu*lly r«P«ating the boring and drilling 
this purpose, -oil For* 
what greater than the expected thickness of the acfive layer b d®P h SOme’ 

Temperature observations over a number of years will provide all th. . . 
the average soil temperatures at various depths the extTemï 1^7».Ü îh «®««««ry daU: 
the greatest penetration into the ground of the *ero temnerat r* °, teJnPcrature*» and 
this data will serve as the basis for calculation. Th^? » I-0Pleth* Pitted from 
face and the d.epe.t p.„.tr“,nü of the «.7Î tXñ. J, .'>«*«•" *« |rou„d aur- 

vation ir taken as the thickness of the active layer The ic^cfmeV d*1™ ob*cr" 
teach that depth, but it i. adviaabl. to take the larger figure for purpe.V.Tco".“action. 

able « c^mpIr^Älh^^Ägite^ÄX^ b07h01" " ■>“*• » *dvi.- 
ological station and make the necessary correction V 10n" ír°m * nei*hboring m«teor- 

Naturally the correction will differ for various localit,*. n„*n , ^ t 
this correction is worked out. it is permissible !s . Lr. U .f Pr®c‘»« value of 
the result, of single measurements oí the thÍlLÍI. of iüiã/Prox\mãti^ to add 50 cm to 
i’ he territory south of the 55th parallel Sn f* v, C ^*yer lr‘ mineral ground 
the territory north of the s'th piraU*! ‘ h*V' n° ^ ,hi’ «"•<:«»" ">r 

.io„ AVrh:h.p7m":T.: rdi.»'",":'a! r,iv* M,ur“ figures: permairost distribution may be expressed by the following 

For sandy soils 
Territory south of the 55th latitude 
Territory on the latitude of the city of Yakutsk 
Goëtt cf the Arctic Ocean 

For clay soils 
Territory south of the 55th latitude 
Territory on t.ie latitude of the city of Yakutsk 
Coast of ths Arctic Ocean 

For peat-bog ground 
Territory south of the 55th latitude 
Coast of the Arctic Ocean 

3-4 m 
2-2.5 m 
1.2-1,6 m 

1.8-2.5 m 
1.5-2.0 m 
0.7-1.0 m 

0.7-1.0 m 
0.2-0.4 m 

unfroaen layer iner.«.... The thickn... of the active layer i. u.il y Xuer on ,i. 
northern slopes then on southern slopes. 7 imailer on tlte 
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In planning foun'iatirma, it ia eaaenli*! to hava tha aatimated th;rknaaa of thr activa 
layar, or th« aatima'ed depth of the permatroat tabIT! 

Up to thie time wa have given valuea of the thtckneaa of tha active layer under natural 
conditiona. But the building of a »tructura or of a whola aettlement will change three na¬ 
tural conditione and coneequentlv will change the depth of tha permafroat table. If it ia 
decided to eink the baae of the foundation 1 m into the permafroat, ao that the negative tem¬ 
perature wilt remain conatant under the baae, the apecific load of a building or structure 
will be determined on this basis. However, calculations baaed on the depth of the perma¬ 
frost table under natural conditiona will be upset if the permafrost recedes after conatruc- 
tu>n, since positive temperatures may reach the base of the foundation and cause deforma¬ 
tion of the structure, so common under permafroat conditiona. 

Estimation of the thickness of the active layer must take this into account to avoid the 
possibility of deformation of the building. 

In the city of Irkutsk, many years of parallel observation of the temperature of ground 
covered with snow and of ground free from snow cover demonstrated that freezing pene¬ 
trates 48 cm deeper in snow-free ground than in ground under a snow cover. 

In planning the occupation of a locality, this figure (or in round number, 50 cm) should 
be added to the maximum thickness of the active layer determined for the place over a 
seveial-year period. For example, the thickness of the active layer in Bomnak over a 
period of iO years was determined as 280 cm. Then, as the thickness used in construction, 
we take 280 + 50 = 330 cm; in the same way, for Skovorodino we have 250 + 50 = 300 cm 

When determining the approximate thickness of the active layer on the basis of one- 
year's observations, we add three values: 

1) the thickness of the active layer observed for one year, h0; 

2) correction, found by comparing the thickness observed in one year to the thick¬ 
ness according to many years of observations, hj; 

3) «-orrection for the occupation of a locality, hj. 

As a result we will have the rated thickness, h, from 

h * h0 + h, + lij. 

which should be used ;n estimating the depth of the foundation in ground containing perma¬ 
frost. 

As the first approximation lor the territory south of the 55th parallel, as pointed out 
above, we can use hj ~ 50 cm and h¿ - 50 cm for practical purposes. 

It is important to know the thickness of the active layer not only for foundations but 
also for earth work, which should be organized to utilirs the maximum depth of thawing of 
the active layer. Where the frozen layer merges with permafrost during the winter, we 
have continuous frozen ground down to the base of the permafrost. Thawing begins in the 
spring, and grad' ally penetrates downward. 

According to data of the Skovorodino Experimental Frozen Ground Station, the average 
thawing for a 5-year period was as follows: 

Date: 

May 1 
June 1 
July 1 
August l 
September 1 
October 1 

The ground was grass-covered clayey 
the thawing per month was as follows: 

Penetration of thawing in cm: 

11 
65 

116 
159 
222 
239 

i in open terrain. The table shows that 



Month: 

Prior to M*y i 
•iuring May 
during June 
during July 
during August 
during September 

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS 

Thichnesa of thawed layer (cm) 

11 
54 
51 
43 
63 
17 

total 239- 

195 

Date; 

At the extreme north in Novyy Port (és 67°42'* i s 720t%4'i in io>7 * . 
•andy ground proceeded a. follow.: ¿ ' 72 54 ' in 1927- tawing of the 

Thicknesa of thawed layer (cm) 

2 
27 
95 

108 

May 8 
June 8 
July 1 
August 15 

To plan excavation work efficiently, such data must be obtained for the reatar, Fa 

rgy of the sun is also used for thawing frozen ground Bv this method th» u 

rrr/rh*' ovniy th'8rmmd “Bv 
o, L Tnä ,ZmP¡A,ea *'0ne lna oi th* th.',round i. 
«Ld ,. thljí. TI ihfkWed 8r°U"d “ ï1* Ix.ng removed, the ground et the* r„ 

is thawing. Thus the work proceeds alternately as the ground thaws. 

Thickness of Permafrost 

var,.Zrr'"‘he"*/.con,i"u?“* The fir., type may have two 

ary of winter t^''^‘tL^d v^Tí.«““' 

thnf n wn,cn -nav.s m the sommer and freezes in the winter. In this case we h*v»' 

to a cerUiü8dlDthatT ^ * £ro*en Uyer ®*t«nd. from the earth's iurface down 
a mae. ^ 11 l* underlain by a layer with positive temperature, which overlies 

p. Tudo.r.UnSa of LC°nilnUOU* permafro,t‘ ^Deep-lying permafrost may occur under 
frost or i r*n. rtVh Unir,°*en «round (talik)* located in the midst of large areas of perma- 
peratures P«rmafro.t may be surrounded on all side, by g round wi ta po.itiVe t.m. 

, Fi,laliy, th.re may be, and are, ca.e. when the layer of ground which thawed duriv. 
dte aummer doe. not free., completely during the winter, leavhtg a thawed Uver faHH* 

oermal}rn7tCO,ílrn*j0‘'Í>?e of Permairoit »«cording to vertical distribution is the layered 
frosTuni^U^an UhUs' » » —fin thickness of pï^a. 
Earh'ul- r by , unfrLOMn laVer- whlch overlie, another layer of permafrost etc 
Each Uyer of permafroat has its own upper and lower boundary. Permatro.t, etc. 

Layered permafrost also has two vanetiea, depending on whether or not the active 

L.cow^lr.üïrïï*1'“ <1,3I) -»-°l°>°Pr°my.hl.nno.t' S. Sh. A. (Cold indu.try in the u s a i 
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layer merge« yearly with the upper layer jÍ permairust. The distance between the upper 
and the lower boundanee of perrnafroet ia the thickneaa of permafrost. In the case of 
layered permafrost, we can take either the thickness of its separate layers or tue total 
thickness of all layers. In the latter case, we can take either the sum of the thickness of 
the separate layers of permafrost or the thickness of all layers, froaen and unfrosen from 
the upper boundary of the upper layer to the lower boundary of the lower layer of perma¬ 
frost. 

juayered permafrost is most common in the southern parts of the permafrost region, bul 
it also occurs in the north. Engineer N. I. Bykov’ describes a shaft 62 nrs deep at Igarka, 
in this shaft, froaen layers alternated with five unfrozen layers within the frozen ground. 

So far we know very little about quantitative thicknesses of permafrost. This is ex¬ 
plained by the fact «.hat it is a very difficult task to determine the thickness of permafrost. 
The fine geophysical methods (seismic and electric) which would aid us in determining the 
depth of the permafrost base without drilling are still in a state of development. Consequent¬ 
ly, we must resort to shafts, pits, boreholes, etc. which are very complicated and expen¬ 
sive methods. This is why we have few such measurementa. However, at a number of lo¬ 
calities in the enormous territory of the permafrost region, the thickness of permafrost has 
been determined completely or partially (when the layer was not penetrated completely). 
Table 79 gives some of this data. These show that the thickness of permafrost varias from 
1 to 274 m and more. The general principle is that the thickness of permafrost increases 
with an increase of latitude. The small thicknesses (1-2 m) have been found along the 
southern borders of permafrost distribution. 

We have dealt in such considerable detail with the vertical distribution of permafrost 
and its thickness because this factor plays such an important part in building. For planning 
the type of foundation, it is necessary to know precisely what kind of ground we will encoun¬ 
ter below the base of the foundation — unfrozen or frozen, and at what depth. Even whan the 
permafrost table lies deep beneath the surface of the earth (10-20 m), it is important, for 
large constructions, to know whether permafrost occurs at depth, and especially whether it 
occurs in the form of lenses. These lenses are the last stage of permafrost degradation; 
they are thawing, and if they contain a considerable quantity of ice they will greatly decrease 
in volume, causing a settling ot the surface of the ground and, as a result, settling of the 
foundation itself. 

In some casse, along the southern permafrost border or in sporadic permafrost, 
it might be best to thaw frozen ground before building, if it is not very thick. 

Thermal Regime of Permafrost 

Negative temperature is the basic thermal characteristic of permafrost layers. The 
temperatures of the active layer, which are sometimes positive (summer) and eometimee 
negative (winter) also play a tremendously important role. Consequently, the changes in 
state of the water, which are eo important for construction, take place primarily in the 
active layer. 

Therefore, we will deal briefly with the temperaturee of the active layer, on the basis 
of data from the three stations at Bumnak, Skovorodino, and Yakutsk. 

Table 80 shows that at Bomnak the minimum average monthly temperature at a depth 
of l. 5 m occurs in March. As the minimum sir temperature occurs in January, the mini - 
mum at a depth of 1.5 m lags 2 months behind the *ir temperature. The maximum ground 
temperature occurs in September and also lags 2 months. 

At a dapth of 2.0 m. the minimum lags 3 monthr and the maximum 2 months (as at 1.5 
m). 

At a depth of 1.5 m, average monthly tempe .atures change from negative to positive 
in August — and from positive to negative in January. In December, the average monthly 
temperature te 0C, and the ground at thie depth is at the freeslng stage. 

1. N. I. Bykov (1934) "Vechnaia merslota i stroitel'etvo Igarki". (Permafrost and the con¬ 
struction of Igarka), in Sb. Za induetrialiaatsiiu Sovetekogo Vostoha. (Induetrializatlon of 
the Soviet East). Moscow: Teenir. Viuro kraevedenifai! 
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Tibi* T9. Tfcu-kMM ai P*rm*fro*». 

r Region* nnd plac** oí 
ob**rv*lion 

I. North Kurop«ln U. S. S. R. 
1. Pu*toMr*k.. 
2. T»l'b*y Min*... 
3. Vorkut* Min*... 

4. Town of Vorkut»-vom. 

II. Extrem« North of Siberi* 
1. Amda r ma.. 
2. Port of U*P-Y*n**ay . . 

3. Mouth of Anadyr' River 

1. 
III. Basin of the Middle Lena 
Yakutsk.. 

IV. Kolyma region 
1. Utinaya River, tributary of 

Kolyma River.. 

V. Vitim-Olekma mountain 
region 

1. Uspenskiy Mine. 

VI. Region west of Baikal 
1. Vershtnnyy settlement. 
2. Mountainous southern region 

(Aliberovskiy Mine). 

3. Tayshet-Padun line 

VII. Transbaikal 
1. Bushuley Station. 
2. Petrovsk Zabaykal'ekiy.. . . 

VIII. Par East 
1. Skovo-odino. 
2. Near Pikan Station (Middle 

Zey»). 
3. Taldan Station. 
4. Lake Kisi (Lower Amur)... 

Thickness of 
permafrost 

(m) 

17.83 
23.23 
69.26 

22. 5 

274 
10Ü 

100 

114 

113 

50-31 

32-31 

100 

1 -2m/ 5m 

66-67 
49 

50 

50 
77-71 

1-2 

Penetration of 
permafrost 

Cut through 
M 

Not cut through 

Cut thro ugh 

Not cut through 

Cut through 

Not cut through 

Cut through in 
separate bore¬ 

holes 

Cut through 

Not cut through 
Cut through 

Source of data 

A. Shrank 
B. N. Oorodkov 
N. a. Oatsku, from 
information given by 
foreman P. S. Lararev 
N. G. Oatskii 

V. M. Ponomarev 
N. A. Tsytovich. 
Interpolation from 
temperature data. 
S. P. Kachurin and P. 
Shvetsov. Interpolation 
from temperature data 

Middendorf 

R. P. Zeits 

V. A. Obruchev 

V. B. Shostakovich 

1. I. Oreshkin. Inter¬ 
polation from tempera¬ 
ture data. 
V. G. Petrov 

V. B. Shostakovich 

A. V. L'vov 

M. 1. Sumgln 
V. O. Shostakovich 
I. K. Stash*vskii 

1. In northsrn European U.S.S.R., we must expset to encountsr a much greater thicknese 
of permafrost; this is svidsnt from th* data for Vaigach Island and information on the thick¬ 
ness of psrmafrost in th* Vorkuta Min*. 

Table 80. Average eoil temperature (C) over a period of many year*, Bomnak. 

Depth 
(m) 

Period of 
observa - 

tion. 

Jan. r*b. Mar Apr May Jun July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Annual 

1.5 

2.0 

1910-1919 

1910-1919 

-0.8 

-0.1 

-2.6 

•1.2 

-3.» 

•2.4 

-2.9 

-2.5 

• 1.3 

-1.4 

-0.7 

Ll0± 

-0.3 

-0.6 

O.S 

•0.2 

1.4 

0. 3 

0.7 

0.2 

0.1 

O.OS 

O.jO 

0.0 

-O.S 

-0.7 
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At a depth of 2.0 m. the change to poeiUve average monthly temperature« occur« one 
month later - in September - and the change back to negative temperature* occur* in . -n- 
uary, a« at the depth of 1. 5 in. In December, the ground at thie depth ha« a temperature of 

OC. 

Thu«, at Bomnak, December i« the height of winter in the air and on the surface of the 
ground, but «oil freeaing and the related proce«»e« of moisture migration and volume in¬ 
crease are ju«t taking place at a depth of 1. 5-2.0 m. In other words, the dynamic« of 
freezing are in full «wing. The fact that the freezing layer i« covered by a frozen layer of 
ground 1¿ m thick doe« not impede the dynamic proce«». Thi# was pointed out above when 
describing Taber'« experiment« on the freezing of ground under an external load, and when 
di«cu»«ing ground freezing in a closed system. 

All this come» as a surprise to the observer in the permafrost region. In January he 
see« everything «oüdly frozen. The air temperature is -40C. Yet, processes taking place 
inside the ground are forcing water from the depths of the soil to the surface or forming 
mounds from the solidly frozen ground. 

The reader can see from Table 81 that, in spite of numeric?! differences, the same 
pattern of maximum and minimum temperatures at various depths applies at Skovorodino, 
as well as the zero temperatures in December when the transition from positive to negative 
temperatures occurs. 

Table 81. Average soil temperature* (C). Skovorodino 

Depth 
(m) 

Period oí 
observa¬ 

tion 

Jan r«b Mar Apr May Jun July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Annual 

0. 4 

0.8 

1.6 

3.0 

1928-19*0 

1928-19)0 

1928-19)0 

1928-19)0 

-12.9 

-i. ) 

-0.9 

-0.4 

-1).0 

-9.6 

-).5 

-1.9 

-9.1 

-7.6 

-4. ) 

-).2 

-).) 

• ). 5 

-2.9 

-2.6 

0.) 

-0.9 

-1.4 

• 1.5 

6.2 

1.6 

-0.9 

-1.0 

10.7 

6.4 

-0.4 

-0. 7 

11.8 

8.5 

-1.) 

0.0 

7.4 

6.4 

2.4 

1.0 

1.5 

1.6 

1.0 

0.6 

•2.2 

0.0 

0.1 

0.1 

-8.6 

-).4 

0.0 

0.0 

-0.9 

-0.8 

-0.8 

-0.8 

Similar causes produce similar consequences. Thus, at both Skovorodino and Bomnak, 
development of the icing phenomena reaches its height in December and January. 

The zero curtain which we discussed before is manifested in the active layer. This 
problem was worked out in detail for the Bomnak station, and we can cite several examples 
from the data. At the depth of 1. 5 m, during the transition from positive to negative tem¬ 
peratures, the sero temperature lasted without change for 49 days (an average for 10 years) 
or as long as 97 days in some years. At the depth of 2.0 m, it lasted 58 days (average for 
7 years), remaining for 91 days, in some yesre, and for 115 days in 1911. 

The sero curtain retards the movement oí other temperatures. In 1913, the temperature 
of the ground at 1.5 m depth in Bomnak remained at 0. 6C for 28 days, and, in 1917, the 
temperature of 0. 1C was maintained for 74 days. 

On the basis of this fact, it is theoretically advisable to surround water pipes by moist 
ground with low permeability. Then, when the ground freezes, its sero curtain will pro¬ 
tect the water in the pipe from freezing. 

With this in view, it is necessary to introduce a certain correction into a system of pipe 
placement suggested by M. la. Chernyshev and shown in Figure 101.1 The pipes should be 
covered with ground to a distance equal to the radius of thawing. The radius should be cal¬ 
culated so that the ground around the pipe will remain unfrosen during operation of the water 
supply system. If operation of the water supply system is interrupted, the freezing of this 
layer will retard the cooling, and consequently the freeaing of water in the pipes. Saveral 
variants of pipe placement are shown in Figures 102-104. 

1. M. la. Chernyshev (1933) Vodoenabahenie v vechnoi menlote (Water supply under 
permafrost conditions), Vees. «. *i. inet. Todosnabah. i sanit. tekhniki (All-Union Institute 
of Waler Supply and Sewage Techniquee), Moscow. 

-— - . 1 
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LOCAL 
GROUND 

SOIL Of 
LITTLE 
THERMAL 
ACTIVITY 

MOIST CLAY 

PIPE WITH 
WATER 

Figure 102. First variant of water 
pipe placement. 

Figure 101. Schematu: 
drawing of water pipe 
installation according 
to M. la. Chernishev. 

Turning to an examination of tempera¬ 
ture conditions in permafrost, we will deal 
first with the temoerature of the ground at 
the boundary between the active layer and 
the permafrost layer. We have these tem¬ 
peratures for two ca*es — at the same sta¬ 
tions of Bomnak and Skovorodino (Tables 
82, 83). 

The fluctuation of average monthly 
temperatures is 1.4C at Bomnak and 1.5C 
at Skovorodino. Since the ground at these 
depths is in a constantly froasn state, we 
use the value of thermal capacity which we 
obtained for frosen ground, 0. 50, which 
gives an exceedingly small yearly cycle of 
heat for these depths: 1.4 x 0.50 = 0.70 to 
0.75 cal/g-yr. Consequently, the com¬ 
plete inflow and outflow of thermal energy 
occurs in the active layer, and the latent 
heat of melting and freezing consumes the 
greater part of the heat energy. 

For the permafrost layer itself, al¬ 
though the data are comparatively few for 
the enormous territory occupied by perma¬ 
frost, sufficient progress has been made in 
determining the thermal regime to enable 
us to make some generaliza!! ms both for 
separate regions and for the vhole area of 
permafrost. 

We will begin with the northern part 
of European U.S. S. R. 

For this part of the country, we have 
data for the middle portion of the basin of the 
Uaa River (the right tributary of the Pechora 
River), for the vicinity of the Mezen* River 
and soma figures for Vaygach Island. 

Figure 10). Second variant of water pipe 
placement. Pipe laid on the surface of the 
soil. 1) Active layer; 2) Permafrost; 3) 
Water pipe; 4) Moisture - bearing soil; 5) 
Insulating layer (peat). 

Figure 104. Third variant of water 
pipe placement. Pipe is laid at a cer¬ 
tain depth in the active layer. 1) Active 
layer; 2) Permafrost; 3) Water pipe; 4) 
Moisture - bearing soil; 5) Insulating 
layer (peat). 
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Jan 
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 • -1.0 -1.7 -1.3 -1.0 -0.8 • O
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 o
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In the victnity of the vilUge oí U.f-VotkuU, N. G. Dit.kU* íouná the tallowing tem¬ 
pe rat.ire. lor Auguet 16-20. 1932. in a borehole .unk tnto a peat mound: 

Pr-pth (rn) 

0. 6 
1.6 
3.2 
S. 0 
b.O 
7.0 
8.0 
9.0 

10.0 

Temp (C) 

-0.0 
-1.0 
-2.0 
-2. 5 
-2. 3 
-2.2 
-2.0 
-1.7 
-1.5 

Depth (m) 

11 
12 
13 
16 
17 
19 
21 
23 

Temp (C) 

-1. 3 
-1. 1 
-0.8 
-0.6 
-0. 5 
-0.4 
-0. 1 
-0.0 

The mound wa. covered with a peat lay.r up to 1. 5 m thick below which wa. mineral 
ground - clayey .and and .illy .and. Near to the mound wa. uoiro.en ground, with a 
temperature oí +0.5C. +0.4C at a depth of 15-20 m. 

The temperature, which Dat.kii ob.erved in other place, in the part of the U.a Ba.in 

which h. mï..,.gated were oi the ..me type or. in rLd th^taf- 
hole near the vtlUge of Semxha. north of the town of Meaen . Dat.kti* registered th 

lowing temperature.: 
Temp (C) Depth (m) 

3. 5 
4.0 
4. 5 
5.0 
5. 5 
6.0 
6.5 
7.0 

0. 1 
0. 1 

-0. 1 
-0.1 
-0. 1 
-0.1 
-0.1 
-0.1 

In thi. borehole the ba.e of the permafro.t wa. encountered at the depth of 10 m. 

Other borehole, in thi. region had temperature, varying from -0.1C to -0.2C. So*«« 

pi-t. Had temperature, of about -0. 5C. 

In th. vicinity of Ih. vlllag. of Mgly, in th. mid.t of th''u"dt*' th* ioU°W‘ 
ing temp.rature, wer. regi.ter.d in a bnr.hol. mad. on 5 September 1933. 

1. N. G. Dat.kii (1934) ‘ 
IPermaTro.t and condition, of con.truction in the U.a Ragion),” SOPS and KIVM, Vcc^ta 
irrJ^fu.WdraVroUeP.tva v U.in.koi le.otundr. S.v.rno,o kraia iParmafroiTarg— 

tore.t kUI 

2 N G Dat.kii luzhnvi predel ra.pro.traneniia v.chnoi mer.loty v M.i.n.^om 
raton. S.v.rno.o ki.l. itoLlh.Vn n.r!nlir..t Urtl.r in th. M..." r.glon ol 19« 

North), manuacript. ~ 

. ..„ààt'm'to _ 
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Bîï.'ïJhiI 
0. 5 
1.0 
1.5 
2. C 
2. 5 
3.0 
3. 5 
4.0 

Temp (C) 

0.0 
-0.4 
-0. 6 
-0. 6 
-0. 7 
-0. 6 
-0. 7 
-0. 6 

In general, the temperatures of the upper layers of the permafrost in these regions 
were not below -1. 5C to -1.0C. 

Such are the temperature condition* of the permafrost mass near the southern border 
in the European part of the U.S.S. R. Because of this and other data, it is considered that 
degradation of permafrost occurs in the region of Mezen* and the Usa. We have only brief 
indications concerning permafrost on the islands in the European portion of the Arctic Ocean.1 
For instance, in the shafts on Vaygach Island, a temperature of '3C, -4C was registered at 
a depth of 25-30 m. 

For the northern part of western Siberia we have the following soil temperature data 
from Obdorsk: 

Depth (m) 

0.80 
1. 60 
2.40 
3.20 
4.00 
5.00 

July-September temperature fluctuation (C) 

from 2.0 to 4.0 
•• -0.3 " -1.0 
" -0.8 " -2.0 
" -1.1 " -3.0 
" -2.2 " -4.0 

Temperatures observed by I. T. Cuterman in a borehole at the Ust'-Yenisey porteare 
given in Table 84. 

Table 84. [Temperatures in borehole 8, Ust'-Ye isey port. ] 

Date Depth (m) Temp (C) Date Depth (m) Temp (C) 

9/17 
10/18 
9/19 
9/18 
9/19 
9/18 
9/18 

10/9 

1 
1 
2 
4 
6 
8 

10 
10 

-1.2 
-1.8 
-2.8 
-5.5 
-7.4 
-7.6 
-7.2 
-7.1 

9/17 
9/18 
9/19 
9/19 

10/8 
10/13 

12 
12 
16 
18 
18 
18 

-6.7 
-6.7 
-6.4 
-6.3 
-6.4 
-6.3 

At a conference on permafrost investigation, Mining Engineer V. M. Ponomarev 
stated that he found temperatures of about -4C at a depth of 50 m and about -SC at 100- 
110 m in a borehole at Amderma. 

Summarising all data on the extreme north of western Siberia, it can be said that, 
when planning to build in this area, one muet bear in mind that temperatures varying from 
-3 to -7C will be found in the upper 10 m of the ground. These temperatures permit the 
construction of buildings along the principle of preservation of permafrost, as has been con¬ 
firmed by experience. There is reason to think that the large Taimyr Peninsula should also 
be included in this region, since it has somewhat lower temperatures. 

1. B. N. Corodkov (1932) Vechnaia merslote v Ssvernom krse (Permafrost in 
the Northern region). Leningrad: AVtad. Nauk. ' 

2. N. A. Teytovich, Nelsotorye ieeledovaniia vechnol 
letom 1930 t (Investigations of permifrosi on fTKe lows 
summer of 19^0), Trudy löV’U. Akademila Nauic. iom 

meraloty v nisov* iakh r. Eniseia 
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Th« •UuÄtion at Igarka raquiM# adduio^l m -uch 

encounter layer ad ??['"*£**' 'n£; by ^kov at Igarka in a teat pit 15 m de.p and 
mafroat ehould be about OC. aa waa o wh.^ w€ claaaify tha parmaíroat region accord- 

to th> 

Farther to the e at, in th* £/Qcelnhe'5bt^Utituda. the température of the 
ahoraa of the Pacific and from t -. ».u- »own of Yakutak, we can give the 
ground haa been îLlVl^h aome of the data aupplied by Middendorf {Table 85). 

Temperatures at the platform of the Yakut 
Hvdrometeorological Institute 

• 

Temp in the Shergin shaft, from 
Middendorf 

Depth 
(m) 

Avg yearly temp (C) Depth 
M 

Avg yearly temp (C) 

0.8 
1.6 
2.0 
2.4 
3.2 

6.4 

-5.2 
-5. 3 
-5. 3 
-5.2 
-5.0 

-3. 6 

1 Nov. 1930 - 31 Oct. 1931 
inclusive 

(20 days in Nov. 1931) 

2. 13 

4. 57 

6. 10 

-11. 18 

-10.19 

.10.16 

.. . . „,-tK J-»- on »he around temperature« in the Verkhoyanak 
mountjii^"r^ill^robt»i*«d^du^ing*«^q»*lo^.t^m. o, U.‘. Bo.du.. ..W. .nd ,„d 

Th* B0l.uK .1». About 1450 

1‘lo* -7 »C Th. t.mper.tur. w.. d.t.rmln.d in bor.hol.. n»d. In 

tHo walls of tH© shaft. j • «* * k 

There are aleo data on «round ^1935^5^86)°1 We cite the temperatures 
tamed by S. P. Kachurin and P. F- f1****®** on\he ahorea of the Melkaya Bay of the 
Är" ObVervatiomTwerl mad^durmi the aecond 10-day period of August 1935, 

i 

Depth (m) 

&DI C O Va * 

Temp (C) Depth (m) Temp (C) Depth (m) Temp (C) 

0.0 
«.b 

J 1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 

12.2 
1.6 

-0.7 
-1.5 
-2. 1 
-2. 6 
-3. 1 

3.5 
4.0 
4.5 
5.0 
5. 5 
6.0 
6. 5 

-3.6 
-4.0 
.4.2 
-4.5 
-4.6 

-4.6 

7,0 
7.5 
8.0 
9.0 

10.0 
11.0 

-4.7 
-4.7 

-4.9 
-4.9 
-4.9 

territory east of the U2tVn#ríí^ ^oweve^1^«»«^ are data against auch bold interpola* 
two localities 9^^the Knl^^a RW«. K.’ N. Zhukov took fegular soil temparature 

Ä r-uo-Äulmion. and obuln.d th. íoUowin, d.»t 

•saie^aa 
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S«r« dm kan on tk« Kolyma River. 1934 

Avraga yearly tompratur» (C) 

-0.3 
-0.7 
-0.8 
-0.4 
-0.4 

Aa the average monthlv air température« for December and January art about -30C 
and -35C and the average yearly temperature ia below -IOC, the«e «o.l temperature« appear 
to be extremely high. However, the thickne«* of the «now cover, up to 87 cm in Serednikan, 
explain« the«e high temperature«. Here the insulating role of the «now cover come« into the 

picture. 
Therefore, we must refrain from generalisation* and cautiously «tate that: In our vast 

northern territory, the Yakutsk and Bolbuk data on «oi* temperature «hould be used where 
there is little or no «now. Where there i« a thick «now cover, the Serednikan data «hould 
be used for the fir*t 10 m beneath the earth'« surface. 

The thickne»» of the «now cover, which sharply influence« the temperature of the soil, 
must be figured at not less than 50 cm in December and January. 

However, the data from Serednikan must still be considered an exception. For the 
same place, we have information from Comrade Volchanov that a number of borehole« have 
temperatures from -3 to -7C at a depth of 10-27 m. 

Such is our reasoning concerning the ground temperature of the Yakutsk region of the 
U,S.S.R. and the adjoining regions of the Far East. But we also need to anticipate what 
will happen to ground temperatures in factory yards and mills and around buildings after 
the natural conditions are disturbed, just as we tried to find an estimated thickness of the 
active layer to u«e in planning construction. Unfortunately, in the Yakut Republic, with 
its exceptionally severe climate, we haven't the data for authoritative judgment on this ques¬ 
tion. We consider that the experiments in this connection in the Transbaikai and the Amur 
region are hardly applicable to Yakut conditions. In parts of the Yakut Republic which have 
deep snow, we can expect that ground temperatures will lower in the yards of future factor¬ 
ies and mills, and on the streets of cities, since the snow will be disposed of or compacted. 
Experimental investigations in this direction are deemed absolutely necessary. 

For the Transbaikal and Amur regions (the area occupied by permafrost), we have a 
whole series of ob»ervations on the thermal regime of the upper 10-15 m of permafrost. 

Depth (m? 

0.4 
0.8 
1.6 
3.2 
6.0 

In Petrovsk-Zabaykal'skiy, a pit 21 m deep was dug in 1928 and «oil temperatures were 
measured in holes bored in the wall of the pit to a depth of 1,5m. The result« are «hown 
in Table 87. 

Thorough observations on soil temperatures have been made for the last few years at 
the Frosen Ground Experimental Station in Skovorodino. We have already used this material 
for describing temperature conditions of the active layer. Here we give the data on average 
annual temperatures in the permafrost layer: 

Depth (m) 

5 
10 
14 
15 
20 
25 
28 

Temperature (C) 

-0.7 
-0.9 
-1.0 
-1« 1 
-1. 3 
-1. 5 
-1.6 

Below a dèpth of 14 m the ground temperature is independent of the annual air tempera¬ 
ture for all practical purposes. Table 88 shows the general character of soil tempsraturss 
in the Transbaikal and the Amur region. 
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Table 07. [Soil tempe rature* m Petrovak'Zabayhal'akiy, 1920. ) 

Depth r Datee of 
(m) obeervetion 

Temperature (C) 

Reading Average 

Depth 
lm) 

Ditea of 
observation 

Temperature (C) 

Reading Ave rage 

8 

9 

10 

9/4 
9/7 
9/10 

9/9 
9/10 
9/13 

9/12 
9/13 
9/20 

9/15 
9/16 
9/20 

9/18 
9/26 

-0.4 
-0.4 
-0.4 

-0.5 
-0.4 
-0. 6 

-0.5 
-0.6 
-0.4 

-0.5 
-0.6 
-0.6 

-0.6 
-0.6 

-0.40 

-0.50 

-0. 50 

-0. 57 

-0.60 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

9/23 
9/24 
9/26 

9/26 
9/28 
9/29 

10/18 

10/18 

10/18 

-0.5 
-0.4 
-0. 1 

-0. 5 
-0.5 
-0. 6 

-0.4 

-0.4 

-0.4 

-0.43 

•0. 53 

-0.40 

-0.40 

-0.40 

Table 88. 

No. Locality Lat Long Elev (m 
above sea 

level) 

Soil Tsmp 

Depth 
(m) 

Temp 
<C) 

1 Petrovsk-Zabaykal'skiy 51°17' 108*51' 801 10 
15 « 

1 
o

 o
 

e 
•

 

li
b
 
O

' 

2 Sokhondo Station 51#46' 112*45' 952 8.5 
10.7 
12.8 
23,5 

-1.2 
-1.0 
-1.0 
-1.0 

3 Zilovo Station 53°01' 117*30' 696 12.5 -0.4 

4 Skcvorodino Station 50*58' 123*57' 396.5 10 
14 

-0.9 
__ 

5 Bomnak 54#43' 128*52' 352 5 

«*1 e 
o

 1 

Taking other faciora into account, we can say that in the enormous area from Baikal 
to the lower Amur River and from the 55th parallel to our national border, ground tempera¬ 
ture! at the depth of approximately 15 m fluctuate from -0. 4C to -1C. Thii fact must be 
taken into account by thoee who are planning conatruction. 

The bottoms of ravinai, which have considerable ice cement in the permafrost mass 
and have email atreama frequently running through them, will be exceptioni to this general 
situation. Here, altho ugh not always, the ground temperature may lower to -2 or -3C. 
We can state with certainty that, after human habitation, the temperature of these ravir.os 
will become the tame as that of the surrounding territory, that is, about -1C, with a further 
temperature rise possible. >, 

The region west of Baikal, bordered on the north by the latitude stretching through the 
northern end of Baikal, on the south by the national border, and on the west by the bordsr of 
of permafrost, has sporadic permafrost in its lower areas. Temperature data concerning 

s 
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these Areas is given by V. G. Petrnv.1 In ihe many boreholes where the permafrost was 
penetrated completely, its thickness did not exceed 3.25 in. In those boreholes where 
permafrost was not penetrated completely, it was found! to a maximum depth of <5. 65 m, but 
but generally the depth was less. 

In the region of Tayshet-Padun explored by the expedition, the temperature of the per¬ 
mafrost was found to be generally -0.1C or 0C; only in one instance was it -0.2C. Since 
these temperatures did not occur at very great depths, they may be lower in winter. 

But in general this permafrost area has considerably higher temperatures than those 
east of Baikal, even though, as we have already seen, they are sufficiently high in the 
Baikal region. 

For the southern, mountainous part of this region we have the paper of Mining Engineer 
I. I. Oreshkin* on permafrost on Botogol'sk Bald Mountain, formerly Aliberovnkiy graphite 
mine. Oreshkin measured the temperature in a borehole at the altitude of 2200’m. Below 
ie the data for the 8th to 10th of September 1930. 

Depth (m) 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Temp (C) 

0 
-0.7 
-1.5 
-2. 1 
-2. 7 
-2.9 
-3.8 

Depth (m) 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

Temp (C) 

-3.9 
-4.8 
-4.9 
-5.1 
-5.2 
-5.2 
-5.3 

These temperatures are closely related to the considerable altitude. At lower altitudes, 
we do not find any negative temperatures. Sumgin measured the temperature on one of the 
hills near Bratsk at a relative height of about 300 m in a pit almost 12 m deep and got a 
temperature of nearly 2. 5C. At the same time there was an island of permafrost at the 
very bottom, in the valley of the river which ran under the hill. 

There remains a large territory south of the Taimyr Peninsula, through which run the 
right tributaries of the Yenisey River. For this territory, not counting the old Middendorf 
data, we have only one temperature reading, from a drill hole in the Noginsk mine on the 
northwest slope of Noga Mountain at an altitude of 250 m. At a depth of 27 m, the tempera¬ 
ture in this bore hole was -0.1C (1 July 1932).* 

From our brief outline of temperatures in ths permafrost mass, we see that, even 
though the data is scarce, so much material has been accumulated recently that we can 
confidently characterise certain regions on the basis of their temperature, and divide the 
permafrost area into regions on the basis of these characteristics. This outline is 
a first step in that direction. 

I. First region •— to the north of the city of Mesen* — ground temperature to a depth 
of 10 m is not lower than -0. 5C. 

II. The basin of the lower course of the Usa River, a right tributary c he Pechora 
River, east to the mouth of the Vorkuta River which falls into the Usa. To a depth of 20 m, 
the ground temperatures are about -1C with certain exceptions. 

III. Region east of the northern part of the Ural Mountains to the Tas Buy; to ths 
south — a little south of Obdorsk. Temperature of the first 10-15 m of the ground ranges 
from -3 to -5C. 

1. V. Petrov, Merslotnaia ekspeditsiia po traste Taishat-Padun (Angara) v 1933g, (Perma¬ 
frost expeditIon along the Tayshei-jPadlun rouie, Angara, in (hu ) 

2. I. I. Oreshkin (1935) "Vechnaia merslota na Botogol'tkom gol'tse v Vostochnykh Saianakh 
(Permafrost on the Botogol'sk Bald Mountain in Eastern Sayans), " in Zemlevedenie (Geo- 
graphy), tom XXXVII, vyp. 1. --1- 

3. S. L. Kushev U934) Vechnaia merslota v taione niahnego techsniia r. Nishnei Tunguski 
(Permafrost in the region of the lower reãcties of the Lower Tunguska River), Trudiy KÏVM, 
Altad. Naufc, Ili. ' 

miêlm. "T“— 

T’.'* AsU 
-l—r .■ 

m 'mm . , . - ■ /- ~ / ., . 
* jLiUiâCÍBtsfc* ..Él.'. 
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TV. Region of tho Tat Bey to the Aneber Rtvor. eovth to u>* lino elightly nor^h of 
Igerke. To depth« of 20 m, ground tempereturee range from -5 to -7C. 

V. From the A nabar to the Kolyma River; eouth to the 64th parallel. To a depth of 
20 m, ground temperature i* from -6 to -8C. 

VI. The ehore region« of the Anadyr* eetuary. Ground temperature to 10 m ia about 
-^C. 

VII. Region weet of Baikal within the bordera of the permafroat area. The northern 
border parallele the mouth of the Upper Angara River (where it flowa into Lake Baikal) with 
the exception of mountain peaka. Where there ia permafroat, ita temperature ia about 
>0. 5C and higher. 

VIII. Region eaat of Baikal to the Pacific Ocean; extend« aouth to the national border 
and the aouthern border of permafroat; to the north, to approximately 55° latitude. Ground 
temperature at a depth of 10-15 m ia, aa a rule, not lower than -1 or -1. 5C. 

We have combined all theae email region« into three vaat region« according to tempera¬ 
ture characteriatica of the permafroat at a depth of 10-15 m. (See Map [l].) 

The firat region [No. 3 on map] atretchea parallel to the aouthern border. Ground 
temperature at a depth of 10-15 m, as a rule, is not lower than -1. 5C. 

The third region [No. 1 on map] compriaea the northern area from Yamal to the 
Anadyr' eetuary, aouth to aomewhat north of Yakutak. Temperature at a depth of 10 m, 
as a riile, ia not above -5C. 

The second region is eituated between the firat and third regions; ground temperatures 
at the same depth« are between -1.5 and -5C. 

Degradation of Permafroat 

The temperatures of the permafrost in Skovorodino fall with depth, as the careful 
reader will have noted. This circumstance allows us to draw several conclusions of the 
utmost significance. FigurwlOS shows the course of temperature at Skovorodino and indi¬ 
cates the level of sero annual amplitude at a depth of 14 m. The decrease of amplitude 
with depth at Skovorodino is shown in Table 89. Below 14 m the amplitudes would be leas 
than 0.1, ao that 14 m may be considered (to an accuracy of 0. 1C) ae the level of aero an¬ 
nual amplitude; the temperature of the ground below that will depend solely on the tempera- 
turee of the depths of the earth and must be practically constant. 

Table 89. [Decrease of temperature amplitude with depth at Skovorodino. ] 

Depth (m) Absolute temp 
(C) 

Absolute 
amplitude 

(C) Max Min 

0.* 
0.8 
1.6 
2.0 
2.5 
3.2 
5.0 

10.0 
14.0 

14.9 
10. 7 
3.3 
1.7 

-0.1 
-0.3 
-0.6 
-0.8 
-1.0 

-15.9 
-11.3 
-5.6 
-4.5 
-2.2 
-1.1 
-1.0 
-1.0 
-1.1 

30.6 
22.0 
8.9 
b. 2 
2.1 
0.8 
0.4 
0.2 
0.1 

However, in Skovorodino we have the following situation. 

The temperature of the ground, falling with depth, ia -1. 6C at a depth of 26 m. No 
further boring was done. We cannot aay that the temperature of -1.6C is the lowest tem¬ 
perature in the permafrost mass; the decrease with depth may continue. We could have 
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«■tabliah«d the lowest temperature by deepeamg 
the borehole and meaaurmi the temperature. But 
■ve cao be sure the-., from the eatablished mini* 
mum (be it »l.bC or any other figure), the tem* 
perature will begin to rise with depth, first with¬ 
in the range of negative temperatures — until the 
curve inter sects the ordinate axis (Tig. 105 J — 
and then within the range of positive temperatures. 
The intersection of the curve with the ordinate 
axis coincides with the lower boundary of perma¬ 
frost, possibly with a negligible deviation. Ac¬ 
cording to data available for Skovorodino, the 
lower boundary is somewhere near 50 m, but, 
wherever it lies, it is of no importance for sub¬ 
sequent reasoning. 

Our temperature curve has a curvature in 
the direction of negative temperatures. Physi¬ 
cally, this signifies that, bslow the layer with 
constant annual temperature, the permafrost 
layer oi a certain thickness has a lower tempera¬ 
ture than the layer? above and below it. 

TABLE 

IOC 

LEVEL C 
ANNUAL 
^MPLI^UDE 

^5 
40 

45 

LOW E R’PERM AFRoIt '»i 
SURFACE 

Figure 105, Distribution of 
temperatures with depth in 
the Skovorodino borehole. 

After considering the problem from all anglet*, we come to the inevitable conclusion 
that a normally cooled permafrost layer has stored-up cold, left as a heritage from times 
of colder climate. 

A layer with a lower tsmperature must inevitably lose its low tempsraturs under the 
influence of heat flow from above and below. The curve will reflect thie by leveling off 
toward a form corresponding to a uniform rise of temperature from -1C at 14 m to 0C 
at 50 m. 

Consequently, the temperature of the permafrost layer will rise, and this indicates 
the degradation of permafrost in Skovorodino, as was first pointed out by M. I. Sumain in 
1931. * 

An analysis of the temperature drop with depth in permafrost below the layer of con¬ 
stant yearly amplitude leads us to these conclusions: 

From ths point of view of natural history, the degradation of permafrost, as ws have 
already stated, is of ths utmost importance. From ths practical point of view also, de - 

is significant for building and construction, but ths details of this side of the 
question have not been carefully studied as yet. Ws do not know the speed of degradation 
nor can we determine its extent. In order to judge the significance of degradation for con¬ 
struction problems, this data is esssntial. However, even with present knowledge, we can 
state that the heating of ths ground under heated buildings will be more rapid in regions of 
permafrost degradation than in regions where there is no degradation. Therefore, when 
deciding the basic question for construction — whether to build on the principle of preserva¬ 
tion or on the principle of destruction of permafrost — permafrost degradation must be 
taken into account. But wa cannot act on ths basis of degradation alone — it must be con¬ 
sidered along with other factors. It makes a difference whether the temperatures of the 

permafrost are -5 or -7C, as happens in the North, or -0.2 or -0.5C as occurs 
in the southern permafrost areas. In ths first instance, we might decide, after weighing 
all the circumsunces, to build on the principles of prsservation of permafrost, even where 
there is degrading permafrost. 

In concluding the section on temperatures of the permafrost mass, we cite the thermo- 
isopleths from the Bomnak and Skovorodino (Fig. 106 and 107). 

These thermo isopleths art used for calculating the penetration of freeaing into the 
ground, discuaaed in Chapter V. 

Hydrology of the Permafrost Area 

In the first chapters of our work, ws discusssd ths theoriss concerning processes taking I 
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Figure 106. Thermoiaopleths for Skovorodino 
Station, 1928-1930. 

Figure 107. Thermoxaopletha 
of soil at Bomnak. 

place in freeamg ground. In the present chapter we 
will describe how these processes manifest themselves 
in the natural environment of the permafrost area. But 
first of all let us point out the basic situation which is 
the background of all the hydrological phenomena of this 
area. Water in its liquid state has positive temperatures, 
except in those rare cases where it is supercooled,and 
permafrost always has negative temperatures. There¬ 
fore, liquid water and permafrost are highly antagonistic 
by nature. Heat from the water tends to bring the per¬ 
mafrost out of its frosen state; on the other hand, the 
permafrost absorbing heat from the water, tends to trans¬ 
form water from a liquid body into a solid — ice. 

As a result, for each »one of the permafrost area, 
with its particular climatic conditions, a certain unstable 
equilibrium in established between the amount of liquid 
surface and ground water, on one hand, and the charact¬ 
er of the permafrost — ite temperature, the extent of 
its geographic continuity, and its thickness — on the 
other. 

Against this general background, one must examine 
the amount of water in its liquid and solid phases in 
permafrost. There was a time when scientists doubted 
that liquid ground water could exist at all in the pre¬ 
sence of permafrost. But numerous observations and 
theoretical discussions have shown that liquid ground 
water does exist in the permafrost area, but in smaller 
amounts than under the same conditions where perma¬ 
frost is absent. 

In evaluating the presence and quantity of grouhd 
water in the permafrost area, both its liquid and solid 
phases are considered. But, on the basis of the law of 
unstable chemical equilibrium, the amounts of liquid and 
solid water at given climatic conditions vary in one or 
the other direction, fluctuating around some center of 
equilibrium. 
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CUtfttiytng ground water by it* poaition in raUtion to permafroat *» 
interrrlaied J/t^'rTl/rZ, Xd A'.r. 
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pheríc precipitation (Fig. 108). H y conector oi atmos- 

Figure 108. Feeding of suprapermafrost 
water by precipitatum. 1) Taiua; 2) Active 
layer; 3) Water-bearing layer with a stream 
of •uprapermafrost water: 4) Permafrost 
5) Precipitations. 

atmoÄTÄrro^ "om 
moving through the permafroet may .merge into th. «tive lly.r, .ith.r"ío*rmm,T." m, 

The basic data on ground water was Uken from N. 
Podaemny* - -v-*-—* * -• . 
water ... __ 
(Inter nationaT 

'.ittoy* yody y *!*)• 
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Figur* 109. Feeding of «uprapormAfroat 
water by tntrap*rmairo*t water which 
origmated from atmoaphertc p-*cipita~ 
tion. 1) Talu# collecting atmoephsrir 
precipitation; 2) Clayey ground; 3) Per¬ 
mafrost above the int roper mai root stream; 
■4) Permafrost under the .ntropermafrost 
stream and (to the right) under the su~ 
prapermafrost stream; 5) Intrapermafrost 
water; 6) Intrapermafrost water flow* 
into the active layer and becomes aupra- 
permafrost water. 

Figure 110. Feeding of auprapermafroat 
water by intrapermafrost water carrying 
subpermafroat water toward the surface. 
1) Active layer; 2) Permafrost; 3) Supra- 
permafrost water; 4) Intrapermafrost 4 
water; 5) Subpermafrost water. 

- 

I 

I 

Figure 111. Feeding of subpermafrost 
water by atmospheric precipitation through 
intrapermafrost water. 1) Talus; 2) Active 
layer; 3) Permafrost; 4) Intrapermafrost 
water fed by atmospheric precipitation; 
5) Subpermafrost water. 

or flowing through the active layer as a stream of supvapermafrost water (Fig. 109). Or 
a descending stream of intrapermafrost water can carry atmospheric precipitation to below 
the layer of permafrost. In the second instance, the intrapermafrost water raises subper- 
mafrost water toward the surface, forming a stream of suprapermafrost water or a spring 
at the point of emergence into the active layer (Fig. 110). 

Subpermafrost wat*r come* from atmospheric precip’tation as described [lig. Ill) 
above or from precipitation without the participation of intrapermafrost watsr (Fig. 112), 
or by infiltration of watar from rivers and lakas. 

Theoretically, supraparmafrost water can be formed by condensation of water vapor 
in the air, but this problem has not beer, worked out at present. The origin of eubperma- 
froet water by condensation - i.«., from juvanils watsr primarily - is still a debatable 
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Figure 112. Feeding oi subpermafroet 
water by atmoepherie precipitation with> 
out the participation of intrapermafroet 
water. 1) Soil; 2) Loose fine-grained 
toil; 3) Bedrock; 4) Rock detritus; 5) Per 
mafrost; 6) Water from precipitation; 
7) Suprapermafrost water; 8) Subperma¬ 
frost water. 
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SCALE 
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SPe rmafrost 
Table 
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Figure 113. Ice layers under the Anadyr* fish cannery. 

question. 

In choosing water supply sources or a foundation site for a building, investigation of 
the ground water should be as detailed as possible. This is necessary for correct utiliza¬ 
tion of water or to protect buildings from its damaging offsets. 

Inclusions of ics in frosen ground affect the moisture content (ice saturation) of ths 
frosen ground and its porosity, and thsrsfors its construction properties. If there is a 
considerable amount of ice in ths ground, thawing may cause catastrophic settling of ths 
ground and the buildings. This is exactly what happered to ths Anadyr* fish cannery, 
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which w*a built an ground confining many :cc layara and tanaca (Fig. 113). 

Tha tea contained m perma/roat ia claaaified aa fol low a • 

I. lea maaaaa formed on tha aurfaca and then bunad in tha ground. Tha term 
"buried ice" ta moat applicable here. The following vanwtiea belong to thia category: 

1) Glacial ice. preserved in the ground from glacial timea to the praaent day. To 
thia category belong the ice of Novoaibirak archipelago, the ice on the ahore of 
Arctic Ocean east of the mouth of the Lena River, the ice of the Lena -Aldan wa¬ 
ter divide, and others. Thia buried ice occupies a tremendous area. Whan build 
ing, sites where the ground contains these ice masses must be avoided by all 
means. 

2) Buried snow. Snow covered by soil is found mostly in the north; the areas where 
it occurs are not large. Ice formed in thia way breaks up into round units. 

3) Icings covered by the soil. Thia ia a very common phenomenon in the whole area 
of permafrost, and must be reckoned with frequently when building railroads and 
roads. Arsas occupied by such ice are small. It is better to avoid them in con¬ 
structing roada and buildings, and it is usually easy once the ice has been located. 

4) Frozen lakes buried in the ground. One such lake in the extreme north of Yakut 
A.S.S.R. ia mentioned in the account of Wrangel'a travels. 

5) River ice thrown up on the shore and buried by soil. 

6) Sea ice buried in the ground. 

Buried ice of types 4, 5, and 6 ia rare and preaer , no particular difficulties for build 
ing, since it can easily be avoided. 

II. Ice masses formed by the freezing of water in the ground itself. To this category 
belong the following: 

1) Ice of "underground icings" that is, ice formed in icing mounds- Areas occupied 
by this type of ice are insignificant. 

2) Ice formed by freezing of suprapermafrost water. Such ice does not form thick 
layers, but can occupy large areas. This constitutes a negative characteristic of 
ground. First, the foundations must extend below this layer, and, second, if this 
layer thaws, refreezing can cause heaving of the ground. 

3) Ice formed by freesing of intrapermafrost water. 

4) Ice interlayers formed from the water in the ground, when an unfrozen layer is 
transformed into permafrost. 

5) Ice from water vapor, formed in the following order: vapor-liquid-solid (ice). 

III. Sublimated ics, theoretically possible according to the scheme: Ice — vapor — 
ice. 

IV. Ice formed in two or several of the above-mentioned ways. For instance, a lake 
which is not frozen through to the bottom is covered by soil and the remaining water freez¬ 
es within the ground. Thus, the ice which covered the lake entered the ground in a solid 
state: the water beneath the ice entered the ground in a liquid state and froze within the 
ground. The whole ice mass formed in this manner belongs to two types — I and II. 

There are large areas in the permafrost territory where the embedded ice occupies 
the upper layers of the lithosphere. In addition, smaller masses of ice in the ground are 
fairly common in permafrost regions. 

As ws have already pointed out, ground which contains ics should be avoided in the 
building of large structures. Even ics lenses which are deep below the surface must be 
avoided. Though these lenses are protected by the ground from the direct action of heat, 
sun, and air, a migrating stream of ground water may melt an ice lens, causing the over 
lying ground to settle. For this reason, it is imperative to bore deep enough under the 
site for a large building, preferably to the bate of the permafrost, to make sure that the 
ground doss not contain thick ics lenses. Builders rarely take the trouble to consider 
these conditions, and the government often paye for their excessive self-confi '.ence. 
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Th* y oil ru urcidr on the basis oí superiicisi indications, íorgetting that the pe rmai rust 
«-as forining for thousands oí yrars and that very often there are no surface signs of ice 
masses in the ground. 

The conditions of the permafrost area are highly favorable for the formation of icings. 
The theory of this phenomenon has been developed in sufficient detail above 

River icing is a very widespread phenomenon in the permafrost area even on the large 
rivers. Pod'iakonov and other authors describe icings on such a tremendous river as the 
Lena. It can be stated with very great certainty that, in the permafrost area, a river, 
and especially a small river or stream, without icings is rare. Small rivers and streams 
are sometimes completely covered by icings. For building, it is important to distinguish 
whether the icings on rivers, streams, and rivulets were formed by the constriction of 
the river channel or according to Sumgin's theory (see Ch. II), since the swelling will be 
more energetic in the second case. 

At the present time, on the basis of numerous observations, we are convinced that 
river icings are prevalent in shallow places, the shoals of the river. Although there is no 
conclusive proof, the data available indicate that it is advisable to bridge rivers at the 
deeper places, avoiding the shoals. 

Some measures to combat icing have been developed. As early as 1927, Sumgin* 
wrote: 

"If (during construction of a road) it is impossible to circum¬ 
vent an icing, an attempt should be made to move icing by 
artificial means. For this purpose it is necessary to deter¬ 
mine the direction of the spring which feeds it, if it is a 
ground-water icing, and intercept the water before it reaches 
the projected road. This is done by removing a strip of 
ground in the path of the stream, so that the water-bearing 
layer which feeds the icing will freeze very slightly. Then 
the icing will form in a new place, which must be selected 
so that it will not interfere with the road, " 

V. G. Petrov* brilliantly demonstrated that this could be done and, what is particularly 
important, put the theory into practice, together with the technical personnel of the Amur- 
Yakutsk railroad. 

The Petrov permafrost belts have become widely known. The construction of these 
belts moved the icings from their natural places to wherever expediency warranted. But 
how long these permafrost belts would serve was not clear. Practice showed that a belt 
will work well for 3 to 4 years without any attention. But then the waters began to seep 
through under the ditch of the belt and again reach the road Evidently, some maintenance 
of the belt is necessary to keep it in good working order, but the practical aspects have 
not been worked out. Theoretically, if the bottom oi the ditch is covered for the summer 
with insulating material and the insulation is removed in the fall, a belt should serve with¬ 
out any trouble for many years. 

Ground-water icings are widely distributed in the permafrost area, but of course, 
they are more common where ground water is more prevalent. They are less common in 
the extreme north, where there is little ground water because of the severe climate and 
the low temperatures in the permafrost. 

Petrov* proved that construction in the permafrost area disturbs the hydrothermal 
regime of '.he ground established over the centuries and creates a condition which favors the 
the formation of icings where they were nonexistent. This is caused especially frequently 
by the building of railroads and automobile roads with their banks, depressions, and 
drainage ditches. 

The growth of icings formed from suprapermafrost water due to atmospheric precipi¬ 
tation is characteristically less than that of icings formed from intrapermafro^t water, 

1. M. Sumgin (1927) Vechnaia merzlota pochvy v predelakh SSSR (Permafrost within the 
limits of the U.S.S. R. j. Vladivostok, p. 3uH. * 

2. V. G. Petrov (1930) Naledi na Amursko-lakutskoi magistral* (Icing» on th* Amur- 
Yakutsk railroad). Akademiia Nauk and the Avtodorozhnogo inst. r>TRjE%. 

y 
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~htch*r« !••• d«v«lo^*d U** tho«« lorm«d irom «^b^rmafrotc water. Tkerefor«. the 
n>o*t dev«lo|Md icinf te formad under tha condition# shown in Fisura 110 and th# lasst 
davalojtad is formed under tha conditions shown in Figura 10S. The morphology of s typi- 
fCo S,r>Iî v.'W*;!r »• follows: Thera are one or sevSral mounds 3 
.. Tl hr' with* i0*W m d 14171 ** *ha base of each mound; the mounds are round or elon¬ 

gated in form. Cracks on tha surface of tha mound radiate from its summit. There are 
also longitudinal cracks, branching out. Water is emitted through theea cracks. Ordinarily 
the mourn, is covered with an ice layer up to 2 m thick, generally lees, which also spreads 

?r,?Und ***? mound ~ the so-called icing field. If we cut the mound, we will usually find 
the f Hawing layers from top to bottom; surface ice. which does not always cover the whole 
mound; then a layer of soil; one or two layers of ice - the ice core of the mound; water in 
liquid sute and unfrossn ground. Almost always there are channels from the meund into tha 
the ground through which the water is fed into the mound, as described in detail in the theo¬ 
retical part of this work. 

Under natural conditions, there are a number of deviations from this typical icing forma 
tion: mounds without ica fields, ice fields without mounds, etc. 

Generally, an icing mound lasts for one year, but there are rare mounds which last 
P,An^y#?r* ~ th* bulgunniakh;. They have been noted in Yakutia, Transbaikal, and in the 
r mV £*&0te 

The bulj mniakhi on the lakes of the Yakut ASSR are an interesting phenomenon. S. G. 
Í arkhomenko writes about such a bulgunniakh in the Vilyuysk district: ". . . .about 2 versus 

w* /'fchfd. í* of v«rl^n®-Vilyuysk, we came upon a domelike mound in the 
middle of Lake Bililyakh, making the lake ring-shaped. " After a number of years, bulgun- 
nukhi evantuaHy deteriorate. Near the town oí El'giae - says Parkhomsi.ko - is a~Tng- 
shaped lake named Suoruialakh (the neat of a raven). About 10 yea.-a ago the bulgunniakh 
which was in the center of the lake collapsed, forming a deep lake, the water which is 
used today by the population and cattle. 

The formation of bulgunniakhi in the middle of lakes, in our opinion, completely fits 
our theory of the formation of icing mounds (Fig. 114). The radius of the lake corresponds 
to the feeding radius R. Observing the formation of such a bulgunniakh and making use of 
eq 8, we can estaolish the laws governing the formation of bulgunniakhi. heretofore unex¬ 
plained. — — ■ 

Places where the icing mounds form are very dangevous for construction, like places 
where large and recurring deformation of the soil surface takes place. When such a place 
is discovered, it is best to leave it and choose another site. If building on such a site is 
unavoidable, which may happen, it is necessary to take steps to prevent mound formation 
at tne site, and only then proceed with the construction. 

Fundamsntal measures to combat formation of icing mounds are the draining2 of the 
area and the diversion of springs which feed the mounds. The use of permafrost belts is 
a specific insunce of diversion of mound* from the area >f various engineering construe- 
lions* • 

Other manifestations of pressure in the ground during freesing are peat mounds and 
spot msdallions. The first are mounds formed in peat bogs. They are generally scat¬ 
tered over the boga in groups; 3-4 m, seldom more, in height; and 10-20 m and more in 
base diameter. Under the layer of peat inside the mound is the ice core or a cora of fro- 

P*At mound* containing permafrost ar * found in U.S. S. R, on the 
Kol akii Peninsula (in Karelia they do not have the froten cor«), in the permafrost areas 
o the north in European U.S.S.R. , in tha northern part of w.ietern Siberia, and in several 

other northern areaa of the permafrost region. 

The spot medallions are bare, clayey spots which ar« approxn. *-ly round in most 
cates, somewhat convex, and almoet completely devoid of vegetation towards the center. 

1. S. G. Parkhomenko (1928) Otchet o poesdke v Viliuiskii okrua (Account of the trin to 
nv*Vilyuyekdistrict). Leningrad: Akademüa NauEV  *    —- 
2. Unfortunately the problem of drainage in the permafrost area is not yet solved. 
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Narrow deprooctona covered 
with •'Cfotation tur round the 
epote. Other shape« occur also 
— some ovs! some elongated, 
with the long axis downslope; 
and some hexagonal. Morpholog¬ 
ically, the «pot medallions are 
bare spots of various shapes, 
surrounded by a border of vege¬ 
tation. Very often the mineral 
substratum of the spots consists 
of unsorted fragments of various 
sizes. 

Figure 114. Formation of a bulgunniakh in the middle 
of a lake. (From the work of Ôgniev. ) 

Spot medallions are most 
widespread in the Arctic, but 
they also occur in moderate 
latitudes and at various altitudes. 
One of the authors of the present 
work observed spot medallions on the summit of the Stanovoy range; Reverdatto studied 
them in the mountainous Altai and in the Sayans; they have been seen on some summits in 
the Caucasian Mountains and in Mongolia. In the arctic tundra we see a remarkable pre¬ 
valence of spot medallions, but they also occur in the forest tundra and in the forest sec¬ 
tions of the Far E?st, on the latitudes of Moscow and south. 

In the spotted tundra, they often occupy 80% to 85% of the whole area. 

Many have noted that the mineral substratum of the spots is mobile, flowing to lower 
levels 1 

Both hummocky tundra and spotted tundra are difficult building sites. At present there 
are no tested methods for constructing roads or buildings in such areas. It is advisable 
to avoid such areas when possible, but we understand that it is not always possible. Clear¬ 
ly, this problem needs investigation. 

Another very important phenomenon must be reckoned with in building — the thermo¬ 
karsts. While ordinary karsts have long since attracted the attention of builders who had 
to deal with them (dams on the Volga, on the Samarskaia Luka, on the Angara in the re¬ 
gion of Barkhatov), the thermokarst phenomenon is little known even to specialists. Prof. 
I. S. Shchukin dees not say a word about it in his work "General Morphology of the Dry 
Land." In reality, thermokarsts are much more significant than ordinary karsts for 
building in the regions of permafrost. 

The outward picture of the thermokarst phenomenon is this: part of the ground will 
gradually settle, forming a depression. This depression is sometimes quite considerable 
and fills with water, forming a "cave-in" or collapse lake. 

If there was a forest on the sunken ground, the trees remain standing in water, where 
they die. 

The essence of this phenomenon is this: there is embedded ice in the ground, or the 
ground itself is oversaturated with ice. For various reasons (cutting the forest, consider¬ 
able blasting, construction, etc.), the established thermal regime of the upper part ' 
the ground is disturbed in the direction of greater intake of heat. The ice in the grou >d 
begins to mel*; consequently, the ground itself begins to settle. 

It is hardly necessary to mention that places with thermokarst phenomena are extreme¬ 
ly dangerous for building. 

Thermokarst is widespread in the Yakut-Vilyuysk-Aldan region where there are many 
cave-in lakes. Such lakes also occur in the north in the Indigirka River drainage area near 

1. V. V. Reverdatto (1931) Morfologiia 1 rastitel’nost* piatnistoi tundry Arkticheskoi i 
Al'piiskoi oblastei Sibiri (MoVphology and vegetaiton of the spotted tundra in the Arctic 
and Alpine regions of1 Siberia), lx vestia, 'Tomsk division, Cos. russV. botan, obshd, 
tom. m. no. 1-¾. 
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Figure 1X6. Ckve>in lake in ihe Far East. 
(Photo by A. N. ToUtoy).

thr Arctic Circle, in Tranabaikal in the Tor-Tunkin valley, and in the southern regions of 
the Far East (Fig. 116).

There is a connection between buriid ice and collapse phenomena. Where there is 
buried ice. expect collapse phenomena; where there are rave-in lakes, expect to find 
bill led 11 e.

In our brief account we have described only the most important features of the perma
frost area which are particularly pertinent to the problems of building and construction.
In Summary. we can say the following:

Water in its solid state contained in ground of the permafrost area is a permanent 
integral part of that ground.

In places (and frequently m large areas) the ice occurs in thick layers of 20-30-40 m 
or more.

The phys ical-mechanical processes in the upper pan of the lithosphere are character
ised by exceptional intensity; consequently, the deformation of the soil reaches tremen
dous pruportio IS. In the permafrost area, we often encounter places where the surface of 
the earth rises in winter, forming mounds varying from almost unnoticeable centimeters 
to several meters in height,or shifting laterally.' The stresses in the soils manifest them
selves in shifting of the ground water and "plyvun. "* The presence of constant negative 
temperatures in the ground makes the hydrological regime of the permafrost area unique.

Fertile planning of buildings, spec lal approaches are essential. Particularly, heat 
must be considered as an external force affeC'iig the ground and thus the buildings. Very 
often the construction engineer is confronted with conditions that make it difficult and un
profitable to combat deformation by technical means. Then, the engineer must create 
Conditions where the natural forces vrtiich will affect the construction will be counteracted 
by other natural forces.

1. See above — section on general deformation of the soil surface (Ch. II). 
• [Thawed ground of mud consistency. J
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Som« D»f an Soil in PTiryfro»' Af« 

Th« •Huaaon i» complicitmó tor th« builder by lh« fact that the «oil in the permairoei 
area h*e epecial characte* letice oí ita own. 

So £ar very iew investigation« of the «oil of thi« tremendou« area (10 million km ) have 
been made. However, a number oí large region« have been investigated, and we can draw 
•ome preliminary conclueione. According to these conclusions, the soil in the permafrost 
area contains a large quantity of silt, wh¿ch flows easily when wet. 

Below we give a brief characterisation of the soil, according to certain investigated 
regions in the permafrost area. Concerning the soil in the Mesen11 vicinity end the turn- 
tory to the north, N. G. Datskii* says: "In our region, silty soils are themost prevalent. 
Of the 19 soil samples taken from Meaen' and north to the mouth of the Mesen River, only 
3 contained as much as 1.5 to 5. 38% of particles larger than 1 mm; 12 amples contained 
less than 10% of 1 to 0. 5 mm particles; fractions of 0.25 to 0. 01 mm constituted more 
than 50% of 16 samples. Clay fractions were comparatively small. 

V. K. lanovskii2 and N. G. Datskii* both note a high silt content in the ground in the 
Pechora basin. Both speak of the easy transition of most of the soil into flowing mMd. 

We give the grain-sise analysis of several samples. lanovskii gives data for the 
Malosemel'skaya tundra across from the village of Oksina on the lower course of thePe- 

chora River (Table 90). 

Table 90. (Grain-«i*e compoeition. H, of eoil eamplee from the 
Malosemel'akaya tundra. ] 

Depth of 
•ample 

(m) >1.0 

Particle «iae (mm) 

1.0-0.5 0.5-0.25 0.25-0.05 0.05-0.01 0.01-0.005 0.005-0.noi <0.001 

0.10 

0.80 

1.18 

3.69 

0. 50 3. 73 

0.72 

33.57 

15.93 

16.91 

41.29 

22.37 

22.84 

6.84 

6. 70 

14.93 

8.83 

As we see, the appreciable percentages begin with the particles of 0.25 mm and 
«maller. The ultimate compressive strength of this ground (in a dry state) is as follows 
(for 2x2x2 cm cubes): soil from a depth of 0.10 m — 24.2 kg/cm , from a depth of 
O.oO m — 48.7 kg/cm*. 

lanovskii notes that, judging by the ultimate compressive strength, such ground 
would be considered good for road construction, since soil with an ultimate compreasive 
strength of 20-40 kg/cm* (in 2-cm cubes) is good according to existing standards. How¬ 
ever, this soil became a mud-like mass which caused the walls of the test pits to col¬ 

lapse . 
According to N. G. Datskii, sandy silt and silty sand are the mo si wide-spread soils 

in the Usa- Vorkuta mine region. Their grain size content is given in Table 91. 

Sample 1 is from the mouth of the Vorkuta River, No. 2 from the Usa-Vorkuta rail¬ 
road route, and No. 4 from the Usa railroad station. The first two are sandy silt, the 

1. N. G. Datskii luzhnye predely vcchnoi merzloty v raione g. Mezeni (Southern 
borders of permai.ost in~the Mezen' region), manuscript. 

2. V. K. lanovskii (1933) Ekspeditsiia rva reku Pechoru po opredeleniiu iuzhnoi^ramUy 
vechnoi merzlotv fEvnedition to the "Pechora River for determining the southern border of 
permafrost). 'truay KlVM, Akademiia I^auk, tom T. 
3. N. G. Datskii (1934) "Vechnaia msrzlota i usloviia stroitel’stva v Usinskom raione" 
(Permafrost and conditions of construction in the Usa Region)" in Vechnaia merslota i 
usloviia stroitePstva v Usinskoi lesotundre Severnogo kraia (Permafrost and construction 
cônJïflcns in the Ùsa fores*-tundra of the North). ÀWademiia hiauk. 
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Takt« 91. [Cr*ia-«)M composition, %. ol soil aampi«« from th* 
Um* Vorkuta muta ration. ) 

last silty sand. 

And here we see the same thing: the main ground mass is composed of silt, which 
sharply influences the flowing capacity of the ground; the ¿-degree angle of repose in the 
water means complete spreading of the ground in the water, even though only under its 
own weight. 

N. G. Datskii says that ground No. 1 and No. 2 "in the natural state, when samples 
were being taken, had the appearance of a peculiar doughlike kind of mud very prevalent 
under the local conditions." 

To conclude the subject of soil types in the northern part of European U.S.S.R., let 
ue cite an observation mads by Y. A. Liverovski in the Malozemel'skaya tundra. A herd 
of reindeer walked over a small slope covered by ordinary tundra vegetation. Immediate¬ 
ly after, the upper layer of soil began to move and flowed down the slope like water into 
the nearest small ravine. Apparently the jarring of the soil under the feet of the reindeer 
was kufficient for the soil to take on the properties of a liquid and flow. 

The explorers of prerevolutionary times described the silty character of the soil of 
the Yakut Republic. This is confirmed by contemporary data. Table 92 gives the analysis 
(in percentage) of several types of soil taken on the Lena-Aldan water divide. 

Table 92. [Grain-sise composition, %, of soil samples from the 
Lena-Aldan water divide. ] 

No. Particle sise (mm) 

1.00-0.25 0.25-0.05 0.05-0.01 0.01-0.005 <0.005 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

17.29 34.11 
12.20 
39.40 
6.80 

27.40 

27.40 
48.40 
33.40 
50.00 
36.60 

15.40 
33.60 
20.20 
30.40 
25.30 

5.80 
5.80 
7.00 

12.80 
10.20 

Frequently this silty soil is found in long stretches in the Far East, south of the Stano¬ 
voi mourtain range. Here too we find soil which resembles No. 4 in the table for Lena- 
Aldan water divide. In such places, particles with diameters less than 0.05 mm consti¬ 
tute as much as °3% of the whole ground. 

We do no* wish to give the impression that only silty soil is widespread in the perma¬ 
frost area, naturally, we find other varieties. But builders should be warned that in all 
probability they will encounter grc/jnd with a large silt content in the permafrost area 
(see map 2).On *he basis of numerous data, we conclude that the disintegration of the soil 
particles stops with silt, not continuing further into clay (particles less than 0.005 mm). 

In the permafrost areas, physical processes of weathering predominate over chemi¬ 
cal processes in the ground, becauee of the low ground temperatures, the severe climate, 
and the constant negative temperatures at small depths in the ground. 

SSSItk-t« 
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Thus, the wide distribution of silty toil in the permafrost area is explained by the 
very taws governing the weathering of rocks. 

In the permafrost area, soil of organic origin — peat — i« not very thick as a rule; 
2-3 m is its maximum. Since the peat is usually covered with moss or a thick carpet of 
other bog vegetation (for example — wild rosemary), the thawing of peat during the sum¬ 
mer is very insignificant, as was mentioned previously. At depth, the peat remains fro¬ 
zen. For this reason, la/ing of communication lines over bogs is conducted under entire¬ 
ly different conditions m the permafrost area than in other areas. Under a fill 2-3 m in 
height, permafrost rises and the peat becomes frozen. Consequently, there is none of the 
settling of the fill to the bottom which generally occurs in other marshy areas. !f the peat 
does settle under the fills and is forced out from under them, this is limited to the active 
layer. 

Moisture (Ice Content? of the Ground in Connection with Building on Permafrost 

We will now examine the moisture of ground in the permafrost area aa it is observed 
in nature. We have discussed suprapermafrost water and ice masses embedded in the 
ground, and have warned builders to avoid such places. Now, ws give concrete evidence 
and specific examples. Six examples of vertical moisture distribution in the ground, in 
various permafrost areas, are examined, not as a characteristic of separate geographical 
provinces, but as concrete examples taken from nature which may be encountered in vari¬ 
ous parts of the permafrost area. 

We will consider how the building engineer should act in each case. 

Figure li6 shows cross section 1, to a depth of 19 m. Moisture content is high in the 
i’pper psrt; in places the saturation coefficisnt is more than one. From 3 to 3. 5 m. there 
is an ice layer; deeper in the ground, aeparate seams of ice occur. From ? to 8.5 m, 
ice seams increase in frequency, moisture rises with a tremendous jump. Only beneath 
the depth of 12 m is the saturation coefficient less than l.1 

The temperature for the whole stratum is around -0. 5C. Conditions for laying foun¬ 
dations are very bad. The temperature of the ground is too high to be able to build on the 
principle of preservation of permafrost. If the ground thaws, large settling of the ground 
can be expected even if the foundation is laid deeper than the ica ted. For thawed ground, 
settling should be determined from the curve showing relation between pressure and mois¬ 
ture according to the observed moisturs. But settling will begin even at negative tem¬ 
peratures near 0C. It is bast to abandon such a site. If it is absolutely necessary to build 
on such a site, a pile foundation should be used, considering tbs friction of the thawed liq¬ 
uefied ground. 

Figure 117 shows crosa section 2. In the upper 4. 5 m, the moisture content of the 
soil is within acceptable limits. Except for the first half meter, the surface soils are 
sandy silt with coarse gravel overlying clayey silt with less gravel. Moisture conditions 
down to 4. 5 m would be acceptable for foundations except for other circumstances: tem¬ 
perature is OC to a depth of 7 m; the moisture content from 4. 5 to 5 m is about five times 
greater than the moiatura capacity of the ground (saturation point « 5), and supersaturat¬ 
ed layers of ground occur deeper. Under these conditions we cannot employ the principle 
of preserving permafrost under heated buildings without taking specific countermeasures. 
It is better to abandon the site. If building is absolutely necessary, piles should be used 
taking into account the friction of the thawed liquefied ground rather than the adfreesing 
forces. 

Figure 118 shows crosr section 3 to a depth of 14.0 m. The soil is the tame 
throughout the cross section - clayey silt. Its full moisturs capacity is around 32% to 
34%. Down to 8 m inclusive, moisture is close to or slightly over the full moisture 
capacity, except at 1.5 m (the permafrost table) where the saturation coefficisnt is around 
1.5. Below 8 m, moisture i* acceptable — not more than two-thirds full moisture capa¬ 
city. Temperature at depth is -0.8C. The picture is dear. To build on the principle 
of the preeervation of permafrost, figuring the thickness of the active layar ar 2 m, the 

1. Here and elsewhere, except for specified instances, we have in mind the mean mois¬ 
ture capacity of thawed ground; this also applies to observed moistures. 
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MOISTURE CONTENT ( ¾) TEMP (C) 

a. peat 
b. clay with ice veins 
c. clayey silt 
d. ailty clay 
e. ice 
f. clayey silt w/ice 
g. fat clayey silt 
h. lean clayey aand w/pebbles 
i. fat clayey sand w/pebbles 

k. clayey silt 
l. fine sand w/pebbles 
m. clayey sandy silt w/ice 
n. lean clayey silt w/gravel 
o. sand 
p. clayey sand 
q. silty sand 
r. lean clayey silt 
s. silty sand 
t. lean clayey silt w/gravel 
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MOISTURE CONTENT (%) TEMP (C) 

Figure 117. 

a. vegetation 
b. peat 
c . lean clayey tilt 
d. clayey isandy silt w/gravel 

Cross sert on 2. 

e. sandy silt w/gravel 
Í. lean clayey silt w/gravel 

g. fat clayey silt 

foundation should be laid deeper than 2 m. Building on the principle of destruction of 
permafrost would be highly complicated, since the ground to a depth of 8 m beneath the 
base of the foundation woul 1 change into rnud with negligible bearing capacity if it thawed. 
Two alternatives remain — either a thick sand fill or piles, with allowance for the thawed 
ground. The moisture content of the ground is acceptable below 9.0 m, but it is impos¬ 
sible to lay a foundation at that depth. 

Figure 119 gives cross section 4 to a depth of 5.09 rn. From the top down, the ground 
is composed of clayey silt, sandy silt with pebbles, and clayey silt. In the upper part, 
moisture is about 3 to 4 times greater than full moisture capacity. From 3. 5 m down, 
moisture of the ground is fully acceptable. The temperature drops to -l.SCat the depth 
of 5 m. In regard to moisture, the laying of the foundation under permafrost conditions is 
fully acceptable below 3. 5 m. But the upper layer of ground, as we see is highly super¬ 
saturated and must be dried out. 

In cross section 5, (Fig. 120) the top layer is peat. Below there is a layer of lean 
clayey sand with pebbles, containing a layer of gravelly sand more than a half meter thick. 
Temperature is around -0. 5C. It is quite probable that, when the peat is destroyed by 
occupation of the locality, the ground temperature will rise above sere. Consequently, it 
is risky to build on the principle of preservation of permafrost without taking precaution¬ 
ary measures. Nevertheless, from the standpoint of moisture, it is possible to build at 
this site because moisture is below full moisture capacity everywhere except in ^'e layer 
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MOISTURE ( TEMP ÍC) 
-t ft 

00,0* 

õA 

a. vegetation c. fat clayey eilt w/ice 
b. clayey ailt d. fat clayey silt 

Figura il9. Cross section 4. 

a. fat clayey silt w/sand; b. clayey sandy silt w/pebbles 
c. fat clayey silt w/sand 

1 
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a. 
b. 

Figure 120. Gros» Hection 5. 

peat 
fat clayey silt 
clayey sandy silt w/gravel 

d. clayey silty sand w/gravel 
e. sand with gravel 
f. silty sand w/gravel 

of the ground which is on the same level as the upper permafrost boundary. This layer 
must be dried out in order to decrease the swelling of the ground. The layer of gravelly 
sand will serve as a natural fill under the foundation. 

Figure 121 gives cross section 6 to a depth of 8. 8 m. Clayey sand covered with vege¬ 
tation is underlain by grave' and pebbles to the base of the cross section. Temperatures 
ar.' positive — this is a tali* To a depth of 2 nr>, the ground is supersaturated above the 
remnant of the winter frosen layer; below 2 m, the moisture is negligible. The soil and 
its moisture are quite favorable for laying foundations. But, since this cross section lies 
in the permafrost area, permafrost processes must be considered, too. Huge icings might 
occur at this very spot, which would nullify all the advantages of the ground and its mois¬ 
ture 

The l eader will note that we have examined the following types of ground; those pre¬ 
senting construction difficulties due to ice lenses, those presenting construction difficulties 
due to high supersaturation and ground acceptable for construction by reason of its mois¬ 
ture conditions. 

We repest once more that our examples were taken only for the purpose of examining 
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MOlSTURfc CON TENT Í )rEMP(f;5k, ^ 

Figure 121. Gros* section 6. 

a. vegetation; b. fat clayey sand w/sand; c, d. fat 
clayey sand w/coarse sand; e, (, g. gravel; h, i. 

gravel w/rock fragments. 

the ground moisture and were evaluated for building purposes solely from that point of 
view. We have touched on the properties of the ground and its temperature only slightly. 

Proper evaluation of a building site must of necessity be complex (this matter is dis¬ 
cussed elsewhere), allowing also for the filling in of the foundation by other ground. 

In the examples analyzed above, one case frequently encountered in permafrost terri¬ 
tory has not been discussed — the case of bedrock near the surface. Sometimes it is cov¬ 
ered by loose ground whose thickness is less than that of the active layer. Such cases are 
ideal for foundations from the standpoint of permafrost. The only concern would be to see 
that heaving of the active layer does not have destructive effects on the foundations. To 
combat this, the following measures are important: drying of the active layer (see above 
remarks concerning drying); protecting the gravel fill against silting and filling up with wa¬ 
ter during use of the building; and securing the foundation in the bedrock. 
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CHAPI LU V m INI EKAC HON BETWEEN PE KM AFHOS I AND S T K LC IU H EJ 

EKLC I ED 

Iiitrod jctjon 

Up to this point, we nave analyzed the propertie« oí frozen ground and the proceazes 
that take plai e in it; ve have determined, whenever possible, the physical-mechanical con¬ 
stants of frozen ground: and finally, we have given brief information on permafrost regions, 
describing them from the point of view of construction. 

Now we will try to describe briefly how structures in permafrost regions affect the 
ac tive layer and the permafrost and the processes that take piace within them. We will also 
describe how the active layer and permafrost affect structures on or in them. 

Any construction — in the ground, on the ground, with or without foundation, or under 
tiie ground — introduces a new element into the complex of natural phenomena of the region 
and disrupts the established sequence and force of natural phenomena. These disruptions 
vary considerably in quantity; qualitatively, however, they can be caused by digging a small 
ditch or sinking a small pole into the ground, as well as by a big metallurgical plant with 
its hot shops and tall smokestacks. 

Earthwork 

Let us first consider earthwork; the construction of ditches, excavations, foundation 
pits, and fills. The difference between ditches, excavations, and pits is only quantitative. 
Therefore, we shall analyze them all together. All are cavities in the ground. Their sides 
and bottoms now receive the heat energy of the sun and the air, previously received by the 
earth's surface. Hence the thermal regime is disturbed. The depth of summer thawing 
benoat i and on the side walls of these excavations must be different from that of the sur¬ 
rounding area. On the basis of everything said above, the permafrost table in a given area 
changes shape, as shown in Figure 122. Line CbcD is the former upper boundary of per¬ 
mafrost, separating the seasonally thawed layer from the permafrost layer. When the vol¬ 
ume of ground bklc (in cross section) was removed from the permafrost layer, the perma¬ 
frost in the c ross section abklcdfe became part of the active layer. In other words, it be¬ 
came ground whu h freezes and tliaws during the year. 

/- 

Figure 122. Diagram of the changes in position of the 
permafrost table with earthwork of the cavity type. 

1. Permafrost table before excavation 
2. Permafrost table after excavation 

In regions where there is no permafrost, the reverse phenomenon occurs. If line 
Cbi D (Fig. 122) represents the lower boundary of seasonal frerzing, the permanently u.-i- 
Frozen ground in cross section abklcdfe will become part of the active layer. As we see, 
the effect of our construction on the condition of the ground ir the region of permafrost is 
opposite to the effect in other regions. In the permafrost region, positive temperatures 
penetrated deeper than before; in nonpermafrost regions, negative temperature appeared 
where it had not been before. This difference has other consequences. During the summer, 
a ditch on a slope, where point A is higher than point B, outside the permafrost region is 
a hill ditch collecting surface water. In the permafrost region under the same conditions. 

.. •<'- ¿V- •'•Lu** ***# ‘«Sfc»«.*»- •. ¿-»►•a 
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C Vo.h Jl,° •UPr*P*rm*/ro*f na*, on the pe m«íro«l «urí.ce from 

able 'ht1d,l,C,î W:1LC,0,IeCf SrOUnd W‘ttr Âl,° d thc ao>1 » P'*rme- 
perml^olt ( ,*y) ^10^1 S ich * ««Idom occur,. !,. the 
m/non exceot wh 7“T U üver th-' «round .» a common phenu- 

n» except whc. .ie «oïl above line CD is impermeable to water. ^ 

The*! c°ndlticn* m permafrost regions create new consequences. As the volume of 

durZthf ¿CJner aandd°f l* u,ljally Permanently supersaturated, heavtng occurs 
reaion. fir hl anci d*for™» tTTF bottom ana side slopes of the ditch. This is one of the 
reasons for the exceptionally rapid deformation of ditches in permafrost regions. 

A ditch in an area of especially silty soil, so common in permafrost regions is even 

cTthe groan'd V Slumpíng 0Í itS *idet and at the bottom due to the poor’quality 

ed in^im~,^hee,taMi^d natural conditions by railroad excavations is reflect- 
ed in an increase ift heaving; excavations are very subject to heaving. N. G. Datskii gives' 

Hie o/thTriar^d0” °ne during 2 year".. ,n relation to pi" 

1925- 1926 

In excavations — 32% of the total excavations of the area 

In fills — 9% of the total fills cf the area 

On level ground - 28% of the total level ground of the area 

1926- 1927 

In excavations — 46% of the total excavation of the area 

In fills — 13% of the total fill of the area 

On level ground - 31% of the total level ground of the area. 

t.onsWand8dritche.eXPí!;?8 “ freez,e8’ and thlis niU8t *dd to the destruction of excava- 
nov. were given ¿bove ' °{ expan8.lor‘ of fre*z>ng «round, according to Andna- 
fa . w^re given above. Until now. no special research has been done on the effect of this 
factor on the deformation of ditches and excavations But. according to theoretical con 
sidérations and some practical d»ta, it is quite probable that diiches^nd ex-avations <e«- 

Ce îÎ,Stable mer dtiorm Precisely when the active layer freezes, if conditions ' 

thInKth* pern?8[r08t r*«ion there »■ another cause of deformation - the uneven settling 
f the bottom of the ditch. The ground beneath the ditch thaws and settles - usually ir-* 

.h/bo.tim V' 'h,! ilOW 0t thC Wa"r " '“•'“'•bed, which act. unfavorably on 

it thef effeCt °n a flU '* the °PPu«'te. The permafrost table rises beneath 
it and suprapermafrost water accumulates in front of T. if the fill crosses a slooe if 

trates'the fill 1 ^ ^ ** d'Pth °f thawin8 of the ground, permafrost’pene- 

.in^BeCaU*e the fI°*r mound which {orm* under the fill hinders the flow of water down- 

pX.f'ro.,8.^!.“; f0rm <iUr‘ng the -11 ">”• — atraama of aup^- 

free7a»^!« n\Lr ^^* w^er* there are ditches, as the ground beneath and at their sides 
freezes down to the permafrost layer much faster tha: the surrounding area. 

resuhseaVeeehntaüeadr.thWOrk COmpllc*îei the Presses i» the ground, and what undesirable 

,V. N*, G* (1935) Puchiny jia zheleznykh dordgakh v ualoviiakl. v*rV.r.ni 
°n °*d* un^y P«rYn>fro»t condition.).'^Trudy KÏVM. . 
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li •rerr.a atrangv tu a*y that it it more diHicu.t lo dig atable, non-deforming ditchea 
than to conetruct a-.me typea of bmldrng. but it ia true aince the proceaaea cauaed by the 
digging of a ditch in a permafroat region have not b«¿R atudied much. 

Cioaed drainage aleo haa not been atudied very much. In nonpermafroat regiona, a 
drainage ayatem below the active layer can be expected to work all year. Thia ia not ao in 
permafroat regiona where, in moat placea, the active layer joina the permafroat in the win¬ 
ter, At each depth in the active layer, we will have a poaitive temperature only part of 
the year, and poaitive temperaturea occur at different deptha during different montha. 
Plana for cioaed drainage must take all theae thmga into conaideration. 

For example, poaitive temperature, meaaured by aoil thermometera, was distributed 
as followa at four atationa (liated from north to aouth): 

!• Sagaatyr* (on one of the lalanda of the delta of the Lena River) 

From September 1882 to August 1883, inclusive. 4» = 73023’; \ = 126°34'. 

Depth (in) Duration of poaitive temperaturea 

^•4 3 months (July - Sept.) 
0*8 I month (Sept.) 
i^ Negative temperaturea all year 

II. Yakutsk 
From November 1930 to October 1931, inclusive. 4,= 6200r; \ = 129°43'. Observa¬ 

tory platform. 

Depth (m) 

0. 4 
0.8 
1.2 
1.6 
2.0 

III. Bomnak 
1914. 4> = 54°43'; \ = 128952' 

Duration of poaitive tempe ratures 

143 days (May 17 - Oct. 6) 
134 " (June 1 - Oct. 12) 
113 " (June 24 - Oct. 14) 

79 " (July 26 - Oct. 12) 
Negative t-imperaturea all year 

Depth (m) 

0.5 
1.5 
2. ó 
2.8 

IV. Skovorodino 
1928-1930. 4 * 53° 58'; \ » 123w57'; 

Duration of pomtive temperaturea 

176 days (May 20 - Nov. 11) 
118 » (July 21 - Nov. 16) 
97 •• (Sept. 9 - Dec. 16) 

Negative temperaturea all year 

Depth (m) 

0.4 
0.8 
1.6 
2.0 
2. 5 

The periods of poaitive temperature are 
for the other two. Hov’ever, thouch one set 
difference. 

Duration of positive temperatures 

6 montha (May - Oct.) 
5 " (June - Oct. ) 
4 " (Aug. - Nov.) 
4 " (Aug. - Nov.) 
Average negative temperatures al) 

year 

town in days for two stations, and in months 
data is more detailed, it makes no essential 

What do the data show? First of all, they show how long and for what part of the year 
there is a positive temperature at a given depth. For instance, drains laid at a depth of 

,JnfSî8c#tyr w^lld w°rk durxn8 0aly month, September. In Yakutsk, drains at 
depth of 1. fe m would work only 79 days, beginning at tha end of July. Up to that time 
rains at this dapth would be uaeleaa. In Bomnak, draina at a depth of 2.0 m would work 

from Saptamber 9 only until the middle o' December; that ia, only until the rainy season 
ends and the upper layer of tha ground freeses. 
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Such üaia »hould »rrvc * » maten«! Tur the engineer whu ate« cloaed dram* in 

permafruat regiuna. We repeat that all uur examplra are íor caaes when the active layer 
merges with the pertYUkfroat in winter. 

But we are describing thermal conditions in ground unused by man. When drainage 
is put into operat.on, those conditions will change, and these changes should be at least 
partly foreseen. 

The problem is so cc;..jjiex that it is necessary to do experimental work in this direc¬ 
tion — in particular, to clarify two-level drainage (at different depths); the best material 
for the drainage; the conditions for vinler flow of water from the drain; and many other 
technical problems. 

Draining the area is necessary for building aerodromes, factories, or living quarters. 
This problem is important and complicated, and its quick solution is necessary. 

We shall say a few two r d s a bout the actual ear t h'svo r k 1 n froze n g r o un d, J* rozen ground 
which for some reason or other is not cemented by ice, is worked, from the technical point 
of view, in the same manner as unfrozen ground; the only difference is in the working con¬ 
ditions — the necessity of protecting the workers from contracting rheumatism. 

However, frozen ground cemented by ice can be worked by neither mechanical nor 
hand shovel. Either pe rcussion tools must be used (e.g. , crowbar, pickax); or the ground 
must be thawed by fire, steam, water, or explosives; or, as described above, alternately 
thawed by heat of the sun and excavated. 1 

But even thawed permafrost ground is often very difficult to work. Silty soil with 
ice-saturation equal to or more than one, which is very common in frozen ground, turns 
into a flowing mass that is often very adhesive. It sticks to the shovel or the dipper of 
the excavator and makes excavation very difficult. This has been noted in old literature 
on frozen ground.2 All these factors must be considered when investigating permafrost re¬ 
gions (by pits), when constructing buildings and other structures which require excavation 
for foundations or other reasons, and also when draining sites for factories, mills, etc. 

Heaving of Posts and Piles 

Moving on to construction, we shall begin with the simplest case — posts. Whoever 
has visited permafrost regions has very often seen fence and gate posts slanting in all 
directions, the so-called "drunken11 fence and "drunken" gates. These are the result of 
ground heaving accompanied by the pushing out of the poles from the ground. 

The mechanics of heaving of posts have been clarified in general, thou gh not com¬ 
pletely, by very recent works. There are still contradictions in details. 

The process of heaving is described in the following sequence. By autumn, in the per¬ 
mafrost region, the post is in the ground which io completely or partly thawed. In the 
first case, when the ground freezes, it closely envelops the post and adfreezes to it. As 
we discussed in detail above, the volume of ground increases and its surface rises. Since 
the ground is adfrozen to the post, the force of heaving tends to lift it in proportion to the 
lifting of the surface of the ground. The heaving forces are counteracted by friction be¬ 
tween the ground and the part of the post which is in unfrozen ground. While the latter 
force is stronger than the former, the rising ground slides along the post, like a stocking. 
However, as soon as the ground freezes to the point that the adfreezing strength between 
the ground and the post is greater than the friction of the post with the unfrozen ground, 

1. There is evidence that ground with a temperature not lower than 1C can be worked 
with powerful excavators. j 

2. D. Matseevich (1907, Sluchai vozvedeniis sooruzhenii na vechnoi merzlote (Cases of 
buildtr on permafrost), Izvestiia ofcshch. Grazhd. Inzh. (Bulletin of the Civil "Engineering 
Society/. 

A. N. Passek (1911) Mestnye usloviia klimata i vechno merzlye grunty golovnogo uch. 
zapadn. cluisti Amursk, ah. d (Local conditions of climate and permsrienuy frozen ground 
in tKe head section of tIKe western part of the Amur ftaflroacIT, izvestiia sobr. insK. putei 
soobshcheniia, ro. 3. 
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ihr p>i*t !• aL.inewhat pulled »ii( by the •wetting frozen ground, leaving an empty space be
neath It, which either stay* empty (filled mly by air) or la filled by water or ground and 
wate r

After the ground '-eesea to ita base, the post wilt rise with the gi ound aa freezing 
penetrates deeper; thwi is, if the moisture of the ground under the post is greater than the 
rritiial heaving moisture. When the wii,ter-frusen layer of the ground reaches the perma
frost. or the freezing of the g.-uund ceases, heaving of the post stops.

Post heaving was studied at the permafrost station of Petrovsk-Zabaykal'skiy. Posts 
made of separate vertical sections placed one on top of the other were sunk into the ground. 
As a result of heaving, the sections separated, as shown in Figures 123a and 123b.

' I Ih

Figure 123a A sectional post which 
was sunk into the ground and separat
ed by heaving. Petrovsk-Zabaykal'- 
• kiy. Photo by A. F. Mironov.

Figure 123b. A sectional post which 
was sunk into the ground and separat
ed by heaving. Petrovsk-Zabaykal'- 
• kiy. Photo by A F. Mironov.

I

The photographs and the following description were taken from the report by A. F. 
Mironov I "In April. 1932. when some of the jointed posts were dug out. the following 
phenomena were observed:
a Separation of the joints varled from 13.5 up to 38 0 cm depending on the depth of the 
joint in the ground. Where joints sere inside the frozen layer of the ground, the deeper 
the joint, the greater the separation;
b The joint of post no 59 was at the boundary of the frosen ground. When it was dug out, 
the separation was e()ual to the vertical displacement of the upper part of the post (accord
ing to the leveling data, 38 cm). Therefore, the layers of the ground below the layer of 
seasonal freezing had no vertical displacement, that is. they did rot heave. "

I A. F. Mironov. o£ cit.

I
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Vkben thawing b*g¡nc, ground whu h had p.-rviuticly hraved «ettlr» A layer uf thawed 
ground form* around the upper part of the post The lower part of the po«t is in froaen 
ground. The friction of the settling ground tends to push the post down, but the adfreecsng 
forces at the lower end of the post resist this. So, in the spring, it appears .hat the post 
is pushed out of the ground, when, in reality, the thawing ground settles around the post. 
After the ground thaws to the base of the post, the post settles with the ground, but it rare¬ 
ly settles back into the same space as before. If part of the space is filled by ground, the 
post cannot enter it. As a result of this winter-summer process, the post appears to be 
somewhat lifted above the surface of the ground. As the effects of this process accumulate 
from year to year, the post rises until it leans at first and finally falls to the ground. 
Hence "drunken" fences and "drunken" gates. 

If the post is sunk deep enough into the permafrost and adfreezes with it. the heaving 
stress which acts through the adfreezing strength between the post and the active layer will 
be counteracted by the adfreezing strength of the post with the permafrost (Fig. 124). 

If forces a are greater than forces b, (Fig. 124) the post will be somewhat pulled out 
of the thawed Interlayer and the permafrost layer. 

In 1930, N. A. Tsytovich1 established, on the 
basis of theoretical data, that sinking a post in homo¬ 
geneous ground to a depth twice the thickness of the 
active layer is sufficient to counteract heaving. 

Experimental placement of posts at the Skovoro- 
dino Frozen Ground Station and observations on them, 
done completely independently, also established that 
posts set at twice the depth of the active layer (in 
Skovorodino, 2. 5 x 2 = 5 m) are not pulled out of the 
ground; therefore, the freezing active layer slides 
along the post. 

Crosses or other wood or metal pieces fastened 
to the base of the post will bring into action the shear¬ 
ing forces of the frozen ground as well. Then even if 
the post is set at a lesser depth, it will rcma.n stable. 

Our discussion of posts could be used in relation 
to piles. That is why piles must be put into the ground 
with the butt ends down and why they should not extend 
into the field of tensile stress. That is why posts and 
piles which are partly in the active layer must be smoothly filed or even lubricated with 
something that will diminish the adfreezing strength (for example, petroleum residue). 
In permafrost regions the part of the post or pile that extends into permafrost should be 
rough. 

On the basis of laboratory experiments, which were discussed above, new conclu¬ 
sions are drawn. The forces of adfreezing can be diminished by salting or oiling the 
ground around posts; by covering the surrounding ground with insulating material in order 
to raise the temperature of the ground; and by several other measures. As yet, these 
measures have not been tried in practice, or have not been tested sufficiently. 

Figure 124. Sketch of the 
heaving of a post. 

1. frozen ground 
2. unfrozen ground 
3. permafrost 
4. post 

Deformation of Bridges 

It is logical tb proceed from piles to bridges built on piles. The heaving of such 
bridges in permafrost regions* is well known. We shall give several examples. I. D. 
Belokrylov* reports that, out of 49 wooden bridges on piles examined, 42 were deformed; 

1. N. A. Tsytovich (1930) O vybore tipa fundamentov v usloviiakh vechnoi merzloty 
(Choosing a foundation under permiTrost conditions), Stroit, promyshl. , no. b - 7. 
2. Bridges on piles heave in nonpermafrost regions also, but not as much. 

3. I. D. Belokrylov (1931) "Vechnaia merzlota i zheleznodoroxhnyi transport (Perma¬ 
frost and railroads), " in Vechnaia merzlota i zheleznodorozhnoe stroitelstvo (Permafrost 
and railroad conitruction), Institut putt NÍKP5, sh. 8. Moscow: Gosiranslzdat. 
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in other wordf, 8 2%. And O. I. Fink* report« that when t.'»e weatern part of the Anvjr 
railroad waa tranaferred i rom conatruction to exploitation (that >a, ¿ year« alter it waa 
built), 30% of the wooden bridgea had t( be repaired becauae of a relafve diaplacement 
of more than to. 5 cm in height of important parte of the conatruction«. M Further, "the 
deformation of wooden bridges ta characterixed by the individual aupporta, uaually the 
center onew, being puahed out of the ground during the winter. Thia ia accompanied by 
breaking of the joint« and diaruption of all the notches ol the bridge. " 

In another part of this article, Fink pointa out that "of 83 bridges which heaved in the 
central and eastern parta of the N - railroad, 
the winter: 

Height of heaving* 

0.04 
0. 05 
0. 06 
0.09 
0. 11 
0. 12 
0. 13 
0. 15 
0. 1 / 
0.21 
0. 26 
0. 32 
0. 43 

We will limit ouraelvea to these example 
heaving in permafroat regions is reflected in 
lar case, wooden bridges on piles.) 

i bridges were extruded as follows during 

Number of bridges 

10 
8 

13 
19 
11 

5 
J 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 

_1_ 

Total 81 bridges 

i, which plainly ahow how strongly ground 
deformation of construction (in this particu- 

Thermal Balance of Foundation« and the Ground 

Buildings and structure« can be heated or unheated; have foundation« on or in the 
ground, o*- be completely sunk u.‘o the ground (mines and tunnels). 

We will analyse the interrelatio i between permafrost and the amnpleat of buildings — 
a roofed unheated shed with a foundation not sunk into the ground. Such a building disrupts 
the thermal balance of the ground for the following reasons: 

1. During the day, the shed completely prevents the penetration of solar energy in*o a 
certain ure% o( the ground equal to the area of the shed 

2. During the same hours, the shed partially impedes the penetration of solar energy into 
other ground — the shaded areas on north, west, and east sides of the shed. 

3. During the same hours, the shed increases the penetration into still other ground — 
namely, the area which receives not only direct solar energy, but tl the rays reflected 
from the walls of the shed. 

4. The shed, m certain periods, transmits part of the heat into the ground by thermal 
conductivity. In other periods, it receives heat from the ground and radiates it into the 
surrounding space. 

5. The shed disrupts the heat radiation from the area it occupies. 

6. The shed protects the area under it from precipitation of any kind — liquid or solid; 
it serves as an obstacle to wind, changing its direction. As a result, the snow around the 
shed is not distributed as it would be if the shed were not there. This, in turn, affects 
the thermal r gime of the ground under the shed and around it. 

1. O. I. Fink (1931) "Uato.chivost'sooruxhenii v usloviiakh glubokogo promersaniia 
pochvy (Stability of construction under conditions of desp freasing of the soil). " 
sb 8, Institut puti NKPS. 

* [ No units given. 1 

« • «a— 

' V ‘~à 

* • ¿I • 
■MBA 
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Figure IZ6. Yearly notherms of the 
ground at a depth of 2. 5 m beneath 

an unheated ehed 

At present the heat losses or gains of the ground 
under and around the shed cannot be given in calories, 
especially as this problem is complicated further by 
the effect of the material of the roof and walls of the 
shed. However, there are some temperature aata. 
In the article cited, Belokrylov writes that a 2-m 
high shield (fence) oriented lengthways from west to 
east was built at the Zilovo Station and ground tem¬ 
perature around the shield was observed from Sep¬ 
tember 1929 to August 1930, at depths of 0.4, 0.8, 
and 1.6 m. on the northern and southern sides ol the 
shield. 

Figure 125 shows the yearly isotherms of the 
ground at the shield, taken on a line perpendicular to 
the length of the shield. The extreme points of the 
tempe rature profile were taken from observation 
points 10 m away from the shield. The temperature 
of the ground on the southern side of the shield is 
considerably higher than on the northern side. 

Observations of ground temperature at a depth of 
2.5 m under and around a shed at the Zilovo Station, 
over a period of a year, gave the results shown in F ;urt 126. Here we see considerable 
warming of the ground under and around the shed on its southern side in comparison with 
its northern side. At the Skovorodino Frozen Ground Experimental St -ion, boreholes 
showed that the permafrost table riser under an unheatecC shed (as shown in Figure 127). 
The etfect of shading on freezing of the ground can be noticed even where there is no t er- 
mafrost Fink1 notes that an investigation of the Khabarovsk water supply system di.. - 
covered the following depths of freezing: 

( Compact clay ground — 2.4 to 2.77 m 

Figure 12 7. Rise of perma¬ 
frost at the north wall of the 

shed. 

Sunny elopes 

Shady slopes 

Rocky ground — 2.56 to 3.09 m 

Clay — 2. 51 to 3.05 m 

Rocky ground — 2. 56 to 3. 41 m. 

1. O. I. Fink, 0£. cit. 
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K an unhratrd builüing haa a foandaiiur. aurk into the ground, th* abcv* d*acrtb«d **• 
fluancaa on thr thermal r*gim* of the ground hold true Hoar*var, if th* coaitu tent oí 
thermal (onduvtivity of the foundation >* greater than that of th* ground, the amount of 
hea* tuât penetrate* the walla of the foundation into the ground ia alao greater. Beaidea. 
foundation« in the ground ooatruct the flow of suprapeirnafroat water. 

We can expect atill greater change« in the thermal regime of the ground under heated 
building*, airee the effect of the heat will be added to all th* effecta of unheated atructurea. 
Under a heated atructure, permafroat thaws to a certain depth, although often not under 
the whole construction. We have enough data to confirm thia, some of which we give below. 

In 1927, at the Skovorodino Frozen Ground Experimental Station.1 a wooden dwelling 
waa built mi aleepêrs. As soon as the construction was finished (November 11), nine ther¬ 
mometer* were placed at a depth of 2. 5 m around and beneath the house. They showed the 
following temperatures. 

South w ill East wall North wall We at wall Center of building 
(under building) 

Outside the building 

+0.ÖC 0.0C -0.2C -0.005C 

Under the building 

+ 1.25C 0.0C O.OC +0.2C +1.0C 

The time of observation was from November 11 to November 30. 1927, inclusive. 

As we see, the temperature of the ground around the building is affected by the east 
and west walls. At the Skovorodino Station, the temperature of the ground at a depth of 
2. 5 m under house No. 26 was observed for a whole year. The average yearly isotherm 
is given in Figure 128. 

F'gure 128. Average yearly isotherms at a depth of 2. 
under a dwelling. 

5 m 
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Th« avrrftg* y««rly («m^ralur« 25m h«neat)i th* huu*c was Aé th« r«rma- 
«abi« m Skovorud.no is at a depch of 2. < m, .1 ,. obv.ous that th« parmairo.t u 

IS lowered under the hous« . r 

A really complete »nvesUgation of the thermal reg.m« of the ground and foundation, 
require, experimental construction Tm. po.nt ha. been raised repeatedly bv both indi- 
viduais and organisations, but little has been done, and, at present, we have only two or 
three cxper.mental bunding.. The Scientific and Technical Council of the Leningrad In.ti- 
tute of Construction decided to build two experimental house, on permafrost in Petrov.k- 
Zabaykal skiy as early as 1928. and plans for the houses were completed. One home was 
to be built on a solid rubble foundation, and the other with a ventüafed ceh.r on pile, .unk 
into the permafrost to a depth equal to the thickness of the active layer of the ground Thus 
the full length of the piles would be double the thickness of the active layer 

, r. Jhe COnrtrUfV°n houses and the measurement of the temperature 
of the ground and foundation, by e/ectrical and mercury thermometer, was assigned to the 
Pe trovsk - Zabaykal -skiy F rose n Ground Station of the Leningrad Institute of Construction. 
Owing to reason, for which the experimental stat.on was not responsible, only one house 
was built in 1931, the one with a rubble foundation resting on the permafrost layer The 
results of 3 years (1931-33) of temperature observations of the ground and ft urdation as 
worked out by N. T.ytovich* (about 30,000 separate computations), are discussed "r^fly 

<îfat.figaUr,e [29 Sive’ the Pla” anf cr°88 action of the experimental house at the Petrovsk 
Station and shows where the 24 electrical resistance thermometers were placed Daily 
readings of the temperature of the ground and foundation were taken. 

We should note, however, that the placement of the thermometers could not be con- 
•“¡er*d {fV°raable¿ ?* th5 read‘ng «ive« » detailed picture of temperature change only at 
a. depth of 0. 8 m below the surface. & 7 

1t . ?he, experimental house is 8 x 6 m in plan and 4. 5 m from ground level to cornice 
It is built on a solid rubble foundation, 0. 70 m thick, laid 2.8 m deep in the ground with 

n11 Ir* UpPer PeÁrnaíro8t zone (near the permafrost table). The base of the house 
is lifted 0 75 m above ground level and has four openings for ventilating the space under the 

e on r uring the summer. The walls of the house are made of two layers of brick with 
an a‘r BPace 5 crT1 thlck alternately after each 5th and 9th row. These spaces (as the walle 
are built), are covered on the outside of the wall with tar paper and filled with slag. Wood¬ 
en beams, 27 cm thick, support a floor blackened with grease and spread with a layer of 
construction debris, 10 cm thick, on a layer of tar paper. V 

Besides electrical resistance thermometers, there were also mercury thermometers 
to measure the temperature of the air at the north, south and east walls of the house Aft- 
er November 1933, there were several control mercury thermometers which could be ex- 
tracted (in ebonite tubes) to measure the temperature of the ground and of the air beneath 

The experimental house was built in the valley of the Balyaga River about 1 km from 
T P'—k “Oory. The whole Wiley ha. . verj thick layer oi P.r™í,ô« In .Tm. 
places, it extends a. deep as 50 m from the earth surface. The thickness of the active 
.ayer under natural surface conditions is approximately 2. 5 - 3 m. At the place where 
^he experimental house was erected in 1931. the permafrost table was not deeper than 

1. N. A. T 
opytnom dom 

sytovich (1934) Issledovanie temperaturnogo 
ne Petrovsko- ¿abaikal'skci merslotnoi .tañí 

_reshima fundamentov 
stantsii Lngi ugjra.ium uume r-eirovsico-/.aDaiKai’»Koi merrlotnoi stantsii Lngi. inst, soorzh ¡Hei 

ZL-'t tl:er_m.a.1-r.?;S1.r!?e °*—^l_ir.ound fc'^ndatTõn~õT"tKe experimental house at the 
giÍ£2.v.»k-Zaba>Wi>kiy F rosen Ground Svh'ian ol the Leningradîn.titute oTttKXTT 
manuscript. Also N. A. Tsytovich (1936'/ Prlmsipy konstrulrovaniia”! rascKeta fun 
mentov SOO ruine ni i. vnztmdimvkh ~ — --1 -1 » i '1. > ..-.1.,, 

i runta v j gru 
soorzh (Research 

manuscript 
mentov sooruahenii, 
èimating fouHHatibns timating foundations for constructions 
Terent.n po Severu, gUSMP1, tom III, 

. ... muoSipy xonstruirovamia i rascheta funda-— 
-r2iX2dÍ^j^^^n?Tmer,sIote (Principlek of conlTrTITtTTrTri^ e. - 

^iSp, T‘oi kon- 

ruction), 
riHa- 

-- —- 
i-isAad 
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South 

LONGITUDINAL SECTION 

Figur« 129. Pl&n and croa« aections of the experimental houae at 
the Petrovak-Zahaykal'akiy permafroat atation. 

[Position of electric thermometera ahown by »olid circle«. Dimenaiona in metera. ] 
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Th* »Uli mt Ihe site wag mainly alluvial *r«vei *nd »and with Uytrs oí silly soil at a 
drpth . Í aboit 1 S m The s*nd-(|r*vel alluvium was quite thick — 15-2Ü m. Below these 
aspusits was bedrock - laminated «üoritr - with a weathered surface 

The mouture content of the gravel-sand beneath the foundation was not higher than 
of the weight of the dry ground. 

From the temperature data for different parte of the ground and for the foundations of 
the experimentai house, we compiled a table of the average 10-day and monthly tempera¬ 
tures. From the latter, we constructed a graph of temperature changes with depth and 
isotherm» of the ground and foundations. 

Since heat flow is perpendicular to the direction of the isotherms, the latter give a 
picture of the distribution of temperature and he¿it flow during the year. 

To show the effect of buildings on the thermal regime of permafrost, Figure 130 

8í\eQi!he the Zer° i*°8eoth<!rrri (*he permafrost table) for October and November 
oi lyil and 1932» drawn according to temperature observations. 

October November 

Permafrost 

Figure 130. Position of the permafrost table under the experimental building. 

From Figure 130, we conclude that a gradual warming of the permafrost and the ac¬ 
tive layer occurs under the experimental house. This warming is uneven. For instance, 
after one year, the permafrost table in November had lowered approximately 0 8m be¬ 
neath the southern part of the building, but had risen bene ith the north side. As the ex¬ 
perimental house does not occupy a large area, lateral freezing of the ground spread to 
almost the entire area. 

Average monthly temperatures at different points of the foundations and the ground 
during 1933 are given in Table 92 [p. 238], From the data, isotherms of the foundation 
and the ground are constructed for January, April, July, and October (typical months as 
far as heat is concerned). Average yearly isotherms are also given. 

Comparison of the electrical and extraction mercury thermometer readings showed 
that the precision of the temperature determinations was approximately +0. 5C. 

Figure 131 shows the isotherms for January, 1933. From the figure we conclude that 
the main direction of heat flow in T mary (perpendicular to the direction of the isotherm) 
is lateral from the perimeter to the inside of the house; the center of the warmer ground 
has moved toward the south wall. 

av«ra8® isotherms for April, July, and October and the average yearly isotherm 
for 1933 are shown in Figures 132 - 135, 

From the data, we conclude that a warm core existed under the experimental house in 
April. During the summer (in July), relatively even warming of the whole site took place 
with some increase of thawing at the south wall. This is especially clearly shown by the 
isotherms for October. ' 7 

The position of the permafrost table in October was verified by boreholes (Fig, 136) 
and found to be very close to the position shown in Figure 134. Thus, uneven warming of 
permafrost takos place under the experimental house. The base of the foundation at the 
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Remark: Poa.tion oí elactric thermoraatar« ia ahown ia Figura 129. 

* [Two Tabla 92'a in Ruaaian original. J 



PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS 
• uuth wall it on th*w«d ground, and th« ba«« a< tk« j 
mairoat. Thai# condiUona are fawurabla for aettlma o/lh1'0" ?°rth **d# on p<r' 
abaolutely nonparmiasible deformation. * { which can errate 

An analyaia of the temperature data oermita tk. 
the following concluelons: 

X. A houae built on a aolid rubble foundation und.. ^ r 
diarupta the permafroat regime. ’ P«fniairoat conditiona, greatly 

2. fhe diaruption of the permafroat reoim. , 
the pernnairoat table to lower at the aouth will tÎ?. ' h* h°U*e *nd in it# vicinity cauaea 
aidence of the foundation. At the north wall riainn of tkü C*u,e conaiderable uneven aub- 

\ n j * S the permafroat table waa obaerved 
3. Ground temperature roae ’ander the whole .it» ,. 

average yearly ieotherme of the ground and foundatioü'fFig^ñs^''^ Clearly ,h°Wn by tfie 
4. The orientation of the walla olava a ___ 

the foundation. y ^portant part in the thermal regime of 

5. In the conditiona analyaed, the warmimr -ft__ r . 

21::" Und'r hOU*e " ”> comp.ri.o„ «V.cÎb„‘?Â'ir.rê.'o'f 

w,i r-*1 . 
which will make the ground a much poorer base for fhe bu/ldijg b*ne*th the £ound*tion, 

Figure 111. Lothern,. oith. .round .„d foundation under th. 
experimental houae, April 1933. 

Figure 133, Isotherme of the ground and foundation under the 
experiment*! houae. July 1933. 
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Figure 135. Average yearly iaotherma of the ground and foundation under the 
experimental house, 1933. 

1 

Stove Lower corner 

floor 

Permafrost' 
table 

1 t Oct 193 3 

• (PI 

1 _a_ Thawed ground 

Ground wat.r Stov„ 

Uve! foundation 
11 Oct 1933 
/ k ^ i * i ^ H» i— 

JO -- 
~~Z Permafrost _ 

IQm 

Figure 136, Permafrost table under the experimental house or October 11, 
according to measurements in borehole*. 

1933, 
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Th« ««cond experiment*! house was 
not built by the Institute oí Construction. 
It was constructed by NKPS (People's 
Commissariat of Railroads) at the Skovo- 
rodino Station, using an alterad plan but 
retaining the system of the foundation- 
The house was built on piles, with a space 
between the floor and the ground, which was 
ventilated in winter. The cross section 
of this experimental house is shown in 
Figure 137.1 

The house occupied an area 12 x 24m. 
In order to maintain the permafrost under 
the building, the space below the build¬ 
ing (which is about 1 m high) had several 
vents which could be opened in the winter. 
The openings were about 0. 5 x 1 m. The 
piles (which were 5 m long) were driven 
into holes of somewhat smaller diameter 
than the piles. 

Table 93 gives the temperature measurements of the ground and foundation (piles) for 
8 months of 1933, kindly provided by Mr. £. D. Belokrylov. ihite data show that the 
ground at a depth of 2. 5 m (the permafrost table) beneath bcch the northern and southern 
parts of the building did not thaw during the whole period of observation (8 months) and had 
negative temperatures. Furthsr measurements Showed that the permafrost table actually 
ross, especially at the north wall of the building. 

Tabl* 93. Temperatur* meaeurementa of ground and pile foundation# in the 
experimental house with ventilated basement (Skovorodino). 

Location of 
mercury ther¬ 
mometer a 

Depth 
(m) 

Average monthly temp (C) 

Mar Apr May 
6 

June July Aug Sept Oct 

Middle of house 
under the floor 

0.4 
0.8 
1.6 
2.5 
3.2 

-9.5 
-8. 5 
-5 0 
-1.2 
-0.4 

-4.8 
-4.8 
-4.0 
-2.1 
-0.9 

-1.7 
-2. 1 
-I 5 
-1.9 
-1.3 

-0. 4 
-0.9 
-1.5 
• 1. 5 
-1. 3 

1.6 
•0.2 
-1.0 
-1. 3 
-1. 1 

3.5 
1.4 

-0.7 
-1.0 
-1.1 

3.2 
1.8 

-0. 5 
-0.8 
-1.0 

1.0 
0. 7 

-0. 4 
-0. 7 
-0.9 

0. 35 m from 
north wall 

2.5 — -2.9 -2.3 • 1.6 -1.2 -0.9 -0.6 -0.4 

0.35 m from 
aouth wall 

2. 5 — -1.8 • 1.6 -1.2 -1.0 -0.8 -0. 7 -0. 6 

Pila N. 18 of 
the a juth wall 

2.5 
3.2 
5.0 

-0.4 
-0.6 

-2.4 
-0.7 
-0.6 

-1.8 
-1.0 
-0. 7 

-1.4 
-1. 1 
-0.8 

-1. 1 
-1.0 
-0.9 

-1.0 
-1.0 
-0.6 

-0. 7 
-0.9 
-0.9 

-0. 6 
-0.9 
-0.9 

Deformation of Buildings and Structures 

The change of the thermal regime under buildings and structures leads to a change 
in the permafrost regime of the ground. 

In general, cuplike hollows form in ths permafrost under heated buildings. They are 
deeper on the south side, and sometimes the bottom of the cup is even raised on the north 
side (Fig. 138). Stoves also have a heating effect if they are not sufficiently insulated. 

Permafrost 
‘table" 

Figure 137. Cross section of the experi¬ 
mental house at the Skovorodino Froten 

Ground Station. 

1. Vecknaia meralota i aheleanodor, str. (Permafrost and railroad construction), Inst. 
putOttPS. .b. b, nj-jr.-pïTrr-— - 
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Figure 138. Cup of thawed ground under a dwelling. 

N. E. Bykov* report« that, in Igarka, gawmill No. 2 ha« a water reservoir, 60 x 30 x 
2 m. through which loga are moved to the plant to be «awed. The water is heated by ex* 
haust «team and even in the winter has a temperature of about 20C. After the reservoir 
had been used for a year, the permafrost regime was investigated by three boreholes 
made in the bottom of the basin. Permafrost was found at a depth of 6. 5 m under the ba¬ 
sin. 

Not far from the reservoir, about 15 m to the east, there was a temporary power sta¬ 
tion where two mobile steam engines were placed, with furnaces sunk in the ground. This 
station functioned about 2 years. During the spring and summer of 1932, slanting of the 
foundations of these steam engines was observed. Boreholes between the furnaces re¬ 
vealed permafrost at a depth of 6. 7 m. At the same time, at a small distance from the 
plant, permafrost began at a depth of only 1.2 m. Undoubtedly the 5. 5-m lowering of the 
permafrost table was caused precisely by the action of the warm water of the reservoir 
for approximately a year, in the first case, and in the second, by the almost constant 
firing of the steam engines for 2 years. In estimating the extent of thawing of the ground 
in Igarka, one should take into mmderation what has been stated above about the tempera¬ 
ture of the ground in this city. 

Similar thawing under dwellings was pointed out by Belokrylov, whom we quoted a- 
bovc. He gives a drawing which indicates lowering of the permafrost table under the south 
wall of the building and alight raising under the north wall. 

Formation of the cup or trough under heated dwellings is a general phenomenon in the 
permafrost region south of the 55th parallel 

For the northern region, as far as this problem is concerned, we have very few ob¬ 
servations. At Anadyr', a fish cannery was built, as mentioned before, on ground con¬ 
taining much ice and even ice lenses. Under parts of the building where there were fur¬ 
naces, the ground thawed and the floor settled (Fig. 139). The cross section of the ground 
under the cannery (Fig. 113) shows the unfavorable ground conditions of the site. 

The conditions created under heated buildings and structures are as follows: Part of 
the upper permafrost thaws. This thawed ground is surrounded by permafrost on the sides 
and bottom, so that it is located, as we said before, as if in a cup of permafrost. If the 
active layer and permafrost are supersaturated, ground water will collect in the cup, and 
the ground in it will become a semi-liquid mass if its grain-eiae composition is favorable 
for this. 

If the ground thaws as deep as the base of the foundation, and this usually happe's at 

1. N. I. Bykov (1934) "Vechnaia meralota i stroitelstvo Igarki (Permafrost and construc¬ 
tion at Igarka)" i-i 2a industrialisât«iiu Sovetskogo VostoxL (Industrialisation of the Soviet 
East). Tsentr. biuro kraevedeniia. Moscow: tsd. .... 
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Figure 139. Crack and settling in the concrete floor of the 
Anadyr' fieh cannery. The rulen show the amount of «et- 
tling of the floor of the building. Photo by S. P. Kachurin. 

the south wall, the ground under this foundation will have a very low bearing capacity, 
very often smaller than estimated, and the building will settle toward the south. All in¬ 
vestigators of buildings and structures in permafrost areas have noted this, often even 
when the buildings were apparently erected with some precautions. Nezhdanov1 says 
tha» at the Mognon Transbaikal Railroad Station 

"almost all the structures are damaged because of heaving 
or settling of the foundations; the walls which face south 
and the main walls of buildings settle especially. Cement 
foundations 1 m deep in the ground were disrupted during 
the very first year of service. The middle settled and the 
structures took on the characteristic appearance of being 
broken in the middle. 

"In building the railroad station at Mogson, some measures 
were taken to protect the foundation against settling. A 
sandy pebble base was used under the foundation. The 
layer of sand was 2. 56 m wide and 0. 85 m thick. Above 
the layer of sand a concrete block, 0. 64 m thick, was 
placed under all the walls and reinforced by rails. A rub¬ 
ble foundation of trapesoidal profile was built on this block 
to a height of 2.24 m. The general depth of the foundation 
pit was 3. 73 m. The ground in the pit was composed of 
pebbles and sand, mixed with seme silt highly saturated 
with water. Building was begun in 1908 and was finished in 
1909. During the first 5 years of service, no defects in the 
condition of this building were noticed. But then, settling 
of the center wall on the south side under the heaviest part 
of the building was noticed. Two vertical cracks appeared 

1. N. 1. Neshdanov (1931) "Is opyta ustroistva fundamentov sdanii v usloviiakh vechnoi 
mersloty (Experiences of constructing building foundations under permafrost conditions)," 
Inst, puti NKPS, sb. 8. 
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Figure 1 i9 Crack and eettling in the concrete Hoor of the 
Anadyr* fieh cannery. The rulere show the amount of eet- 
tlmg of the floor of the building. Photo by S. P. Kachurin.

the south wall, the ground under this foundation will have a very low bearing capacity, 
very often amaller than estimated, and the building will settle toward the south. All in* 
vcstigalors of buildings and structures in permafrost areas have noted this, often even 
when the buildings were apparently erected with some precautions. Neshdanov* says 
that at the Mogson Transbaikal Railroad Station

"almost all the structures are damaged because of heaving 
or settling of the foundations; the walls which face south 
and the main walls of buildings settle especially. Cement 
foundations 1 m deep in the ground were disrupted during 
the very first year of service. The middle settled and the 
structures took on the characteristic appearance of being 
broken in the middle.

"In building the railroad station at Mogson, some measures 
were taken to protect the foundation against settling. A 
sandy pebble base was used under the foundation. The 
layer of sand was 2. it in wide and 0. 85 m thick. Above 
the layer of sand a concrete block, 0. 64 m thick, was 
placed under all the walls and reinforced by rails. A rub
ble foundation of trapesoidal profile was built m this block 
to a height of 2 24 m. The general depth of the foundation 
pit was 3. 73 m. The ground in the pit was composed of 
pebbles icnd sand, mixed with some silt highly saturated 
with water. Building was begun in 1908 and was finished in 
1909. During tbs first 5 years of service, no defects in tbo 
condition of this building were noticed. But then, settling 
of the center wall on the south side uhoer the heaviest part 
of the building was noticed. Two vertical cracks appeared

1, N. I. Neabdanov (1931) "Is opyta ustroistva fundannentov sdanii v usloviiakb veebnoi 
mersloty (experiences of constructing building foundations under permafrost conditions), 
Inst, puti NKPS, sb. 6.

1
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"<*» tN*t wall, ai H» •am« tim«, th« «dg«« of th* «outil 
wall, *• w«il a* th« olhar «ralla of th« building, ramainad 
unchangad. With tim«, th« aattluig apraad to th« whola 
aouth aid* of th« building and in IS paar« th« middl« of 
the wall had eettled 0.11 m. •" 

We wUl not give more example« of settling, but only not« that the main tendency of 
txuidings and structure« to settle toward the south ia further proved by atatietical data on 
one oi the areas of the Tranabaikal Railroad, where the following data war« obtained I Ta¬ 
ble 94 J:* 

Table 94. 

Typ« oí «tructur« Inspoctod Deformed % deformed Deformed toward the south 

No. % 

1. Sic.-« building 

2. Wooden building on hori- 
sontai booms 

Woodan building on pilos 

Wooden building on ston* 
foundation 

3. Barns 

2 

21 

61 

6 

2 

20 

61 

6 

24 

100 

85 

100 

100 

2 

If 

43 

5 

17 

100 

80 

70 

83 

71 

Suprape-.-mafroat watera tend to flow from the aurrounding areas into the cup formed 
under the building. Rain from roofs, if not properly diverted, will also flow into the cup. 
All this increases the liquefaction of the ground and the settling of the buildings. 

The ground water under the buildinga partially freeses during the winter. Here we 
get an ideal example of frosen ground in a closed space and its inevitable heaving mainly 
on the aouth side, due to supersaturation. Thus, individual points mainly in the southern 
part of the building seem to be swinging along certain curves, the canters of which are 
located on the base line of the foundation on the north side. 

We have already described the process of heaving. However, we shall note siso that, 
if the ground under the baae of the foundation begins to frees«, there can be two general 
situations which can ba subdivided into more specific ones. 

A. Freesing of the ground in a closed system. 

I. The moisture of the ground is equal to or less than the critical moisture of 
heaving. 

a) There ia no migration of water whsn the ground freesas. In such cases, 
there i* no heaving of ground nor deformation of the foundation. 

b) Migration of water occur*! when the ground freeses. In this case, ground 
heaving will occur if the water migrating in the freesing ground raises its moisture (even 
if only in individual layers) above critical moisture. Heaving can be considerable only if 
the ground under the base of the foundation freeses in a way that favors migration of mois¬ 
ture; that is, if the downward freesing stops, now and then, at certain depths. Therefore, 
deformation of foundations is possible, but should not be very g'eat. 

II. Moisture content of the ground is higher than critical for heaving. In this case, 
heaving *Ul occur whether or not there is migration during freesing. Dagrae of heaving 
and. therefore, degree of deformation, will depend on the moisture content of the ground 
and the quantity of migrating moisture. The higher the moisture content of the ground 
and the greater the migration of moiature in the freesing ground, the greater will be the 
heaving and its oeforming effect on the foundation. 

1. I. D. Belokrylov (1931) in Inst, pun NKPS, sb. 8. 
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B. Freeming of the ground under the foundation in an open eyateiTi. In this . ase, we will 
have freesing of ^'ound under the pressure of the weight uf the building or structure.

Taber's experiments showed that in such cases heaving stress could develop up lO 14 
kg/cm*. Therefore, even if the ground under the fuundation freeses ir an open system, 
considerable swelling forces could develop and building foundations could b-u deformed.

From the above, it is clear that freesing uf the ground under the foundation, in general, 
IS a very dangerous phenomenon. This is the reason for the established practical rule that 
foundations should be laid below the level of vinter freesing. *

It IS not uncommon in permafrost regions for a large amount of water to gather in the 
cup of thawed ground under the building or construction. This is not water from surround
ing areas which supersaturates the ground under the building, but water from a ground 
stream. During the summer, this ground stream runs somewhere near the building. When 
the stream freeses in winter, it develops pressure, and the water, looking for an exit, is 
directed under a building or structure where there is thawed ground. If the ground stream 
IS not very large, the water accumulates under the floor as if in a reservoir: if the build
ing is not heated all winter, part of the water freeses under the building and part of the 
water flows out of the windows or different cracks and holes in the building and freeses. 
When there is a large amount of wate.- in the stream, the water spoute out from under the 
building all winter Thus, Neshdanov.* describing deformation of the buildings in Mogaon, 
says — "during the winter water rose in the cellars above ground level. There were ex
amples where the water poured out from loosely plugged up vents 0.4 m above the ground, 
and frose in the form of an icing,"

. ^^^ -4
-n.t.-'-

i-.

Figure 140. This was a railroad bath house which fillea 
with ice. The bath house was dismantled and the ice can 

be seen on the left side of the illustration.

Descriptions of such cases are common in the literature on permafrost. During the 
summer, the frosen ground which had dammed the ground stream thaws, and the water 
flows from beneath the building back to its original bed. The picture repeats Itself the 
following winter.

1. Lately, some have expressed the opinion that foundations should be laid at a depth 
less than the depth of winter freesing of the ground. It eeenrs to us that the physical basis 
for this < p.nion is the concept that ground under the base of the foundation of heated build
ings freeses at a shallower depth than in normal conditions. This problem has not been 
studied.
2. Op. c^
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Figur* 141. Diagr*m oí th* manner tn 
which warer under a building i* diverted 
near a ground stream. 

The shaded area is the feedi.ig area oí the 
ground stream; AB is the frozen dam 
which blocks tne flow of the ground stream; 
M is the direction of stream flow after 
formation of the frozen dam; C is the 
building. 

If the stream under the building cannot easily lind an exit, it exerts hydrosUtic pres¬ 
sure on the structure and can cause deformation. In such a case, we have a natural sys¬ 
tem of hydraulic press, as shown in Figure 141. 7 

The shaded part of the drawing is suprapermafrost ground water which moves in the 
direction of the arrow and forms a stream at the bottom (as for insUnce in a water-col¬ 
lecting depression). At AB, the stream freezes and the water is directed into the ground, 
alorg channel M, where there is no water flow during the summer. The water enters the 
uniiozen ground under building C, where there is no exit for the water. The ground in the 
shaded part of the drawing continues to freese and force water under C, which is thus 
deformed. 

The causes of deformation, therefore, are as follows: 

1. A ground stream near the structure. 

2. The formation of a dam of frosen ground at AB. 

3. Continued freesing of the ground in the shaded area of the drawing after formation 
of the dam. 

4. The possibility of ground water flow along M during the winter. 

5. Unfrozen ground under the structure C. 

6. No outlet for the water under the structure. 

To prevent deformation of the structure, it is necessary to break one link in this 
chain. Local conditions should show which link is best to break: whether to destroy the 
dam at AB, or create a dam at M (in which case an iciag mound will form in front of the 
dam), or let the water out from under the building, etc. 

Fink, in the work quoted above, mentioned a stone pier of a railroad bridge which 
was built on a rock base. During the first year, the pier was pushed out and tilted to the 
side. Because alarming cracks appeared in the pier, crates made of crosh-ties were 
placed under the ends of the frame. In 1913, the pier was dismantled to the very base, the 
excavation was deepened by 0.40 m, and the broken layer of the original rock was removed. 
Springs discovered at the bottom of the excavation were cemented over. We are sure that 
detailed analysis of the situation would show that these springs were only residts of the 
pressure of freesing ground at a distance from the bridge in the region which feeds the 
springs, acting according to the scheme described above. Thus, fr tsing of th* ground in 
the shaded area of Figure 141 deformed the structure C (in this case, the bridge), at a 
distance from the freesing ground. 

To conclude, w* shall say a few words about the mechanism of heaving of buildings 
and structures Th* general bases of this phenomenon were given when describing the 
heaving of posts. We shall now enlarge upon them. 
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Fir«t. we conBider building* which ao not have a foundation in the ground. The»e 

would be. primarily, wocden barn* and hou*e». built on wooden foundation* of -different 
type* and on crib bridge*. Such *tructure*. *ay* Fink, "are heaved excluaiveiy by the 
force* applied to the ba*e of the aupport. When the ground thaw* completely, there i* 
no re*idual heaving, and the atructure *ettle* completely with the ground under it."

To thi*. we mu*t add that the ground, and the building, doe* not always return to the 
original position after heaving. Wa*hing-in and washing-out of particle* occur* in the 
ground and. in individual case*, affect* the structure (particularly bridge* with crib *up- 
port*). In addition, heaving i« not uniform throughout the whole structure, so that the 
structural balance i* disturbed.

Structure* with foundation* in the ground are affected, in general, in the same way 
a* post*. The stresses of ground freeemg act upon the construction through the adfreez- 
ing strength. The point of application is on the side surface of the foundation, lifting and 
breaking of the foundation occur*, just as with jointed pile*. Only when the ground freeze* 
below the foundation are the force* applied at the base a* well. Just as with posts, we 
have to consider the force* which counteract the heaving force*. These are the adfreea- 
ing force* of the foundation with the permafrost.

When the ground thaws, the structure settles, but usually only partially, as was dis
cussed above. Fink call* thi* partial settling of the building "residual heave".

Thus, buildings constructed under permafrost conditions could settle because the 
thawed ground under the foundation loses it* bearing capacity; or they could be heaved out 
of the ground upon freezing. In either case, the building or structure exhibit* vertical 
displacement, which is so dangerous to its stability, especially when this phenomenon re
peats itself.

We have given enough example* of deformation of structure* due to the effect* of set
tling and heaving. Such deforinations are more or less explained.

Where there is permafrost and deep winter freezing of the ground, deformation can 
be caused by two other factors. The first is the lateral pressure of expanding freezing 
ground. This factor i* a subject of argument: some recognize it as a deforming force on 
building* and structure* and some do not. We think that these lateral forces exist in 
permafrost region* and regions of deep winter freezing of the ground. However, decisive 
experiments and observation* in thi* direction are needed.

The second cause is the sliding of the structure on the sloping surface of permafrost.

Figure 142. Forest growing on a slowly sliding slope.

4
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Figure 143. Sketch of the sliding of a structure above a slanting 
permafrost table. 

A particular case of this phenomenon could be the sliding of ground masses where perma- 
frost is present. The presence of sliding ground in permafrost areas cannot be doubted 

, 8' l4¡i ”°JWever; ^he P*rt th*‘ the P«rmafrost plays in this phenomenon is not yet 
clear. The sliding of the structure can be illustrated as shown in Figure 143. The struc¬ 
ture itself is a load which disrupts the equilibrium of the system. When the structure 
and part of the ground slides, the ground buckles in the direction of sliding and cracks ap¬ 
pear in the ground on the other side of the structure — very little is known about this 
phenomenon. 
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PRINCIHl.es or MCCHANICS or rROZfIN GROUND 

Invtigatton of rro»«n Groun 1 

Ihr í¡r*t point oí pari I has alicady baan diacuasad. Only the moat important pointa 
will be reviewed here. The depth of the permafrost table which in moat caaes coincides 
w,th the thickness of the active layer) must be considered in relation to the various kinds 

#*ound, vegetation, and topography, and the estimated depth of the permafrost table, 
also previously diacussed, must be kept In mind. 

There are several wayc of determining the depth of the permafrost table. One is the 
usual method of test j its and shallow drill holes. The others are geophysical methods —■ 

-- AHhn.iflrh rh#* latter methods have not had Sufficient 
practical trial, it is .Iready possible to measure the permafrost table very precisely by 
electrometric methods. The difficulty lius in the cost of this work. For the present, 
shallow boring costs much less. 

Since there has been little development of permafrost areas, the construction site is 
usually in an area with undisturbed natural conditions, and, at bust, only a year can be 
given to investigation. Therefore, the depth to the permafrost must be determined from 
observations made during only one autumn, and it is necessary to use data from all near¬ 
by ineterological stations which have taken measurements with soil thermometers. This 
problem was also discussed earlier. Thus, the depth of the permafrost table determined 
for a given year must be corrected by observations for a number of years and for the ef¬ 
fect of occupation of the site. 

The different depths of the permafrost table must be plotted to give the contours of 
the permafrost (point 2). The surface of the permafrost table does not always follow the 
contour of the earth's surface — this must be ascertained. The contours of the earth's 
surface should be surveyed firtit, as is always done for a big construction job. Then the 
depth of the permalrost table should be determined, not only at one or two points, but 
according to a certain system, in relation to the condition of the ground, its topography, 
and its vegetation. As is well known, this type of work should preferably be done during 
the late fall. The thickness of the thawed layer should be measured in the mineral part 
of the ground, not considering dead grass or moss cover. The frequency of drill holes 
and pits depends on »he siae of the construction; each different ground type and plant com¬ 
munity should have its control drill hole. From the data obtained from the test pits and 
drill holes, the contours are drawn. It is convenient to coordinate this work with the sur¬ 
vey of the site. 

This work will clarify the horizontal permafrost distribution in the area -- whether it 
is uninterrupted or broken up by islands of talik. This will be very clear from the com¬ 
piled contour map of the permafrost. 

Points three and four involve drilling, which builders are very reluctant to do. How¬ 
ever, determination of the type of vertical distribution of permahoat is absolutely neces¬ 
sary for big construction. Determination of the thickness of permafrost is only desirable. 
In certain caaes, therefore, it is sufficient to drill to 25 to 30 m deep, which will show 
the character of the vertical distribution of permafrost and whether permafrost in the given 
area goes deeper. 

Geophysical methods, i.e., electrometi ic and seismographic, can also be used to 
determine the thickness of permafrost. The former — the direct current method — has 
given good results in permafrost with temperature of approximately -1C. 

It is still necessary to drill even when geophysical methods are used, since drilling 
gives much that geophysical methods do not. 

Drill holes to determine the vertical distribution of permafrost should be sunk so that 
one is in mineral ground and another in a peat bog. -wo drill holes should be the minimum 
number. However, where the contour map of the permafrost indicates islands or pseudo- 
islands of permafrost, axtra holes should be drilled to a depth no less than that of the main 
drill holes. For practical considerations it is ussful to drill where the biggest buildings 
and structures will be placed. When the project is of considerable size, such as a large 
factory or small town, one or several drill holes should be sunk, in our opinion, to the 
base of the permafrost. This will supply much of the material necessary for solving many 
construction problems (degradation of permafrost according to the thermal gradient, the 
presence or absence of subpermafrost waters, the problem of the fundamental principles 
of construction under permafrost conditions in a given area, etc.). It is our opinion that 
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'7"" °' ’‘nk,"‘ d'‘1' “• ”• ■>•• *<X> - d..p ~uld tten p.,. fol. 

8t*cl««. *tof gr*11'v*L«rthi"the"ill'll* fr0h ' *round u,u4liy no p*rticul» * ob- 
when Iros«n, .o Lt it lî^t^.c^tTo.'nV ^ITZJTlîl ff *r* 
ditions. "Jnlt P'P** into drill holet under nermafrott con- 

*• «ncounl.red, il fr««»» »nd th^htW« hi ln*“nce w,"n *n »«fro*«n l»y«r 
•in, . p,p« i„ ,b« bn,. ,b.„ F"- 

to the wall» Of the drill^hoTe otherwise*0 b* d0n* V*rV ,,UIC*tll'' •‘nee the pipe» will free»« 

put int'""»"»‘d' °" "" °f ,he driI1 h°" — ‘» •»• way of the drill tip when i, ,. 

d»n,fr*rAtni.,,:rwTf7.^«r^"hv^?,r‘“"rnf vrr"^ *° »-• «»«• •• 
dcuely difficult, and »ometim« im»i»hu Î, f° th*tho1*' 11 «'»“‘‘i «>*" be trem.n- 
•very halt in ,h. worb the'^r"?^«!"1,;*^,*> 

in, »Ä^;: ÄrWhot0^;’^.'-^.^* rj-r-u ^ --- 

•»•in necessary to h«t th. Vn.tr^.*, Th,. “h' L *"' '° ‘"f c>’lind*' - Tben. i, 
avoid, or at least minimise these di/fin.i» ’ h°'*'ev<r> not always successful. To 
of the ground-water table or the deoth of ti.* k.*1 ** u,l*ful to ^ow beforehand tha depth 
below permafro.t. Th... deptí. .7S. íò^o^^* P*7r*fro,‘ « *•<•' «blé .. 
in the drill hole. When the temoeratur* «Sî, « d from t*rnp«*,aturs measurement* 
the permafrost is close The c»othermei ^ *<ro. th* water table or the base of 
not more than 12 to 15 m. Brine ^urîd intfth!^ C”' •h°Uld ^ con«ld«red to be 
on the walls and the instrument but this i> h°1*a l* UBed to prevent freeaing 
unsatisfactory if temperature observation. .»To t mid'e in*^™".' 

.uanym.tir..o7^."^^Äi"i.?.,;,7„oTb°r u>’*r,*d> r "‘° «• (.c drilling: ^ 11 d«t«rm»n3d by one of the following methods when 

froaen ground is cVaVacúÍis^c^Uy^ifficJlTt¿ ^ m°-t unreliable- Although 
tingui.h whether the difficulty is due f ^ ^ ^ exPer,enced can dis- 
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moved 9h tince the lce «ysUls may melt when the drill i. re- 

c. By temperature measurements discussed below. 

excavating and drilling "tTherreforeUrthis>^oP1Vp08ram v!lernp<r*tUr* m#*,u*,ement) involves 
the permafrost depÄd thTctae.. ThiSZïn T“ ^ COr"hin«« ** d.termination of 
ments which has considerable thou-v, V1, how*v*r* b« * »ingle series of measure- 
pit. in a certtin ¿“ion Ó??» a^ï^i m.';? ‘W“''?“' Th* b**> —bod is to di, 
moaaursments for a year or a year and a half Th!!’ “¡i’1 “'••““"•atara, takln, r.,uUr 
tions at different depths, which is verv imnorí» Th# giv* u*.th# *»mperature fluctua- 
ply system, and the average vearlv temnera» ” ’ (fr vnfctAnc*’ *n Panning a water sup- 

calculation,. The thormÄttKÄ n'SI‘fí.“l^Â?pW f°r 
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Meacuremcnt* m ds«p drill hoi«« will give the t*mp«r*tur« oi deeper layer« of per - 
ma/ro«t. Temperatur« obeervatione should be conducteu for an entire year in o;;e or two 
of the*« deep holes and temperatures should be read at least once eveiy 5 days. These 
measurements can be made by the same person who conducts the regular series of eoil> 
thermometer observations. 

The holes in which observations are to be made should not only be free of water, but 
the drilling itself should be done without the addition of water or brine. 

Temperature measurement!, can be made during drilling which is desirable, or after 
the hole has been drilled to the desired depth. 

The drilling process disrupts the thermal regime in the hole by raising its tempera¬ 
ture. Therefore, it is necessary to stop the drilling at the depth where temperature is 
to be measured, and wait some time for the disrupted thermal regime to become stabi¬ 
lised. This time varies considerably from several hours to 2 or 3 days, sometimes even 
longer. Therefore, the waiting period must be determined experimentally for each case, 
and the thermometer must be lowered into the hole only after the temperature has re¬ 
turned to its original reading. The thermometer may be placed into the hole as soon as 
the drill is removed, but it will have to be kept there during the waiting period ae well 
as during the measuring period. 

Psychrometric thermometers are used to measure the temperature in the borehole. 
These thermometers are sealed in a metal pipe and are insulated; i.e. , their mercury 
bowl is surrounded by heat resistant materials (cork, soot, etc.). 

The insulated thermometer is lowered to the bottom of the borehole on a strong 
cord, then raised to about 1 cm above the bottom a id left there until the time of reading. 
The drill hole opening is closed at this time, to pr-vent the penetration of precipitation 
and of cold air in the winter. When the necessary time han elapsed, the thermometer is 
removed and the reading taken. 

An insulated thermometer should react slowly so that the temperature recorded in 
the drill hole will not change during the reading. The deeper the thermometer is to go, 
the slower its reaction should be. 

If the temper .ture is measured after the borehole nas been drilled to its full depth, 
the measurements are spe 'ded up by tying several thermometers to a strong cord at cer¬ 
tain intervals, (for instance, every 2 m). For instance, in \ hole 30 m deep, five ther¬ 
mometers attached to a cord can measure the temperature in three operation«. The 
temperature is not measured until the original temperature is restored in the hole. The 
thermometer it lowered to the bottom of the hole, left long enough to legister the tem¬ 
perature, then read every 24 hours, until the results are identical. Then, the drill hole 
ie ready for temperature measurements. 

It is very convenient and fast to measure the temperature in the hole with an elec¬ 
trical resistance thermometer. Such thermometers cannot be bought ready made. They 
have to be ordered, specifying the Ivngth of the wires according to the planned depth of 
the holes. 

Study of the Hydrological Regime 

The hydrological regime of the area is studied simultaneously with the pitting and 
drilling. In some cases this investigation requires new pits both at the site and beyond 
it, as, for instance, when determining the source of suprapermafrost water. 

In studying the winter regime of suprapermafrost water, the following information 
must be obtained: whether near-by water sources (rivers, brooks, lakes) frees« through 
to the bottom, when a solid ice cover forms, and whether there are nonfreesing ar¿as 
and outlets of warm springe. 

To investigate the summer regime of suprapermafrost waters, the ground-water 
level ie measured in the pite several times during the summer. From these data, hydro- 
ieolines (lines of equal ground-water levels) are drawn, showing the direction of move¬ 
ment of suprapermafrost waters. 
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Th* occurrence end .¿«r oí ice leyere aod ler.eee m Iro.en Rround ehould »>• 
fully etudted when bormg end eepecjelly r/hen pittia«. The ground-weter teble ehould 

be noted alec. 
Moisture distribution in the active Uyer and in the permafrost is studied from sam¬ 

ples taken from the pits. These samples should be taken not less then every 0. 5 v*r- 
tically from the surface to the bottom of the pit. The average depth of »he pit should be 
no less then twice the thickness of the active layer. Additional samples for measuring 
moisture content are taken from some characteristic layers. To detect ice-supersatu¬ 
rated layers which would be beneath the building foundation, one very deep pit should 

be excavated. 
From the theory oí iíress dí-»-^”^on ÍCh. VI), it can be concluded that the ground 

layer which is significantly stressed and deformed oy the lov.il H* aooroximate- 
lv twice as thick as the width of the base of the square foundation. In determining the 
depth of the main pit, this value should be added to twice the thickness of the active ay¬ 
er. If the sixe of the foundation is not known, the depth of the main pit should be three 
times the thickness of the active layer. 

In moisture determinations, sufficient reproducibility should be assured. 

As suted in a previous chapter, data on the moisture content of the active and per¬ 
mafrost layers are very valuable in evaluating frozen ground for construction purposes. 
Also, these data are necessary for selecting from the tables (see Ch. IV) the mdfreex- 
ing forces used to estimate foundation heaving. 

The above investigation gives sufficient material for prognosticating the 
processes in the active layer when it freezes But since prognosis is alwa>s based 
mainly on probability, it is extremely desirable to find out if there actually is vertical 
displacemsnt of the ground in the area, exactly where it occurs, its amount, *nd 
causee. Such observations are mads during the winter by regular leveling from a stable 
bench mark (a rock or a special frozen-ground bench mark), by small poles driven into 
the ground to a depth of 10 or 15 cm, which mark certain lines through the area. In 
studying icing formrtions, it ia necessary: 

a. To locate the spots where icings appear every year; 

b. To determine their feeding sources; 

c. To note the natural obstacles to their spreading. 

In -ertai-î areas, heaving of posts, strong deformation of structures, and tilting of 
trees will be ^served, indicating the sliding of a mass of ground. The areas whsre 
these phenomena do not occur should also be noted. 

Properties of Permafrost from the Point of View of Construction 

When investigating the active layer and the permafrost layer at future construction 
sites, it is necessary to determine the physico-mechanical properties of th« iro*«n 
ground as well as general hydrogeological conditions. Below a certain dupth in the pits 
(0. 5 or 1. 0 m) the temperature of the ground ie measured, and three kinds of samples 

are taken: 

1. to determine the natural moisture 

2. to determine grain-size composition and mechanical properties, from samples 

with disturbed structure 
3. to determine unit weight and compressibility upon thawing, from samples with 

natural, undisturbed structure. 
Moisture tests are made in aluminum or glass jars which can be tightly closed. If 

the moisture of the sample is to be determined after a lapse of some time, as for instance, 

1. The frozen-ground bench mark suggested by us (see Bulletin of the Leningrad Insti¬ 
tute of Construction) is a metal pipe with a hole in the lower half. This pipe is driven in¬ 
to a drill hole of corresponding diameter to a depth equal to three times the thiclaiess of 
the active layer. This pipe ie filled up to the level of the upper permafrost boundary 
with liquefied soil or water which subsequently freezes. 
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• day *fl*i the »ample *• taken, it 1« neceaaary to •••! the jar »«th ptrmííin. 

Dietiirbed .ample, of fro.en ground, we.ghing 20 kg. are taken to *•«*"*”“* 
•». composition, and. in eom. raeeo. for laboratory determination of the ultimate _om- 
preeeive and »hee*- .trengtn and adfreeaing strength. 

In addition to e.t. on moi.ture and gram-.i.e compo.ition, tent, of the ultimate 
compressive strergth and. especially, the compressibility after thawing of fresen ground 
samóles oí natura, structure provide very valuable data for building. We strong y 
mend that investigations of froxen ground for principal building sites include compressi- 
Znty t«Í. " f froKn ground after thawing. These are tremendously important for evalu¬ 
ating permafrost asa base for construction. 

Determination of the basic physical properties 
-- » .— ¿au ~ +. a ) m t fit i** tn r 4* 

The b..ic_phy.ic.| propert... 5 Sï «“Äui A- Moreover. . 

ílry*v»¡.’1lblerqoi°"utive_character¡etic can be found by obeerving eample. of froeen ground 

ground as they thaw. 
The specific gravity of the solid phase of the ground A is determined in the labo«t°ry 

m the usual way by a pycnometer. Generally speaking, the specific gravity of ground var- 
é. withm quiteVrrow margin.. from 2. 5 to 2. 8. averaging 2. 65. For approximate 

estimation?. A = 2. 65 can be considered as the average specific gravity of ground, es- 

pec tally for sand. 
The basic characteristic of froaen ground and its natural consolidation is the unit 

we.gh. of fro.rn ground with n.tur.l „ruc.urr and moi.tur,. Th.. can bo dot.rmrn.d only 
.he field and should fhoroforo bo included in any geoteehn.cal •nvo.tigat.on of P''™- 

frost Without knowing the unit weight, it is impossible to calculate the natural porosity 
i,f froaon ground, ita coefficient of poro.ity or other con.taota. without which it '■ '"11“*' 
tibie o make any eng.neer.ng e.ttmate. of natural fcaa.a, auch aa determination of per- 
missible load and estimation of settling upon thawing. 

The unit we.ght of froxen ground can be determined under natural condition, by the 
following simple method which yields very good result. In s pit, a .ma l rectanguUr 
hole approximately 0 S x 0. S x 0.2 m. is cut out at the depth being investigated. The ex 
^vatedPfroxen grind .. carefully collected and weighed and it. volume « determined 
from the three dimension, of the hole. The unit we.ght of frozen ground with natural 
structure is determined by dividing the weight of the ground by the volume of the ho e. 
Thlurnt weight of frozen ground c!n also be determined by cutting rectilinear sample. 

fron, the pit walls. 
If the unit weight of frozen ground is determined at negative air temperature, (during 

the winter in the field or in a cold laboratory), the procedure is very easy with careful 
handling and preparation of the sample. With positive air temperature, the me»•u7*"lent• 
are more difficult, but, after some training, they can be made with sufficient accu V- 
To* increase all i -acy, the samples should be a. large a. possible and the determination. 

should be repeated at least three times. 

The approximate error is a. follow.: If the dimension, of a cube, for in#taJ,c*- are 
accurate wUh.n 1 mm. the error will be of the order of 3% for a 10-cm cube, 6% for 

S-cm cube, and 9% for a 3-cm cube. j 
With training in tht. work, the error for 10-cm cob. will not be Ste.ter than J-l,V 

Samóles of frozen ground can be taken with containers of nown volumes, usually s..ir y 
metal cylinder, wifh sharp edge, which are forced into the fro.en ground by Pre"''re 
But tills'method, which is standard for unfrozen ground, is difficult to use :n frozen 
ground and is successful only after some experience. 

In determining the propertte. of fro.en ground which are important for 

heated. Observations are conducted while the sample thaws. 

The result, of this simple «xperim.nt sometime, make it possible to foresee m a 
general way .he behavior of fro. Z ground under constructions. For example, in 1930. 
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tn the por: of Uct'-V• íiêh cannery waa bemg btult without conaiderin« the proper 
tiea cf fruxen groond after thawing When we conducted the experiment deacribed above, 
we found that, after :hawing, one-th.rd of the volume wax aohd particle« and two-tl.,rua 
water While atilt under construction, the building« of the plant already showed crack« 
and slants. 

Studies of compressibility upon thawing 

In many case*, qualitative investigation of thawing froaen ground is not enough espe¬ 
cially when building on the assumption that the permafrost will be eliminated. Then, the 
coefficient of comprea«ibility of froxen ground thawing evenly under load must be deter- 
mined. 

Undisturbed «amples of frozen ground a *e vested in an apparatus suggested by N. A. 
Tsytovich. The basic part of the apparatus is a metal ring 2 cm high and 8 cm in diarn 

’ - --J *- - !h* sample of frozen ground and :n the experiment (Fig. 144). 

Frozen ground 

2 layers of filter paper 

F-gure 144. Apparatus for taking samples of frozen ground, 
a) ring; b) assembled apparatus before the test. 

A steel cutter is screwed onto the ring to cut out the sample of frozen ground. An¬ 
other sample is taken for determining moisture content. After taking the sample, the 
cutter and the upper ring are unscrewed, and the frozen ground is carefully leveled with 
a sharp knife, until it is even with the middle ring. The height of the sample of froz-n 
ground wll then be exactly 2 cm. The sample is prepared at a negative temperature- ir. 
the open air in winter or autumn: inside the pit in the summer, sometimes using a double- 
walled vessel with a mixture of ice and salt between the walls. After leveling the surface, 
the ring and the frozen ground is quickly weighed on a balance. The sample for deter¬ 
mining moisture content is also weighed. Then the top and bottom of the first sample is 
covered with carefully cut circular pieces of filter paper, and a bottom is screwed onto 
the base of the ring (Fig. 144b). A second ring is screwed on at the top and half filled 
with sand, which act« as a filter. A metal die is placed on the surface of the sand. The 
apparatus is placed in a wooden box and the required load applied to the die by a lever. 
The entire appartus is taken into a warm room or, during the summer, placed in the sun, 
and settling ir measured until it completely stops. All types of apparatus can be used 
to register thu settling. The same type of apparatus as that used in determining deforma¬ 
tion can be used (deflectometer, and others), as well as the very simple lever device 
illustrated in Figure 145, which we used successfully in the field. This lever device can 
increase the load up to twenty times. 

The measurements will give ui»: h - the initial height of the sample of frozen ground 
(2 cm), F — the area of the cross section of the sample (with a diam of 8 cm, the area 
will be bO cm*). 

£ — the weight of the frozen ground with undisturbed structure. 
£ — the final settling of the frozen layer thawing under a load p. 
£ — the specific load on frozen-ground sample. “ 

the initial moirture content by weight of the frozen ground, expressed in 
fractions (for instance, a moisture content of 24% is w = 0.24), 
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Figure 145. Apparatus for testing the compressibility of 
frosen ground. 

m of th' --- ^ “>• «-na .. 
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(61) 

'J' “ the ini,i*‘ r*',° 0Í ,h* 'r0”" «rou"d' e • th« “.¡o of .ho volum. of 

!^äC‘ ceases compietefy. 

A. previouily .ut.a (... Ch. Ill), ,h. void r.tio .. d...rmm.a from ., 62 

A - 6 ( * 
(62) 

where 

6 * J-*- 
1 + w 

and y is the unit weight of the ground. 

The unit weight of fresen ground of undisturbed structure is 

'ifc 

The unit weight of the soil skeleton is 

. Y, 
61 TTw ' 

Therefore 

A - 6. 
■ 

'f ~ 

.„-www»*. - 

^ « Wm. 
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Tor determining the weight of the ao.l skeleton is 
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».- rf w 

Then the unit weight of the soil skeleton .iter thswi ng is 

&2 C *0 

TO - •) 

and the void ratio of the ground after thawing is 

ffi -rr^ • 

ground l/the v«h!^'o°p^.,S„ot°know^te.u^ho '.j' p'rmi,*ible Pre..ure on fronen 
preeeuree, .. f„r in.an«, p . j kg/c’n,* or 1. 5 Kg/cm”o'Tkg/cm* di""e"' 

void reuo* :rir:tn^:r.Tni;iÄo,fo,rrnfogrxd upon ^ «• -....1 
culefed. Thi. we. pointed in Chept.r 5 end wii”. 

Experimental loading 

mentel lo.din¡‘Ih'.',0c’ n.'iÍu"oTlõid.Ungd. d'^plTcrd “on îh rXP"1"’'"''’ includ' eeperi- 
crea.ing load.. Settling of the die wuh each loM "crM.e'Æ '“f gr’dulUy 

-to^Är-^oÄ 
Ihn*MíiítÍIOgr*rn8 Per ■<îuare centimeter) Therefore * b* *Pphe^ (on the order of should be verv accurate Becau«* nf n, Í ineretore, ...«-«sûrement o: the deformation 

•«hie thermal regto*.'!. .taollâ.eir^i.Tpr.«““1 l0*dÍní » a 

^^irhÄttc^^L'irnVn-d’r" —- -,.... 
Usually such experiments use the permissible Inarf j**/^*" much 8m*1l«r loads. 
.. usually 70. 7 X 70. 7 cm. i. e. , 5000 cm« ?„ are. tu"' ^ ,he The die 
ptt. at the level of the baee of the future etructi^’ Th! ' ‘t''rlm*nl* »re conducted In 
the die is shown in Figure 146. ucture. The « . ra.igement of the platform and 

usually usPeedr.lmThI%ooi?n!e8ispaced onThe f* h*at"conduc*ini Pig-iron or iron die is 
covered with a 20-30 cm layer of coar.e-g^ne^*.lnd8raní’ ‘î* °{ the pit U 
load is applied to the die by a loadins platform n *’ ecd W* i9 added- Th* required 
ter in the pit is constantly warmed by adding hot SatèîVr^ *aVr® exPerimentt the wa- 
pipes placed around the die. Sometime« »-8f« 1 ater or ••«ding steam through coil 

Petrov.k plant, a wsldad .V..'"Ä m.íd'e Ti“,^ *’ ll“ 

mea.ure the vertlcauim^Mtiie'tiim.'of théV cop’P**,ely >» aleo very valuable to 
thawing frosen ground may not always die ouf theréélé t u^in8 tb* *«■*. The settling of 
critical (ultima,,,. Often« woélîbT ver, “m„érûn. m ééf.“*'“ b* «"—•red a. 
which settling would not die out with time ‘’’hT« ^♦‘termine the minimum load at 
ent pits with dilferent specific loads. ’ ^ re<lu,re* repeated expe rímente in differ- 
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Th« i*«*ult* oi «xperirn«ntal loading of 
froBrn ground during thawing, together with 
other data, make it possible to select the 
permissible compressive st ess for tha ving 
frosen ground. This valué can be obtained 
by dividing the minimum critical (ultimate) 
load by the corresponding safety factor, 
which is taken as 1.25 to 2 depending on the 
rigidity of the structure. 

If, under a given load, settling of the 
thawing ground ceases, the coefficient of 
comprescibility of the ground can be deter 
mined by the method of the equivalent layer. 

Ground settling (Ch. V) is determined 
by the equation: 

s = h 
‘f, ‘f. 

+ 

where is the initial void ratio of frosen 

ground dstermined from the unit weight, mois¬ 
ture content, and specific gravity (see pre¬ 
vious experiment) and is the coefficient of 

porosity of the ground after thawing under 
load. 

The value s is known from experimental 
loading; *f is always determined when test¬ 

ing ground. The values and h^ remain 

unknown. According to Tsytovich, hg. the thickness of an equivalent layer of ground s: 

Figure 146. Setup for experimental 
loading of frosen ground during 

thawing. 

hg B Awb 

where b is the width of the die. The factor Aw for soil of different grain-sise composition 

(see CfT. X) can be taken from Table 95. 
Knowing the thickness of the equivalent 

layer of ground, hg, the void ratio * «fj 

can be obtained from 

% ' *i, ' ^11 + ’ii1' 

All the values on the right side of sq 63 are 
known: then »he coefficient of compresçibility 
is determined from eq 61 

Table 95. 

Soil type Poisson’s ratio 

W 

--- 
Aw 

Sand 
Silty sand 
Clayey sand 
Clay 
Fat clay 

0.20 
0.25 
0. 30 
0. 35 
0.40 

1.01 
1.07 
1.17 
1. 32 
1.71 

; KT a T«iftnvirh 11936) Qpredelenie nakot^rykh konstant gruntov po resul* *atag_ 
probnykh nayîuaok (Dwtermmation ot certain ground constantsTrom results of exgjr 

loadincl. "tfrudy tlïkiï, ¿b- • 
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» 
Í B 

Thi* method h*e been used «everal time* and ^ive« very accural reeulte. 

Example. A 70. 7 x 70. 7 cm area of froaen »and, with initial void ratio «fj * 0. 76, 

settled 2. 4 cm when it thawed under a load p * 2 kg/cm*. To determine the coefficient of 
compreeeibility of the ground when it thaws: 

h^ = Awb ■ 1.01 x 70. 7 * 71.4 cm, 

«Í * *f - (1 + «^) * 0. 76 - (1 + 0. 76) a 0. 70, 

and 

af « <f* ’ <f> « 76« 0.03 cm*/kg. 

Mapping of Frosen Ground 

The data obtained from hydrogeological observations of froaen ground in the field 
are organiaed and mapped. An example, compiled by V. K. lanovakii,1 is shown in 
Figure 147. The map indicates spring outlets, places of icing formation, heaving mounds, 
cave-in lakes, funnel-shaped holes areas of heave and subsidence, rnd migrating streams. 
When present, fossil ice is mapped. Various types of ground-water are marked by hatch¬ 
ing. 

It is ten advisable, especially whe.i surveying lor ro*d constri ction or for deter¬ 
mining the direction of a water supply line, to provide a longitudinal geological and fro- 
sen-ground profil » of the aren. Figure 148 shows an example. The conventional sym¬ 
bols are used to indicate the different tyres of loose ground, bedrock, and permafrost, 
as well as the » pyer boundary of permaf ost at the moment of observation. A plan of the 
ground is also ¿i«en, and the vegetation, the division of the layout in sections, Mopes, 
elevations, lengths of surveyed r reas, and curvatures are indicated. 

1. N. K. lanovskii (1936) K voprosu o meto da kh issledovanila vechnoi mersloty v 
tseliakh proektirovaniia inshenernykh soorushenli (Methods of Investigating permafrost 
for construction planning), Osologo-rasvcdochnoi konfsrentsii po Ssveru (Geological Re 
search Conference on the North), Trudy 1. led. GUSMP, tom III. 
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Predominant peat-mo*» cover 
more than 0 6 m thick 

Clayey »lit w/gravel; pe* e-mo»» 
cover between mound» 

Clay« y »andy »lit w/gravel; 
peat-^)091 cover 

Silty »and w/gravel 

Clayey eilt w/gravei; 
peat-mo»» cover 

Gravelly »and w/pebble» mixed 
with clayey »and 

, Depth of permafroet (Numerator 
^•how» predominant thickne»» of the 

,*■//> * tive layer; denominator »how» 
thickne»» o£ perma£ro»t) 

Icing» Ä rroaen mound» R* Cave-in lake» 

n«or. 147. KUp of th. Mil »nd fro..n ,round. *t th. .it. of . 
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CHAPTER X PI ANNING AND CQMSTItUC TINÇ rOUWD. TIOWS FOK 

STRUCTURES ON PgRMAFRC»T 

S«l»ct<on of type of foundation to b* u»ed untigr p«rmafro»t condition« 

General con*tda/Ation» 

When building on permairoet, aerioua conaideratior muat be given to the type of 
foundation. In many ca.ee, the stability and etrength of the entire etructure will depend 
on the type of foundation selected. 

At the present time, there are two fundamental principles for construction on perma¬ 
frost: the principle of maintaining the permafrost regime under the construction and the 
principle of eliminating it. 

The type of foundation for construction using either principle will often differ greatly. 
The selection of the type of foundation to be used and the method of its construction will 
depend both on the properties of permafrost and on the properties of the building itself. 

The fundamentil properties ct permafrost which influence the selection of foundation 
are temperature, thickness, and vertical distribution of the permafrost, and also the ice 
saturation and hydrological regime of the construction site. In many cases, the grain- 
ajze composition is also an important factor. 

The thermal regime within the buildings and the sise of the building area, as well a. 
certain structural characteristics, such as deep, heated cellars, the presence of ^*ter 
conduits, the discharge of waste hot water, will considerably influence selection of foun¬ 
dation and method of construction. 

In constructing some metallurgical plants (such as an open-hearth, reverberatory 
furnace plant, and others) it would nardly be reasonable to choose the foundation accord¬ 
ing to the principle of maintaining the permafrost because of the considerable heat radia¬ 
tion by these structures. 

Unheated structures or those which are heated only up to normal room temperature 
wil disrupt the permafrost regime much le *s. 

Where the thickness of the permafrost m a given region is cor liderable, its tempera¬ 
ture is several degrees below OC. Then th i permafrost regime can be maintained, if the 
building does not radiate a great amount of heat, and construction should be done accr rd- 

ing to this principle. 

Unheated wooden buildings and dwellings and community buildings which are heated 
to a normal temperature can be built on the basis of maintaining the permafrost regime. 
In these cases the depth to which the foundation should be laid and its construction (air 
apace under the floor, etc.) are determined on the basis of a constant negative tempera¬ 
ture at the base of the foundation. 

When layered permafrost with a temperature of approximately -0. 1C ia present, or 
when the permafrost ippears in island-like masses, negative temperatures are very dif¬ 
ficult to maintain under he ited structures and still more difficult under hot workshops. 
In th’S case, construction is based on the principle of gradually eliminating the perma¬ 
frost under the structure. The procedure is the same as that used in weak unfroaen 
ground, but the heaving of the ground and possible settling of the foundation is ta^en into 
consideration. 

Generalising from the above and considering the data on regional distribution of 
permafrost according to temperature, which was analysed in Chapter VII, the following 
conclusions may be dra'vn. 

1. In regions where the temperature of the permafrost is about -5C, the basic meth¬ 
od of building structure, and foundation, i. the method of maintaining the permafrost 
regime. The only exception, are those structures which emit a great amount of heat 
(workshops with high temperature). These are erected on solid rock or gravel (which 
contains no ice lenses). 

- xarmi 
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2. Ii. regions where lhe letr.poreture ol 'He permefroet vanee #rom I« • ¡ . ! C, 
both methods ol eonstruetton c^n be used. *nJ the choice of mrtho l vtl' dep. nd an I« „U 
conditions, ice •sturation of the /round, *nd the therms! regime oí the structures 

3 in the southern region of permafrost where the temperature of the permafrost 
is above 5C. especially in areas of sporadic or layered permafrost, the basic method 
cf construciion is based on the elimination of permafrost under eh* structure. However, 
as described below, th« principle of eliminating permafrost can be applied only when the 
‘/Pe ground is suitable —■ pebble, gravel, or aandy ground — and layers of fossil ice are 
completely absent. 

With ground of other grair.-aiae composition, such as clay and silty soils, vt ich be¬ 
come liquefied masses with very small bearing capacity when they thaw, it ia impossible 
to build without taking special measures, which sometimes are very expensive. In these 
permafrost regions it would be reasonable to plan maintainence of the permafrost regime. 

Selection of the construction s te 

In a permafrost region, special attention must be given to the selection of the construc¬ 
tion site. Aside from general economic and other considerations, /*ite selection should be 
based on studies of the properties of the ground of the given region. Frozen clay and silty 
soil are the least favorable. In many cases, because of their considerable ice saturation 
and poor drainage, they become liquefied when they thaw, and solidify very slowly under 
load. Moreover, these soils have a stroig tendency to heave upon freezing. 

More favorable types of ground for 'onstruction are sandy, gravelly, and pebbly 
ground. Moist ground of this category has little tendency to frost heaving. Moreover, 
these soil types still have bearing capacity when they thaw, although less than permanently 
unfrozen ground. Construction on these types of ground is considerably leaa difficult than 
on other types. However, the presence of suprapermafrost water causea heaving even in 
sandy and pebbly ground, as we have observed many times in permafrost regions. 

When selecting the site for construction, special attention should be paid to the pres¬ 
ence of lenses and ice interlayers in the permafrost. Undiscovered ice lenses will inevit¬ 
ably cause complete destruction of the building, especially if no measures were taken 
against permafrost thawing, as was noted previously regarding the fish cannery at Anadyr'. 

If the structure is on rock (the most favorable situation), th< erosion and decay of the 
rocks should be noted as well as their ice saturation. As a rulo, bedrock at a onsiderable 
depth in permafrost is sheared, sometimes into fi le sand or even dust. 

Summarizing what hrs been said about construction sites under permafrost conditions, 
the following conclusions ar* drawn: 

1. The most favorable base under permafrost conduiciis is bedrock. 

2. Of the available types of ground, the V^r appears to be sandy, gravelly, and peb¬ 
bly ground — especially when it has low moisture content. 

3. The presence of large lenses of fossil ice makes an area unusable for construc¬ 
tion. 

4. Suprapermafrost water with a constant flow and swamp areas are negative char¬ 
acteristics of a region. 

Selection of the foundation type 

Choice of foundation type depends on the above-described properties of the active and 
permafrost layer, as well as on the thermal regime of the buildh.g, area of the site, and 
the type of structure 

At present, the main types of foundations are: 1) continuous foundations, 2) founda¬ 
tions in tne form of separate pillars, 3) foundation slabs, 4) solid blocks laid at a great 
depth, 5) foundations on artificial bases, and 6) simplified ,'oundations. 

1. Continuous foundations, especially if made of rubblestone, are not satisfactory 
for permafrost conditions. Because of the considerable area of heat transmission, these 
foundations greatly disturb the thermal regime of the frozen ground and cause considerable 

--- 



¿*4 PMsc'Pi ts or MC^MAmcj or trozen ground 

Tk . M< ? Wutl 'K m0-f CM%** Mor«ov»r, Ik* lound*t,on do«« not w,«h.UI-d 
the t«n«.U «tr»«««« *h,ch occur *hen the «ct.ve I. ,* r fr««*«« *nd «w«U.. «o that thr 
fo .ndatjon. rrark *nd becum« cotnpJ«t«ly u««¡««« very quickly. The freater contact ar«a 

¡h ».* ,he Üj,t‘V*í‘ ,urÍAcr oí the ¿ontmuou. rubble.ton^ foundation ;nCrea*«« 
the ef.oct of heaving and make, thi« type of foundation un.u.table for e.ther method 0/ con- 
■ triction —• maintaining or eliminating perma/roet. 

¿- Foundation* of the pillar type are the best under permafrost condition«, either 
f r e^jrnin*tlni the pc; mafrost regime. The separate pillar« «hould be of 

maT.-ial which re«i«t« the tensile or bending stresses that may be caused by swelling of 

coÂ «dteo*dC.t,V' SUCh — ferroconcrete, .»„e.ije. r “ÄcL 

Calcuiations and observations of experimental structures indicate that almost the onl / 
.nethod of maintaining the permafrost regime is a space between the floor and the around 7 
which is ventilated during the winter. The following must be determined: condition- mder 
which the permafrost regime will be most stable beneath the construction; how deep the 
foundation must be to reach permafrost which will be preserved; and the strength and sta- 

1 ity of .he foundations during swelling of the ground of the active layer. 

When constructing according to the principle of eliminating permafrost, it is neces- 
l0 ei7,mate ‘he permissible pressure of tho foundation on thawed permafrost, the re¬ 

sistance of foundations to heaving, and the expected settling of the constructions. 

3 . SvoIií £oundation slabs are used with the method of permafrost elimination in 
ground which has low bearing capacity, due to thawing of the permafrost and great external 
oads on the t»a»es. The foundation slabs must be laid deeper than the base of the active 

) ÎV £ i U-ualIy tlJe eJtter»al loads are trans erred from the ground level to the foundat on 
Íy 7le*nB OÍ indlvldual foundation supports. In many cases this type of foundation 

would be the most logical one to use. yp* lounaanon 

4. If bedrock is not too deep (approximately 3-10 m) it will often be practical to use 
• massive foundations in the form of thick individual pillars at a great depth The 
size of the foundation should be determined according to the given external load and the 
foundation should be tested for heaving. 

5 When building on frozen clay, silt, clayey sand and silty sard, using the Drmciole 
ol eliminating the permafrost, artificial sir .evening of the natural base i. neceïsirv 

erlvl'l f H e’‘’ rlB îaVeJOV bearin» capacity -d;en thaweo. The us< of thick sand andy’ 

!.. th. load mort^ny *"d P‘"* "*n i'"PrOV'' 'heir “¡»“‘Y *nd dfe.r.b 

b. Wooden houses 
wooden cross bars 

in many cases require only foundations of sleeper supports or 

Data Necessary for Planning Foundations 

th* Whrn foundation> are to l e constructed according to the principle of maintenance of 
the permafrost regime, the following data are necessary: ‘»nee 01 

1. Temperature of the active layer (average for each month for noi less tiran a vearl 
anc temperature of the permafrost mass. V ' 

2. Meteorological data mainly air temperature. 

3. Physical properties of the ground of the active layer and the permafrost laver 
(moisture content, unit weight, grain-size composition). ™airost layer 

x 4. Mechanical properties of frozen ground. 

floor5maLhriiual Pruperii*, OÍ the active and Permafrost layers and of the foundation and 

The temperature of the active layer and of the permafrost mass must be known in 
order to establish a heat balance when estimating the stability of permafrost under a build- 
mg and d 'termimng the depth to which the foundation should be laid. In m^st cases the 
required data are not available for the area under construction, and we must use thé tem¬ 
pe: afire observations from nearby »rmafrost or meteorological otations, compared with 
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temp«rature data from teat pit*. A* previously stated, the temperature of permafrost 
can be determined by observations in drill holes. 

Air temperature data are also taken from rearby meteorológica* stations. These data 
are necessary for obtaining a h*et balance ard for deciding the height of the ventilated base¬ 
ment. For this we usually take the average monthly air temperaturs over a period of 
many years. Unfortunately, meteorological stations give air temperature in the ehade 
only. This makes it very difficult to evaluate the effect of insolation on the thermal re¬ 
gime of walls and foundations. 

We compared data from the meteorological station with the air temperature observed 
at the north and eouth walls of the experimental house in the Transbaikal region.» The 
data of the meteorological station was close to the air temperature at the north wall; the 
air temperature at the south v\ll, however, was considerably higher. For convenience 
in comparing the temperature at the south wall with the temperatures in the meteorologi¬ 
cal shelter (measurements were taken in an English shelter), the coefficient of insolation 
X is introduced: 

‘s *‘ms*1 *X). (64) 

where tg is the air temperature at the south walls, tmg is the air temperature in the me 

teoroiogical shelter (+ or -) and x »• »he coefficient of insolation. 

Tabic 96 shows our calculated values of the coefficient of insolation for the citv of 
Petrovsk-Zab&ykal'skiy. y 

Table 96. Coefficients of insolation x for Petrovsk-Zabaykal'skiy. 

r 
Month 

X* coefficient of insolation Avg air temp, 

1932 1933 1934 
3-yr avg 

1932 - 1934 

iSow — 1919» 
from meteorol. 

station (C) 

Jan 
Feb 
Mar 
\pr 
May 
June 
July 
Aug 
Sept 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec • 

1 
I
I
I

 
O

O
O

O
O

O
O

O
O

 
3

 
0

 
0

 

-C.23 
-0. 30 
-0.95 
0. 82 
0. 30 
0. 44 
0. 19 
0.22 
0. 29 
1. 70 

-0. 49 
-0.22 

-0. 31 
-0. 37 
-C. 53 
9. 1 
0. 18 
0 12 
0. 14 
0. 18 
0. 49 

-1. 50 
-0. 78 
-0. 63 # 

-0.22 
-0. 32 
-0. 74 
0. 68 
0.26 
0.25 
0. 17 
0. 19 
0. 32 

(0.21) 
-0. 70 
•0. 36 

-0.28 
-22. 7 
-13. 6 
-1.5 
6.9 

14. 2 
17.2 
13.9 

6. 3 
-3. 3 

-15. 5 
-23.9 

Note: The value given in parentheses is doubtful. 

For the north walls of ths buildings, as observations showed, the coefficient of in¬ 
solation is sero. It is essential to determine the coefficient of insolation for other per¬ 
mafrost regions. Without knowing its valus, it is impossible to calculate the influence of 
me caf ng of the south walls on the permafrost regime, which is one of the primary 
reasons for the uneven settling of foundations. K 7 

i. N. A. Tsytovich (1934) Issledovanis tsm 
tiiyi»:jm dome Pstrovsk-ZaTSSUcarsfcol mers 

reahima fundamentov i grunta 1 
——-i-r i J IÏ-- I-—-ilotnoi stantsli (investigation of the 
r^ime of foundations âïïcl ground in the sxparimsiilal Kouse at P«t?ovgk-2aEav1»al'sViv' 
Trosen Ground Station), Leningrad inst. sooruaK. ■ manuecripT " * ' 

* - *f -= * V 

** : ' • - '• ?• • V Är * ' Ar k # 
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PK'NCIPUCS OF MECHANICS OF FBOZEN GROUND 

It i$ n*ce««*ry to know the phyatcai propertiee oí the ground oí the active and perm*- 
iraBt layers — mo.sture (ice saturation), unit wnght, and grain>aise composition, in or¬ 
der to srlect (from the proper table, see Ch. IV) the estimated value of the adfreesing 
forces ana the permissible compressive and shearing stresses. 

Data on the thermal properties of unfrosen and fresen ground: the coefficient of ther¬ 
mal conductivity and the heat capacity, which are necessary for thermal calculations for 
the foundations, are usually taken from the proper technical manuals.* 

When building on the principle of eliminating permairoat, the following data are nec¬ 
essary: 

1. The phyaico-mechanical propert.es of the ground of the active layer ami of the 
permafrost when it thaws, to a sufficient depth below the base of the foundation. 

2. The temperature of the active layer at different depths, monthly averages during 
the period of negative air temperatures. 

3. The coefficient of compressibility of the frozen ground when it thaws under load. 

Of the properties mentioned in section one, the most important are: the angle of in¬ 
ternal friction of the ground, the unit weight of the ground, and its natural porosity. 
These data are necessary for determining the permissible load on frosen ground after 
thawing. To check foundation heaving it is necessary to know the moisture distribution 
curves in the active layer and the upper layer of permafrost (to 1 or 2-m depths), the 
field characteristics of the ground based on grain-size composition, and the temperature 
of the active layer at different depths during the period of negative air temperatures. 

To estimate cettling, the coefficient of compressibility of thawing frozen ground un¬ 
der load must also be known. This can be determined by field tests or by the method of 
experimental loads, as was discussed previously. 

Calculating the Stability of the Frosen Ground Beneath the Building 

The experience of builders and an analysis of the chief types of deformation of struc¬ 
tures built under permafrost conditions show that deformation is caused by uneven thaw¬ 
ing of frozen ground under the base and heaving of the active layer, due to the annual 
fieeaing and thawing of the ground. Therefore, the main problems in planning foundations 
under permafrost conditions are: claculation of the stability of the permafrost regime un¬ 
der the building (if preservation of the permafrost regime is planned); and calculation of 
heaving. 

As already stated, the problem of maintaining the permafrost regime under a struc¬ 
ture, and the consequent problem of maintaining constantly negative temperatures at the 
base of foundations, is most simply solved by a space beneath the floor, ventilated in the 
winter and closed in the summer. 

It should be noted once again that solid foundations with a closed basement are unsuit¬ 
able for maintaining the permafrost regime under a building. 

The use of nonconducting floors with considerable thermal resistance also does not 
solve this problem, since the permafrost will bs heated anyway, although it will take 
somewhat longer. Actually, when the space under the floor is closed, there will be no heat 
loss by the surface of the ground under the building, because the temperature of the grnui.d 
will always be lower than the temperature of the floor, « a though the floor is non-heat- 
conducting; i.e. , the permafrost will be heated by the heat emitted by the building. When 
the space below the floor is ventilated during the winter, however, the heat emitted by the 
building (because of the temperature difference between the interior of the building and 
the air space) will be carried away by the ventilating air. 

Tue temperature of the air inside the building is designated as T, and the temperature 
of the outside air as^tg. Obviously, the first of these values will be more or less constant 
approximately 15C to 20C, and the second will vary considerably depending on the season. 
At certain times of the year (for instance in summer), _t0 can be equal to or even greater 

1. See for example, A. P. Kazantsev (1932) Spravochnaia kniga po otopleniiu i ventiliatsii 
(Handbook on heating and ventilation). Moscow. 

«¿Mi 
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‘(h# "rV* - * oí he-*. In other much lo„a.r 
the tlmoirJ,* J ! !Pr;"K) th‘ oí the out.ide -,r w.ll be lower tha , 
pr^r^fon?! re.hnV ^,ld,n<*-^en the butidmg will emit hear with an mten^tj 
proportional to the temperature gradient. ’ 

If the permalroat regime ia to be preserved under the building, it is n«*< n*arv to 
determine whether the permafrost table will remain constant or will recede belovr the base 

aJ, H\h:Z T,, : Z" ,he .y.,rm co.npo.,d or'nS.v.dual p.H»r. 
With the floor of the building elevated to a certain height above ground level and the space 

.fnce Provi0d«Paen ^ 18 the be8t a. heat is concerned smce .t provides a maximum area of heat loss to the surrounding air and ground and a 
minimum area of heat transmission. 8 Rrouna and a 

‘0lve the ProbIeirT' oi a «table permafrost regime under buildings and foundations 
a necessary to examine two possibilities: first, the possibility of general warmin - of’ 

being"warrned bvdd b,Ulldmt{: and’ •e^nd, the possibility of frozen ground 
™r.r,*uT.Í„Tíf“0"*’ ,f th' h'al c»ndUc..v.1y of the fou„d,..on 
rul™ g»u 1 U ^ thft of the surrounding ground. The method of approximation for 
be discus «d * Y ° thermal permafrost under an entfre building will 

Pgg.ft o* feezing and thawing of ground in the air apace below the floor 

of free^imT unde r ÍÍT'Íh* ^ gr°Und Ín a“ °P<?n area WlU be ^.^TTed w.th the depth 
ventilation The f huÚding W1:h a *Pfcc under th«* floor open on all sides but without any 
ventilation. The first approach will be to set forth the hypothesis that heat loss of the V 
ground during winter is directly proportional to depth of freezing, in both c«“ Such a 

w^íéV^mor8:^* The m°rKheV l0” írüm the «rOUnd ground* 
the thalving. received by the ground during the aummer period, the deeper 

The following symbols an introduced: / 

£ a",d 'h*W'n“ "P"" *"* (thickn... of ,h. ,ct,v, l.yer). 
TT1 ! ííí íePí *:**“"« of 8round beneath the space under the floor. 
, is the depth of thawing of the ground beneath the space under the floor. 

r ’! ï* amount °J beat loit by fhe ground in an open area during the cooling period 
^ period*mOUnt OÍ heat reC*'Ved by the «round in an open area during the warming 

ÿ is the amount of heat radiated by the floor of the building during the w-nter 
3, is the amount of heat radiated by the floor during the summer. 

Then, the depth of freezing can be expressed by* 

h> ■h <i - «fr. (65) 

.k J1”* '’u,a‘“>n ,l'‘)uld b' .orrect if th. »mount ot hot lo.t during th. w.nt.r ,. .null to 
th. »mount of h..t rec.iv.d durtn, ,h. .umm.r, .... , ,f ,h. d.pth l( pén' í.tmi oMh. 

T / Tf h .T/h 'n ,rOUn‘1' - • ia ',Ual ,0 ,he d'plh of th. ground, h". 

In nature, however, this is not always correct If o > o ,_v. • ,, , 

- - --- ------ .t ;“:„d 
Q| TO m°''* clo,el>' aPProx(m»t« »C1U.1 condition, in p.rm.fro.t r.g.on., . f.ctor, 

should be introduced into eq 65. I 

1. N. A. Teytovich (1933) Lekteii po raechetu fundamentov v usloviiakh vechnoi merzln*« 

ine* eoo“r °n ^ calculationl ior foundatmne under permairo.t conditione), Leningrad '-7 

. * . - 
- --£*» . — J (- jéis :. » r 
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h, « h(l - ^ or h, * h(iiL^iL ». (*>e) 

£4 66 can be used to determine the depth oí ireexmg of the ground beneath the apace 
unde r the floor. 

Ground in an open area thaws to a depth equal to the thickneaa of the active layer. 
Thawing will not be as intense in the apace under the floor as in the open area, which is 
heatea by the *' • rays 

The influence of shade, which can be expressed by the shading coefficient, must be 
considered. The value of the coefficient ^ must be obtained by comparing measured depths 
of freezing and thawing in th? shade and in the sun. 

According to the experimental data of the Transbaikal Railroad (8th Symposium of 
NKPS, 1931. p. 79-80), the depth of thawing diminishes approximately 10-20% in the shade. 

According to Vakulov (Sympotiium 13, on highways and dirt roads NK the depth 
of thawing ¡6 approximately 18-20% less in the shade. 

From this data, we can take the decrease as approximately 15%, which fe-ves a shad- 
inn coefficient = 0. 85. 

Further experiments should define this value more accurately for different cases of 
shading and for different properties of the surface. 

For the period of positive air temperatures, the relationship between the depth of 
thawing beneath the space under the floor 1¾ and in an open area h will be 

h, = h(*5jj±-ai). (67) 

The simple equations 66 and 67 can give a first approximation for solving the prob¬ 
lem of the stability of the permafrost regime under the entire structure 

Ai lueving a the rmal balance 

In order to apply these formulas, it is necessary to calculate cj^ ^j, Qj, Q2. 

The amount of heat emitted by 1 m* of the floor of the building in 1 hr is determined 
by the generally known equation 

q >,* 
(T - t 
—H“ 

(68) 

where R is the thermal resistance of the floor. 

The thermal resistance R is the converse value of the general coefficient of thermal 
conductivity K which is usedTbr thermal calculations in construction mechanics, and is 
equal to; 

(^9) 

The meaning of the values in eq 69 can be found in the handbooks on heating and venti> 
lations, where g. and £0 are the total values of the coefficient of convection and radiation 
of the inner and outer surface of the floor of the building; k: is the coefficient of thermal 
conductivity of the floor material, and f j is the thickness trthe layer of the material o( 
which the floor is built. 
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E 4 e i* jpve* Ine «mount oí ?ie«t r«di«'ed by the lloor during oi« hour W-th thr me- 
leoroiog-. «1 d»ta aiv.n^ average month!, air tea>peraturea th^ heat loaa for rath month 
. an be calculated from 

‘li.a ¿-4 m (70) 

where m i« the number of days with positive or negative air temp* rature 

As an example, we give our calculations of heat loss for the Yakutsk magnetic- ob¬ 
servatory. which was built with an under-floor space ventilated during the winter 

The following data were obtained: 

Thermal resistance of the building floor;* R = 8. 3 

Extirpated irside temperature of the building: T « +20C. 

Average Monthly Air Temperature (C) 

Jan -43. 5 July 
Feb -35. 5 Aug 
Mir -22. 2 Sept 
Apr - 7. 9 Oct 
May + 5.6 Nov 
June +15. 5 Dec 

+ 19 0 
+ 14. 5 
+ 6.0 
- 8.0 
-28. 0 
-40. 0 

Then for the period of negative temperature, assuming that the temperature in the air 
space under the floor is equal to that of the outside air, which adds to the safety factor, we 
have: 

January q, = ^3- 5 (31- 24) = 5680 (kcal). 

In the same manner, we obtain: 

Month 

Feb 
Mar 
Apr 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 

qi (kcal) 

4400 
3780 
2420 
2510 
4170 
5440 

Summarizing the values, we see that 1 
the negative temperature period. A snmla 
pericid gives us: 

Month 

May 
June 
July 
Aug 
Sept 

m* of the floor lost 28400 kcal of heat during 
• calculation for the positive temperature 

qi (kcal) 

1287 
390 
90 

493 

lili 
T q, = 3474 

From these results, we can conclude that a building emits much less heat tc the space 
under the floor during the summer than during the winter: i.e. , the thermal regime under 
the building ia determined by the winter period. 

1. Usually, the thermal resistance of the floor structure is considerably smaller than 
that given in thi# example; on the average R = 2 - 4. 
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Ihr fhrrmal balan» r n thr „prn a - i r , ihr v«l..ra Q tan br ohia n^d ro.r 
a 11 n<< mat rita I «Jata («ular radiation, railartivr and abanrbmf proprrttra oí *hr ground 
• iría» r * n ) or by d.ret i calculation oí thr amount of neat rrcnved or loat by thr ground, 
il thr g round trmprraturr during thr yrar. it* moi*turr. *prc on. hrat. and unit wnght 
arr known. Thr latter method will br u*rd. 

Thr following aymbola are uaed: 

« , — aprciiic hrat of icr (cl * 0. 5). 
ci “ aprciiic heat of dry ground. 
A — unit weight of the »oil skeleton (it should be noted that, for all type# of 

ground, the product of r26 is very close to 0. 50). r 
w - moisture by dry weight of the ground (i.e. , the ratio of the weight of 

the water in the ground to the weight of the dry ground), expressed in fractions, for in¬ 
stance: w = 0.25. 

*1 “ negative temperature at the beginning, of the period. 
t2 — positive temperature at the end of the period. 
hi -- thickneaa of the soil layer (cm). 

I hen the amount of heat received by the ground over a lertain period of time (for in¬ 
stance a month) during which the temperature changes from -t, to +t2 can be expressed by 

Qa = h) ( CjWÒt, 

+ca6t, 

+80w6 

4w6tJ 

+c»&«* ]; 

heating of ice up to 0C. 

heating of the dry ground to 0C. 

latent heat of melting ice 

heating of water from 0C to t4 

heating of ground from OC to tj 

Q t = h, [c,w6tj + Cjòt, + 80 w6 + w6lj + CjAlj] (71) 

For calculation of the heat loss due to temperature change of the ground from +t, to 
-tj, eq 71 will be: * 

i 

Ql = *h. [ c |w6tj + cj 6t J + 80w6 + w6tj + C| 6t jJ. (72) 

If the heating of the ground occurs only from +ta to +t'2l then the amount of the heat 
received by the ground can be calculated from the formula: 

U| = h. [w6 + c,6] (t'a - t2). (73) 

Finally, if the ground cools only from -t, to -t',, eq 73 will be: 

Ql = -h^c, w6 Ci6)(t'| - k). (74) 

As an example, we give the reaulta for the construction area of the Yakutsk mapnitic 
observatory, calculated according to the above method. 

We have: 

1. Ground temperature to a depth of 4 m, monthly averages for one year. 
2. Moisture distribution in the ground taken every 10 cm to a depth of 4 m. 
3. Data on the grain-siae composition of the ground. 

Calculation* from these data show that heat loss from each square meter of area of the 
the ground is: 

Ql = -92190 kcal. 
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The iníio* oí hrãt for each «quare ^'«•lrr oí ihr ground surta- e is 

Û4 = +80160 h* il. 

It should be noted that (because of lack of data) we did not consider temperature 
changea at depths below 4 m. which could change the figures to some extent 

Substituting the data in eq 66 and 67, and taking 2 m as the thickness of the active 
layer, we have; Depth of freemng in th* ground beneath the under-f'oor spare is 

"■= = 
200 92190 - 28400 

8ÜTÜÖ- 

hj = 159 cm. 

Depth of thawing beneath the under-floor spare ;s 

u _ u / + q*, . 7nn 0. 85 • 80160 + 3473 
h* - h ( " Q2 ^ " 200 -5ÏÏTO5-- 

hj = 179 cm. 

Thus, the ground beneath the building will thaw 20 cm deeper each year than it will 
freeze. This is absolutely not permissible for maintaining the permafrost regime under 
a construction. The calculation shows that the amount of heat emitted by the floor is so 
great that the upper border of permafrost under the building will gradually lower The 
heat emitted during the winter must be eliminated by ventilating the space under the floor 
or by increasing the thermal resistance II of the floor. 

Planning the Air Space under the Floor 

The amount of heat emitted by the floor of the building is expressed by cq 70; 

q0 = (?w tg) 24 m. 

from which 

R - U-liilliliil 
9o (75) 

where T is the temperature inside the building;_t0 i» the average temperature in the space 
under the floor for the period of negative air temperatures (if temperature data for the 
space are not available, the average temperature of the outside air can be used); n, is the 
number of day, with negative temperature during the year, and q0 is the permissible amount 
oí heat for maintaining the permafrost regime. 

To maintain the permafrost regime beneath a building, the depth of ground freesing 
tinder the floor should not be less than the depth of thawing, i.e. , 

h, è h. 

Substituting hj for hj and the permissible amount of heat for <j, in eq 66 gives 

1. * O.-k Or (761 
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Eq 7t> c*ri be u»ed ior determining the p«rm#»ible amount of heat (for maintaining 
the i>er?nafro»t regime) ei^itted by the floor of a building into * apace under the floor 
'.vhirh n open on all aidea ■* 'hout ventilation. 

The value of u0 , from eq 76. is now aubatituted into eq 75. to determine the thermal 
resistance R of the floor. This is essential for maintaining the permafrost regime. 

When R is known, the proper construction of the floor is chosen. To allow convection 
of the air. The height of the air spat e under the floor should not be less than 50 cm. 

Another method of solving this problem i» to determine what height the space must be 
so that the natural circulation of the air will remove the heat emitted by the floor of the 
building at the given thermal resistance of the floor, R_. 

The temperature of the floor J ^ can be found from 

t 
n to a j R 

(77) 

where t0 is the air temperature in the open space under the floor, which can be considered 
equal to the winter temperature of the outside air: T is the temperature inside the building; 
a is the coefficient of the heat emission from the floor surface (ceiling of the air space) 
to the outside air (with little air movement under the floor, can be taken as 5 cal/m*- 
hr). R is the thermal resistance of the floor construction. 

The amount of heat emitted by one square meter of the floor per hour ran be deter¬ 
mined by the formula: 

Q = 
av 

TT 
cal/hr (78) 

where, t is the average air temperature in the cellar which can be taken as approxi- 
—a V 

matel} equal to: 

* *n 
av 

where t0 is the average air temperature for the coldest month of the year, and_tn m the 
average air temperature of the floor surface .n the space under the floor. This is the 
amount of heat which must be eliminated. 

Calculating the amount of heat to be removed according to eq 78 gives us some engi - 
nee ring margin over that calculated from eq 76 and reduced to the same units. 

The volume of air which must be eliminated can be determined from 

L c (T \\ (t at-à^7)K m*/hr 
(79) 

where a is the coefficient of volume expansion of the air, equal to yjj > an<* T. 18 area 

of heat emission for the entire space under the floor. 

However, since not all the air which cornea from below will actually acquire the tem¬ 
perature of the floor surface, the air volume as calculated in eq 79 must be increased. 
Usually, in planning ventilation, the increase in volume is considered to be from f to i. 

If the volume of air subject to removal is increased by 1, eq 79 will read: 

) . , UU * atav) ^ 
L " 2 Ö. 31 (t rto) 
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- :í •xr.r.r *•* ^11 ... -. r. 

Z7i 

* o (81) 

a.r v"„',h.e ITZ'.“¿¿".'.Z *° '* ■" mVhr .„d ,h. .r.. of 

m/h. Th.T»,lu. £d by*3"600e1„Vt^,.yrr'i«‘,’;to*i;7.‘i1cb* - d— O' 

To determine the pree.ur, lo.. in the ni, ven,., Torric.üi'. formal, cn he u.ed: • 

(82) 

where H, ». the prepare loss, v ». the a.r velocity in the area of the openings, v i. the 

¿fwMÄ oí.er*v"v’and • *•,h' ”c.«icit„, 
usually considered to be 0.65. If v is exoresferi *tream in the °Pen>'>g*). which i. 
the pre.au re H. w.l, be in kg/m* m-fomTof V-c ín *"d * in 

pre..Tehd6 in'mimmeteV. of‘water" col'am^ ^ l*** ^ the eX1,tln^ Pr««^e. both ex- 

pre.^.'fo'nifo'^'.Tfonm1 ,0 ^ h"*ht »' »T .p.c., the ....ting 

H = 0. 5. (Y - y, ) . 
av (83) 

He »-i and Y, 
.. » lav --— “o.t. icmperaiure am 
the average temperature of the air space. Specific gravity of the ^ 

* F iI,c 8r*vity of the air i. determined from: 

1. ¿93 

are the specific gravities of the air at the 
outside temperature and 

1 + 
F7T 

Value, of y, for dtffer.n, temper.,ure. .re the hendhook. on v„„iutfo„. 

For the necessary air circulation, there must be 

or 

H >H. 

H > 
v* Y. 

(84) 

■h. ^ ,h* ^ .-.. .d.,u.cy „r 

in K uopro.u r.eciiet. fund.mentov v r.inn.vi. y«hno ** fd ^ En*‘ne*r 1 ’ K- Khrenov 
fouïïaitfon. In per^.1 Jr;;° **y,r lotv (Problem, of planmnt 
lem. ot natural ventilation i/oTJT«  .;AI urc di.cu.«ion ot the prob¬ 
ob e.testvennom 
T^ri. ot natural a., wrcuiaiic 
BiuIIeten1 Cipromera. no. T 

"ventilation ¿. given in an article h„ rmor* di.ru..ion ¿f the pr5b- 
1 vozdukhoobmene v *d.n>i.vt.’r''il rlifo?m**P C kl.ximov (1930) K vopro.u 
Ttr¿,rct,l.t,on m r“"°- .emper.tur TP^t:- 
imer.a 1 7 "■ 1 . . ^ fluence of temperature difference.). 
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lu improve ventilation of the air apace and to acquire a greater pressure, a ventila* 
‘‘"8 P'Pe should go through the center of the building into the spare under the floor More- 
i’/er. as indicated above, the height of the air space should not be less than 50 cm. 

S ability of the permafrost regime under the base of foundations 

We have analyzed the problem of a stable permafrost regime under an entire building, 
and established the conditions unde.* which the permafrost table will not be lowered be - 
cans? of heat emitted through the floor. However, under certain conditions, warming and 
degradation of permafrost can occur under the bases of foundations, as the result of heat 
transmitted by the latter. 

Theoretical and experimental data discussed previously (Ch. V), as well as observa¬ 
tions in natural conditions (Ch. VIII) show that warming of permafrost can occur under 
foundations. There is an opinion that this happens only when the thermal conductivity of 
the foundation material is greater than that of the ground of the active layer. Howeve- , 
we will show that, even when the thermal conductivity of the foundation material is less 
than that of the ground, warming of the permafrost by foundations can occur under certain 
conditions. 

Consider a building with a foundation made up of individual pillars, with a space be¬ 
low the floor which is ventilated during lhe winter (Fig. 149). 

Permafrost — — — — - — .- 

Ftgure 149. Plan of foundations planned according to the system of individual 
piles with • ventilated space uncVr the floor. 

The following symbols are used: 

H is the depth of the foundation beneath the surface of the ground. 
TT is the thickness of the active layer. 
T is the temperature inside the building 
iav l* the avera*c temperature in the space under the floor during the period of 

observation. 
tp is the temperature of permafrost at the level of the bottom of the foundation. 

For stable heat flow on flat parallel surfaces, there is the following well-known equa¬ 
tion. 

Q = KF Atu 
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whrrr IJ )• ihr Junuunt uí h«*l, K .» lhe gi*ner*l co«ÍÍK i«nt o/ thermal cunductiv <> — th«» 
;nvrriiê~oí the thermal reeietan*.e; F_ »» the are.i o( heat traitamiaxon; At »• the temara- 
ture difference; an>i u ib time. 

Diaregardtng »he lateral heat flow and considering only :he downward direction of the 
main heat flow we can write the following two approxiinate e quation* for tne summer 
period, 

1. For the cros« section of the foundation; 

Q , » K, F At, u (*) 

v/here-Kj is the general coefficient of thermal conductivity of the toundation to the depth 
H, - hp (see Fig. 149) and At, = T - tp. 

2. For the cross section of the ground (halfway between foundations); 

Qt s K, FAt,u 

where K¡ ~ coefficient of thermal conductivity of the layer of ground h, and Atj = tav * *0' 

The amount of heat transferred through the foundation should be less than or e^ual 
to the amount of heat transferred through the layer of ground with a thickness h and an 
equal area of heat transmission. 

Therefore, the following approximate relationship can be written: 

KjFA^u < KjFAtjU (c) 

or 

KjAt^KiAt,. (8^) 

From this equation we can conclude that: the heating of permafrost by a foundation 
depends on the temperature differences At and on the genera] coefficient of 1<. Even if 
the thermal conductivity of the foundation material is less than the thermal conductivity 
of the ground, warming of permafrost under a four dation can occur under certain condi- 
t. mi if At» > At* . 

If eq 85 is fulfilled and the stability of the per nafrost regime is assured by a venti¬ 
lated space of the proper size under the floor, there is no particular reason to fear thaw¬ 
ing of the permafrost under the foundations, since eq 85 leaves a certain mai gin although 
it does not consider the heat loss from the sides ot a foundation. 

The influence of a foundation on the general lowering of the permafrost tabie under 
structures can be estimated approximately and qu te roughly by replacing the general 
coefficient of thermal conductivity of the iloor k, (the inverse of the thermal resistance 
R) by k', , determined from the equation; 

k{ , íxh.,+ telf (86) 

where f , is fhe free area of the floor (insulated from the bottom); ^ is the total cross- 
sectional area of all foundations at the floor I<¿veT, and is the general coefficient of 
heat conductivity of the foundations downward from the level of the floor to the surface of 
the ground. 

At the present time, temperature distribution in the foundations can be discussed 
only in ' ery general terms. It depends on a number of factors; the temperature within 
the building; the temperature of the active layer; the temperature of permafrost under the 
building and away from it; and the thermal properties of the foundation material and of the 
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grou id. Moreover, tit* distribution cf t*nip«r*tur« iound«tion« will also be nfluenced 
by near-by foundrtiona, the orientation oí the building -d the shape oí the four* •■one 

Because of the numerous factors influent.ng the t peratuie regime of foinaations 
under permafrost conditions, an exact determination of temperature distribution in foun¬ 
dations presents considerable difficulties. 

For these reasons, formulas based on equation*, • f able heai flow* should also be 
considered as only appioximate. 

It seems that the thermal regime of individual foundations and the influence of the 
thermal regime of a foundation on the stability of froren ground under the structure can be 
determined more accurately by applying the method of h*at balance to this case as well, 

into consideration the latent heat of thawing ci :,.c.1 The previously given thermal 
estimations of the stability of the permafrost regim. under foundations are only a first ap¬ 
proximation and are only generallv confirmed by observations under natural conditions. 
Thus, observations of foundations of experimental b aiding show that, if the space under 
the floor, ventilated during the winter, is the proper H.ze, the stability of the permafrost 
regjme is not disturbed, and also that foundations ru d be laid at least 1 or 2 m deeper 
than the maximum thickness of the active layer. 

In conclusion, •' “hould be noted that, when buixang according to the principle of main- 
*-i rung the »ermafror: regime, besides the ther a) ulculations and the usual determina¬ 
tion of t‘r »ixe of the foundation in relation to exte. .ai forces (loads), it is necessary to 
estimate the possiòV leaving of foundations. In n.a.iy ^ases this will be the factor deter¬ 
mining the depth to which foundations should be laic 

« 

’’u ,ing Foundations of Structure« built on the Principle 
- -. - ---¿TET iminating Perm" front 

When const! acting according to the principle of permafrost elimination, the basic con¬ 
siderations are: 

1. Deterimn«. o¿. of the permissible load on the ground when the permafrost thaws, 
and determination of (ae size of the base of the foundation, according to the load. 

2. Determ?r.*iUor. ut ihe expected settling of foundations. 

3. Estimit.cn r • r.exving of foundations. 

The first two problems will be analyzed in this section; foundation heaving is con¬ 
sidered in a separate section, since it is of mo.e general significance for all types of foun¬ 
dations on permafrost. 

Determination of permisible load 

When permsi. thaws, ihe bearing capacity of the ground decreases drastically. 
Determination of tne c '’•missible load on thawed ground must be based on the critical 
stress for piastre flow. i.e. , the load at which extrusion of ground from under the founda¬ 
tion will begin. 

For determining tb- rrit*c*l load for plastic flow, FrRhlich's * equation from general 
soil mecnan.-"' can b* r.jcomme*-.Jed. 

1. N A Tsytovich (i/* ,• K voprosu rascheta fnndamentov sooruahenii vozvodimykh na 
vechnoi merzloit "(ProViT^ma of planning foundations ^or struc¬ 
tures on permat«ostyr~c.<*rromea, Leningrad. 

__ (1930) Q vybore tipa f■. .aumentov v usloviiakh vechnoi meraloty (Choos- 
TñglV fyp* ^ö^nd»iions for permafrost conditions), ¿troii. 
pvon.yshcnlennosi, nos. 6, *7. i 

___ (103.: L.vXtsii po raschetu fundamentov v uslovnakh vechnoi meraloty 
1 ~^cturon estimating foundations under permafrost condi¬ 
gna), Leningrad, inat. aoor. 

2. Ö. K. Fröhlich (1934) Druckverteilung im Baugründe. Wien: Springer. See also N. A. 
Teytovich (1934) Osnovy mekhanikT grüntov (Principles of aoil mechanics), p. 235. 

* .J 4 >— • >- 
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crû 
9 ,(Pc»p*VH> 

cat ♦-(£-♦) 
(fc7) 

Y 

H 

where: pcap it the capillary preature in the ground, 

ia the unit weight of the ground, 

ia the uepth to which the foundation is laid. 

4> ia the angle of internal friction of the ground. 

■ ion becorn°**n g'OU"d th' cpilUry pr...„r. ¡. iero. The„ ,,ua_ 

P ., =-nJXä_ ent , » 
cot 4* * (^ * 4>) 

(88) 

.n,i,Toh?ä!r:r °l;h' 
thavi-ing of permafrost total tran.r« « anam.tcd totally to the aoil skeleton. With 
place only LdTr ^r^n condmona r^,^/ * pre,#ur* to -keleton can take 
pressures show tnat total transmission of pressure to°th!l,¡8 *1° í“,theory of hy8rodynamic 
only for water-permeable ground with a fiUration *01 (,keIeton can be »»aumed 
and the compressed layer ¿fTroun^ unie, ¡í! Í p rC v nt greater than 10-‘cm/.ec; 
thicker than approximately 3 m For DrounH r*? 108 OÍ the loundation should not be 

transmission "pressure to ^skeleton ^ *“ cU^ total 
mimshing resistance to friction'»ill k- u* j1 “fP*"0 considerably on time and a di- 

and cîaye^Tsand^sho^ild'be’dtrterrrdned1 in*eiKh VmiT by^th^* ®r0und‘ <-nd’ —d. 
described in general soil mechanics Tn i bV ^ ®xP*rmethod usually 

^^•,i:=s,rKÄÄ^ÄrÄ:-nr 
Then, according to eq 88: 

crit 
3. 14 X 2. 3 

rrrrr 
2. 475 - * °- 384) 

= 14.6 t/m* * 1.46 kg/cm*. 

To determine th. permieeibl. load. th. computed velue oí critical pr.a.urr p 

^'ctr^u:?.!^"h‘Ch '*" b* “ >• g * depending onVhè de- 

For inatan:e, .ith a a.f.ty factor of 1.5. th. permi.a.hl. compre.. 
ive stress is: 

"f ;4y * 1 kj/cm* . 
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1Í the alcuiated perm.••¡ble pressure on thawing ground is very small (for example, 
0. 50 — C. 75 kg/cm* or less), it will be very difficult to construct foundations for heavy 
buildings (industrial or public buildings, and others). In such cases the weak ground un¬ 
der the foundations must be replaced with a sand-gravel fill. The depth to which the weak 
ground should be replaced can be determined by the theory of pressure distribution in the 
ground (Ch. VI). The maximum compressive stress along the vertical axis through the 
center of gravity to the base of the foundation is found; a diagram is constructed showing 
the vertical stress distribution in the thawed ground. Then, the required thickness of the 
sand-gravel fill is determined according to the permissible stress. 

The permisoible pressure for the sand-gravel fill can be found by the same equation, 
using the value of the angle of internal friction for sand, which, according to experiments 
by Professor Terzaghi, is 31-33°. After the permissible pressure on thawed ground and 
the size of the sand-gravel fill are determined, the size of the foundation is four'* in the 
usual way. 

Estimation of foundation settling 

Experimental data for determining the settling of frozen ground when it thaws were 
analyzed in Chapter VI. It was established that settling of thawing frozen ground under 
load depends primarily on the depth of thawing. The depth of thawing, as shown by labo¬ 
ratory and field experiments, is a very complex func.ion of many factors. The most im¬ 
portant factors are the temperature difference between the inside of the building and the 
frozen ground; the amount of ice in the frozen ground, the thermal properties of the ground, 
the foundation, and the floor of the structure and the insolation. Therefore, an exact de¬ 
termination of the settling of foundations on thawing frozen ground is hardly possible, and 
in any case an analytical determination would be very complex. At the same time, when 
building on the basis of permafrost elimination, it is necessary to predict the possible set¬ 
tling of the foundation, at least the approximate amount. 

At least two cases should be analyzed: first, when the load of the construction is Isss 
than the critical load for the given type of thawing ground, and second, when the load is 
greater than the losd which will cause extrusion of the ground from under the foundation, 
i.e. . greater than critical. 

In the first case, for uniform thawing, the final settling of the ground under load can 
be determined as described below. 

In the second case, when the load is greater than critical, the settling will depend 
on the resistance of the adjacent groui.d to extrusion, and in many cases, especially for 
supersaturated frozen ground, the ground may settle nearly as much as the thickness of 
the thawed layer of ground. 

This second case is absolutely unacceptable since the structure will be severely de¬ 
formed and can be completely destroyed by the extrusion of liquefied soil from under the 
foundation. The critical load for thawing frozen ground, when the coefficient of its inner 
friction is known, io determined either by eq 88 or by experimental loading of thawing 
ground under a die. 

In the first case, slthcugh the ground settles considerably as it thaws, it becomes 
consolidated with time, and the structure achieves a stable condition. 

As our investigations in Chapter VI show, the final settling of uniformly thawing 
ground can be determined by the method of the equivalent layer. Uniform thawing can be 
assumed beneath foundations within the perimeter of a heated building. Under other 
foundations, thawing will be approximately uniform during the period of maximum heating 
(July and August). A foundation will settle finally and completely only when the ground 
under the foundation thaws to a considerable depth, which is sometimes several times 
greater than the width of its base. 

The method of estimating the amount of settling of foundations according to the equiv¬ 
alent layer of ground takes into consideration the total zone of ground compressed under 
the foundation, the size and shapv of the foundation, and the physical properties of the 
ground. This method makes it possible to predict the approximate final settling of the 
foundation when the permafrost layer thaws. 
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• Unce, gr^id^Úh min^celcní»!* <0 ''*C*p,,on*ll>' ^<'r„^noa. ground, *», (or m- 

<h. equation** 'e“'in8 "" -» • U/.r oí comp,....d ground (. rxprr..rd .,, 

8 f*(V \ 
KTTTj (89) 

Here is the thickness of the equivalent laver of fho j / 
settling, with no lateral expansion of the ^ ^ -V? , 8rou^, (i.e. , the layer whose 
tion of the given size and shape); af is the^oemé 1^^0^ etïUal t0 ‘í* 8ettlin8 of a founda- 
mg frozen ground; p is the spexiff/load (pressure! on °f umformly ‘haw- 
initial void ratio oCindisturbed ground (the vcid Jtfo ^ r b °f tht' foundation-' «i >• the 
■ce). The coefficient of comp, eí.ibin,,' 0f ;nt.idrrdb:;:1rU,d,^:'-°,d* ‘"d 

a = ii-1. 
1 P 

where ,2 i. the void ratio of gro„„d und.r lo!ld £ after due to thawing cea... 

The coeffic.ent of compressibility a* as »tat ri k t 
•ample of frozen ground of natural structure or by expenmenuÎVoVdTnë^f !h * 

= h 
• V rTTry ’ (90) 

The thiCnee. of the „u.v.ien, ,.,er of the ground h. according to T.ytovich ie, 

_ (1 - M1*) ( 1 - u) 
• " TT'-p - Zpif - wob (91) 

-atio four's olid bodÍesjrJ/Í.^íie'íha'pTfíc’ior whîch de^ndV (an*io«ou« Poisson's 

or the rectangular baa. of ,b. found.,L to ^h b 7, a . •* ^ f * 

;t: - -o;, :, oi 

If the effect of ths coefficient of . 
tW lCient oi Uteral ‘xpan.ion (Poisson's ratio) is expressed a. A, 

h(| * Aw0b . 
(91) 

To simplify calculation, Table 97 sives valu*« . , 
eral expansion (from 0. 15 to 0.45) and different shsr,-^/ !°r '[arlou• co«fiicients of lat- 
and rectangles with ratios of sides from 1 r. to 100^ Thi ÎOUndaî,on h*** (circle, square, 
tions, (concrete and ferroconcrete). For very elaitic KM I t , ? are ÍOr ri«id f°unda- 
of Aw0 will be larger. y lastic blocks of little rigidity, the values 

Í¿l.N'Af,o^y.t°^f0l1adlt)g^ «f¡‘"tov (Pr.ncnl.. of .oil mechan,ci 
ÍV-”da,"e[>toyi'Estmiation ol lound^Xn vre|?.?ni’, *voi,tv gr^ñta l razmerov 
gsc oi the (oundatiiõriT*-settling as a tunction of time~soii pr^FTTgilTH? 
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Table 97. Value* oí Ai*9 for calculating the thickneea of the equivalent layer 
of ground for the average aettling of the entire loaded area._ 

Shape of the 
loaded area 

a 
Poisson's ratio (p) 

0. 10 0. 15 0.20 0. 25 0. 30 0. 35 0. 40 0.45 

Circle 
Square 
Rectangle 

If 

II 

If 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

• 1 
II 

II 

M 
II 

1 
1.5 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 

100 

0. 97 
0. 96 
1. 16 
1. 31 
1. 55 
1. 72 
1. 85 
1.98 
2. 06 
2. 14 
2. 21 
2.27 
2. 67 
2.91 
3. 10 
3.25 
3. 73 

0.99 
0.97 
1. 18 
1.34 
1. 58 
1. 75 
1.88 
2. 02 
2.10 
2. 18 
2. 26 
2. 32 
2. 75 
2.97 
3. 16 
3. 32 
3. 80 

1.02 
1.01 
1.23 
1. 39 
1.63 
1.81 
1.95 
2.09 
2 18 
2. 25 
2. 34 
2.40 
2.82 
3.08 
3.28 
3.44 
3.94 

1.08 
1.07 
1. 30 
1. 47 
1. 73 
1. 92 
2.07 
2. 21 
2. 31 
2.40 
2.47 
2. 54 
2.98 
3.25 
3.47 
3. 64 
4. 16 

1. 18 
1. 17 
1. 40 
1.60 
1.89 
2.09 
2. 25 
2. 41 
2. 51 
2. 61 
2. 69 
2. 77 
3.25 
3. 54 
3. 77 
3.96 
4. 54 

1. 34 
1. 32 
1. 60 
1. 81 
2. 13 
2. 36 
2. 54 
2. 72 
2. 84 
2. 95 
3. 04 
3. 13 
3. 67 
4.00 
4.27 
4.47 
5. 12 

1. 73 
1. 71 
2.07 
2. 34 
2. 75 
3.06 
3.29 
3. 53 
3. 67 
3. 82 
3. 92 
4. 05 
4. 75 
5. 18 
5. 53 
5. 80 
6. 64 

2. 81 
2. 78 
3. 37 
3.81 
4. 48 
4. 98 
5. 36 
5. 64 
5. 98 
6.21 
b. 42 
6. 59 
7. 73 
8. 44 
8.99 
9.43 

10.81 

Note: a = ratio of the Bide* of the rectangle 

Very few experiment* have been conducted to determine the coefficient of lateral ex¬ 
pansion of the ground (Poiaeon'* ratio). The data collected are given in Table 98. 

Table 98. Coefficient* of lateral expansion (Poib«oii'* ratio) for 
riround . t positive temperature. 

Soil type Poisson's ratio Investígalo r 
Recommended 

est im&ted 
value 

Gravel-pebble 

Sand 
Sand 
Silty sand 
Clayev sand 
Clayey ground 

1 Clay (fat) 

0. 12 - 0. 17 

0. 17 - 0.24 
0.20 - 0.29 
0.21 - 0. 29 
0. 33 - 0. 37 
0. 36 - 0. 39 

0. 40 

Tsytovich ami 
Kapylova (LI1KS) 

Wilson 
Tertaghi 
Gumenski. Tsytcvich 
Pokrovski, Lash 
Tertaghi 
Gumenski 

0. 15 

0.20 

0.25 
0. 30 - 0.35 

0. 37 
0.40 

With the data of Table 97 and 98. the void ratio of frozen ground, c, , and the coef¬ 
ficient of compressibility upon thawing, the final settling oí a foundation on rhawim? 
ground can be determined 

Example. It is necessary to determine the final settling of a foundation on thawing 
froten ¡an ¿Hinder a load of 1. 5 kg/cm*. The foundation base is 6m long and 1.5 m wide. 
The natural void ratio of froten sand is C| = 0.75, and its coefficient of compressibility 
upon thawing under a load of 1.5 kg/cm* is a^ ® 0.05 kg/ cm*. 

The ratio of the side» of the base is 

a 6 . 
a * ç * r.T= 4 
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From Table 97, îo\ = 4 and ^ s 0.2 fir thawed sand, we fmd: 

Au = 1.81; 

then the thickne«« of the* equivalent layer ol the ground will be: 

h = Aub = 1.31 X 15C = 271 cm. 

From eq 89 the final settling ir 

/ af P \ 
= 271 0.05 • 1.5 

"TTTTTS“ 11.6 cm. 

/ 

This settling will take a considerable period of time, long enough for the ground to 
thaw to a considerable depth under the foundation, several times deeper than the width of 
the base. 

On thawing clay, the time requ'reo for settling to c ;ase will depend not only on the 
depth and speed of thawing, but also on the water permeability of the ground, on the rate 
at which the clay is consolidated a.id tho water squeezed out of its pores. Depth of thawing 
over a given period of time can be dr*tei mined approximately by Stefan's equation (Ch. V), 
but the pru ess of cessation of seul > q is. much more complicated, and the rate of thawing 
will not co i. ide with the rate of inc, ase of settling. 

Heavir s Calculations 

When the active layer thaws, as ^ trussed above (Chs. Ill and VIII), heaving forces 
appear which tend to lift the foundaticue. These forces are counteracted by the load on 
the foundation and by fixing part of the foundation in the ground below the depth of frecz ng. 
The estimation of heaving of a foundation is important whether the permafrost is to be pre> 
served or eliminated. 

When the permafrost regime is to be maintained, the problem is: to what depth should 
the foundation pillars be laid in permafrost in order to counteract the heaving forces. 

Estimation will be made for a structure with a space under the floor ventilated during 
the winter. 

Calculations have shown that the tempe> 'ture difference between the outside and the 
ventilated space will be insignificant during a winter, approximately 1C to 2C. There¬ 
fore, it can be considered that the ground ar nd the foundation will freeze symmetrically. 

When the outside air temperature is negative, the ground around the foundation .«oil 
begin to freese, and heaving forces due to volume inc resse of the ground will appear. 
Their value can be considered equal to the adfreeaing forcea (Fig. 150). 

If freezing penetrates far enough that the adfreezing strength between the ground 
and the foundation exceeds the load on the foundation and the friction between the founda¬ 
tion and the ground, heaving of the foundation will begin. Experience has soown that 
foundation heaving occurs at very small depths of freezing, in many cases not more than 
10 cm. At present, there is insufficient data for determining the distribution of the ad¬ 
freezing forces over the side of the foundation. It can only be noted that, if the tempera¬ 
ture ia lower on the surface of th^- ground than at a certain depth, the adfreezing forces 
will be greater at the surface and (Uminish with depth. Adfreezing forces do not depend 
solely on the negative temperature; fhey depend also on the moisture content and grain- 
size composition of the ground. 

The follov.’ing symbols s.re used: 

T is the estimated adfreezing strength, in kg/cm*, of different sections of the active 
layer, depending on the temperature, moisture, and grain-aiza composition of the ground. 

Tf is the estimated adfreezing strength of the permafrost layer; 
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Permairost 

Figure 150. Diagram of «tresse^ 
for foundation heaving calculation« 

when permafrost is maintained. 

must be laid so deep that the adfreezin 
will be sufficient to counteract heaving 
mg friction between the foundation and 
for eight-sided foundations: 

S is the perimeter of the croaa-aectional area 
of the foundation 

h is the thickness of tne active layer; 

h^ is the depth to which the foundation is laid in 
permafrost; and 

JV is the load on the foundation, including its 
own weight. 

The adfreezing strengths are tafcsn from the 
tabulated results of direct tests (see Ch. VI). Cal¬ 
culation of the adfreezing strengths which occur in 
nature will give extremely large values. A founda¬ 
tion pillar with a 50 x 50 cm croi s section and an 
adfreezing strength of r ■ 5 kg/cm* of lateral sur¬ 
face will have à. total adfreezing strength of Zr * 
5(50 + 50)2 x 100 = 100,000 kg = 100 metric tons 
per meter vertically downward to the base of the 
foundation. The weight of the structure (the load on 
the foundation) will not always be sufficient to with¬ 
stand such a considerable force. Therefore, the 
question arises of whether it is not possible to make 
these adfreezing forces work for us; i.e., to ex¬ 
ploit the adfreezing strength between the perma¬ 
frost and the foundation material. The foundation 
g strength of the part of the foundation in the ground 

Based on the above considerations and disregard- 
the ground, the following equation can be written 

T(Shf ? T S h - N 

from which: 

h T S h - N 

(a) 

(b) 

This equation gives the depth of foundation pillars in permafrost which will counter¬ 
act heaving. 

In eq b, we assumed that the tangenual adireezing strength is uniform on the lateral 
surface of the foundation and vertically constant through the active layer. The variations 
of adfreezing strength with depth should be taken into account by replacing f m eq V by 
the average adfreezing strength for the active layer as calculated by the equation: 

T = liii .t Tih .t. • , (c) 
av 1, + ï, +....r 

T , Tj, , etc. are the adfreezing^strengths of the different layers of ground depending on 
tfie temperature, moisture contient, and composition of the ground; li , lj , etc. are the 
thn knesses of the layers. 

in eq b gives 
av 

h 
f 
> 
Z 

T Sh - N av (93) 

Subst luting T 
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-lí -I -$ -4 -t 0 
A4ír««*ing 
•trcogth oi «oit 
and wood 
(kg/cma) 

Figure lüi. Daté for foundation heaving calculations. 

Example. The temperature of the ground, the moisture content and grain-sise compo- 
sition of individual layers (Fig. 151) are given: 

N ■ 60,000 kg, 
h ■ 210 cm, 
d * 30 cm — the diameter of a wooden foundation pile, 

r kg/cm* depends on the average temperature, moisture content and grain-sise compo¬ 
sition of each layer. 

The average estimated adfreesing strength for the whole active layer is 

12x1.247x0.246x0.7 a 
-\.TV'!ATT¡7l- •i.Skf/cm. 

The perimeter of the foundation is S ■ 94 cm. 
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Th«n According to 04 I) 

» ♦•»-♦«»«O - M a°° • Ut cm. 
t * o*f4 

Tho total dopth to which tha foundation ahould ba laid ia 

H * h ♦ hf « 210 ♦ 226 ■ 426 cm * 4. 26 m. 

Allowing aome margin, we taka: 

H « 4. 5 m. 

If tha dapth calculated by thie method ia greater J 
thermal method, tha foundation can ba laid at the la.aar dapth V* **v£^r0,t 
by .orne conatruction maaaura. A foundation pad in the form of a 
placed with tha lower baaa on permalroet and tha upper baaa below the ^'E*?™** 
will provide batter aaaling in of tha foundation. Formulae for eatimating the heaving of 
founSttiona which are broadened at the bottom or have atrengthening deviene in perma- 
froat can be conatructad fpr each caaa without any apecial difficultiee. 

It ahould aleo ba notad that tha croaa aectione of foundatione under the influence of 
adfreaaing fcrcaa undergo tanaila atraaa during heaving. Thia ahould be taken into con 
aideration in planning foundations. The actual exiatence of tenaile atraaa in foundationa 
under permafïoat conditiona ia proved by atudy of the ^ 
in foundationa. tha séparation of portions of tha pilaa and bridge aupporte. ). The 
atraaaas which develop under thaaa conditiona are vary great.. Therafora. material which 
¡¡a. £r reala tanca to tanaila atraaa (for example rubble atona and brick) cannot ba 
used in permafrost conditiona. 

Tha graataat tanaila atraaa in foundationa occurs when the layer of winter freeaing is 
nearly as thick aa the active layar (Fig. 132). 

Since tha adfreaaing forcea are ultimata 
•Irtasea, tha ultimate tensile strength of the foun¬ 
dation material must be used in calculations. 

Tha croaa-aectional area required for resist¬ 
ance to tension is: 

T Sh - N 
fS äv (94) 

rult 

Figura 132. Diagram of tha founda¬ 
tion for calculating tensile atreaa. 

where F is the croea-euctional area of the foun¬ 
dation ãl tha level of tha permafrost table and 
* . ia the ultimata tensile strength of the material 

ult 
of the foundation. 

Thia simple formula ia introduced here to 
emphasise the neceeeity of considering tensile 
atraaa whan planning foundations in permafrost 
conditions. 

For example: 
Given: h ■ 210 cm; S » 94 cm; 60,000^kg; 

d ■ 30 cm; rujt f»* 

kg/cm1. 

■ 700 kg/cm*; r ^9.5 

«f**. SM«bsdNi%ic>^(> -a 
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Subatitjtinj tn cq f4. wm obtain: 

2(5 

» > 9. 5 * f4 * 2J0 - 60, 000 ... . 
F C -• lrlcmß. 

Wh«n th* diam«t«r of th* foundation pillar it 30 cm, the crota-«actional area macta 
the raqui remonta with a aafaty factor of almoat four. 

Whan the gradual elimination of parmafroat ia planned, the forcea which counteract 
toundation heaving are: the load on the foundation N, including the foundation*! own weight; 

the weighfof the ground of the bearing area (Fig. 
153); and the frictional reeiatance in the ground 
maaa equal to the perimeter of the bearing area 
of the foundation timee the depth of the foundation 
(to the top of the bearing area). 

When the adfreesing atrength of the ground 
and the foundation material ia conaiderable, diffi- 
cultiea may ariae in conatructlon. Thia occur« 
when the aum of the load on the foundation and the 
reeiatance to heave of the pari of the foundation 
which ia below the baae of freesing ia coneider- 
ably leaa than the heaving forcea (estimated ad¬ 
freesing forces). 1 In such a case, measures 
should be taken to diminish the adfreesing forces 
between the upper part of the foundation and the 
ground. 

Figure 153. Diagram of «tresses 
for foundation heaving calculations 

when permafrost is eliminated. 

The chief method, which has been used many 
times, is to replace the ground around thefoundation 
with a material having little adfreesing qualities, 
such as coarse homogeneous pebbles, protected 
from silting and from wetting by infiltrating wa¬ 
ters. The use of pebble fillera will be discussed 
in the following section in connection with the 
general problem of foundation construction. 

Example« of Constructing Foundations for Buildings on Permafrost 

The problem of constructing foundations for buildings erected on permafrost will be 
solved in each specific case on the basis of the concepts mentioned above, the proper cal¬ 
culations, the local conditions, and the particular construction features of thî buildings. 
A detailed study of this problem is beyond the scope of this book. Here we diecuss only 
the different methods of foundation construction which are typical for permafrost regions: 
building according to the principle of maintaining the permafrost regime, and building 
according to the principle of eliminating the permafrost regime. 

1. In the first case, the most practical foundation is separate pillars, ferroconcrete 
or wooden, with a space under the floor to be ventilated in the winter. 

Figure 154 (a and b) shows two types of ferroconcrete foundation which supports, with 
the help of beams, the walls and floor of a stone building. To decrease tha adfreesing 
forces, a fill of dry gravel is used to the bottom of the bottom of the active layer. This 
fill is protected from silting from the aides by wooden shields and from warming and 
wetting from the top by a non-heat-conducting, water-imp jrmeable cover. 

Figure 154c shows a wooden foundation pillar of the same design as the first. 

Foundations for non-heated structures, such as bridge supports, are constructed 
without leaving a space to be ventilated during the winter. However, in these cases as 
well, it is necessary to use all means to decrease thawing of the frosen ground under the 

!. See Chapter VI. 
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foundation. Such measure* are; use of non-heat conducting pads (e. g., wooden or Bl*t~ 
co«r.tï anHiers). equalising north «d south espo.ure. hy use of bushy plants, di¬ 
version of surface watur, and careful drainage of ground water. 

cpound.water drainage requires special construction in permafrost conditions do- 
«.d?« « tocL coîSît“*.! Uc.u.. th. «Ur. uy.r th... «»4u.Ur durto* th. «H» 
«mm«. th.r. >• no ««4 ‘‘•P* « i.’Vround 
would bo sensible to use a continuous draining gravel layer from the suriace oi me grou» 
to the upper boundary of pormafrost. 

The system of two-story drainage is also usod. The upper drain works tor half of 
the summer; the lower work# the second half of the summer and during the fall. 

wh*n th« oermafroet regime is to be maintained, the method of artificial freesing 
, «pound nror sed by Sumgin is useful in some cases. This method consists of lay- 

fñ, to cool d» ground drn.UcnU, in th. -ioUr. 

1 if e .radual elimination of permafrost is planned, the following types of founda- 
t ions^are used ^individual concrete ferroconcrete pilUr. on solid block, or wooden 

*1 mst*ttan* rmMtitkM on ▼•ty thick Mundv pobM# fill» iofnotini#® solid rubbls- 
étone^md torroconcrets fondations, and aimpliliad foundation, tor wooden buildings on 
sleepers. 

Fiflure 155 shows « cross ssetion of a foundation under the boilers of the Igarka e ec- 
tric polar plant.» That# foundation* are slightly reinforced concrete column« laid to a 
depth of approximately 5 m. 

The columns stand on a solid concret, slab. 35 cm thick, resting on a layer of tampe« 
TV JhS is underlain to a considerable depth by aand. An eiq»«rim«ntal load placed 

~ The drawing is taken from the book by Prof. Evdokimov-Rokotovski (1931) fostyito 
' Vrfivlnatstifita* inshinernykh soorushenii n* vechnoi metalóte .(Construe tltrn^ am ogAoiia- 
n^lramfeVrl« «rued..! «-p.Vm^ro«|. LmiÇ- 
2 N. A. T.ytovieh (HM) Hohotorv. l».UgovM»iU rochiKii m«r.lotY ,,D11^°’l¡i**^_r*— 

tW »it« ir»wr courao oi the Tsnisey 
Enieeia •ia^etonTítMe (Some studies ol permafrost i» «y 
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Figure lò5. Foundations under the boilers of the Igarka Electric power plant 
(principle of eliminating the permafrost regime). 

the very same port of Igarka, but without proper considerations of the properties of 
thawing frosen ground, has become quite intolerably deformed. 

Figure 156a, b shows foundations under a heated plant. The foundations rest on a 
very thick sand fill and extend below the lower level of freesing of the ground in the given 
area. 

Sand 

Drainage 

Water 
impermeable 
wall 

, of freesing 

Steam pipes 

I of freesing 

Figure 156. Types of foundations for structures constructed according to 
principle of eliminating the permafrost regime. 
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Tor wood.» dw»ili»»g.n«*t«d to SftXSST^SS 
buildings, simpliftod foundation. ?"****£? oi thTsîilWw r.mov«d. wooden «Lepers 
(Fig. 157). Th. upper mos. ^ toi^us toy.rs^l ^ framework of the 

ZÛSÏÏ'i iron. tí., .id. by . «».-h.«-«..-...!«« mi. 

Figure 157. 
Simplified foundations under small wooden buildings: 

a) on wooden crossbeams: b) on sleepers. 

Th« loond»ttoo» on p»rm»lro.« ihown 'tM^uiÚVr mu.t 

jäS"“; 0VJÎ ÏÏT«*hI*b.Vn ÎÜtid «ho»., .nd ttk. loto «n.id.«tion th. loeri condi- 

tions. 
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